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FOREWORD
R.W.G.HUNT
Chairman of the Papers Committee

Colour fascinates. The artist manipulates it, the scientist analyses it, the
industrialist exploits it, and it surrounds us almost everywhere we go.
To organize an international conference on colour is therefore both
a pleasure and a challenge: a pleasure because colour is so interesting,
a challenge because it covers such a wide range of interests.
In arranging Colour 73 the Organizing Committee recognized that
none of those attending would be experts in all branches of colour,
but that most would welcome the opportunity of hearing summaries
of the present state of the art in areas outside their own. Accordingly,
nine invited lectures were included in the programme to provide
surveys of important segments of the subject. These lectures were
delivered each morning, and on the last afternoon, in the !arge Central
Hall of York University. The consistently high attendance at these
lectures confirmed that there is a widespread desire to be informed
on all aspects of colour, and these proceedings therefore include written
versions of all the invited lectures so as to provide a permanent record
of the surveys given at the congress.
An international conference should also provide opportunities for
experts to hear and discuss papers in their own fields of study, and
Papers Sessions were therefore held each afternoon and on the last
morning. To accommodate over one hundred papers necessitated the
use of parallel sessions, and it quickly became obvious that people's
interests in colour are so diverse that on many occasions a person
would wish to be in two places at once. To overcome this problem,
a session was held at the beginning of each morning at which a rapporteur summarized the papers presented the previous day, after which
further time was allowed for discussion. These arrangements, and the
enthusiasm with which people hurried round the beautiful Iake of the
campus (during a week of really hot English sunshine) to change from
one parallel session to another, overcame the problern of conflicting
interests to some extent. Happily, with the proceedings, the reader has
no such problern; all the papers are included in the form of extended
abstracts, which, with over a hundred papers involved, probably gives
most readers most of what they require. Many of the papers will,
no doubt, be published in full in the usual journals in due time.
V

vi

Foreward

I think that all who were present at the Congress were delighted with
York as the venue. The University campus with its attractive grounds,
modern halls of residence, and excellent lecture facilities, provided a
fine setting; the opportunities for meeting people in the dining halls,
along the covered walk-ways, in the bars, or even with the ducks by the
lake-side, ensured that we had a conference, not just a series of meetings.
We are greatly indebted to Professor W.D. Wright and his secretariat
for the vast amount of work they did in organizing the Congress with
such skill and understanding. The city of York and its surrounding
countryside gave many of our overseas visitors an opportunity of seeing
a delightful part of England which was new to them. For arranging
auch an enjoyable social programme of visits to various functions within
the city and excursions to places of interest outside, we are grateful
to Dr F.L. Warburton and his Social Committee.
York was surely appropriate also in that the wealth of coloured
glass windows in its churches, and above all in the Minster, provided
a wonderful demonstration of the satisfaction which comes when art,
science, and technology combine harmoniously in the field of colour.
To many ofus, the highlight ofthe 2nd A.I.C. Congress was the superb
lecture on this subject delivered at our opening session by Mr Peter
Gibson of the York Glaziers Trust. We shall, in future, Iook at these
works of art with enlightened eyes, and hope that our own contributions to colour will in some way benefit from seeing the beauty, expertise, and permanence of those stained glass windows.
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PERSONAL TRIBUTES TO
DEANE B. JUDD

DEANE BREWSTER JUDD
AN APPRECIATION BY DoROTHY NICKERSON

We meet to honour Deane Brewster Judd, outstanding colour scientist,
colleague and friend. Born November 15, 19oo, he died October 15,
1972, leaving a wife, sister, son, daughter, and four grandchildren.
It was 1925 when I first met Deane Judd. He was employed for the
summer as a Munsell Research Associate at the Bureau of Standards
and often came to Baltimore as observer for value-scale studies conducted there in the summers of 1925 and 1926. As a Munsell Associate he
reported in October 1925 to a meeting of the Optical Society on 'the
computation of colorimetric purity', and with Priest in October 1926
on 'the precision of measurement of dominant wavelength for yellow
colours of high saturation'. Yet these were not his first colour studies,
for while his name appeared as early as 1921 on publications concerned
with telephone rates, by 1923 colour was selected as the subject for his
Master of Arts thesis at Ohio State University: 'Physical characteristics
of complementary pigments'.
At Cornell, where he received his doctorate in 1926, his thesis on
'a quantitative investigation of the Purkinje after image' led him to
add psychology to his primary interests in physics and mathematics.
There his life-long friendship with Harry Helson began, also their
collaboration on a study of photopic adaptation, the first of several
such studies.
From Cornell, Judd went permanently to the Bureau of Standards
where much of the early work directed by I. G. Priest provided information necessary for basic work in colour standardization. Because of
Priest's illness in 193 I on his return from CIE meetings, and his early
death in 1932, Judd feil heir to much of the CIE colorimetry work
at the NBS.
The early days were exciting. U ntil 193 I no international colour
standards existed, so in all directions new colour paths were being
explored. The Optical Society's Colorimetry Committee provided a
wonderful means for exchanging information and ideas-1 can still
remernher many a hot argument of the '3os.
Judd's interests were wide. He published on the Lovibond system,
on scales for lubricating oils, on the application of the Kubelka-Munk
theory to colour specifications for light-scattering materials, on the
ISCC-NBS colour names work. He led studies of U.S. Textile Color
Card Standards, published on whiteness, with Hunter on gloss, with
3
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Scofield and Hunter on alpha-beta and L, a, b systems, and completed
a study of colour television fidelity. He published on colour blindness,
on response functions for protanopic and deuteranopic vision. He was
interested in colour harmony and art education, and in 1950 prepared
annotated bibliographies for NBS circulars on colour harmony and
colour charts and, as recently as 1972, completed an NBS manuscript
on colour for the consumer. In 1952 his book, Color in Business, Science,
and Industry, was published, a second edition with Wyszecki in 1963,
a third now in preparation. In 1956 he spent three months in Madrid,
lecturing on colour and collaborating with Lorenzo Plaza at the Instituto
de Optica. He worked on questions of metamerism, of appearance
attributes, the specification of uniform colour tolerances, of light
sources and their colour rendering properties, of daylight itself-a
study that resulted in the important 1964 paper with MacAdam and
Wyszecki on 'spectral distribution of typical daylight as a function of
correlated color temperature'.
In spite of the wide range of subjects covered by his more than 150
publications and his many unpublished studies, Judd's prime interests
remained in colour vision, uniform colour scales, and the prediction
of color appearance.
There were many who came from overseas to work with him: Lorenzo
Plaza 1949-50, I.G.H. Ishak 1953, Gunter Wyszecki 1953-54, Karl
C. Semmelroth, and more recently Hiroshi Takasaki. I know all would
agree that he provided example and inspiration.
As for committee work, the success of much early ISCC technical
work can be credited to Judd's leadership: colour names, designation
for theatrical filters, colour aptitude and colour blindness, conditions
of illuminating and viewing. It was a great disappointment to him that
work of the OSA Committee on Uniform Color Scales, which he
had organized and led since 1947, was not quite completed at the time
of his death; he had hoped to see colour charts produced to represent
recommendations based on results of work by this committee.
Though I served with Dr Judd on many committees, and as ISCC
secretary during his years as chairman, our closest work concerned
spacing of the Munsell colours. Our 1936 mimeographed Review of the
Spacing of the Munsell Calors led to formation of the OSA Newhall
Subcommittee that published reports in 1940 and 1943. (Of the 1943
report Judd commented that eventually it would become as important
to colorimetry as adoption of the 1931 CIE standards.) Following my
retirement in 1964, we began work on a set of Munsell re-renotations,
expecting to use results of OSA-UCS sturlies to help us adjust certain
of the Munsell hue and chroma scales. An approximation was prepared
in 1967 but we feit the need for more data, particularly on dark and very
strong chromas in the PB to R region. In 1970, as guest workers at the
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NBS, we intended to continue this work under a modest grant to the
NBS from the Munsell Color Foundation. We began by a study of the
relation of the Munsell and Swedish NCS notations. Less than a
month before his death, Deane completed an introduction for a report
of this work, leaving it to me to complete.
Many honours came his way: in 1936 the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers' Journal Award for his paper, Color Blindness and Anomalies
of Vision ; in 1950 the U.S. Department of Commerce Gold Medal
for Exceptional Service; in 1957 the Inter-Society Color Council's
first Godlove Award; in 1958 the Ives Medal of the Optical Society
of America; in 1961 the Gold Medal of the Illuminating Engineering
Society; in 1965 the Stratton Award of the National Bureau of
Standards.
For the record, Deane Judd served the Inter-Society Color Council
as chairman, 194o-43; he served the Munsell Color Foundation as
president of its Board of Trustees, 1942-72 (his original appointment
made by the Director of the National Bureau of Standards); he served
the Optical Society of America as president, 1953-55, and as journal
editor, 1961-63.
It is interesting to recall another facet of Deane's life: his skill at
tennis. He had a shelf full of trophies. In the '2os he was a 'doubles'
champion for Ohio and in the '3os was Washington's fourth ranking
'singles' champion, always with a steel racquet. Music was a hobby.
With a knowledge of chords he became adept at playing the piano by
ear. He loved symphony and 'long-hair music'-said that a mathematician could understand it. For years the Judds' dislike of cold
weather, plus the desire for an early startat tennis, led to winter instead
of summer vacations. St Croix, V.I., became their favourite resort,
and in recent years an increasing number of weeks were spent there
each year.
Deane became ill in December 1970. He was found to be suffering
from cancer of the pancreas, of the seriousness of which he was fully
aware. Although he continued to see people and to work for a few
hours when he was up to it, he became increasingly less able to do the
latter. His will power was tremendous; he amazed his doctors, for he
fought to maintain his strength in order to complete as far as possible
projects under way. Failing this, he arranged finally to leave those that
he could to others to complete, each project to a different collaborator.
We shall miss him in so many ways- his expert advice, his wise,
guiding, always encouraging hand. But as long as colorimetry remains
a viable science the name of Deane Judd will be known and respected,
and his influence will continue to be feit.

DEANE B. JUDD
A

TRIBUTE BY DAVID WRIGHT

I first met Deane Judd in the autumn of 1929 at a meeting of the Optical
Society of America, which I attended on behalf of Westinghouse in
Pittsburg, where I was employed at that time. Some of my colourmixture results had recently been published and Deane wanted to quiz
me about them. Actually I was not too pleased, as he kept me in for
the whole of the Saturday afternoon, whereas I had hoped to enjoy
myself in Ithaca, where the meetingwas being held. This was, however,
an illustration of the mental discipline which he displayed throughout his life and which he expected from the rest of us. Our discussion
on that Saturday afternoon was typical in another respect, namely
as an example of his compulsive interest in new experimental data and
of his determination to assimilate them into his thinking and to use
them at the earliest moment.
This was also perhaps a reflection of the fact that Dr Judd was not
a natural experimentalist himself-<:ertainly the building of colourmixing apparatus was not his forte, so that the Bureau of Standards
had no data to contribute towards the definition of the colour matehing
functions adopted by the CIE, either in 1931 or in 1964. Yet the ideas
which Judd contributed were of the greatest importance.
Perhaps his single most far-reaching contribution to the science of
colour was the publication of his paper on 'Reduction of Data on
Mixture of Color Stimuli' in the Bureau of Standards Journal of
Research in 1929. It was in this paper that he drew attention to Schrödinger's concept of the alychne in the chromaticity chart and of the
merits of a trichromatic system of colour measurement in which two
of the reference stimuli are located on the alychne. I have no doubt
at all that it was the timely appearance of this paper that was responsible
for the choice of coordinates adopted only two years later by the CIE
in their definition of the 1931 system of colour measurement.
Another example of his thinking ahead of the rest of us was the publication in 1935, again in the Bureau's Journal of Research, of his paper
on 'A Maxwell Triangle yielding Uniform Chromaticity Scales'. By
trial and error he derived a transformation of the 1931 chromaticity
chart to give, as far as he could judge from the limited amount of
discrimination data then available, a chart in which equal lengths in
the chart corresponded to equal subjective differences in colour. The
search for the perfect uniform colour space was to be a continuing
6
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concern of his for the remainder of his life, but he could hardly have
anticipated in 1935 that after nearly forty years we should still not have
reached agreement on a universally acceptable colour difference formula.
I suppose in those days none of us realized just how intractable a
problern it was.
In another area of the subject Judd's analysis of normal and defective
colour vision was marked by a complete objectivity and a total absence
of emotional involvement which had so bedevilled the rational assessment of colour vision theories in the past. The Young-Helmholz
theory, the Hering theory, the Ladd-Franklin theory, the Müller
theory, the Adams theory, the Fick theory-they were all subjected to
his critical, but perfectly fair, investigation and, wherever possible, he
transformed the dichromatic and trichromatic colour mixture data into
appropriate coordinates to show how the data could be made to fit each
particular theory. Rarely, though, did he pursue the matter further
and attempt to identify the biological processes in the retina responsible
for the coding of the signals that each theory demanded.
For many of us, Judd's responsibility for the guiding of colorimetry
during the critical period 1955-67 when he served as Chairman of the
CIE Colorimetry Committee, E-1.3.1, will remain most prominent
in our memories of him. It was during this period that the I0° colour
matehing functions were adopted by the CIE as a supplement to the
193 r system and, again, we saw the same objectivity and mental discipline at work. If some argument which he was developing was shown
to be wrong, he abandoned it without any of the prevarication or illfeeling which some of us might have shown. The CIE can be very
proud and grateful that they have been able to attract men of his calibre
to serve on their committees so unstintingly and with such distinction.
The AIC are also in debt to Deane Judd. It was during the 1967
meeting of the CIE in Washington that the plans to establish the AIC
were finalized. Some delicate negotiations were called for to ensure
agreement on the basic structure and aims of the AIC and Deane
became a central figure in these negotiations, because of the implicit
trust we all had in him. The fact that we are meeting here today,
therefore, derives in part from his own enthusiasm for the establishment of a new international organization devoted to the study of colour
in all its aspects.
Dorothy Nickerson has referred to Deane's skill at tennis. I tried on
one or two occasions to get him interested in cricket. Once when he
visited our home, he played cricket with my two sons in our garden,
but found a cricket bat a rather different weapon from a tennis racquet.
On another occasion, I took him to Lords on a Saturday afternoon to
see one of our county cricket matches, and it was only some months
later that I discovered that his determination to understand this extra-
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ordinary game was so strong that he returned to Lords on his own the
following Monday. Once his interest was aroused in any subject,
he did not spare hirnself until he had really mastered it.
Deane was essentially a modest man and completely devoid of any
showmanship. This was particularly apparent to me at the Detroit
meeting of the Optical Society of America in October 1958, when he
was awarded the Frederic Ives Medal and gave the Ives Medal Address.
Perhaps unwisely, he chose as the theme of his address 'Some Color
Demonstrations I have shown'. These were very interesting demonstrations, but more suited to a specialist colour audience than the wider
membership of the whole Optical Society. It happened that, on the
evening before, Dr Land had given a lecture demonstration of his
two-colour projection experiments, with all the resources of the
Polaroid Corporation at his disposal. The contrast in presentation was
considerable, but none of us were in any doubt that Deane was a very
worthy recipient of the Ives Medal. To quote from the citation: 'The
Frederic Ives Medal is presented to Dr Deane Brewster Judd for his
distinguished scientific researches in the areas of colorimetry and
color vision. Dr Judd is a unique combination of physicist, mathematician, and psychologist, which has enabled him to make important,
original contributions to man's knowledge of color. He has published
these findings in over a hundred scientific papers and books.' That
was in 1958, and there were many more publications still to come.
We are today honouring the memory of a scientist who has been an
outstanding leader in the field of colour science for some forty-five
years. We are also paying tribute to a man of the highest integrity,
with whom it has been a privilege to work on various projects, in committees and at many international conferences. I would personally
want to express my gratitude for all the help he gave me over so many
years and to say how much I shall miss a very dear friend. I believe
this is a feeling which we all share today.

PRESENTATION OF THE 1972
NEWTON MEDAL
The Colour Group (Great Britain) awarded the 1972 Newton Medal
to Dr Judd and it had been hoped that he would have been able to
deliver the Newton Lecture at the AIC Colour 73 Congress. Following
the tributes to Deane Judd by Miss Nickerson and Professor Wright,
Mr R.W. Brocklebank, Chairman of the Colour Group for 1971-73,
presented the 1972 Newton Medal to Mrs Deane B. Judd.
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THEORETICAL MODELS OF THE
COLOUR VISION NETWORK
P. L. WALRAVEN
Institute for Perception TNO, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

I. INTRODUCTION

From the tremendous amount of Iiterature available on colour vision it
emerges that most researchers adhere to one kind or another of trichomatic opponent theory of colour vision. Present theoretical models of
the colour vision network are all variations on this theme. One of these
Variations is the model proposed by Walraven(I962) and later amended
by Vos and Walraven (I97I). It would be appropriate to discuss in full
detail every written variation. However, due to Iack of space and time,
I have chosen for description the amended Walraven model. Where
appropriate, other thoughts are mentioned where they deviate from this
model, or where they give more explicit form to certain parts of the
model.
2. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE MODEL

A schematic representation of the model is given in Fig. I. Essential
characteristics are that the signals from a Helmholtz-type three receptor
zone are converted to Hering-type antagonistic red-green and yellowblue colour signals, and to a brightness signal which is the sum of the
signals from the three receptor signals.
The sensitivity curves of the three systems, and thus the absorption
spectra of the three different pigments in different cones, govern the
colour mixture laws, the linear addition of the receptor signals takes
care of Abney's law. Although the existence of three different pigments
was hypothesized for a long time, the experimental evidence by microspectrophotometry (Brown and Wald, I964; Markset al., I964) marle
them a facttobe dealt with in any colour vision theory. The necessity
to assume chromatic channels separate from a brightness channel in
the informationtransportwas already indicated by Pieron (I939), who
showed that the luminosity curve changes only slightly after moderate
chromatic adaptation. Without this assumption this experimental fact
is deadly for the Helmholtz theory. In particular Hurvich and Jameson
(I96o) have stressed this point. They also have indicated, on the basis
II
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that the luminosity curve of cone-monochromats is substantially like
that of normal (Weale, 1953), that there must be aseparate luminosity
mechanism that is independent of the colour mediating responses.
In addition to this separation, there is evidence to separate a red-green
mechanism from a yellow-blue mechanism. Again it was Hurvich and
Jameson (196o) who stressed this point, and so revived the Hering
theory. The psychophysical evidence for this distinction that I find
convincing is the different behaviour of red--green discrimination and
yellow-blue discrimination as a function of luminance and diameter
(Walraven and Bouman, 1966). Furthermore, the electrophysiological
evidence for this distinction of two chromatic mechanisms by recording
in the LGN of monkeys is overwhelming (De Valois et al., 1966).

Frc.

1.

3·

Schematical representation of the described zone model of
colour vision.

A MORE DETAILED PICTURE OF THE MODEL

The receptor Ievel
In Fig. 2 the scheme of neural processing according to Vos and
Walraven (1971) is given. The photopic retina is built up of red (R),
green (G) and blue (B) cones. Of course colour names should not be
given to these cones, but rather the indications, long wavelength,
middle wavelength and short wavelength sensitive cones, e.g. indicated
by a wavelength number for maximal sensitivity. However the indication of R-, G- and B-cones is used here as a sort of shorthand writing.
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In accordance with general consensus it is assumed that the B-receptors
are distinctly lower in population density. In general it is assumed that
the R- and G-systems are more or less equivalent as to the number of
receptors. In this model, however, it is assumed that there are twice as
many R-receptors as G-receptors. The proportion of R-, G- and Breceptors is assumed to be 40: 20: 1. These data are average values.
Depending upon the place in the retina the ratio might change. Thus,
it is probable that the blue receptors in the centre of the fovea are even
more scarce (Ruddock and Burton, 1972).
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FIG. 2. Scheme of neural colour processing.

The derivation of the numbers of receptors and their spectral absorption curves is mostly based upon the observation that dichromatic
vision can be conceived as a reduced form of normal trichromatic
vision, plus a number of additional data.
In the model two main types of colour defectiveness are easily placed:
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red-green defectiveness by inadequate function of the RJG channel ;
and yellow-blue defectiveness by failure of the Y/B channel. Such a
failure may find its origin in the absence of one receptor system. In
this scheme it is assumed that protanopia is due to loss of the Rreceptors, deuteranopia to loss of the G-receptors and tritanopia to
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Fw. 3, The u sed set of spectral sensitivity functions for the foveal
receptor systems.

loss of the B-receptors. The location of the dichromatic confusion
centres are in the x1 , y 1-diagram (revised CIE diagram according tc
Judd, 1951).
protanopic centre
deuteranopic centre
tritanopic centre

X =
X=
X =

0'7465
1·40
0·1748

y = '02535
y = -0'40
y = 0'0044

The corresponding fundamental response curves are given in Fig. 3·
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According to Pokorny and Smith (1972) these curves are in excellent
agreement with the luminosity curves of protanopes and deuteranopes.
The hypothesis that deuteranopes have both the normal red and the
normal green pigment, and that the nerves from the two kinds of cones
are 'fused' is in this scheme rejected. That hypothesis has been very
popular because the confusion lines of deuteranopes at the CIE diagram
seemed to converge very near x = 1·o, y = o·oo. This point is the
theoretical convergence point for such a fusion deuteranope. But
Nimeroff (1970) cleared up a longstanding error. He has shown from
the literature, including some from Russian sources, and from his own
measurements that although there is a considerable spread, the convergence points have a weighted mean of x = 1"54 and y = -0"54· The
chosen x1 - and y 1-values in our scheme are in the permissable range of
Nimeroff's data. It is also in accordance with Alpern et al. ( 1968) and
Richards and Luria (1968), who conclude that all the deuteranopes
they studied were completely lacking the green pigment. And it is
also in line with Rushton's view that in addition to cyanolabe the
protanope has only the pigment chlorolabe (1963) and the deuteranope
only the pigment erythrolabe (1965).
The densities of these pigments has been a matter of dispute in recent
years. Although the common view was that these densities in cones
were pretty low, the report by Dobelle et al. (1969) suggests high values
( > o·7). This finding gives more basis to the so-called self-screening
hypothesis, which explains the deviations in colout matehing after
bleaching (Brindley, 1955; Terstiege, 1966), changes in the StilesCrawford effect after bleaching (Walraven, 1966) and the second StilesCrawford effect (Walraven and Bouman, 1960). A tetrachromatic
hypothesis, where a fourth receptor system is introduced, like that
suggested by Ingling (1969), is then not necessary.
The determination of the ratio of number of receptors will be treated
in the next section on the nervous processing.

The nervous processing
The Bezold-Brücke effect is the change in hue when coloured light is
changed in intensity. The classical measurements were made by Purdy
(1931, 1937), confirmed by Van der Wildt and Bouman (1968) and
Jloynton and Gordon (r965), and extended to the purple region of the
,Jpectrum by Walraven (r96r).
Light of the wavelengths 570 nm and 476 nm does not change, these
are invariant hues. Walraven (r96r) has shown that the effect can be
explained quantitatively in terms of saturation of nervaus processing
in the separate chromatic mechanisms. The neutral wavelengths are
those at which the antagonistic R-G and Y-B nervous processes are in
balance, so that they saturate at the same rate, and so that the ratio of
B
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their Ioad Ievels remains equal to one, from low to high stimulation
Ievels.
As a matter of fact, we find here another argument for separation of
chromatic and brightness channels. Non-linear processes of the kind
to explain the Bezold-Brücke effect quantitatively, when apparent
also in the brightness channel, would be contrary to Abney's law.
So these non-linear processes must occur in separate chromatic channels.
Coming back to the condition for the neutral wavelengths, this
amounts to
vnfv0 = constant
and
vy jvB = constant
being the neural activity instead of the physical stimulation (see
Fig. z). Leaving aside by which actual process and in which way this
nervous saturation occurs, this condition means, e.g. for 570 nm, that
the R- and G-receptors should have equal input. With Nn and N 0
the number of R- and G-receptors in the retinal area under consideration, and with R 670 and G 570 for the systemloads, the mathematical
expression for equal receptor Ioad is

v

Rs7o

Gs7o

Nn = No
Similarly for 476 nm we get,
(R+G) 47o
Bm
NR+O = NB
in which we have to consider Nn+o as the number of receptors feeding
into the (R+G)-channel, assuming that the Y-signal = R+G. The
spectral sensitivities at the indicated wavelengths (see Fig. 3) give then
the answer:

REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE MODELS

In the scheme of Fig. 2 it is left open how at the balance Ievel the
messages from the receptors are recoded into opponent responses in
the two chromatic channels and the brightness channel.
Jameson and Hurvich (1968) and Richter (1969) derive opponent
responses as linear relations with the absorption curves of the photopigments. Some authors like Bouman (1969) and Sperling (1971)
think of these responses as differences between outputs of receptors;
others such as Shklover (1969), Matveev (1969) and Meessen (1968)
assume logarithmic or other non-linear transformations before recording
takes place.
The processes depend also on the state of adaptation. Koenderink
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et al. (1972) worked out a Weber-adaptation model. Other refinements
are possible for certain cases where Abney's law apparently does not
hold, as for instance, at the absolute threshold. Guth (1971) considers
vector addition then as a useful alternative to Abney's law.
As indicated by the use of the terms trita-signal and deuta-signal in
Fig. 2 the scheme supposes in fact that normal colour vision is a combination of tritanopic (interaction of the R- and G-system) and deuteranopic (interaction of the Y- and B-system) vision. The term deuteranopic is based on the 'old' notion that deuteranopia is due to fusion of
the red and green systems. Judd and Yonemura (1969) suggest, following the Müller theory, that it is a combination of tritanopic and protanopic vision. Hassenstein ( 1967) presents another variation by assuming that the green system is antagonistic to a combined action of blue
and yellow systems. Abranov (1968) rejects the G-input in the Y-B
channel, Guth et al. ( 1968) the B-input to the brightness channel as weil.
Wieseland Hube! ( 1966) raised doubts as to the presence of the G-input
into the Y-B system.
At present there is not enough evidence to make a choice between
all the mentioned variations. With this in mind, I still prefer the hypothesis that Y = R + G, because the properties of colour discrimination
along the tritanopic confusion lines in the normal colour mixture
diagram are the same for normals, if colour ·discrimination along these
lines is considered as the interaction of the (R+G)-system and the
B-system (Walraven and Bouman, 1966). But even this is loaded with
doubts now, because one of the facts ernerging from the discussions
at the Helmholtz Memorial Symposium on Color Metries (1972) is
that the variability in colour discrimination data does not yet permit
definite conclusions as to the model used for predicting colour discrimination and the formulation of the line-element. Nevertheless,
the choice ofY = R+G seems to my mind the mostsimple and therefore obvious choice.
In this way groups of receptors are linked. This fits in with a suggestion by Bouman (1969) that the cones of the human retina are organized
in distinct units which he calls 'human ommatidia'. Such an ommatidium contains red, green and blue cones in certain proportions, and
also rods in a number dependent upon eccentricity. This brings in an
element which has to be added in a way that they act as white signals
which inundate the red-green and yellow-blue channels more and
more as eccentricity increases. This would explain the tendency towards
dichromacy and monochromacy with increasing eccentricity.
Rough (1968) and Ruddock (1971) think along the same line that
rod signals are colorimetrically neutral but suppose more specifically,
supported by Trezona (1970), that the rods and blue cones share their
input before recording takes place.

18
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6.

NECESSARY FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

An essential extension of Fig. I as depicted in Fig. 2 is that the brightness signal is not just an addition of R, G and B, but is also compared
with signals from neighbouring receptors or groups of receptors at the
balance level. This makes it a real Hering-scheme as compared with
Fig. I, so that by contrast the colour black also finds its place in the
model.
Spatial colour transfer functions show that the spatial pass band for
yellow-blue is smaller than for red-green (Horst, I969). Moreover,
those inhibitory effects as occur in brightness vision, which are the
sources of Mach bands, are very weak or missing in the mechanisms
of colour vision. Colour Mach bands do not occur. All these lateral
interactions, different for each of the chromatic channels and for the
brightness channel, must be taken into account in order to complete
the model. A first attempt of such kind has been made by Koenderink
et al. (I972).
Reviewing the last ten years, the controversies changed from Helmholtz versus Hering to alternatives of the trichromatic opponent scheme.
The first controversy was finally solved by objective measurements in
the receptors and in the nervous system. However, there is still a need
for psychophysical and electrophysiological data in order to improve
our insight in the mechanisms of colour vision.
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COLORIMETRY
G UNTER WYSZECKI
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of colour-colorimetry-is evolving into a multifacet field of metrology with nipidly increasing sophistication in techniques, standards and theories.
We trace the early beginnings of colorimetry to Newton (1642-1727),
Grassmann (1809--'77), Maxwell (1831-77), Helmholtz (1821--<)4) and
Schrödinger (1887-196I). Among the many scientists who set the stage
for modern colorimetry are Guild, Judd, MacAdam, Richter, Stiles
and Wright.
Modern colorimetry is an important part of the rather broad field of
colour science which deals with all aspects of visible radiant energy
and its effects on the visual mechanism that evokes colour sensations.
Colorimetry, in its strict sense, is a tool used to making a prediction
on whether two lights (visual stimuli) of different spectral power
distributions will match in colour for certain given conditions of
observation. The prediction is made by determining the tristimulus
values of the two visual stimuli. If the tristimulus values of a stimulus
are identical to those of the other stimulus, a colour match will be observed by an average observer with normal colour vision. We will
discuss colorimetry in its strict sense under the heading 'basic colorimetry'.
Colorimetry in its broader sense includes methods of assessing the
appearance of colour stimuli presented to the observer in complicated
surroundings as they may occur in everyday life. This is considered the
ultimate goal of colorimetry, but because of its enormaus complexity,
this goal is far from being reached. On the other hand, certain more
restricted aspects of the overall problern of predicting the colour appearance of stimuli seem somewhat less elusive. The outstanding examples
are the measurement of colour differences, whiteness and chromatic
adaptation. Though these problems are still essentially unresolved, the
developments in these areas are of considerable interest and practical
importance. In this paper, we will discuss colorimetry in its broader
sense und er the heading 'advanced colorimetry', but we will confine
the discussion mainly to the problern of measuring colour differences.
21
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BASIC COLORIMETRY

Basic colorimetry is governed by the experimental laws of colour
matehing valid for all human observers with normal colour vision. 1,2,a
From these experimental laws three equations evolve which express
the conditions for a colour match between two given colour stimuli;
we have

JSl(A.)x(A.)dA. JS (A.)x(A.)dA.
=

Ä
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In these equations the three functions x(A.), y(A.), z(A.) define the colourmatching properties of the observer, and are often called the colourmatching functions. The functions S 1(A.) and S 2(A.) are the spectral
power distributions of the two colour stimuli compared by the observer.
All these functions are functions of wavelength A., but it is the equality
of corresponding integrals that constitutes the condition for the colour
match of the two stimuli.
The essential spectral range of A., within which the eye responds to
colour stimuli, is from about 380 to 780 nm. This is usually referred
to as the 'visible spectrum'. Each integral of equations ( 1) is determined
over the visible spectrum and the values obtained for them are proportional to the tristimulus values of the given stimuli. In particular, we
have for the stimulus S 1(A.) the tristimulus values,
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and for stimulus S 2(A.) the tristimulus values
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The constant k in equations (z) and (3) is a normalizing constant and
can be given any positive value. Later we will define it more specifically.
The colour-match condition expressed by equations (I) can now
be rewritten as

Xl = X z
=

y2

zl =

Zz

yl

If S 1(A) and S 2(A) are identical functions, i.e. the two stimuli have
identical spectral power distributions, equations (I), and thus (4),
reduce to the trivial case of complete identity and the colorimetric
implications are of little interest. However, in general, S 1 (A) and S 2(A)
differ significantly in their spectral compositions, and it is then of
considerable interest to see whether equations (I) are still satisfied.
If they are, we call S 1(A) and S 2(A) 'metameric stimuli', i.e. stimuli of
different spectral composition, but identical tristimulus values.
Equations (I) to (3) reflect some of the basic experimentallaws that
govern colour matching.
The colorimetric properties of a given colour stimulus, S(A), are
uniquely specified by three parameters, the tristimulus values, X, Y, Z.
Linearity and additivity hold strictly over a considerable range of
observing conditions in colour matching. Linearity and additivity
require that the colour match between any two stimuli continues to
hold, if the stimuli are increased or reduced in magnitude by the same
constant factor, with their respective relative spectral power distributions remaining unchanged. Furthermore, linearity and additivity
require that, if stimuli S 1 (A) and S 2(A) match in colour and stimuli,
S3 (A) and SiA) also match in colour, then the additive mixtures
[S 1(A) +S3(A)] and [S 2(A) +S4(A)] must match in colour as well.
Equations (I) to (3) do not include considerations concerning the
dependence of a colour match on observational conditions under
which the two stimuli are compared. Also, they do not include considerations of the possible effects on a colour match of different previous
exposures of the eye to light and differences in colour matches made by
different observers. All these considerations affect the colour-matching
laws and limit their validity to a certain extent.
Normally, the two stimuli are presented to the observer as adjacent
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patches of light of similar shape and area. If a metameric match is observed by viewing directly at the centre of the dividing line of the two
patches, the match may be upset when the observer Iooks to the side.
The match may also be upset by changing the angular subtense of the
two patches, which can be done, for example, by changing the distance
between the eye and the patches. The degree of mismatch depends upon
the magnitude of the differences between the spectral distributions of
the two stimuli and in which regions of the spectrum these differences
occur.
In general, a colour match is unaffected by the previous exposure
of the eye to white or coloured light or by varying light adaptations of
the eye viewing two metameric stimuli. Also, a colour match between
the two stimuli will generally be unaffected, if other stimuli of different
colours are in the surrounding area of the two matehing stimuli. This
empirical fact is usually referred to as the 'law of the persistence of
colour match'. I ts validity is of crucial importance to the usefulness of
the matehing conditions expressed by equations (I) and thus to basic
colorimetry as a practical tool. The law of the persistence of colour
match holds for pre-exposures to moderate or fairly high brightness,
but it breaks down for very high brightnesses.
A further Iimitation arises in matehing the colour of stimuli which
extend over !arge areas, that is areas over 4 o angular subtense. In such
cases not only the foveal area of the retina, populated by cones, is
involved, but also the rod populated area. If both stimuli are reduced
in luminance to the Ievel where the rod mechanism can make an effective
contribution towards determining the match, the originally metameric
match may be upset. Upsets of this kind are described as arisingfrom
rod intrusion. We know that both the luminance of the given pair of
metameric stimuli as weil as their relative spectral power distributions
are the key parameters which decide whether the rods may contribute
to the colour match in a !arge field. However, we cannot as yet quantitatively predict the direction and magnitude of a mismatch caused by
rod intrusion.
In order to make basic colorimetry a practical tool, it is necessary
to agree on some colorimetric standards and methods of operation.
The Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) has recommended
the necessary Standards and methods, and these are weil documented
and have been adopted universally in industry and science. 4 There is
no need here to give details of the CIE recommendations but merely
Iist the important ones and discuss their implications to basic colorimetry.
The CIE has established two standard observers for colorimetry:
the 'CIE I93 I standard colorimetric observer' defined by the colourmatching functions x(A.), j(A.), z(A.), and the 'CIE I964 suppiementary
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standard colorimetric observer' defined by the colour-matching functions .X10(A.), j 10(A.), z10(A.). The CIE 1931 standard observer applies to
colour matehing in fields of 1o to 4 o angular subtense, whereas the
CIE 1964 supplementary standard observer applies to colour matehing
in !arge fields, that is fields of greater than 4 ° angular subtense. In both
cases photopic Ievels of luminance for the stimuli are required to make
the colour-matching functions applicable. When the large-field data
are used it is assumed that the rod mechanism is sufficiently suppressed
so as to have no effect on metameric colour matches.
There are four standard illuminants recommended by the CIE.
Illuminant 'A' represents light from a tungsten lamp and is defined
by the relative spectral power distribution of the full (Planckian)
radiator at absolute temperature 2856 K.
Illuminants 'B' and 'C' are intended to represent direct sunlight
(4870 K) and average daylight (6770 K) respectively, but both are anticipated to be phased out soon as standard illuminants. Instead, standard
illuminant D 65 is used as representative of an average phase of daylight
(65oo K).
Standard illuminant D 65 belongs to a series of spectral power
distributions which represent different phases of natural daylight
(4ooo K to 25 ooo K) quite weil within the spectral range of 300 to
830 nm. In particular, D 66 (5500 K) and D 76 (7500 K) are considered
useful illuminants in addition to D 66 •
All standard illuminants are defined by relative spectral power
distributions given in tabular form. Their main usefulness lies in colorimetric calculations.
Actual man-made light sources with relative spectral power distributions which duplicate exactly those of the standard illuminants do not
exist. Even the relative spectral power distribution of a tungsten filament lamp operating at a colour temperature of 2856 K deviates from
the standard illuminant 'A' because of the selectivity in the emissivity
of the filament and in the transmittance of the bulb. However, these
deviations can usually be neglected and the CIE actually recommends
a standard source 'A' in the form of a tungsten lamp.
With special double-cell liquid filters (Davis-Gibson filters) placed
in front of CIE standard source 'A', CIE standard sources 'B' and 'C'
can be produced. Unfortunately, the important CIE standard illuminant
D 65 , and all other D illuminants as weil, cannot as yet be simulated
readily by filtered or unfiltered sources to provide a standard daylight
source for laboratory use. We will say more about this later.
In the majority of colorimetric practice, object-colour stimuli are
involved, i.e. opaque objects (paint samples, textile swatches, etc.) are
illuminated and viewed. The spectral reflectances p(A.) or radiance
factors ß(A.) of a given object are determined in a spectrophotometer.

z6
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At each wavelength A., p(A.) or ß(A.) are obtained relative to the primary
standard of reflectance factor which is defined as the ideal uniform
diffuser with a reflectance and radiance factor equal to unity at all
wavelengths.
The primary standard of reflectance factor is, of course, unattainable
in material form and working standards have to be found which are
calibrated by special techniques in terms of the ideal, i.e. in terms of
absolute reflectance factor. The problern of obtaining a satisfactory
working standard (often called 'white standard') is a perennial problem.
Presently, pure magnesium oxide powder or barium sulphate powder
are often used in the form of pressed plaques. Bottled powders and
small presses are commercially available which permit readily the
production of suitable plaques in the laboratory.
In the spectrophotometer both the object surface and the working
standard of reflectance factor are illuminated and viewed along the same
directions. This and the actual illuminating and viewing conditions
used are very important, particularly when the object surface to be
tested is glossy. In order to unify practical colorimetry as much as
possible, the CIE has recommended a number of illuminating and
viewing conditions as standards. These are the 45 ° illumination and
normal (o 0 ) viewing, the diffuse illumination and near normal viewing,
and the reverse conditions of these two.
Object-colour stimuli are conveniently expressed by

ß(A.)S(A.)

or

p(A.)S(A.)

depending on the geometry used in illuminating and viewing the object,
and S(A.) represents the relative spectral power distribution of one of
the CIE standard illuminants, such as D 65 • The tristimulus values of
an object-colour stimulus defined, for example, by ß(A.)S(A.) are then
obtained from

X = k

I
I

ß(A.)S(A.)x(A.) dA.

}.

y = k

ß(A.)S(A.)y(A.)dA.

}.

z=

k

J

ß(A.)S(A.)z(A.)dA.

(5)

}.

which follow directly from equations (2). The normalizing factor k,
in this case, is conveniently set to
k =

100

II
}.

S(A.)y(l)dA.
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which makes the Y-value of the perfect reflecting diffuser identical
to 100.
The integrals in equations (5) are usually replaced by sums (t)
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Summary of CIE standards and methods of operation for
basic colorimetry.

to facilitate the numerical procedure. The values of the product
functions [ß(A.)S(A.)x(A.)], etc., are determined at regular wavelength
intervals LlA. (for example, LlA. = 5 nm from A. 380 to 780 nm) and then
summed.
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Fig. I is a summary of the CIE standards and methods of operation
for basic colorimetry outlined above. More detailed and descriptive
accounts of it can readily be found in the literature. 5
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN BASIC COLORIMETRY

Although the essential standards and methods of basic colorimetry are
weil defined and have proven to be use{ul in numerous applications,
some refinements and extensions are still required.
Limitations of colaur-matehing laws
Fundamental research in basic colorimetry is concerned with the
limitations of the colour-matching laws which govern basic colorin;tetry
in the way we have discussed above.
The apparent dependence of the colour-matching functions on field
size has been dealt with by establishing two sets of colour-matching
functions. The first one, defining the CIE I93I standard observer,
is intended to apply to colour matehing in fields of I o to 4 o angular
subtense. The second one, defining the CIE I964 supplementary
standard observer, is intended to apply to colour matehing in fields
greater than 4 o angular subtense. Formost of practical colorimetry the
two sets of colour-matching functions is all that may ever be needed,
but as a refinement to basic colorimetry, it would be desirable to establish a functional relationship between colour-matching functions and
field size. Ideally, such a relationship would provide the appropriate
set of colour-matching functions for any given field size, particularly
to sizes below I 0 and approaching dot sizes. The colorimetry of extremely ·small objects or point sources cannot be handled adequately
with our present system.
We have seen that large-field colour matehing can be affected by
rod intrusion. More work is needed here perhaps along the lines reported by Trezona 6 • 7 and Stilesand Wyszecki. 8 It is hoped that a method
can be developed which predicts the magnitude of rod participation and
its effect on large-field colour matching.
The validity of the laws of the persistence of colour matches and the
linearity and additivity in colour matehing is crucial to the validity of
equations (I) defining basic colorimetry. Failures of these laws have been
observed by different investigators 9 for certain conditions of observation and for colour stimuli of low and extremely high luminances.
What is needed is more work in this area, particularly with regard to
the significance of such failures to practical colorimetry.
· Indices of metamerism
The colour-match condition expressed by equations (I) defines two
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metameric stimuli S1(A.) and S2{A.), i.e. two stimuli with different
spectral distributions but identical tristimulus values. The magnitude
of the spectral differences between the two stimuli can have important
consequences in some applications.
Take, for example, the case of two metameric object-colour stimuli
and
where ß1{A.) and ß2{A.) represent the spectral radiance factors of two
objects and S(A.) the relative spectral power distribution of illuminant
D 65 irradiating these objects. When viewed by the standard observer,
the two objects will be judged as having identical colours. However,
in practice, the conditions implied in the colorimetric calculations will
not always be met and either the illuminant or the observer or both
will deviate from the adopted standards. Immediately this can give rise
to an upset in the colour match, i.e. the tristimulus values of the two
stimuli will not be the same as was predicted. The magnitude of the
upset will, in general, depend on the magnitude of the deviations of the
illuminant andjor observer from the adopted standards, but will also
depend upon the magnitude of spectral differences between ß1{A.) and
ß2{A.). If the differences between ß1{A.) and ß2{A.) are small, then deviations of the illuminant andfor observer from the adopted standards
will not be too critical. In the extreme case of ß1(A.)
ß2().), we have,
of course, always a colour match under any illuminant and for any
observer.
Because of the obvious practical implications that arise with metameric object-colour stimuli the study of metamerism has been pursued
by many investigators. 10 Much of the recent work on metamerism has
culminated in a CIE recommendation for a 'Special Index of Metamerism: Change in Illuminant'. This index is a measure of the degree
of metamerism assessed for changes in the relative spectral power
distributions of the illuminant. 11 Other special indices are conceivable,
e.g. one that is based on a change of the observer. Further work is indicated here which might follow the course proposed by Allen. 12
It has been suggested that a 'general index of metamerism' ought to
be developed, for example, along the lines advanced by Nimeroff and
Yurow, 13 but the concept underlying such an index is difficult to conceive, if it is to be an index of practical use in colorimetry.

=

V ariability of colour-matching functions
The colour-matching functions of both the CIE 193 I standard
observer and the CIE 1964 supplementary standard observer are
defined from 360 to 830 nm at I nm intervals. Up to seven significant
figures are given for the values of the colour-matching functions. At
first, this precision seems excessive as compared to the variability of
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actual colaur-matehing functions determined experimentally by individual observers and groups of observers. However, the standard colaurmatehing functions are primarily used for computational purposes and
situations can arise which require the functions to be smooth to a high
degree, which in turn calls for a high precision of the values of these
functions given at small wavelength intervals.
On the other hand, there remains an argument in favour of defining
the variability of the standard colaur-matehing functions. Whenever
visual colour matehing is used and compared with colour matches
predicted by the standard colaur-matehing functions, it is often of
considerable interest to know to what extent different observers with
normal colour vision can be expected to deviate from the mean as predicted by the standard observer. It would also be of interest to know to
what extent an individual observer would tend to make different
colour matches on successive attempts.
Nimeroff, Rosenblatt and Dannemiller14 have suggested a method
of completing the standard observer system by adding to the given
mean colaur-matehing functions the variances and covariances, all of
which are functions of wavelengths and determined experimentally.
The method deserves further study and additional experimental data
on the variability of colaur-matehing functions, particularly for
individual observers would be desirable.
Standard sources for colorimetry
The problern of developing standard sources simulating CIE
standard illuminants D, particularly D 65 , is being actively considered
by the CIE colorimetry committee. 15 Three types of sources have been
studied: filtered high-pressure xenon arcs, filtered tungsten lamps and
fluorescent lamps. None of the sources constructed so far provide
relative spectral power distributions which duplicate perfectly those of
the CIE Standard D illuminants. In fact, it appears unlikely that such
sources will become available in the foreseeable future. However, it is
also recognized that perfect simulation of the spectral power distribution of daylight is rarely required in practice and some spectral deviations from the standard are tolerable. The difficulty is to establish what
is tolerable in colorimetric practice. A nurober of proposals have been
made how to assess the quality of a source for certain applications.15 •16 •17
These proposals are being studied by the CIE colorimetry committee.
It is anticipated that an 'index of merit' can be established which would
indicate whether a given source with known relative spectral power
distribution simulates a given standard illuminant, such as D 65 , adequately for a given colorimetric application.
Three types of sources have emerged as potential standard sources:
filtered high-pressure xenon arcs, filtered tungsten lamps, and fluores-
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cent lamps. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the goodness of fit that may be
accomplished by the relative spectral power distributions of such
sources to the target spectral distribution of Das·
In addition to these three types, a combination of a fluorescent lamp
and filtered tungsten lamp has been suggested which provides a relative
spectral power distribution shown in Fig. 5· This particular source
was designed to simulate D 75 instead of Das·
The simulations of standard D illuminant illustrated in Figs. 2-5
may, for each type, be considered the best that can be accomplished at
the present time. The filtered xenon arc appears to provide the best
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simulation; but it is quite conceivable that the others can still be useful
standard sources for a variety of applications where visual colour
matehing does not depend so stringently upon the spectral distribution
of the illuminating source; for example, in matehing the colours of
objects whose spectral reflectances do not differ greatly from one
another.
Working standards for refiectance factor measurements
Aceurate spectrophotometry of reflecting materials requires working
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standards of reflectance factor which are well calibrated in terms of
the ideal diffuser, the perfect reflecting diffuser. Working standards
are required to have a high reflectance factor (over o·8) preferably
across the entire visible spectrum and near ultra-violet. They must be
opaque and retain their spectral reflecting properties over long periods
of time. Although some materials come close to having the desired
features of a working standard, they are not considered entirely satisfactory. Pressed powder plaques of BaS04 or MgO show variations in
reflectance depending on the techniques used in preparing them.
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FIG. s. Relative spectral power
of a combination of a
ftuorescent lamp and filtered tungsten lamp simulating the relative
spectral power distribution of CIE standard illuminant D 76 •16

Exposure to ultra-violet radiant energy and changes in the humidity may
alter their reflecting properties. Ceramic tiles or dense opal glasses are
difficult to keep clean. The translucency of opal glasses is often an undesirable property.
It is difficult to foresee whether improved working standards can be
obtained by choosing different materials. An improvement may be
accomplished by better controlling the manufacture of the materials
and their subsequent handling as working standards.
Closely linked to this problern is, of course, the problern of the
calibration of the working standards. Absolute reflectance factor
measurements are still considered difficult to make and a greater effort
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in this field of basic metrology, particularly on the part of the National
Standardizing Laboratories around the world, would seem to be urgently
required.
In addition to working 'white' standards, it is often desirable to have
other reflectance factor standards made of 'grey' or 'chromatic' materials.
Such working Standards are useful to check periodically the photometric
and wavelength scales of a spectrophotometer and the tristimulus
value readings of photoelectric colorimeters in different regions of colour
space.
A good start in this direction has been made through the joint effort
of the British Ceramic Research Association, the National Physical
Laboratory of Great Britain, and the Society of Dyers and Colotirists.
A set of twel.ve Ceramic .Colour Standards are commercially available
with calibrations made at the National Physical Laboratory.18
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FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of illuminating and viewing an object
that may or may not fiuoresce.
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Colorimetry of fluorescent materials
The concepts of basic colorimetry and thus equations (5) apply to any
given colour stimulus ß(A.)S(A.) irrespective of how this stimulus is produced. In particular, it is of no consequence to equations (5) if the object
viewed by the observer fluoresces. However, certain precautions in the
technique of measuring the spectral distribution of the stimulus must
be taken to avoid violating the principles of colorimetry.
In viewing an object (fluorescent or not) we may have the illuminating
and viewing conditions as illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. The
radiant flux coming from the object and entering the observer's eye
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characterizes the colour stimulus. The equivalent spectrophotometric
arrangement required to measure the radiance factor ß(J..) of the object
with respect to a source of given spectral power distribution S(J..) is
illustrated in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the result of the spectrophotometric measurement made
on a non-fluorescent object and Fig. 9 shows results obtained for a
fluorescent object. The measurement of ß(J..) for a non-fluorescent object
Source
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FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of a spectrophotometer that measures
the radiance factor of an object which may or may not fluoresce under
a given source .
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FIG. 8. Example of the spectral radiance factor distribution of a nonfluorescent material measured in a spectrophotometer. The distribution is independent of the source used to illuminate the material.
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is independent of the source used, that is independent of S(.A.). However,
for a fl.uorescent object different radiance-factor functions ß(.A.) are
obtained when the object is illuminated by different sources. In the
example shown in Fig. 9, the fl.uorescent object was first illuminated
by source A and then by a source with a spectral power distribution
duplicating closely that of illuminant D 66 • The differences in the two
ß(.A.)-functions obtained are caused by the differences in the spectral
power distributions of the two sources (A and D 66); they occur in the
wavelength band, centred at 610 nm, within which the fl.uorescence for
this particular object takes place.
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Fw·: 9· Example of .. the specttal radiance fa:ctor distributions of a
.fluorescent material measured in a spectrophotometer when the
material is illuminated by {i) a source with a spectral power distribution of standard illuminant A, and (ii) a source with a spectral power
distribution of standard illuminant D 85 •

For a colour stimulus [ß(.A.)S(.A.)] involving a non-fl.uorescent object,
the radiance factor ß(.A.) and the spectral power distributions S(.A.) of the
source can be measured separately before entering the two functions into
equations (5) for calculation of tristimulus values. However, this cannot
be clone when a fl.uorescent object is involved. The immediate difficulty
is that measurements made under one source, such as A, cannot be used
to predict the measurements that would be made under another source,
such as D 66 •
In order to completely describe the refl.ecting and emitting properties of
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a ßuorescent object it is necessary to determine a matrix of spectral
radiance factors whose elements ß().,p.) are functions of both the wavelength p. of the radiant energy incident on the object and the wavelength).
of the radiant energy reflected andjor emitted by the object. 19 Such a
matrix record can then be used to calculate the spectral radiance factor
ß()., 'S') for any given source 'S' of given spectral power distribution
S().).
Unfortunately, the matrix method is very involved and not practical.
Efforts have thus been made to develop other methods which are less
cumbersome to use and which are sufficiently accurate. 20 •21 •22 Further
sturlies are encouraged in this field to make the colorimetry of fluorescent
materials a practical tool which provides sufficiently accurate data.
Colorimetric instrumentation
In colorimetric practice the most used types of instrument are the
spectrophotometer, and the photoelectric tristimulus colorimeter.
Instrumentation for visual colorimetry is almost exclusively used for
research purposes only. This is not to say that visual observationsarenot
made any more in practice. The fact is that visual Observations are still
very much used and frequently needed to check the instrumental and
numerical predictions made.
Spectrophotometers and photoelectric colorimeters have improved
greatly in the last decade. The improvements are mainly in precision and
convenience of operation.
Advanced electronics and better photodetectors have made it possible
to build more precise spectrophotometers and tristimulus colorimeters.
Some of the latest models of spectrophotometers approach the very
gratifying precision of o·o1 per cent for spectral transmittance and
radiance factor measurements on common, not too dense or dark
materials. It means that if ß().) is the mean spectral radiance factor
of the material measured by the spectrophotometer at wavelength ).,
repeat measurements would give readings that fall within the range

ß().)-o·oooi

ß().)

ß().) +o·ooo1

with ß().) having a value between o·1 and 1'0. When ß().) is below o·I,
the precision of measuring ß().) is decreased.
In photoelectric tristimulus colorimeters an equivalent high precision
has been achieved in some models. With measured mean tri'stimulus
values X, Y, Z ranging from 10 to 100, the repeat measurements fall
within the range
(X, Y, Z)-o·o1

Y, Z)

Y, Z)+o·o1

Again, where one of the tristimulus values is below 10, the range of
repeat measurements for that tristimulus value will be !arger.
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Whereas prec1s10n has improved satisfactorily, improvements in
accuracy are difficult to assess. It is readily said that a colorimetric
instrument is accurate if it gives tristimulus values exactly in accordance
with the Standards recommended by the CIE. However, it is very
difficult to make an actual quantitative assessment of accuracy and some
basic work in this field appears to be required.
For spectrophotometers accuracy means that the photometric scale,
the wavelength scale and the standard of reflectance factor must be
perfectly calibrated. Moreover, the illuminating and viewing conditions
incorporated in the instrument must be one of the standard conditions.
When the tristimulus values of a fluorescent material aretobe determined
with respect to CIE standard illuminant D 65 , it is further required that a
source is available with a spectral power distribution identical to that of
Dss·

For tristimulus colorimeters, accuracy means that the photodetectors
must have spectral responsivities identical to the colour-matching
functions of one of the CIE Standard observers, the detectors must be
linear, a standard illuminating and viewing condition must be incorporated, and one or more CIE standard sources must be available to illuminate
the sample to be measured.
It appears that improvements in accuracy are primarily needed in the
working standard of reflectance factor, the source used for making
measurements on fluorescent materials, the illuminating and viewing
condition, and (for tristimulus colorimeters) the simulation of the
standard colour-matching functions by means of photodetectors.
Instrument manufacturers are striving for better precision as weil as
accuracy, but some of the groundwork for achieving better accuracy
must be provided by the National Standardizing Laboratories who must
continue tobe responsible for improving the basic standards of metrology
which are inherent in photometric as weil as colorimetric measurement.
Instrument makers are also striving for fuiler automation of colorimetric instruments and higher speed of operation. Important advances
have been made by interfacing the spectrophotometer or the tristimulus
colorimeter with a digital computer. Suchinstrumentsare highly sophisticated colorimetric tools offering almost unlimited flexibility in the
analysis of the data measured by the spectrophotometer or the tristimulus colorimeter. In some instances, the analysis includes numerical
predictions of colorant formulation for mixing dyestuffs or pigments
to produce coloured materials of given tristimulus values.
Advanced colorimetry
Advanced colorimetry is concerned with the assessment of colour
appearance. Its ultimate goal is to predict the colour appearance of stimuli
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presented to the observer in complicated surroundings such as those
we encounter in everyday life.
By colour appearance we generally mean the colour perceived to
belong to a visual object to which attention is directed. 23 Two modes
of appearance are distinguished which affect the choice of terms used to
describe the perceived colour. The colour may be perceived in the
'object-colour mode', that is, the visual object appears as not itself
emitting light. This may be observed when the visual object is viewed
in relation to other visual objects surrounding the one to which attention
is directed. Colours perceived in the object-colour mode are thus referred
to as 'related colours'. Common terms used to describe related colours
are hue, lightness and chroma (or saturation).
When the visual object is perceived in the 'self-luminous mode' (or
'light-source mode'), we speak of 'self-luminous colours'. Common
terms used to describe these colours are hue, brightness (or luminosity)
and chroma (or saturation). The self-luminous mode is always observed
when the surrounding field of the visual object is completely dark.
U nder those special circumstances we often speak of 'unrelated colours'.
However, the self-luminous mode may also be observed in relation to
other visual objects surrounding it; but usually these other objects
must then be of lower luminance.
The two three-dimensional domains of colours perceived in the
object-colour mode and in the self-luminous mode, respectively, cannot
be made completely coincident. There are perceived colours in one
mode that will never be perceived in the other mode. Important examples
are the 'browns', 'olives' and 'greys'. These perceptions can only
be generated when the visual object appears in the object-colour
mode.
The colour appearance of a Stimulus, regardless of the mode in which
the stimulus appears, depends upon four types of parameters: first,
the spectral power distribution of the light source (or sources) illuminating the field of view; second, the spectral transmittance or spectral
refiectance factors of both the object to which the observer's attention
is directed and of all other objects which are in the field of view; third,
the spatial arrangement, sizes and shapes of the objects in the field of
view; and fourth, the visual spectral responsivity of the observer as it
applies to the entire field of view with his attention directed at the object
whose colour appearance he is to judge.
The complexity of the problern becomes immediately evident when
we consider the infinite number of possibilities that can arise in a field
of view taken from everyday life situations. Nevertheless, experience
tells us, that even in most complicated fields of view, the colour appearance of objects settles to an 'equilibrium' and the observer is able to
make repeatable judgements of the colours he perceives. The difficulty
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is to establish a method which would permit an adequate prediction of
his judgements.
It is no easy task to calibrate the stimuli making up the field of view,
in terms of spectral power distributions, spectral transmittances, spectral
reflectance factors, sizes, shapes and spatial arrangement; but such a
calibration is conceivable. The essentially unknown parameter is the
visual spectral responsivity of the observer exposed to a complicated
field of view. Visual phenomena, such as chromatic adaptation and
simultaneous and successive contrasts, are considered important factors
which determine the visual spectral responsivity. Considerable work
has been done with regard to these visual phenomena, but almost exclusively the studies have been confined to simple fields of view, and it is
difficult to apply the results to complicated fields of view.
Basic to establishing a method for predicting colour appearance is
the establishment of suitable scales of the attributes of colour perception,
such as hue, lightness and chroma for related colours.
For the simple case involving flat, opaque objects viewed in daylight
against a middle-grey surround by an observer with normal colour
vision, reasonable approximations to scales of hue, lightness and chroma
can be found in the Munsell colour system. On the basis of these scales
it is possible to predict from the tristimulus values of a given objectcolour stimulus its colour appearance, provided the implied observing
conditions are heeded carefully.
Another important aspect of colour appearance is the assessment of
colour differences. The measurement of colour differences has a direct
bearing on the establishment of perceptually uniform colour scales and
is of considerable importance to industry when colour tolerances must
be specified and controlled. Because of its importance and because of
the fact that a satisfactory method of measuring colour differences has
not been found as yet, many contributions have been made in recent
years towards a solution of the problem.
· The determination of a quantity that suitably describes a colour
difference rests on the ability of the observer to judge the relative magnitude of two colour differences he may perceive when viewing two pairs
of colour stimuli. The observer's judgement varies greatly with the
conditions of observation and the kind of stimuli presented to him.
As in measurements of colour appearances, sizes, shapes, luminances
and relative spectral power distributions of the test stimuli and the
stimuli surrounding them are important parameters affecting the
observer's judgement. The precision of an observer's colour-difference
judgement usually compares poorly with that of strict colour matching. 24
The assessment of just-noticeable to medium-large colour differences
are considered of principal interest. Different approaches have been taken
to arrive at a method of predicting the colour-difference judgement of an
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observer viewing two given stimuli under given conditions of observation. However, all approaches are characterized by the common concept
that perceived colours can be represented by points in a three-dimensional space. The problern then is to measure distances in this space
which correspond to perceived differences between colours. This introduces the mathematical notions of the line element and colour-difference
formula. 26
All line elements put forward up to now have been assumed to have
the Riemannian form defined by a definite positive quadratic equation
for the just-noticeable colour difference, ds, or for a constant fraction of it.
lf the first colour is specified by the three variables U 1 , U2, U3 , and
the second colour by (U1 +dU1), (U2 +dU2), (U3 +dU3), where dU1 ,
dU2, dU3 are small (positive or negative) increments of U 1 , U2, U3 ,
respectively, then the necessary and sufficient condition for the pair
of colours to be 'just-noticeably' differentisthat ds has the same constant
value for all such pairs. W e have
(ds)2 = g 11(dU1) 2 +zg12(dU1)(dU2) +g22(dU2) 2
+zg23(dU2)(dU3) +g33(dU3) 2 +zg31(dU3)(dU1 )

(6)

where the metric coefficients g 1k are continuous functions of U1 , U2 , U3
which make ds>o for any choice of dU1 , dU2 , dU3 at all points of
Ul, U2, Ua.
For two colours, P 1 and P 2 , that differ by more than the just-noticeable
difference, the line element can still be used to evaluate the magnitude
of their perceptual difference. This magnitude is assumed to correspond
to the shortest distance between the points P1 and P 2 in (U10 U2 , U3)space. In Riemannian space shortest distances are obtained by measuring
along the 'geodesic line' (usually a curved line) connecting P 1 with P 2•
Generally, the three variables U 1 , U2, U3 are the CIE tristimulus
values X, Y, Z or some linear transform of these. The outstanding
problern in developing a line element of the kind expressed by equation
(6) is determining the metric coefficients g1k.
Two differing approaches have been followed in determining the
metric coefficients. One is based on theoretical considerations regarding
the functioning of the visual mechanism coupled with certain experimental visual threshold data. This approach may be described as the
'inductive method'.
The other approach may be called the 'empirical method', in which
the metric coefficients are derived by an empirical analysis of large
blocks of measurements of threshold differences, or of the assumed to
be closely related 'standard deviations' of colour matching, obtained
for colours covering an extended domain of colour space.
Of the two approaches the inductive method of determining the metric
coefficients is the more desirable, but it is inherently more complex and
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difficult because of our Iack of knowledge regarding the functioning of
the visual mechanism.
Colour-difference formulae differ in principle from line elements
as they assume, in nearly every case, that colour-perception space is
Euclidean. Also, colour-difference formulae are mainly related to small
but not actual threshold differences and they are applied to both larger
and smaller differences.
Several important colour-difference formulae are based on colourorder systems which have been constructed on principles of colour
perception. The Munsell colour system is the outstanding example of
such a colour-order system.
Colour chips, displayed on a white or grey background and illuminated
by daylight, have been selected to represent scales of constant Munsell
Hue, Munsell Chroma and Munsell Value, which are intended to
exemplify the basic scales of colour perception: hue, chroma and lightness. Each scale is spaced uniformly in accordance with the perceptions
of an observer with normal colour vision.
The particular colour chips, that realize the graduations of the perceptual scales of the Munsell system, have been calibrated in terms of CIE
tristimulus values and chromaticity coordinates with respect to the CIE
1931 standard observer and an illuminant representing daylight. In
CIE (x, y, Y)-space, this Ieads to a network of points which, for different
Munsell Values (i.e. Y = const), shows lines of constant chroma and
constant hue in the chromaticity diagram. As expected, the network of
points does not exhibit uniformity of spacing. The lines of constant
chroma are ovoids, the lines of constant hue are curved and the spacing
of the points along these lines changes systematically. However, analytical expressions can be found that transform the CIE (x, y, Y)-space
into a new space which renders the network of points into a nearly uniform
network. In this new space, the lines of constant chroma closely resemble
concentric circles, the lines of constant hue are nearly straight lines
originating at a central point, and alllines are nearly uniformly spaced.
The analytical expressions are all derived empirically by means of
numerical optimization (curve fitting) techniques and are usually
rather complicated.
In a somewhat different approach to perceptually uniform scaling,
the CIE (x, y)-chromaticity diagram is subjected to a projective transformation that would yield a new diagram in which equal distances correspond to perceptually equal colour differences. In such a diagram only
colour stimuli of constant luminance are considered and the name
'uniform-chromaticity-scale diagram' (UCS diagram) has been used for
it. UCS diagrams prove to provide only crude predictions of perceived
colour differences, but the simplicity of transformation from (x, y)chromaticity coordinates to new, for example, (u,v)-chromaticity co-
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ordinates is considered a valuable feature in some practical applications.
The Iimitation of a UCS diagram to colour stimuli of constant luminance
can be overcome by combining it with a lightness-index scale.
Many line elements and colour-difference formulae have been developed and several are being applied to colour-production-control problems in industry. However, none has found universal acceptance among
different industrial laboratories.
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ADVANCED COLORIMETRY

In basic colorimetry there exist universally accepted standards and
methods and the current developments and unresolved problems appear
tobe fairly Straightforward and weil defined. On the other hand, advanced
colorimetry appears to consist of essentially unresolved problems of
great complexity.
Colour-difference formulae
The problems of developing a satisfactory colour-difference formula
(or a line element) for predicting the magnitude of the perceived colour
difference between two given colour stimuli has long been recognized
as an urgent industrial problem. However, it was not until the late 1950s
that the problern was put on the working programme of the CIE colorimetry committee. This signified that experienced colorimetrists from
different countries would jointly consider the problern and work toward
its solution.
It was generally recognized that the task was a most difficult one and
the Iack of new experimental data on colour discrimination was the most
important factor that prevented the committee from finding a satisfactory solution. However, because of the urgency of the problem, it was
decided, in 1960, to recornmend provisionally the use of the UCS diagram originally suggested by MacAdam. 26 This particular diagram was
chosen from among several similar diagrams because of the simplicity
of the transformation that produces it from the CIE (x, y)-chromaticity
diagram.
The provisionally recornmended diagram is known as the CIE 1960
UCS diagram. Its use is recornmended whenever a chromaticity diagram
is desired that yields colour spacing perceptually more nearly uniform
than that of the CIE (x, y)-chromaticity diagram. The colour spacing
afforded by the CIE 1960 UCS diagram applies to the observation of
colour stimuli having negligibly different luminances. The stimuli,
represented by coloured objects, are of the same size and shape, and are
viewed in white to middle-grey surroundings by an observer photopically adapted to a field of chromaticity not too different from that of
average daylight, such as D 65 •
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In 1964 the CIE provisionally recornmended an extension of the CIE
1960 UCS diagram to three dimensions, based on a proposal by
Wyszecki.27 The recornmended reetangular Coordinates u•, v•, w•
are non-linearly related to the CIE tristimulus values X, Y, Z. The
distance between two given points
and (U!, V!, W!),
in the CIE 1964 (U•, V•, W•)-space defines a measure ll.ECIE for the
perceptual size of the difference between the two colours represented by
the two given points. The difference ll.ECIE is obtained simply by
calculating the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences
between the corresponding U*, V*, W• COOrdinates of the two colours.
The CIE recornmendations of 1960 and 1964 were put forward as an
attempt at unifying the diverse practice of evaluating colour differences
in industry and thus assisting many of those concerned with the problern
of setting and describing colour tolerances. At the time these recornmendations were made, perhaps a dozen or so different schemes of predicting
colour differences were actually being used in different colorimetry
laboratories. Such diversity of practice is not desirable. Colour differences derived from one colour-difference formula are difficult, if not
impossible, to interpret in terms of another formula.
The CIE had only very limited success in its attempt at unifying the
diverse practice of evaluating colour differences. It was pointed out by
various workers from industry that the provisional recommendations
made by the CIE did not produce the expected improvements in their
work. The urgency of the problern of establishing a satisfactory colourdifference formula was reiterated and the working prograrnme of the CIE
colorimetry cornmittee was enlarged. 28 The working prograrnme called
for new experimental data on colour-difference judgements and recommended to study three other colour-difference formulae in addition to
the CIE 1964 formula. The other three formulae are the cube-root
formula based on the work by Glasser et a/., 29 the Godlove-Munsell
renotation formula based on Godlove's work30 and the Friele-MacAdam-Chickering formula. 31 The Adams-Nickerson colour-difference
formula is another formula which has drawn the special attention of the
textile industry. 32 This formula is referred to as the ANLAß formula.
The CIE recornmendations for further study of the problern of
colour-difference evaluations has increased considerably the interest
in the problem, particularly with respect to industrial applications.
Numerous contributions have been made in recent years which have a
direct bearing on the problem. On the other hand, substantial progress
toward a satisfactory solution of the problern probably has not been
made as yet. Nevertheless, there is little doubt that a considerably deeper
understanding of the problern has evolved which will aceeierate progress
in this field.
Detailed reviews of the recent developments in colour difference
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evaluations have been
and for the purpose of the present
paper it may suffice to quote the presently favoured colour-difference
formulae (see Table 1) and the working programme suggested by the
CIE Colorimetry Committee at its last meeting in September, 1971
at Barcelona.
TABLE

I

Colour-difference formulae currently of special interest

CIE I964ua
LIEcm = [(Uf - Uf)'+(Vf - Vf) 2 +(Wf-Wf)•]t
= I3 W•(u-uo)
= I3 w•(v-vo)
w• = 25 yt_I7 ( < Y < Ioo)
u = 4X/(X+I5Y+3Z)
v = 6Y/(X+I5Y+3Z)
uo, v 0 = chromaticity Coordinates of nominally achromatic colour stimulus

u•
v•

ANLAB 31
LIEAN = [(L,-L,)'+(A, - A,)I'+(B,-B,)']t
L = 9·66
A = 42 (V"- V,)
B = I6·8 (V,- V.)
Tables are used to convert from X, Y, Z tristimulus values to
the desired V", V,, V. values.

v.

Cube Root••
LIEcR = [(a 1 -a 2 ) 2 +(b 1 -b 2 ) 2 +(L 1 -L 2 ) 2]t
a = Io6·o (Rt-Gt)
b = 42·34 (Gt-Bt)
L = 25·29 Gt-I8·38
R = I-I084X+o·o852Y-o·I454Z
G = - o·ooioX +I ·ooo5 Y +o·ooo4Z
B = -o·oo62X + o·0394 Y +o·8I92Z
FMC

-2

30

+

LIEFMC-2 = [(LIC) 2 (LIL)•]t
LIC = K 1[(LIC,0fa)' (LIC,6/b)2]t
LIL = o·279 K 2 (PLIP+QLIQ)f[a(P"+Q 2)t]

K,

+

= o·55669+o·o49434Y-o·82575•Io-•

K, =

a• =
b' =
P =

Q =
S =

Y"

+o·79172•I0- 6 Y 3 -o·3oo87I•o- 7 Y'
o·I7548+o·o27556Y- o·57262•IO-ayo
+o·63893•I0- 6 Y 3 -o·26731•I0- 7 Y'
I7·3•Io- 5 (P1 +Q1 )/[I +2·73 P•Q•f(P'+Q')]
3·098•I0- 4 (S'+o·20I5Y 2)
o·724X + o·382 Y - o·o98Z
- o·48X+I ·37Y+ o·1276Z
o·686Z
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I- continued

Godlove-Munsell2 9
LIEaM = j ,{2/AC1 c.[I -cos 3'6 (Hl - H.)]

+ (Cl-Co)"+ I6(Vl- v.) 2 }t
H = Munsell renotation hue

V = Munsell renotation value
C = Munsell renotation chroma
3·6 (H1 - H 2) = hue difference expressed as an angle in
degrees
fh = {4/[3-cos 3·6 (H1 - H 2)]} 2 (hue-weighting factor)
j, = (Is+St)/(s+St)
s = C+I6 {V- V,) 2
= (V1 + v.)/2
= (Cl + C.)/2
V , = Munsell renotation value of the grey or white
surround

v

c

CIE programme of work on colour-difference evaluations
The CIE Committee on Colorimetry has taken note of various
studies of colour difference in which the four formulae proposed for
studies in 1967 have been compared. These studies have not revealed
any one of the four formulae to be clearly superior to the others in
predicting the sizes of the colour differences reported from visual observations. However, in this work the colour differences are oftenjudged on
the basis of acceptabilities in some commercial context and not on pure
perceptibility. Future works should be directed to perceptibility, because
acceptability may vary significantly from one application to another.
Existing data on threshold or subthreshold colour differences (mainly
data on colour-matching variance) should be pooled to provide, if
possible, an agreed set of data representing the variance of colour matehing for qbservers having normal colour vision.
Further experimental work is required on the perceptibility of colour
differences when these are greater than threshold and smaller than those
typical of the Munsell Book of Color, for instance. This work should be
carried out under conditions along the lines specified in 1967. The
following are recommended:
Size of colour difference: I to xo CIE 1964 colour-difference units.
Note: because revisions and improvements are expected in colourdifference formulae, the units used for differences evaluated by the
CIE 1964 colour-difference formula should always be denoted as
'CIE 1964 colour-difference units'.
Field size: 4° or more.
Nature of surround: uniform.
Luminance of surround: xoo to xooo cd.m- 2
Chromaticity of surround: equivalent to those of the CIE D illuminants
from 5500 K to 7500 K.
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Luminance of sample: 5 to 500 per cent of surround luminance such as
to produce a surface mode of perception.
Dividing line: approaching zero width.
Observers: capable of judging the perceptibility of the colour differences without any acceptability bias.

Data on colour differences of sizes typical of those in the Munsell
Book of Colorare now fairly weil established, for instance in the Munsell
Renotation System and in the data being assembled by the Optical
Society of America Committee on Uniform Color Scales. These data
should be compared and systematized to provide a convenient approximately uniform colour space for colour-description purposes. The
parameters used should include approximate correlates of hue, lightness
and chroma.
Severallaboratories have indicated that they plan to carry out sturlies
in accordance with the CIE programme and it is anticipated that the
results of these sturlies will become available within a few years.
Whiteness measurement
It can be argued that the measurement of whiteness is not the concern
of colorimetry, basic or advanced, because the visual judgement of whiteness may be influenced by such complex psychological parameters as
preference, taste and habit, and be closely associated with the particular
trade and technology involved. These factors are difficult to account for
in any reasonable quantitative analysis. It appears that a universally
satisfactory whiteness formula cannot be developed.
It can also be argued that the measurement of whiteness is indeed the
concern of advanced colorimetry, because there exist many practical
situations which have shown that the concept of 'whiteness' has meaning
and whiteness scaling can be accomplished with satisfactory reliability
and precision. Judgements of degrees of whiteness can be correlated
with established colorimetric parameters and parameters of colour
perception.
Which of the two arguments is the correct one is still being debated.
Many whiteness formulae have been developed and none has found
universal acceptance. To some extent the situation is similar to that
in colour-difference evaluations, except that in whiteness evaluations
the question of a preferred or perfect white still remains to be settled.
The CIE colorimetry committee has taken the attitude that it is
worthwhile to investigate the complex problern of whiteness measurement and find out whether it can be resolved satisfactorily within the
framework of colorimetry. A subcommittee has been formed and both
visual and instrumental experiments are under way in an effort to carry
out the task.
A recent contribution by Ganz 35 is noteworthy in this connection.
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Ganz proposes several points to be considered in any future work on
whiteness measurements; some of his proposals are as follows:
(i) Visual and instrumental whiteness determinations should be made
by using the same standard source. A good approximation of CIE
standard illuminant D 65 , including the ultra-violet part of the spectrum, is to be recommended.
(ii) Experimental data not conforming with (i) should not be used for
establishing or testing whiteness formulae.
(iii) Whiteness formulae based on a preferred or perfect white should
be abandoned, because it is difficult to use such a target white for
assessing whites of different hues.
(iv) The perfect diffuser with a whiteness W = roo is recommended
as a reference point for whiteness formulae.
Chromatic adaptation
The visual phenomenon of chromatic adaptation figures strongly
in any measurement of colour appearance, regardless of whether the
field of view is complex or simple. Chromatic adaptation is perhaps the
most important single parameter in advanced colorimetry that requires
urgent further study.
Chromatic adaptation is defined as the 'condition of the eye in equilibrium with the totality of colors of the visual field'. 36
This condition is conveniently specified by giving the tristimulus
values of the stimulus that would appear achromatic or grey to the
observer whose eye is in this condition. In changing the stimuli of the
visual field, changes of the chromatic adaptation of the eye will occur
and the problern is to make a precise prediction of the resulting change in
the visual response.
Despite much observational material obtained under diverse conditions, few general principles of chromatic adaptation have emerged. 37
The CIE colorimetry committee has recently formed a subcommittee
with the specific task to investigate the problern of chromatic adaptation
and it is hoped that new experimental and theoretical work can be generated by this subcommittee leading to a solution of the problem.
CONCLUDING NOTE

Colorimetry is a rapidly advancing field of metrology. It is stimulated
not merely by the curiosity of visual scientists, but is pressed hard to
improve and expand to meet the growing demands of industry. Yet
it is curious to note that only few fully equipped colour research laboratories exist in the world who can pursue the unresolved problems in
colorimetry. It would seem that more support from managements of
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industry and from governments is needed to progress in colorimetry
in the way the demands indicate. It would also seem that more educational institutions, particularly universities, are needed who are willing
to offer a formal training in the field of colorimetry so as to provide the
necessary supply of scientific and technical personnel for both governmental and industriallaboratories. Colorimetry would become that much
more useful to those who must use it, if a better and wider spread education in this field can be accomplished. Perhaps this conference of the
International Colour Association will provide the impetus needed to
bring about more and better equipped colour laboratories and an improvement in colour education around the world.
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PROBLEMS IN COLOUR REPRODUCTION
R.W. G.HUNT
Research Division, Kodak Limited, Harrow, England

INTRODUCTION

The human eye does not consist merely of a lens and a light-sensitive
surface, recording a simple geometric and colorimetric image of the
outside world: if it did, then the problems in colour reproduction
would be greatly simplified. In addition, the eye must be regarded as a
sort of 'physiological printer', in which the image of the outside world
is adjusted for lightness, colour balance, contrast, sharpness and size,
to give the brain maximum assistance in understanding what the image
means. Colour reproduction must therefore be considered as an attempt
to imitate the whole visual system, not just the geometry and colorimetry of the image on the retina.
The sequence of events in vision is as follows:
1.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.
7·
8.

Formation of an image on the retina (with some of the optical
media acting as pale colour filters);
Absorption of the light by the photo-receptors, whose spectral
sensitivities fall into one of four main groups (rods, short-wavelength cones, medium-wavelength cones or long-wavelength
cones);
Generation of electrical potentials, the magnitudes of which are
subject to modification electrically, as weil as because of any
changes in concentration of photo-sensitive pigments;
Further modification of signal magnitudes as a result of signals
from one part of the image interacting with signals from another
part;
Coding of these modified signals into luminance (non-opponent)
and colour-difference (opponent) signals;
Conversion from an amplitude form, to a pulse-rate form, of
signal modulation in the production of nerve impulses;
Transmission down the optic nerve to the chiasma and lateral
geniculate body and then on to the cortex; and finally,
Interpretation by the cortex of the meaning of the signals.

Imitations, though sometimes unconscious, of all of these steps,
are to be found somewhere in the various systems of colour reproduc53
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tion ; but, as yet, no one system has all of the steps operating well
enough to match the remarkable performance of the eye in the automatic perception of objects under extremely varied conditions, which is
its main function.
We shall now consider the problems which arise in colour reproduction, as related to each of these eight steps.
IMAGE FORMATION

The effective focal length of the eye is about 17 mm; only if the camera
lens has the same focal length, or if the viewing arrangements are such
as to compensate for any difference in focal length, will the reproduction have the same perspective as the original. Perhaps differences in
perspective do not affect colour appearance significantly even when the
severe distortions produced by telephoto Jenses occur, although colours
do become slightly more saturated as their angular subtense is increased
(Burnham, 1952); but depth-of-focus effects can be quite marked. In
vision we are not normally conscious of things being 'out of focus';
the eye refocuses so rapidly as our point of interest in a scene varies
that we have a mental impression of all objects being sharp at the same
time, whatever their distance. But, in photography and television, the
background or foreground to the object of principle interest is frequently recorded appreciably out of focus, either intentionally (to
help to concentrate interest on the main subject) or because it cannot
be avoided. When a part of the scene is recorded out of focus its edge
will be 'soft', and this tends to make dark colours lighter and light
colours darker than is the case for colours which are in focus (Evans,
1959, p. 143). Similar effects can also occur when edges to shadows
are softened by increasing the size of light sources (Evans, 1971, p.
48). The mechanism, and implications, of this dependence of colour
appearance on edge-profile are little understood at present, but out-offocus colours in pictures can have an unusual luminosity about them
which may be attractive even if inaccurate.
One of the major problems of image formation in colour television
is the registration of the red, green and blue images. Lack of good
registration produces coloured fringes, to which the eye is very sensitive and the appearance of which is very objectionable. In colour television this can occur both in the camera and in the display device.
In some cameras the effects of mis-registration have been reduced by
using a single tube to produce a sharp luminance signal, together with
three colour tubes which are only used to produce the colour-difference
signals: these latter signals need to be only about a quarter as sharp as
the luminance signal (for reasons which will be explained later) and
hence Iack of registration between them is less noticeable (J ames,
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et al., 1970). Another approach has been to provide three-tube cameras
with automatic registration devices. These can consist of a built-in
test-pattern, which can be injected into the camera optically, and from
which error signals can be derived for adjusting the positions of the
three electron beams; or error signals can be detected from ordinary
subject matter on the basis of the assumption that a difference signal
(e.g. the signal from the green tube subtracted from that of another
tube) will be minimal when the camera is correctly registered (Wood,
1970, p. so). Some cameras combine both these features: a specially
injected test signal for a very comprehensive series of adjustments,
including tilt and twist of the images; and a dynamic error-detection
and servo-system for continued adjustment of the camera while it is
actually in use (Underhill,
1971)
Mis-registration of the red, green and blue images in television
receivers is a continuing problem, although various refinements in the
shadow-mask tube have improved matters appreciably (Wright, 1971).
In specialist applications, such as trinoscope displays for transferring
television signals on to colour film, very sophisticated mechanical
mounting of the tubes and optical components can result in the elimination of any noticeable mis-registration (Venis, 1969).
In colour photography, the three images are usually recorded in
three layers on top of one another, and although these layers are usually
thin enough to be all within the depth of focus of the lens, their turbidity usually results in the images recorded in the lower layers being
less sharp than those in the upper layers, and some fringing can occur
areund the edges of highly coloured objects.
In printing, registration of the images formed by the different inks
is a continuing problem, and sophisticated electronic control equiprnent has been developed to reduce mis-registration to a low Ievel
(Wall, 1955).
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITIES

The presence of both rods and cones in the eye results in a tetrachrornatic analysis of the image. The fact that colour matehing is a phenornenon of only three variables means that somewhere in the visual
pathway there must be a reduction from four variables to three, and
this is what enables colour reproduction to be trichromatic and not
tetrachromatic. However, it has recently been shown that, for metarneric colour matches to remain matches at those mesopic Ievels of
illurnination where both rods and cones are functioning, it is necessary
to use four matehing prirnaries (Trezona, 1970).
In colour television, when four-tube carneras are used, it is not with
the intention of simulating the spectral sensitivity of the rods as well
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as those of the eones. The fourth tube has a speetral sensitivity eorresponding approximately to a linear eombination of those of the other
three tubes, and it is used to provide a high definition photopie,
not seotopie, luminanee signal. The speetral analysis of the seene is
thus essentially triehromatie, not tetraehromatie, and is based on the
eharaeteristies of the eones alone. Experienee so far has shown that
this is a satisfaetory arrangement in praetiee, in photography and
printing as weil as in television. Moreover, it seems unlikely that the
use of only three speetral variables instead of four would ever produee
notieeable errors, beeause eolour diserimination is rather poor at those
mesopie Ievels where the rods are most aetive; moreover, !arge ehanges
in illumination Ievel are often aeeompanied in praetiee by ehanges in
illuminant eolour, and this alone would upset the metamerie matehes
involved in eolour reproduetion.
A set of three photopie eolour-matehing funetions may therefore
eontinue to be regarded as the theoretieally eorreet basis for the speetral
analysis of seenes in eolour reproduetion: any departure from this
eondition may result in eolours whieh Iook alike in the seene being
reprodueed differently, or in eolours whieh Iook different in the seene
being reprodueed alike.
In eolour television, the speetral sensitivity eurves of the eamera
tubes, when modified by the speetral transmittanees of the assoeiated
diehroie filters and trimming filters, ean be made to approximate a
set of matehing funetions quite weil (Jones, 1968). It is not neeessary
to use the matehing funetions eorresponding to the reeeiver phosphors
beeause the signals from the tubes ean be matrixed and thus transformed, in effeet, from one set of primaries to another. It is thus
possible to use a set of all-positive matehing funetions for the tubes
and filters, the negative Iobes of the matehing funetions for the reeeiver
phosphors being provided in the matrix transformation. The desire
to avoid any unneeessary loss of light in order to obtain the best signalto-noise ratio from the eamera, makes some all-positive matehing
funetions preferable to others. But if the eoeffieients of the matrix
are too high, the signal-to-noise ratio may be adversely affeeted. It
is also desirable to equalize the light Ievels on the three tubes to avoid
eoloured lag effeets. Loss of light and high matrix-eoeffieients make the
ehoiee of the V;. eurve unsatisfaetory for one of the three funetions
(although attraetive as a basis for the luminanee signal required for
transmission); a eompromise used in one type of eamera is to use a
narrowed V;. eurve for one funetion, to provide high-definition approximate-luminanee information in fine detail, with the low-definition red,
green and blue signals being derived from it and from the other two
(red and blue) tubes by matrixing (Underhill and Crowley, 1970).
The use of a set of matehing funetions, together with matrixing
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appropriate to the receiver phosphors, makes possible colorimetrically
correct reproduction of all colours within the gamut of colours matchable by the phosphors. However, as the values required in the matrix
are dependent on the chromaticities of the phosphors, standardization
of the phosphor chromaticities is very desirable. A standard has
now been drawn up for use in Europe (BREMA, 1969) but individual
tube manufacturers may not always adhere to the standard if departure
from it is considered tobring other advantages (Wright, 1971). Moreover, the notion of correct colorimetry within the phosphor gamut can
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FIG. I. Shifts in reproduced chromaticities resulting from altering
the overall gamma of a television system from I'O to I'273· A gamma
of about I '3 is required in order to off-set the contrast-lowering
effect of the dim surround typical of normal television viewing
conditions. (After Brown, I97I, Fig. 3.)

be criticized on the grounds that it is only achieved if the overall
gamma of the television system is unity (the gamma is the slope of the
line relating density in the reproduction to log-exposure in the scene);
in practice the gamma is usually about 1·3, in order to counteract the
subjective contrast-lowering effect of the dim surround typical of
average television viewing (Bartleson and Breneman, 1967; Novick,
1969; DeMarsh, 1971, Fig. 24). This increase in gamma distorts the
colorimetry of the reproduction considerably as shown in Fig. 1
(Brown, 1971). A further criticism is that an abrupt change in colour
reproduction occurs at the edges of the display gamut, and it has
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been argued that since, as shown in Fig. 2, some original colours will
lie outside the display gamut, it would be better to provide a uniformly
graded reduction in purity over the whole of colour space, rather than a
large one outside the gamut and a smaller one inside (Hunt, 1967a,
p. 91).
In photography, where matrixing is not possible, it is customary
to depart from the use of a set of colour-matching functions and to
use a set of all-positive sensitivity curves where the blue curve is moved
towards the ultra-violet and the red curve towards the infra-red:
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FrG. 2. The area bounded by the inner curved line represents the
gamut of chromacities occurring in pigments, dyes and inks (after
Wintringham, 1951); the triangle RGB shows the Iimit ofthe chromaticities which can be reproduced by the BREMA phosphors (BREMA,
1969).

this provides a rough substitute for the missing negative lobes, and also
results in a more efficient use of the exposing light than would be
possible if the curves overlapped more (Hunt, 1971); but the penalty
is that some colours which look alike in the scene will reproduce
differently, and vice versa. A quantity known as the Colorimetric
Quality Factor has been proposed as a measure of how closely a sensitivity function approximates a colour-matching function (Yule, 1967,
p. 138). A Iimitation of the Colorimetric Quality Factor is that all
wavelengths of the spectrum are given equal weight, whereas in prac-
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tice some must be more important than others, and a satisfactory method of weighting different wavelengths is required here, as in some
aspects of metamerism in colorimetry.
Another problern in photography, and in other systems, e.g. printing, using subtractive cyan, magenta and yellow colorants, is that the
effective primaries of the system vary somewhat as the amounts of
the colorants vary: this means that there is no uniquely correct set of
matehing functions for a subtractive system, and the optimum set can
only be determined by a statistical consideration of the range of colours
encountered in practice.
The other deficiency peculiar to subtractive systems, the unwanted
absorptions of the cyan, magenta and yellow colorants is now largely
overcome by the use of inter-irnage effects in reversal films (Barr,
Thirtle and Vittum, 1969), or of coloured couplers in negative films
(Hunt, 1967a, p. 237), or of masking in duplicating (Hunt, 1967a,
p. 257), graphic arts scanners (Yule, 1967, p. 3 19), and tel-eine operations (Wood and Griffiths, 1966).
ADAPTATION

The ability of the eye to adapt, that is to change the sensitivity Ievels
of its four retinal receptor systems, so as to tend to compensate for
changes in the level and colour of the prevailing illumination, enables
the primary function of vision to be the recognition of objects, rather
than the recording of amounts of light. The duplication of this facility
in colour reproduction systems poses some interesting problems.
As far as compensating for the level of illumination is concerned,
cameras with electronic devices which automatically control the lens
aperture are widely used. In photography, similar compensation is also
provided when printing negatives to make refiection prints, a facility
which enables good results to be obtained from simple cameras which
give only a single fixed exposure. However, these procedures do not
always give satisfactory results, because, whereas the eye has an enormously wide field of view (over I So 0 in the horizontal direction and over
140° in the vertical), cameras are mostly confined to an angular field
of only some 50° or less. If, like the eye, the exposure-determining
photoelectric device on a camera is made to accept light over a very wide
field of view, the results tend to be upset by direct light from lamps
or from the sun having a greater effect than is the case for the eye,
which will always seek to shield itself from such glare sources by adjusting the angle of the head or by other means. On the other hand, if the
device on the camera accepts light only from an angular field similar
to that of the camera format, then large light objects in the picture
will tend to be recorded too dark, and large dark objects too light,
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because they will have a greater effect on the camera than on the eye.
A compromise often used in cameras is for the exposure-determining
device to use a slightly wider field than the camera, but with its general
direction inclined downwards somewhat, so as to reduce the possibility
of its receiving direct light from light-sources. The situation is also
complicated by the fact that the surround to the final picture as viewed
is usually different from that of the original scene.
Photographie printers usually compensate for the effects of variations in camera exposure-level by altering the printing exposure so that
it is inversely proportional to the average transmittance of the negative;
in this way prints are made which tend to have similar average densities.
But because some subject matter is lighter, and some darker, than
average, some adjustment of the exposure must be made away from
the average for some pictures; this procedure is known as 'classifying'
the negative, and has to be carried out either manually by the printing
operator, or automatically using a more sophisticated analysis of the
negative.
We must now consider compensation for the colour of the illuminant.
In photography this is made in several different ways. When using
reversal films there may not be a printing stage, and hence, either a
coloured filter is used over the camera lens or a film balanced for the
particular illuminant must be selected. However, the wide variety of
illuminants in common use nowadays makes this a somewhat cumbersome and inexact procedure, and only a camera in which three suitably
filtered photocells provided compensation for the illuminant colour
by insertion of coloured filters automatically (as well as compensating
for illuminant level) would really imitate the eye adequately. So far,
no cameras with this type of facility have been made available for
photography.
In colour television, adjustment for illuminant colour is normally
achieved by equalizing the signals from a grey scale held in the prevailing illuminant. This is entirely satisfactory for studio use, but for
outside broadcasts the illuminant colour can change as the camera is
pointed to different parts of the scene, and attempts have been made to
provide automatic continuous adjustment of colour sensitivity (Taylor
and Chambers, 1970).
When reflection prints are made, it is even more necessary to compensate for changes in illuminant colour, because very little adaptation
to the picture is then possible when the eye is viewing it. This compensation is normally achieved at the printing stage, the light from the
negative being integrated separately through red, green and blue filters,
and used to adjust the exposure of the red, green and blue layers of the
paper appropriately. This tends to produce prints, the light from
which would integrate to grey. While this method works extremely
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weil for about 90 per cent of negatives, if the subject matter contains
!arge coloured areas, some distortion occurs: for instance, a !arge area
of blue sky will make the rest of the picture too yellow. To reduce this
difficulty, some classification of negatives according to the colour of their
subject matter is necessary, but the problems can be reduced by compensating only partly for changes in illuminant colour, a technique
known as 'lowered colour correction' (Bartleson and Huboi, 1956);
some justification for this is provided by the fact that the eye does not
provide complete compensation for illuminant colour (Hunt, 1965a).
A really satisfactory solution to this problern of 'colour failure' in the
mass production of colour refiection-prints for the public is still
awaited; but, for professional work, where more time can be spent in
printing each picture, closed circuit television devices are sometimes
used to display the appearance which a print would have before it is
actually printed, so that, if it is incorrect, it can be adjusted (Thomas
et al., 1970; West, 1971; British Journal of Photography, 1972).
Techniques analogous to the integrating-to-grey method have been
used in television, when deriving signals from negative film (Marsden,
1971); and control of colour balance by electronic monitoring of ink
films is used in printing (Allen, 1957).
Cameras which provide refiection prints directly from the camera,
without any printing stage, should ideally have a system of compensating for both the Ievel and the colour of the illuminant which closely
imitates the behaviour of the eye; but at present it is customary to
provide only compensation for illuminant Ievel. If the general Ievel
of colour saturation of such prints is increased from the moderate Ievel
provided by some early forms of this system, the problern will become
more pressing.
CONTRAST EFFECTS

The !arge nurober of Connections between neighbouring rods and
cones in the retina could result in the appearance of colours being
affected considerably by their surrounds. Pictures normally have a
well-defined border, beyond which is a surround visually different
from the picture; hence some effect of the surround on the appearance
of colours in pictures is possible.
lt has been shown that, for refiection prints, for which the average
luminance of the surround is normally similar to that of the picture,
it is satisfactory if the relation between the tones in the picture is the
same as that in the scene, i.e. the gamma should be equal to unity.
But for typical television viewing, where the surround luminance is
only about a tenth that of the average picture luminance, it has been
shown that this dim surround tends to make the whole picture Iook
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lighter, but the effect is greater for dark parts of the picture than for
light: the dim surround therefore tends to reduce the apparent cantrast
of the picture, and, to obtain a picture which appears to have the same
tone reproduction as the scene, it is necessary for the system to operate
at a gamma of about 1'3 (or at even higher values if the viewing situation involves flare light). When films are projected in a darkened auditorium, the luminance of the surround can be as low as about a hun-

V
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FIG. 3· The tips of the arrows show the chromaticities which when
seen in a constant (dark) surround matched a series of thirty colours
seen in a dark surround ; the other ends of the arrows show the
chromaticities which matched the same thirty colours when seen in
a light surround. Colours of Jower purity were required to match
the thirty colours when seen in a dark surround, thus indicating that
the dark surround reduced perceived colour saturation. (After Pitt
and Winter, 1973.)

dredth of the average picture-luminance (Hunt, 1965b), and under
these dark-surround conditions it has been shown that the gamma
has to be increased to a value of about 1· 5 (Bartleson and Breneman,
1967; Hunt, 1969; Novick, 1969; DeMarsh, 1971, Fig. 24; Sproson,
1971).
It used to be believed that these increases in gamma provided useful
increases in colour saturation: increasing gamma certainly increases
the purity of colours in a reproduction, but, if a dim or dark surround
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were to reduce the apparent saturation of colours, this might off-set
the effect of the increased purity. Recent work has shown that this is
indeed the case.
In one investigation a series of colours, seen first with a light surround and then with a dark surround, were matched by adjusting the
colour of a variable patch viewed with a constant (dark) surround,
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Fm. 4· The same thirty colours as were used for the results of Fig. 3
are plotted in this figure in terms of their colour appearance as scaled
subjectively for hue and saturation. Four hue names were used, red,
yellow, green and blue, or combinations of them (expressed in numerical terms), and saturation was scaled from zero for colourless to 100
for the most saturated colour the observer could imagine for each
hue as it was seen. The tips of the arrows show the results for the
thirty colours seen with the dark surround: the other ends of the
arrows show the results for the light surround. The direction of the
arrows indicates that the dark surround markedly reduced perceived
colour saturation. (After Rowe, 1972.)

using a short-term memory method of matching. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 3: dark-surround viewing clearly results in a loss of
saturation (Pitt and Winter, 1973). In another investigation, assessment of the colour appearance of colours seen with light and dark
surrounds was made with subjective scaling of hue and saturation
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(Rowe, 1972). Again, as shown in Fig. 4, it was found that the dark
surreund reduced the apparent saturation of colours.
Therefore to maintain its apparent saturation, a colour must
have a higher purity when viewed in a dark surreund than when viewed
in a light surround. Whether the subjective reduction of saturation
caused by the dark surreund is of the right magnitude to off-set exactly the effects of the increase in purity caused by increasing the gamma
to 1·5 is not yet known.
Another consequence of the connections between neighbouring
rods and cones is that the apparent sharpness of a pattern as seen by the
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FIG. 5· Modulationtransfer function for the eye (after Schade, 1956;
and DePalma and Lowry, 1962) normalized to have a maximum value
of ro, compared to a typical curve for a camera Jens.

eye depends on the fineness of its detail in a surprising manner. For
most lenses, the cantrast of the image decreases steadily as the fineness
of its detail increases, until for extremely fine detail the cantrast of the
image is zero and the Jens can no Ionger resolve the pattern. In this case
the modulation transfer function is of the type shown in Fig. 5 by the
curve marked 'camera Jens'. But, for the eye, the cantrast of an image
rises to a maximumatabout ten cycles per mm on the retina (equivalent
to about 3 cycles per degree, or about o·7 cycles per mm at 250 mm
viewing distance) and then falls again, as shown in Fig. 5 by the curve
marked 'eye'.
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It has been found that the apparent sharpness of images in pictures
can be increased markedly by boosting the amplitudes of the higher
frequencies: provided that the amplitudes of the lower frequencies
are left unchanged the result can be an increase in apparent sharpness
without any increase in apparent cantrast of the general tone reproduction. Such amplification of only the higher frequencies can be
achieved by unsharp masking in photography (Yule, 1944), and by its
analogue in graphic-arts scanners by scanning with both a sharp and an
unsharp spot (Yule, 1967, p. 32 5) ; chemical edge-effects are also used
similarly in photography (Barr, Thirtle and Vittum, 1969).
In colour television the high frequencies of picture-content along
a line can be boosted electronically (a technique known as horizontal
aperture correction); while for detail spread across severallines electronic edge-effects can be put in by delaying signals from successive
lines. If information from three adjacent lines is available simultaneously, any difference between the instaneous value of the signal in the
centre line, and the average of the values at the points in the lines
immediately above and below it, can be amplified to produce edgeeffects across the lines (a technique known as 'vertical aperture correction'). These techniques are now widely used in colour television
cameras and tele-eines, and they produce noticeable increases in
apparent picture sharpness. If over-done, however, unpleasant contour
effects can occur. These edge-effects are analogaus to the simultaneauscantrast effects of the eye, in which neighbouring elements of the visual
system interact with one another.
SIGNAL PROCESSING

Support for the view that, before the visual signals leave the retina of
the human eye they are transformed from four receptor-type signals
to a luminance and two 'colour-difference' signals, is now very widespread. Such arrangements have lang been suggested to explain the
three pairs of basic psychological primaries: white-black, red-green
and yellow-blue (Hering, 1964; Burvieh and Jameson, 1957). More
recently, physiological studies on the vision of fish and macaque
monkeys (Svaetichin and MacNichol, 1958; DeValois, 1969) have
also pointed in this direction.
The coding of television signals, from the red, green and blue signals
R, G and B, produced by the camera, to the luminance signal L and
the two colour difference signals R-L and B-L, can be regarded as
analogous, respectively, to the non-opponent luminance signal, and
the opponent colour signals, R-G (red-green) and B- YEL (blueyellow), found in the lateral geniculate body of the macaque monkey:
in television the subtraction of the luminance signal L from R and B
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has certain practical advantages, but the units chosen are such that
R-L and B-L are both zero for greys, as is the case for R-G and
B- YEL in the monkey; hence the difference between the monkey
and television is confined to that between G or L signals being subtracted from R, and YEL (yellow) or L signals being subtracted from
B. Since the L signals are dependent most on G, and hardly at all on
B, the difference between G and L is not very !arge, and that between
YEL (yellow, which is made up of R and G) and L must be quite
small.
In colour television systems only the L signal is transmitted at full
band-width b, the colour difference signals R-L and B - L being
transmitted at band-width, !b. It has been shown by practical experience that no loss of apparent sharpness is occasioned by this very
considerable reduction in band-width of the colour information.
The physiological cause of this reduced sensitivity of the eye to unsharpness in colour, as compared to luminance, can be attributed to the
fact that the correct generation of the opponent colour signals requires
an input from all three of the different types of retinal cone ; hence the
probable area required for this to occur on each side of a discontinuity
in the retinal image is much larger than the probable area required to
generate a difference in the non-opponent (luminance) signal, which
only requires a single cone of any type on each side of a discontinuity
in order to detect it (Hunt, 1967b). Incidentally, deductions from
unique hue determinations and studies on the Macaque Monkey
(DeValois, 1965, p. 572) both suggest that the R - G opponent signal
(like the B- YEL signal) is made up of contributions from all three
types of cone; the detailed suggestions from the unique hue study are
as follows:

R - G: (i p +!ß)-y
B- YEL: ß- (t p +ty)
where p, y and ß are the signals from long, medium and short wavelength types of cone (Hunt, 1967b ).
That colour information need not be as sharp as luminance information is a very important principle in colour reproduction. The application of this principle across the lines of television pictures, as well as
along them, is achieved in the P AL and SECAM systems by averaging
the colour difference signals from successive lines of each field: with
the normal dual-interlacing arrangement, this averaging effectively
reduces the vertical colour resolution also by a factor of about four ;
hence, in these systems the colour information per unit area is only one
sixteenth as sharp as the luminance information.
In the EVR tele-recording system, the luminance and chrominance
information are recorded side by side on black-and white film of 8·75
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mm width. The chrominance information is recorded on a special
sub-carrier which is related to the line frequency in such a way as to
obviate the need for precision scanning (McLean, 1969).
In the Teldec system (in which colour television signals are recorded
on thin discs of PVC sheet), in order to save even more band-width
the colour signals have only one-sixth of the band-width of the luminance signal ; and the red, green and blue information is recorded
successively on three adjacent field-lines, so that, with dual-interlacing,
the vertical colour sharpness is also only one-sixth of the vertical
luminance detail : hence, in this case, the colour sharpness is only one
thirty-sixth that of the luminance sharpness. This reduction factor is
greater than optimum, but acceptable picture quality is obtained.
Some loss of time-resolution also occurs in this system because each
colour is only available in every third field instead of in every field;
however, the practical effects of this are reduced by confining the
colour information to the low frequency (coarse-detail) end of the video
band, the high frequency end containing only a luminance signal
which is available on every field. As Fig. 5 shows, the eye has reduced
sensitivity to low spatial frequency, and this helps to obscure the loss of
time resolution at these frequencies (Redlich, 1971; Dickopp, 1971).
A practical consequence of the retinal coding into luminance and
colour-difference signals is that, just as there is a gradual increase in
luminosity as luminance Ievels are increased (even when enough time
is allowed for the eye to achieve full adaptation), so there is also a
gradual rise in colour saturation (Hunt, 1953) presumably as a result
of the colour-difference signals increasing in magnitude. This means
that, in a colour reproduction, colours can be made more saturated by
increasing their luminance: raising the screen luminance of projected
pictures has been shown to increase their apparent quality as judged
by panels of observers (Bartleson, 1965). In television, when the
sulphide phosphors were introduced, although the purity of the
green phosphor decreased, the saturation of the colour increased,
because pictures of higher luminance were obtained (Hunt, 1967a,
p. 158). More recently, further slight reductions in the purity of both
the green and the red phosphors have been tried, in order to increase
luminance (Wright, 1971). The desirability of increasing the luminance of television pictures was also one of the reasons for the development of the trinitron tube as an alternative to the shadow-mask tube:
the trinitron tube gives a picture of twice the luminance, because
the simpler electron-gun construction makes it possible to increase the
beam current by 50 per cent for the same spot-size, and because the
arrangement of the phosphors in parallel stripes, instead of in triads of
dots as in the shadow-mask tube, results in a higher percentage of the
tube-face being covered with usable phosphor.
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Because of the importance of high picture-luminance, especially in
large-screen projection, devices other than cathode-ray tubes are being
used for television displays in special cases: thus the triple-projection
Eidophor, although too complex for domestic use, is employed to
project colour television pictures to !arge audiences. Single-beam displays of the Eidophor type, in which the three colours are distinguished
by diffraction effects operating in three different directions, have also
been tried (Glenn, I970) and displays employing Iaser beams have also
been described (Stone, Schlaferand Fowler, I969).
SIGNAL MODULATION

Before the retinal signals are transmitted up the optic nerve to the
brain, they are converted from an amplitude to a pulse-rate form of
modulation, in the production of nerve impulses.
In the transmission of television signals, engineers are always seeking to achieve greater reliability and freedom from interference; thus,
frequency modulation is used for the colour difference signals in the
SECAM system in order to make the system insensitive to phase
errors in the transmission path, and it is also used for all the video
signals in the Teldec system and in video tape-recording. As far as
transmission accurracy is concerned, it is widely believed that some
form of digital coding of the signals will ultimately prove to be the best
(Lord, I968) : indeed, digital coding of the sound part of television
signals is now being tried over station-to-station links, the sound
being inserted in the line fty-back time, a technique known as 'sound
in sync.' Digitization of the picture information is being used in standards conversion (Baldwin, Stalley and Kitchin, I972) and is expected
to be used for other studio and station processes (Royal Television
Society Journal, I97I). But for broadcasting itself, the bandwidth
required is somewhat prohibitive: a normal 625-line, so herz, dualinterlaced picture requires sampling at about I I million picture points
per second, and the tone Ievels require specifying in either 128 or 256
Ievels (equivalent to 7 or 8 bits per 'word'), making about IOO million
bits per second. Even the most sophisticated pulse-code modulation
techniques require much more bandwidth to transmit this amount of
information than the 6 megahertz or so used for the analogue signal.
It is interesting to speculate whether the pulse-rate modulation system of the eye might not provide an interesting compromise for television, in perhaps providing more reliability and freedom from interference than the amplitude modulation system, without requiring
the high bandwidth of the digital systems. Bandwidth could probably only be saved in pulse-rate modulation television if the information transmitted could be made less redundant: most of the signal on
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most television frames is the same as (or is simply related to) that ou
the previous frame, and all that is really required is to transmit only
what has changed; broadly speaking, this is what the eye does, perhaps using, in effect, 'balanced bridge' types of circuit (Gregory, 1972).
Where scanning rates are slow, as in graphic-arts scanners, a digital
system would not require so much bandwidth; but, although digital
systems have been used for identifying picture-point positions and
storing picture-signals for short times in enlarging scanners (Wilby
and Pugsley, 1970), analogue modulation is still generally used for the
picture-signals.
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

The pulse-rate modulated visual-signals are transmitted along nerveiihres from the retina to the optic chiasma where the fibres from the
left- and right-hand sides of each eye are grouped tagether and then
pass to the cortex on opposite sides of the head via the lateral geniculate
body.
The optic chiasma presumably plays a vital part in stereoscopi.c
vision, and it must be noted that, with very few exceptions, colour
reproduction is only monoscopic. The comparatively recent advent of
stereophonic record-players might encourage the thought that stereoscopic colour reproductions will become commonplace in the future.
There are, however, some strong reasons against believing that this
will happen. Our knowledge of the direction of a sound depends on the
differential response of our two ears much more than the direction of a
light on the differential response of our two eyes; this is because each of
our two eyes has a highly developed direction-finding ability.
Stereoscopic vision is, in fact, only significant for objects within
about fifteen metres and it is of important practical use only for objects
within about one metre: the greater ease with which a needle can be
threaded, or a screw be put into a hole, when using both eyes instead
of one, is very marked; but scenes in which small objects are viewed
at close range form only a very small fraction of typical scenes in colour
reproductions, and the considerable extra complexity of recording and
displaying stereoscopic pictures is therefore never likely to be a very
attractive proposition.
In television, as in photography, the solidity of objects and their
relative positions in three-dimensional space can be very effectively
conveyed by good lighting and helpful choice of camera positions.
INTERPRETATION

'Perceptions depend on what the mind can bring to meet what the
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eyes see, on what concept can fit the percept, on what sense can be
read from the appearances' (Wilson and Brocklebank, 1961). The
brain is thus a very important part of the visual system, and without
some understanding of the part it plays, colour reproductions cannot
be properly optimized.
One of the phenomena which is usually regarded as a function of

FIG. 6. If the reader stares at the dot in the middle of the black figure
for about 30 seconds, and then Iooks at a surface at the same distance
from the eye, the after-image of the figure will appear the same size.
But if the after-image is seen on a more distant surface it will Iook
!arger, if on a nearer surface it willlook smaller. The reason for this
is that the brain, when assessing size from a retinal image, applies
correction factors, based on distance, so as to facilitate correct estimation of object sizes.

the brain is size-constancy. Perhaps the most striking way to demonstrate this is to stare fixedly at a pattern for about thirty seconds to
produce a noticeable after-image on the retina. If the gaze is then directed to a uniform surface at the same distance away from the eye, the
after-image of the pattern will appear of the same size; but, if the
uniform surface is much further away, the after-image will appear
much !arger; and if the surface is much nearer, the after-image will
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appear much smaller. (The reader may like to confirm this by using the
pattern in Fig. 6.) Thus the size of the retinal image is not the only
factor affecting the apparent size of an object seen; the brain applies
a considerable degree of correction for the distance of the object, and
this applies equally to monoscopic and to stereoscopic vision.
The brain supplements this activity with adjustments of size-perception according to the relative sizes of other objects in the field of
view, and the consequence of this is that it is usually entirely unnecessary for objects to be reproduced 'same size': a degree of magnification, or, more usually, minification, can then be chosen so that the
angular subtense of the picture, which is usually quite small compared
to the field of view of the eye, can contain enough of the subject to
depict the scene usefully. In television, where both the angular subtense and the resolution of the picture are rather limited, extensive use
is made of zoom lenses, and of cameras with very different focallengths,
in order to cover the interesting areas of the original scene; if it were
not for the ability of the brain to apply size-correction factors, such
continual alteration of magnification would no doubt be quite intolerable.
In graphic arts applications, the need for changing the size of pictures has led to special duplicating and intermediate films being made
available, and to the development of mechanical scanners with very
sophisticated means for making size-changes (Wilby and Pugsley,
1970).
The interpretation of depth from a monoscopic picture reveals
certain rules by which the brain works. A strong rule is that light is
generally assumed tobe falling on the object from the direction of the
top of a picture: thus, turning a picture upside down can reverse all the
directions of perceived depth (Evans, 1948). Butthis rule can be suppressed in the case of areas which look like a human face: a picture of a
plaster cast of a face, even when orientated so that the direction of
the light is from the top of the picture, can appear to have the shape
of a face, and not that of a cast of a face, so that the direction of perceived depth is opposite from reality and corresponds to a direction
of light from the bottom of the picture (Gregory, 1971).
Lightness constancy, the tendency to see a grey as always having the
same amount of greyness no matter what its level of illumination within a scene, is largely achieved by the allowance the brain makes for the
level at which the grey is illuminated, by noticing its distance from the
relevant light sources and by observing whether it is in shadow or not.
In pictures, if much of the information about the positions and intensities of the light sources is excluded (and in studio work this is nearly
always deliberately the case) the brain is unable to apply its lightnessconstancy capability so effectively. This is why studio-scenes must
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usually be lit more uniformly (using fill-lights or reflectors) than is
often the case with real scenes (Evans, 1971, p. 47). In photography
and in printing, pictures which have not been lit uniformly enough
can sometimes be rescued by adjusting local parts of the picture, by
'dodging' in enlargers or by hand-work on printing surfaces.
Another topic which involves considerations of interpretation is
that of colour differences. As with other colour industries, in colour
reproduction, a meaningful colour-difference formula, by which the
magnitude of differences between original and reproduced colours
could be properly assessed, would be very welcome. The difficulties,
however, are formidable. Colour reproduction is a field where the perceptibility and the acceptability of colour differences are unlikely to be
more than very roughly correlated; for instance, a greenish tinge in a
flesh-coloured area of sandy soil is likely to be much less objectionable
than in an area of a person's face. It would seem that any such formula
would almost certainly have to use variables which were rough correlates of hue, lightness and Saturation.
The objective in colour reproductions is also a debatable matter and
six different possibilities have been suggested (Hunt, 1970). To illustrate these, Iet us consider the case of a scene lit by a moderate Ievel
of daylight.
Colorimetric colour reproduction would be achieved if the chromaticities and relative luminances of objects were the same in the scene
and in the picture. This could be the case if the picture was a reflection print viewed in daylight; but, if the picture was viewed in a dimmer light than the original, the saturation of the colours would be
lower; if in brighter light, the Saturation would be higher. Exact
colour reproduction requires equality of chromaticities and of absolute (not merely relative) luminances. This could occur if the picture
were a reflection print viewed in daylight at the same illumination Ievel
as that of the scene; but if the picture were a transparency projected by
tungsten-light in a dark room, exact colour reproduction would result
in the picture appearing bluer and of lower ·contrast than the scene:
bluer because the eye would be partly adapted to tungsten-light; of lower
cantrast because of the contrast-reducing effect of the dark surround.
Equivalent colour reproduction requires equality of the appearance of
the colours in the picture and the scene. This could occur in the case of a
transparency projected by tungsten-light in a dark room if the colours
were colorimetrically yellower and of high er contrast than in the scene,
so as to off-set the effects of the tungsten-light adaptation and the dark
surround. But if the luminances in the projected picture were appreciably lower than those in the scene, then it might prove impossible
(even with colours of spectral purity) to produce saturations as high
as those experienced when looking at some of the colours in the scene.
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Corresponding colour reproduction requires that objects in the picture
have the same appearance as they would have had in the scene if it had
been illuminated at the same Ievel of illumination. This gets over the
difficulty outlined above with equivalent colour reproduction and takes
account of the fact that, if the general Ievel of luminance is low, observers probably subconsciously allow for the fact that colour saturation
can never be high. Thus a picture of a sunlit scene, viewed under indoor illumination at only a moderate Ievel, might have good corresponding colour reproduction, even though the sensations experienced were
appreciably different from those experienced when viewing the original
scene. The concept of corresponding colour reproduction is perhaps
the most widely applicable of those so far considered, but there are
occasions when it would be inappropriate: night scenes, for instance,
are usually required to Iook dark even when the picture is viewed at
high luminance Ievels; another, less extreme, case might be a scene
illuminated by dim candlelight: the atmosphere of the original scene
might only be conveyed by making the reproduction appear darker,
yellower and less saturated than the scene would have done if lit at the
same Ievel of illumination as that used for viewing the picture; in this
case what is required is equivalent colour reproduction.
When equivalent colour reproduction is the objective, it is now
possible to take colour motion-pictures under all conditions of illumination without the use of supplementary light sources: This is achieved
by using a film speed 160 ASA, a camera with a 230° shutter, and an
f/1·2 lens (M(Yl)ie Maker Magazine, 1972). With this system, if the
scene is dimly lit, the picture will be dense and will project as a dim
reproduction, and hence equivalent colour reproduction will have been
achieved.
When the colour of the illuminants used for the scene and picture
are different, the degree of metamerism introduced by the picture can
be important: spectral colour reproduction has been suggested to denote the case where there is no metamerism between an object in the
scene and in the picture. All these concepts have to be supplemented
by that of preferred colour reproduction, by which is meant that
reproduction which is preferred despite the fact that the appearance
is different from that of the original object: skin colour and blue sky
are believed to be the two most important colours in this connection,
skin requiring to have a healthy, partly sun-tanned appearance and blue
sky a hue and saturation typical ofthat seen in clear sunny weather,
even though the original skin and sky colours were not of these types.
CONCLUSION

Highly satisfactory colour reproductions can now be achieved under
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favourable conditions in photography, in television and in printing.
But we are never satisfied. Each medium seeks new fields to conquer
and conditions of exposure or viewing which today make it impossible
to produce colour pictures may in a few years time be widely used.
Already we have colour photographs produced in sixty seconds, colour
printing by partially digital techniques and colour television from the
moon. But the improvements sought in most systems, whether recognized as such or not, will most often consist of attempts to imitate more
adequately some part of the oldest system of all, that of the human eye.
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INTRODUCTION

Many a novice diver has been alarmed to note that his blood has turned
green. Indeed, so peculiar is the sight that many do not realize that it is
blood until they reach much shallower depths and it returns to the
more conventional colour. The explanation is Straightforward enough:
haemoglobin has two main transmission bands; one in the red, the other
in the blue-green. Water itself acts as an efficient monochromator
(Tyler, 1959) and in clear Mediterranean water about 30 m deep, the
light wavelenths available for vision fall between about 430 nm and 6oo
nm with a maximum around 490 nm. Under these conditions, the red
transmission band of blood becomes less important compared with
the band in the blue (475 nm) for haemoglobin and in the green (520
nm) for oxyhaemoglobin.
The narrow bandwidth of naturallight underwater arising from selective absorption by the water and from its impurities results in a fundamental difference between the conditions for vision on land and in the
sea. On land the wavelength range in which electromagnetic radiation
is visible is limited by the spectral sensitivity of the visual pigments and
the absorption of the pre-retinal media. In deep water, the wavelength
band available for vision may be restricted to a waveband of I 50 nmconsiderably less than the absorption band of a single rhodopsin.
Anyone leafing through one of the numerous books containing
coloured photographs of underwater life must be forgiven for thinking
the underwater scene to be painted in vivid shades of red, purple and
orange. In reality these hues are nearly absent in water deeper than about
30 m and are revealed only when supplementary lighting restores the
Ionger wavelengths of light to the scene. Chromatic adaption in the eye
compensates for the restricted bandwidth of naturallight to the extent
that yellows and most blues are correctly recognized at 39 or 49 m,
77
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although reds are confused with dark greys. Colour film having no
chromatic adaptation renders the underwater world exclusively in
shades of blue and green to the considerable disappointment of the
inexperienced photographer.
It would be a mistake, however, to believe that natural water is always
blue, for the dissolved impurities that are present in inshore and inland
waters shift the wavelength of light to which the water is most transparent to much Ionger wavelengths, sometimes even beyond 6oo nm.
This, of course, has a profound inftuence on the visibility of different
colours in different bodies of water and almost certainly inftuences the
coloration of fish living there.

,..
CIATUlME. AUGUSTS, 1KI

Fw. I. Downwelling irradiance in the very pure water of Crater Lake,
Oregon. These measurements have been calculated for field measurements made at o, 5, 15 and 25 m, and assume that the Iake water is
homogeneaus (After Smith and Tyler, 1967).

COLOUR OF NATURAL WATER

The blueness of pure water is an inherent property of the water itself
and has nothing to do with the other substances dissolved or suspended
within it. Thus the purest known natural water, Crater Lake in Oregon,
is mosttransparent at 420 nm (see Fig. 1) and absorbs strongly in both
the near ultra-violet and at wavelengths Ionger than soo nm (Smith and
Tyler, 1967). In particular, there is a very strong increase in absorption
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at about 575 nm andin deep water, light of Ionger wavelength is, for all
practical purposes, totally absorbed.
The dissolved salts in seawater have little or no effect on the spectral
absorbance of the water (Clarke and James, 1939; Sullivan, 1963).
However, other dissolved and suspended substances, notably chlorophyll and the yellow products of vegetable decay (Kalle, 1966) do exert
a profound influence on the colour of natural water and hence the
visibility of coloured objects within it. As a very broad generalization,
ocean waters beyond the Continental shelf, and seas far from river
outlets, are blue in colour having spectral transmission maxima between
420 nm and 500 nm. Where the water has a high nutrient level and hence
large amounts of chlorophyll-containing phytoplankton and where
the yellow vegetable decay products are washed down into the sea
from rivers, the maximum transmission is likely to be nearer 530 and
even beyond 570 nm.
In freshwater there is an extremely wide range of water colour
which depends mostly upon the ecology of the surrounding terrain.
Thus water which originates from a chalk or Iimestone catchment is
generallypure and, therefore, blue or blue-green in colour. In contrast,
water originating from acidic moorland or peat bog is reddish-brown.
At any one time there may be striking differences in the colour of
geographically close lakes and rivers because the water that fills them
has run off different catchment areas. When the water warms up in the
spring, there is usually a great increase in chlorophyll-containing
phytoplankton which tends to shift the spectral transmission maximum
of the water towards that of chlorophyll at about 540 nm. In the winter,
the soil moisture may become frozen and a sheet of ice cover the lakes
so that with little inflow of water and little biological activity, impurities
precipitate out of suspension and the water clarity greatly increases,
with a resulting shift in transmission towards the blue. Obviously,
there is no such thing as a typical colour for natural water, as can be
seen from the considerable Iiterature on the spectral absorption of
natural water. (Fora review, see Jerlov, 1968).
At any wavelength the diffused daylight penetrating downwards
into the sea is attenuated according to the equation,

where 10 is the radiance falling upon a horizontal surface just beneath
the surface, l z the radiance falling upon a similar surface at a depth z
below it, and k is the diffuse attenuation coefficient. The radiance
falling upon a vertical surface is less intense and more restricted in
bandwidth than light falling upon a horizontal surface. In clear ocean
water the effects of Rayleigh scattering from the water molecules results
in a shift of the spectral radiance curve of upwelling light to slightly
D
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shorter wavelengths. In turbid inshore waters this effect is swamped
by scattered light frorn large particles that is nearly independent of
wavelength and by absorption of blue light by irnpurities in the water.
In practice, there is always a volurne of water between the eye and the
object it is viewing. The presence of non-irnage forrning light scattered
by this water has a profound effect on the visibility of distant objects
through the water. For horizontal paths of sight the apparent radiance
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FIG. 2. The change in the angular distribution of underwater spacelight with increasing depth. At 1 m the effect of 'Snell's window' is
clearly shown. By 30m in this Iake water the angular distribution has
become nearly constant with depth.

of an object 1N, at range r changes as the object recedes frorn the eye
according to Duntley's ( 1950, 1962, 1963) equation,
(2)

where 1N 0 is the radiance of the object at zero range, rx is the beam
attenuation coefficient and ;N is the radiance of the water background
spacelight. In equation (2) the first terrn on the right describes the
reduction of irnage-forrning light due to absorptions and scatter; and
the second terrn on the right describes the gain in brightness due to
non-irnage forrning light that is scattered into the eye frorn other
directions, but chiefly frorn above.
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Near the surface the angular distribution of underwater radiance
depends largely upon the solar elevation, degree of overcast, sea state,
etc. As the depth increases the fine structure is lost and the radiance
distribution tends towards an asymptotic state (Fig. 2). Near the surface
the spectral radiance curve is broader than that for other directions.
(See Jerlov, 1968, for a review.) Since most of the light illuminating an
object comes from above, a grey object suspended in the water will
possess a broader spectral radiance curve than the water backgroUnd
spacelight unless the object is seen in silhouette, and to be perfectly
camouflaged a diffuse-reflecting surface must itself possess a spectral
reflectance resembling the spectral radiance of the water background
spacelight.
WATER COLOUR AND COLOUR VISION

As the range between an object and the observer increases underwater
the spectral radiance of the object becomes nearer and nearer to that of
the water background, until finally the object is indistinguishable
either by colour or brightness. However, if an object is held close to the
observer and both sink ever deeper into the water, the increasing
monochromaticity of the ambient light ensures that the hue of the
object and background tend to become indentical, but the object will
remain visible by reason of brightness differences. It is the latter sii:uation which is considered in the computer-assisted calculations described
later.
The colour of the water has a profound effect on the range and depth
that different colours can be distinguished (Kinney et al., 1967;
Lythgoe, 1971). With increasing depth the bandwidth of the
light becomes ever narrewer but as we have seen the spectral location
of this bandwidth can vary through most of the visible spectrum
depending on the natural water itself. So far as colours produced by
selective reflection are concerned, the reflectance of wavelengths
outside this bandwidth are irrelevant to vision. Thus, most yellows
have a nearly flat reflectance curve at wavelengths Ionger than about
550 nm and if the water has only passed wavelengths beyond 550 nm,
then the yellow object will resemble a grey one. Similarly, a red object
will appear black in deep-blue water since at depth only the shorter wavelengths can penetrate and these are precisely the wavelengths where a red
object absorbs most of the light. However, in cases where the spectral
reflectance changes rapidly with wavelength in a region of the spectrum
where the water has a relatively high transmission, the object will appear
different in hue from its background. Yellow and deep-blue objects
in clear blue water and red and cyan colours in green Iake and coastal
water would, therefore, be particularly visible.
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A similar situation obtains when colours are seen at a distance from
the eye even in very shallow water. Fig. 3 shows the way that the spectral
radiance of a yellow and red object gradually become transformed
into that of the water background spacelight. The apparent spectral
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Fw. 3. The change in spectral radiance of a yellow and a red object as
they recede horizontally from the eye in blue (Gulf Stream) water and
green (reservoir) water. "N represents the spectral radiance of the
water background. Distances in metres. The radiances were calculated
from equation (2). Basic data from Tyler and Smith, 1970, but a =
2·7K (Duntley, 1962) and horizontal radiance = updwelling radiance
Xo·694. A : red in blue water; B: Yellow in blue water, C: red in green
water; D: yellow in green water.

radiance of the yellow object in blue Gulf Stream water and the red
object in green reservoir water remains different in shape (and thus
different in hue) at much greater ranges than they do in the other water
type.
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In this context it is interesting to note that many inshore and freshwater fish which live in green and yellow-green water possess brilliant
red patches of colour which have a clear behavioural significance. Of
these perhaps the best known example is the red belly of the male
stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus. As though to emphasize their
conspicuousness, the red belly of the male lumpsucker (Cyclopterus
lumpus), the red flanks of the char (Salvellinus alpinus), and the red
fins of the perch (Perca fluviatilis) (Fig. 4) all intensify in the mating
season. A further recently studied example is in the red coloration of
Barbus species (Kortmuller, 1972) which is implicated in behavioural
display.
Clear blue water generally washes the coral reef and it is interesting
to note how many of these fishes possess brilliant yellow markings.
Heniochus
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FIG. 4· The diffuse spectral reflectance of the red tail of the river perch
Perca jluviatilis and the dorsal fin of the whimple fish Heniochus
acuminatus.

In particular, the yellow markings of the coral fish, Chaetodon Iunula,
intensifies in agonistic display (Hamilton and Peterman, 1971) and the
yellow iris of the damselfish, Pomacentrus jenkinsi, is also implicated
in display (Rasa, 1969). Fig 4 shows the spectral reflectance of the
fin of another reef inhabitant, the whimple fish, Heniochus acuminatus,
which is boldly coloured in black, white and yellow and, like its relative,
Chaetodon Iunula, characteristically swims in pairs.
FISH VISION-SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY

For non-luminous objects to be seen underwater the light that they
reflect must contrast with their background in brightness or colour or
even the degree of plane polarization. In order to be able to predict
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what objects can be detected on the basis of brightness differences,
it is essential to know the spectral sensitivity of the observer, either
fish or diver. Under low intensity illumination or in the nearly monochromatic light environment obtaining at great depths, no use can be
made of colour information and efficient object detection is achieved
by an eye which is most sensitive to the available light. Among other
adaptations for this purpose, the eyes of deep-sea fish possess all-rod
retinae containing high densities of visual pigment. When whole
retinae of these fish or solutions of their visual pigrnents are examined
in a spectrophotometer, the wavelength of maxirnum absorption
(A.max) is close to those wavelengths in the blue-green region of the
spectrum which penetrate best to the regions where they live (Kampa,
1970). A general survey of the visual pigments shows a correlation
between the Amax of a fish's visual pigrnent and the colour or wavelength
of maxirnum transmission of the waters they inhabit (Lythgoe, 1972).
In nearly every case, the visual pigments obtained by extraction
procedures are thought to be rod pigments (Dartnall, 196o), so that
their absorption spectra are probably only predictors of scotopic sensitivity. In the few instances where behavioural and electrophysiological
methods have been applied to the measurement of dark adapted spectral
sensitivity in fish, this prediction has been largely borne out (J acobson,
1964; Dowling and Ripps, 1971; Muntz and Northrnore, 1973).
Unfortunately, the voluminous Iiterature on extracted pigrnents teils
us very
about the visual performance of light-adapted fish with
cones in their retinae. One would like to know, for exarnple, which
wavelengths appear brightest and which are most readily discriminated.
More information on the cone pigments would be helpful and no doubt
the development of spectrophotometry on single cones will fill this
serious gap in our knowledge. So far, the only fish adequately investigated by this method has been the goldfish which has three cone pigments
with Amu about 455, 530 and 625 (Marks, 1965; Liebman, 1972) but this
kind of data alone hardly answers our questions about the actual visual
capacity of light-adapted fish. For a true picture of the brightness
value of different wavelengths, behavioural methods must be employed,
involving either trained or innate responses to light. However, these
experiments often yield spectral sensitivity curves whose forms depend
on the type of behaviour used to determine them. Consequently, it is
meaningless to talk of the spectral sensitivity without specifying the
visual task.
Fig. 5 shows three kinds of light-adapted spectral sensitivity curves
for the rudd (Scardinius erythrophthalmus), a freshwater fish. In each
case, sensitivity was measured by presenting monochromatic stimuli
superimposed on a background of tungsten light. Its form seems to
reflect the sensitivity of three receptor types containing visual pigments
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whose Amax, like those of goldfish, areweil spaced out along the spectrum.
The middle curve (B) is the spectral sensitivity of a classically conditioned response to large diffuse stimuli, flashed on overhead (Northmore and Muntz, in preparation) and the lowest curve (C) is the sensitivity of an innate (untrained) flight response to bars of light moving
overhead (Northmore, unpublished). The explanation for these varied
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FIG. 5· Light-adapted spectral sensitivity curves of the rudd (Scardinius erythrophthalmus) obtained by three different behavioural methods.
In each case the threshold was determined for monochromatic stimuli
superimposed on a tungsten light background of colour temperature
3000 °K. A , two choice training metbad (Muntz and Northmore,
1970); B, Pavlovian conditioning of activity to !arge diffuse stimuli
flashed on overhead (Northmore and Muntz, in preparation); C,
innate orientation response to bars of light passing intermittently overhead (Northmore, unpublished).

results probably lies in the extent to which a fish's visual system processes
information in a number of parallel channels, different types of channel,
or groups of them, being used for specific acts or situations. For this
same reason, it is quite possible that a fish's propensity to discriminate
colours will depend not only on what visual pigments it possesses,
but also on the visual task confronting it.
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FISH VISION-COLOUR

The brightly coloured patches possessed by many fish suggest that they
have the necessary visual equipment for making wavelength discriminations. Although it has been. established in many cases that natural
colour patches can function as signals, it is not definitely known that
they are reacted to on the basis of colour rather than brightness contrast.
Nevertheless, the ability of many fish to discriminate colours is beyond
question (for reviews see Warner, 1931; Herter, 1953; Walls, 1963),
and Walls' dieturn that no fish has ever been shown not to have colour
vision remains true. With the possible exception of fish like Pachy stomias (see later) which have photophores of different colours, it is
unlikely that many deep-sea fish are capable of colour vision for it
would be of no advantage in the dim and nearly monochromatic environment of the ocean depths. The absence of a Purkinje shift in the
electroretinogram for some of these fish would seem to confirm their
colour blindness (Kobayashi, 1962), although this kind of evidence
should not be relied upon. Positive proof of colour vision depends on
being able to show a behavioural response, either innate or trained, to
one spectral distribution of light and not to another, having taken
precautions to ensure that the fish are not using intensity differences
to guide discrimination.
A mass of evidence for fish colour vision was accumulated by a
nurober of German workers between about 1910 and 1926 {for reviews
see Walls, 1963; Herter, 1953). Using simple training techniques with
a few species, notably minnows and sticklebacks, they were able to
show that stimuli of differently coloured paints or spectrallights could
be readily discriminated on the basis of wavelength differences, irrespective of the intensity relationships between them. Although these results
are of a mainly qualitative nature, it is clear that fish colour vision
displays some strikingly human attributes. For example, minnows
trained to approach the red end of the spectrum will often make errors
by going to the shortest wavelengths, suggesting that hues for them are
arranged on a closed colour circle. A variety of fish tested appear to see
simultaneous colour contrast effects, so that when trained to approach
red test patches, a fish will make the same reaction to a grey patch
surrounded by a green field. Finally, the range of hues which can be
discriminated is sufficient to indicate that the goldfish has at least a
trichromatic colour vision system (Muntz and Cronly-Dillon, 1966 ;
Yarczower and Bitterman, 1965).
The anatomical requirements for a colour vision system in fishes are
fulfilled by finding morphologically distinct cone types in the retina
with their own patterns of neural connections (Scholes and Morris,
1973). Furthermore, a trichromatic system of the Young-Helmholtz
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type is indicated, at least in goldfish, by the presence of cones, each
containing one of three types of visual pigment (Marks, 1965). Also,
the absorption spectra of the pigments agree roughly with the spectral
response curves of the cones' electrical response to light (Tomita et al.,
1967). The techniques of electrical recording from other structures in
the fish retina have been particularly fruitful in that they have revealed
light evoked responses whose polarity depends on stimulus wavelength,
to a great extent independently of intensity (MacNichol, 1964). For
example, a typical colour-coded S-potential, recorded from the inner
nuclear layer, is characterized by a positive-going response (depolarization) to flashes of long wavelength light and a negative-going response
(hyperpolarization) to short wavelength flashes. Tamura and Niwa

(R+\

\V
Type a

Type b

FIG. 6. Two types of colour-coded receptive fields of goldfish retinal
ganglion cells, called by Daw (r968) 'double opponent units'. Rand G
indicate red and greensensitive regions and the sign ( + or -) indicates
the type of response, either an increase or decrease in the impulse
frequency of the ganglion cell as a result of stimulating one of these
regions.

(1967) investigated ten species of fish and found colour-coded Spotentials in seven, including an elasmobranch. Whereas the significance
of these potentials is still obscure, the fact that retinal ganglion cells
respond differentially to wavelength must be important because it
means that they transmit a ready colour-coded signal along the optic
nerve to the brain.
In general, the ganglion cells of fish respond to light falling within
a roughly circular area of retina, the receptive field, and the response
may be either an increase or decrease in the rate of impulse activity
generated by the cell. The ganglion cells of goldfish can be classified
according to the arrangement of their receptive fields. Fig. 6 illustrates
two commonly encountered types of field which are divisible into central
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and surround regions (Daw, 1968). The symbols, R+ and G- for
example mean that red light increases and green light decreases impulse
frequency. The type of response, whether an increase or decrease in
frequency, evoked by a small spot of light imaged on the field centre,
will be determined by the balance of stimulation between red and green
receptors. The colour, or dominant wavelength, could be encoded by
impulse frequency if the cell computes something like the ratio of the
red and green stimulations. Note that these type of ganglion cells are
dichromatic in that they signal hue only along the dimension rednessgreenness, but other types are also found in goldfish involving the blue
receptor (Spekreijse et al., 1972). One of the purposes of introducing
these mechanisms is to point out the similarities of goldfish and primate
colour vision systems, for the ganglion and LGN cells of these higher
mammals handle colour information in a very similar fashion.
COLOUR CONSTANCY

Tomost divers it may seeman unremarkable Observation that a coloured
object may remain recognizably the same colour to quite considerable
depths underwater, even though the spectral radiance from that object,
if viewed on land, would give a quite different sensation of hue. In a
series of experiments, Kinney et al. (I 967) asked divers to give colour
names to a series of spheres viewed near the Iimits of visibility in different
types ofwater. It was found that the colour names usually corresponded
to the names given to the same spheres when viewed on land except
when they appeared very dark. Colour constancy was not complete,
however, for there remained a tendency to see white spheres as blue
in blue water, and green in green water.
It is reasonable to expect that fish should also exhibit colour constancy if it is important for them to behave consistently towards
particular coloured objects seen under differently coloured illumination.
The training experiments of Burkamp ( 1923) on several species of fish
showed that they can, in fact, compensate for very substantial changes
in illumination.
Colour constancy is closely related to the phenomena of colour
contrast (Cornsweet, 1970). As we have seen, fish perceive in a neutral
grey object an induced hue which is complementary to the coloured
background. Let us consider again the case of the submerged yellow
object and assume that the ambient illumination in the water is greenish,
as is the background. The spectral distribution of light refiected from
the submerged object will now peak in the yellow-green part of the
spectrum, but through the effects of simultaneaus colour contrast the
green background will tend to induce its complementary hue, red, into
the object, and indeed something of the kind was reported by divers
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in Sealab I! (Kinney and Cooper, 1967). If the induced hue is added
to the object in a similar fashion to projecting a red light on to it, the
original yellowness will tend to be restored.
An interesting property of the fish ganglion cells with receptive
fields shown in Fig. 6 is that they signal simultaneous colour contrasts
(Daw, 1968). In the field of type a in Fig. 6, an increase in the impulse
firing rate of its ganglion cell could indicate that either a red light had
fallen on the field centre or a green one on the surround. Now if this
increased rate of discharge 'means' a certain degree of redness to the
animal, then the same degree of redness could be produced by a green
surround of suitable intensity. Thus, if the ganglion cell can 'see' a
colour contrast effect, it should, therefore, be able to mediate constancy.
These same types of ganglion cells also have chromatic adaptation
mechanisms appearing to serve a constancy function. When a redadapting light is cast over the receptive field, the ganglion cell's sensitivity to test spots of red light is depressed, while sensitivity to green
light is enhanced (MacNichol et al., 1961; Spekreijse et al., 1972).
In this way, the redness-greenness signals may be appropriately biased
for different colours of ambient illumination.
MAXIMUM DEPTHS FOR HUE DISCRIMINATIONS

In the preceding sections some evidence is advanced that the influence
of water colour can have an overriding influence on the visibility of
colours underwater and that the colour vision of fish seems to possess
the same underlying mechanisms as our own. Therefore, the possibility
exists that a mathematical treatment of human colour vision might help
in a study of the characteristics of fish colour vision under closely
defined conditions.
In an unpublished computer-assisted survey, Lythgoe and Northmore give a tentative quantitative expression to this by combining the
Stiles-Helmholtz line element equation (Stiles, 1946, 1972; Wyszecki
and Stiles, 1968) with Duntley's equations for radiance transfer through
water. The situation envisaged was that of a coloured target surrounded
by a neutral grey background of variable abledo. This display was
viewed close to the eye at ever-increasing depth. The computer was
presented with the following problem: 'What is the greatest depth that
the coloured target can just be distinguished from its grey background
by virtue of hue alone, i.e. when the perceived abledo of the background
was adjusted to equal that of the target?'
The three fundamental response functions were equated with the
quantum absorption of a rhodopsin of optical density o·4 (see Lythgoe,
1966, 1972, for details). The calculations were made on an absolute
energy basis and ds was taken as o·o2. The sensitivity of each mechan-
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ism could be independently varied by any factor from o·r to ro. Similarly, the Weber fractions for each mechanism could be independently
varied through the same range.
Typical data are given in Table I, for a yellow and a red shown in
Fig. 3, viewed in Jerlov's type II ocean water and type 9 Baltic water
Fig. 7· In this case the sensitivity and Weber fractions were both unity,
but the rule that yellow can always be seen deeper than red in blue
water and vice versa in green water remains true for the entire range of
response function sensitivities used. Essentially this also remained true
throughout the whole range of Weher fractions except for the trivial
example where a very small Weber fraction was attributed to a response
function whose wavelength of maximum sensitivity occurred in the
same part of the spectrum where target and background radiance were

FIG. 7· Classification of marine waters. I, II, III are oceanic waters;
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are coastal waters (Jer!ov, 1968).

equal and, at the same time, a very large Weber fraction was attributed
to the other two response functions. Under theseextreme circumstances,
the maximum depth for colour vision was in any case reduced by more
than 90 per cent.
W e have considered the case of red and yellow colours in some detail
since the sharp cut-off in their reflectance curve makes them easy to
study analytically. Nevertheless, the same principles apply to blue and
blue-greens where it is the short wavelengths that are reflective and the
long that are absorbed. In nature these are usually interference colours
produced by stacks of thin plates or rods embedded in a material of
different refractive index. Theoretically, at least (Land, 1972), the
reflectivity can change very rapidly with wavelength. It is tobe expected,
therefore, that for any particular water colour there should be a pair of
complementary colours that are particularly visible.
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THE GEOGRAPHY OF NATURAL COLOURS

It is an apparent paradox that the dissolved salts in sea-water, which
have no effect on the spectral absorption of the water, should nevertheless profoundly influence the colours of the underwater scene. For
reasons which may be part evolutionary and part physiological, practically none of the brightly coloured lower animals that clothe the rocks
and carpet the bottom are present in fresh-water.
Amongst the vast phylum of coelenterates, only a comparative
handful of microscopic forms such as Hydra live in fresh-water, whereas
it would be hard to overstate their importance in the sea. The sea
anemones, soft corals, sea fans and true reef-building corals are all
coelenterates, as are many different forms of plankton. Many are very
brightly coloured, although at depth the red hues are lost unless restored
by artificial light.
Some corals and sea anemones appear to glow with colour and indeed
are actually fluorescent (Limbaugh and North, 1956). The biological
function of this fluorescence remains obscure, for a single species may
have many colour forms, some fluorescent, some not, but none apparently
more successful than the other. One small Atlantic sea anemone
Corynactis viridis makes a real contribution to the colour of the underwater scenery since colour forms may include a fluorescent orange,
a fluorescent green and white.
A particularly puzzling difference between fresh- and salt-water
is the absence of bioluminescence in the former. Probably all the major
animal phyla contain forms that are bioluminescent in the sea but no
such forms are present in fresh-water. Much bioluminescence is below
the photopic threshold (Hemmings and Lythgoe, 1964) and thus would
not appeared coloured. Most bioluminescent emission curves possess a
maximum in the blue-green (see Lythgoe, 1972, for a !ist of measured
emission curves) although many species do emit coloured lights (see
Harvey, 1955, for a review). A particularly interesting example reported
by Denton et al. (1970) isthat of the mid-water fish Pachystomias. This
has a row of the normal, blue-green photophores along the belly, but
close to each eye is a photophore which, being covered by red tissue,
emits red light. Pachystomias possesses in addition a visual pigment
which is particularly sensitive to red light and this operates on a 'secret
waveband' close to other species.
The !arger algae make a considerable contribution to the underwater scenery in both fresh- and salt-water. The green algae are most
conspicuous in fresh-water; the browns in salt-water, expecially in
the cool waters that lie between the polar areas and the warm tropics.
Here grazing pressures from molluscs and echinoderms are not enough
to keep the growth in check and vast forests of brown kelp, often tens
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of metres high, dominate the shallow water landscape. In much colder
waters the seaweeds are seraperl off by the ice and bare rock is visible.
Bare rock is also visible in the nutrient-poor waters of the Mediterranean where grazing sea urchins and herbivorous fish effectively reduce
the algal cover to a short and patchy turf.
In the open sea a swimmer looking for the first time beneath the
surface might well conclude that he has entered a desert devoid of any
life. In part, this may be due to a wide separation between individuals,
but it is also due to the peculiarly effective camouflage possessed by
open water life. Many planktonic animals are actually transparent and
are extremely hard to see, even when trapped in a glass beaker. Others
achieve camouflage by appropriate coloration. In the surface of the
Indian Ocean, planktonic animals characteristically possess a blue
carotenoid pigment (Herring, 1967, 1972) which makes them hard to
see against the ocean blue.
Fish possess a particularly subtle form of camouflage which they owe
to their silvery scales (see Denton and Land, 1971), and their function
is certainly for concealment in open water. It may be seen from Fig. 2
that even on a sunny day the angular distribution of underwater irradiance soon becomes symmetrical about the vertical. A flat vertical
mirror suspended in the water will be nearly invisible since the light
reflected in the mirror will match that directly behind the mirror. The
regular stacks of guanine crystals in the fish skin given the fish a silvery
surface but since a fish has curved flanks it will not be camouflaged.
However, the guanine crystals are all oriented vertically within the
scales and the fish flank acts as a specular reflector.
In a simple system of uniform plates stacked in a medium of lower
refractive index, the reflected light will be coloured, the colour depending in part upon the thickness and separation of the plates and, in part,
upon the refractive index of the plate material and the separating
medium. In fish scales the plates are made of guanine embedded in
cytoplasm. A regular stack of this nature would reflect light of a restricted bandwidth which silver scales obviously do not. Silveryness is
achieved when different parts of the scale each reflecting highly coloured
light from about one-third of the spectrum add together to make white.
A haul of fish from our northern seas present an overall greenishsilver appearance, whereas a hau! taken from the vicinity of a coral reef
is definitely gaudy. There is no generally accepted explanation why
this should be. Off the British coasts the diver can quickly recognize
the twenty or so commonly seen fish, but in a coral reef continuous
observation over a period of weeks will only allow him to learn a proportion of the three- or four-hundred common species. It seems to be a
general rule of biology that there is a vastly greater number of different
species in the tropic11 than in the cooler regions, especially amongst
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birds, mammals, ftowering plants and insects. The coral reef is said
to be one for the most productive regions on earth where over one
thousand species inhabit a strip of sea-bed extending from low-water
level to less than fifty metres. When it is borne in mind that fish commonly possess a special coloration for juveniles, for males and for
females, together with all manner of special colour patterns signaHing
different emotions, it is perhaps not surprising that a wide variety of
colour patterns exist.
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THE INVESTIGATION OF ACQUIRED
COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCIES
MARION MARRE
Augenklinik der Medizinischen Akademie 'Carl Gustav Carus', Dresden

PROBLEMS OF ACQUIRED COL OUR VISION DEFICIENCIES

'Acquired colour vision deficiencies' are all those disturbances of colour
vision which are caused by diseases of the eye and the visual pathways,
by endogenaus inftuences of general diseases and by exogenous intoxications. In congenital colour vision defects we are generally confronted
with clear-cut forms of reduction or alteration of the normal colour
vision. As a rule only one of the three possible colour vision mechanisms
(CVMs) is missing or changed. In acquired defects the situation is much
more complicated. Here defects of all three CVMs can associate in different ways. Moreover, additional colour perceptions can occur, so-called
chromatopsias. The lesions are situated at various Ievels of the eye and
the visual pathways, and consequently at various Ievels of the colour
vision functions, too. Furthermore, the pathologic processes are not
limited to one Ievel but Iead to ascendent and descendent alterations.
Often the single tissues are not totally seized but only in circumscribed
areas. In studying acquired colour vision defects the greatest difficulty
lies in the fact that the intensity of the disturbances can be developed to
very different degrees.
All these factors have produced a puzzling amount of Contradietory
literature. Nevertheless, some characteristic types of acquired colour
vision deficiencies can be recognized; classification is a question of
examination methods.
Authors who mainly refer to hue discrimination ability distinguish
disturbances of the 'blue-yellow vision' and of the 'red-green vision'.
Asthispaper is based on the examination of the three CVMs, a respective
classification is used, differentiating an 'isolated disturbance of the blue
mechanism' (b defect) from a 'combined disturbance of the blue, green
and red mechanisms' (b-g-r defects). With respect to history the designation of the three CVMs by the terms 'blue', 'green' and 'red' is kept,
though it is known that these colours are not associated with just these
CVMs (de Valois, 1970).
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IOO
2

METHODS OF EXAMINATION

In investigating acquired colour vision deficiencies we still depend on
psychophysiological methods to a very high degree. ERG and EVP
provide only few data which can be used for diagnosis. Many other
objective methods of physiology cannot be applied to the patient's eye.
Critical evaluation of tests for clinical practice
Most of the clinical tests are pigment tests. As all of them were primarily designed to detect congenital colour vision deficiencies, they are not
very satisfactory regarding acquired defects. These methods mislead
into judging and classifying acquired defects similar to congenital ones.
2. I

Denomination tests
Spectral denomination tests are weil suited for diagnosing acquired
defects, for the patients in question name colours as they perceive them,
contrary to persons with congenital defects. But pigment denomination
tests, as mostly used in clinical practice, are unreliable, because acquired
defects are very dependent on observing conditions (size, brightness
and saturation of coloured objects).
2. I. I

2.1.2

Confusion tests

Pseudo-isochromatic plates
The numerous series of pseudo-isochromatic plates are of little diagnostic value for acquired defects. The AO H-R-R Test is the best at
present, because all plates present figures of selected hues (bluish,
greenish, reddish, purple) in a graded sequence of desaturations on
neutral grey backgrounds. It is possible to recognize the deterioration
of the Saturation discrimination function, which is especially characteristic of acquired colour vision deficiencies. Defects of the blue mechanism
were difficult to diagnose using the pseudo-isochromatic plates until
recently. Respective plates were added to tbe series of AO H-R-R Test,
Tokyo Medical College Test and Velhagen; Farnsworth designed the
F 2 and F 6 plates and Willmer the W2 and W11 plates, but none of them is
satisfactory. There are technical difficulties both in the design and the
manufacture of such plates.

2. I .2. I

Farnsworth Panei-D IS Test
For clinical practice the Farnsworth Panei-D rs Test is weil suitable
as a screening test. It does not detect slight defects of the blue mechanism, but medium and severe ones are recognized very weil. In combined
defects of the blue, green and red mechanisms the test can only find out
a red- green confusion, but it can hardly analyse the defect more exactly
or even determine an 'axis' as in cases of congential defects.
2.1.2.2
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2. 1.3

Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test (hue discrimination test)
Of all clinical pigment tests the 100-hue test is the most reliable in
diagnosing acquired colour vision deficiencies. The test is especially
suitable for finding out acquired defects of the blue mechanism. In order
to differentiate pathologic blue defects from still physiologic (ageconditioned) changes of colour vision the age-dependence of the results
must be taken in consideration (Verriest, 1963). In acquired bluegreen-red defects the results of the 100-hue test are often obscure so
that certain 'axes' can hardly be diagnosed.
Nagel-Anomaloscope (Rayleigh match)
The anomaloscope is not very suitable to diagnose acquired colour
vision defects. Nevertheless the responses of the patients in question
are quite typical. Acquired defects of the blue mechanism use more longwave light than normal persons to match the 'yellow' comparison light.
In cases of combined defects of the blue, green and red mechanisms the
normal match will be accepted; however, the range of the match is
markedly enlarged.
2. 1.4

The most important methods for research purposes
For extensive evaluation of acquired colour vision deficiencies in
speciallaboratories, spectral methods are used almost exclusively. An
essential precondition for making results comparable is to know exactly
the fixation area of the retina in each case. Best comparisons can be made
between eyes with central fixation.
2.2

Methods for examination of 'integrating functions' of colour vision
In the following methods the term 'integrating function' of colour
vision is used for those functions, which do not result from the output
of one receptor type but are the result of successive comparisons of the
outputs of different receptor types in cells further up in the visual pathways.
2.2. 1

Hue discriminationfunction
Measurement of the just noticeable difference between two stimuli
is the most usual method to examine hue discrimination ability. If the
just noticeable wavelength difference
is measured at various wavelengths A. throughout the spectrum, the hue-discrimination curve can be
obtained by plotting
against A.. In the normal case this curve presents
two main maxima of hue discrimination, the first in the region of the
blue-green at 495 nm, the second in the region of the yellow at 58o nm,
besides a side maximum at 430 nm and a minimum at 540 nm. Acquired
colour vision defects change the hue discrimination ability in different
manners (Figs. 9-13).
2.2.1.1
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--light path II

FrG. r. Arrangement of the apparatus (Maxwellian view): D = diaphragm, F 0 = colour filter, GW = Goldberg wedges, Fa= heat
filter, FJ = interference filter, Fa= graded neutral filters, Fix=
fixation circle, L = lens,
LSu =light sources, M 8 = semipervious mirror, MS = motor shutter, Pe = exit pupil. Light path I
is for presenting a steady coloured background, light path li for
giving monochromatic te"St flashes of graded intensity.
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2.2.1.2 Luminosity curve
The luminosity curve is usually determined by fiicker-photometry
(Verriest, 1970), fiicker-ERG (Jaeger et al., 1961) or by measuring
absolute thresholds in the fovea (Marre, 1969). Normally the maximum
of the curve lies at about 555 nm. In acquired deficiencies relative shifts
of the maximum can happen in both directions of the spectrum.
2.2.1.3 Saturation discrimination
Grützner (1966) introduced a method to prove neutral bands in the
visible spectrum of patients with acquired colour vision defects by
matehing spectrallights with white lights. Marre (1969) used a modified
method ofWright (1964) and Chapanis (1944) by following the principle
of measuring the first saturation step from white. With this timeconsuming method she could measure the saturation discrimination
ability throughout the whole spectrum in acquired colour vision defects
in comparison with normal eyes (Figs. 14 and 15).
2.2.2 Method for measuring the function of the three colour vision mechantsms
Wald (1964) published a psychophysiological test to prove the action
spectra of the three visual pigments in the living human eye-'blue',
'green' and 'red'. Marre (1969, 1970, 1972) used this test and extended
it in order to measure the defects of the three CVMs in acquired colour
vision deficiencies separately as well as quantitatively. The principle
of the method is to diminish the sensitivity of two of the total three
CVMs by glare with defined coloured light to such a degree that it is
possible to isolate the third in order to measure its sensitivity. Fig. 1
shows the apparatus. Two light paths are combined in Maxwell view.
The first light path provides the chromatic field by means of the colour
filter glasses OG 2, BG 24 and BG 12 Schott/Jena. (OG 2: pervious to
all wavelengths above 550 nm, isolates the blue mechanism. BG 24:
pervious to all wavelengths shorter than 470 nm or Ionger than 640 nm,
isolates the green mechanism. BG 12: pervious to all wavelengths
between 430 and 500 nm, isolates the red mechanism.) With the second
light path the sensitivity of the third isolated CVM can be measured as
increment thresholds by means of interference filters.
The increment thresholds are plotted in a logarithmic scale against
wavelength ..t For quantitative calculation the plane enclosed by the
sensitivity curve of the CVM over the according wavelength range can
be measured (Fig. 2). Its percentage relation to the mean of normal
persans in the corresponding age group is the quantitative expression of
the disturbance of the CVM. The sensitivity of the dark-adapted fovea
can be determined by measuring absolute thresholds in a centrally
fixed 1 ·2 o field.
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FIG. 2. Representation and quantitative calculation of the three
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spectral sensitivity curve of the colour vision mechanism over the
according wavelength range is the measure of the function of the
respective CVM.
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USUAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF ACQUIRED
COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCIES

3.1 Classification based on denomination tests (Köllner, 1912)
The so-called 'Köllner's law' is often cited in the relevant Iiterature
as follows: 'Defects of the blue-yellow vision are caused by retinal
diseases, defects of the red-green vision by optic nerve diseases.' In
this form 'Köllner's law' can be easily misunderstood.

Normal coiotJr vision

blue- yellow bltndness

'

.,

combination Ieads
to total colour blindness

"'

total co(our blindne.ss
FIG. 3· Classification of acquired colour vision defects based on
denomination tests by Köllner, 1912.

Köllner laid down the earliest classification of acquired colour vision
deficiencies (Fig. 3). He defined the terms of Fig. 3 in the following
manner:
'Blue-yellow blindness': Blue and yellow change their appearance first, green
and red are Iongest seen unchanged, and most of the other hues approach these
two colours. The acquired 'blue-yellow blindness' especially develops in diseases
of the retina. Only in combination with 'progressive red-green blindness' it
Ieads to total colour blindness. 'Progressive red-green blindness': The colour
vision is totally disturbed. The blue-yellow vision is changed, too, but the
deterioration is most striking in the region of red and green. This type of
disturbance can especially be found in diseases of the conduction pathways,
reaching from the inner layers of the retina up to the cortex.

The results of Köllner's denomination tests are compiled in the
Tables I, II.
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TABLE

I

Results of colour denomination tests in acquired 'blue-yellow blindness'. (Abridged from Köllner, 1912)

W avelength of the
homogenaus light
610 nm and above
(red)
610-600 nm
(orange)
6oo-58o nm
(yellow)
58o-57onm
(yellow)
570"-560 nm
(green-yellow)
560 nm and below
(green-blue-violet)

Colour denominations of the light
Red
Red, reddish, whitish-red
Pink, reddish, yellowish, yellowish-white, greenishwhite, grey, white. Sometimes bluish or violet
Neutral
Greenish-white, blue-green, white
Dark green, blue-green, greenish-blue, blue

II Results of colour denomination tests in acquired 'progressive red-green blindness'. (Abridged from Köllner, 1912)

TABLE

W avelength of the
homogenaus light
610 nm and above
(red)
61o-6oo nm
(orange)
575 nm
(yellow)
57o-56o nm
(green-yellow)
56o-550 nm
(yellow-green)
495 nm
(blue-green)
47onm
(blue)
430nffi
(violet)

Colour denominations of the light
Dark red, drab orange, whitish-yellow
Grey-golden-yellow, whitish-yellow
Becomes gradually whitish
Whitish-yellow
Whitish-yellow
Whitish-green, grey, colourless
Becomes gradually whitish
Blanched blue

Köllner described some of the essential features of the acquired colour
vision deficiencies in 1912 and his results remained valid almost unreservedly till now.
3 .2

Classifications based on the hue discrimination function and the luminosity curve

We owe our knowledge of the fundamental importance of both these
functions for evaluation of acquired colour vision deficiencies to the
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work of
and Verriest, Jaeger and Grützner, and Wright and
Birch. Jaeger and Grützner (I963) chose the diminution of the discrimination ability in the two main maxima of the hue discrimination
curve as a criterion for classification. They designated deteriorations
preponderant in the first maximum at 495 nm as 'blue deficiency' and
deteriorations preponderant in the second maximum at 580 nm as 'redgreen deficiency'.
Birch and Wright {I96I) preferred the definitions 'discrimination loss
in the blue-green' and 'discrimination loss in the yellow' for the same
disturbances, leaving undecided the manner in which the hue discrimination in the main maxima is related to the three receptor types.
But classification of acquired colour vision deficiencies by means of
the hue discrimination curve is not without problems. In the minority
of cases the discrimination loss is limited to only one of the two main
maxima. In most cases of retinal diseases the discrimination function
in the two maxima is diminished more or less equally (Figs. 9a and I I).
In many cases of optic nerve diseases like papilledema and intraocular
optic neuritis, the difference between the two reduced maxima of the
hue discrimination curve is also not a great one (Figs. I2a and I2b).
and Verriest {I957) as weil as Jaeger and Grützner (I963)
chose the position of the luminosity curve as a further criterion for
classification. A relative shift of the luminosity curve toward the longwave side of the spectrum (diminution of the relative efficiencies of the
shorter wavelengths with an occasional augmentation of those of the
Ionger wavelengths) has been observed by Verriest (I970) in a prereceptoral disturbance, namely in the senile nuclear cataract, and to a much
less extent, in a few rare retinal diseases.
A relative shift of the luminosity curve toward the short-wave side is
more frequent and more characteristic. This inverse modification of the
spectral curve is found in many cases of retinal diseases. In these cases
the maximum of the curve can be situated at each position between s6o
and 5IO nm. Verriest (I970) found little shifts to the short-wave side
even in retro-ocular diseases and in strabismic amblyopia.
Grützner (I962) demonstrated the development of the shift in cases
of hereditary macular diseases. Verriest (I964) calculated the respective
changes of the luminosity curve at various wavelenths quantitatively in
a great nurober of patients' eyes.
The phenomenon of the shift of the luminosity curve is differently
interpreted. In the opinion of Jaeger et al. (I96I), who succeeded in
proving this phenomenon also by means of flicker-ERG technique, the
shifted luminosity curves of their cases are clear photopic ones. Verriest
founded the theory of scotopization, in consequence of which the hue
discrimination curve and the luminosity curve change analogaus to the
phenomena of Abney and Purkinje, and the luminosity curve approaches
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TABLE III

Classification of acquired colour vision deficiencies.
(Jaeger and Grützner, I 963)

Acquired red-green dejiciencies
(I) With normal luminosity curve
(2) With shortening of the spectrum at the long-wave end

li

Acquired blue-deficiencies
(I) With normal Iuminosity curve
(2) With shortening of the spectrum at the long-wave end

TABLE V Quantitative measurement of the three colour vision mechanism s in
retinal diseases. (The values in hold type are pathologic values)
Case
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8a
Sb
9a
9b
10
II

12
13
I4
15
16a
16b
I7
18

Diagnosis

Juvenile macular degeneration

Senile macular degeneration
Chorioidoretinitis centr. ser. (acute)
(healed)
Retina! detachment (before operation)
(after operation)
Retinitis pigmentosa
Angiopathie retinopathy (acute)
{treated)
Chloroquine retinopathy

Visual
acuity
0'3
1'0
0'7
0'2
0' 3
0'9
o·5
o·5
1'0
0'7
0'9
0'4
0'7
0'2
I 'O
I·6
0'3
0'3
I'O
0'4
0'9

B% G% R%
87
82
6c)
26
6c)
52
78
20
82
72
97
70
82
2
83
57
40
l:O

31:
6x
57

103
105
104
73
106
82
78
94
96
96
106
IOO
I02
5X
IOJ
62

So
30
8x
97
93

IOI
I09
105
66
IOI
87
76
92
104
100
95
99
97
65
IOO
68
79
22

88
94
95

the scotopic form even on photopic conditions. Jaeger and Grützner
(Table III) and Verriest (Table IV) laid down classical classifications of
acquired colour vision deficiencies which correspond with each other
to rather a high degree.
The terms 'trichromatic' and 'dichromatic' stage of colour vision
defects in Verriest's scheme mainly refer to results of colour equations.
Individuals with advanced acquired defects are able to match each
wavelength with a mixture of only two selected colours, as people with
dichromatic congenital defects can do. Grützner (1972) pointed out
that the reason for this fact is quite different in acquired and congenital
defects. In inherited dichromatopsia such measurements mean that only
two different pigments are active. In acquired colour vision defects all

TABLE IV

Classification of acquired colour vision deficiencies. (Verriest, I963, I964)

Type of deficiency

Acquired deficiency without
prominent axis

Acquired red-green deficiency,
Type I

Acquired red-green deficiency,
Type II

Stadium

Trichromatic

Main confusion axis
(AO H-R-R, Panel D-IS
and Ioo-Hue Test)
Mild red-green and
blue-yellow defects

Monochromatic

No colour discrimination

Trichromatic

Mostly between deutan and
tritan

Dichromatic

mostly between protan and
deutan

Trichromatic

Trichromatic

Dichromatic

::t:..

"

Similar to normal scotopic curve if
achromasy results from red-green
deficiency, Type I

The curve becomes successively similar
to that of a protanope and to that of a
typical monochromat

Q

ö

"
..5"
Normal

Panel D-IS : errors in the
arrangement of caps I-Is.
Ioo-Hue Test: monopolar
hump in blue region
Tritan (eventually tetartan or
between deutan and tritan)

[
....

Mostly between protan and
deutan

Dichromatic
Acquired blue-yellow deficiency

Luminosity curve

Normal or shifted to the short-wave side

....

g·
::::

"'·
....

-8
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colours are perceived as unsaturated and this enables the individuals
to perform such matches.
Sometimes the terms tritan-like, protan-like and deutan-like acquired
defects are used. They very closely correspond with the terms mentioned
in the classification schemes above.
3·3 Problems of the usual classification schemes
Despite the clear classification schemes there are a Iot of problems not
yet solved in judging and classifying acquired colour vision deficiencies.
Single cases are mostly classifiable, but it is nearly impossible to place
the colour vision defects of certain diseases under certain titles of these
schemes. In the standard work of Verriest (1964) we find numerous
diseases classified under dyschromatopsia with a blue-yellow axis as
weil as under dyschromatopsia with a red-green axis, e.g. retinitis
pigmentosa, retinal detachment, senile macular degeneration, malignant
myopia, chorioido-retinitis centralis serosa, optic neuritis and optic
atrophy. The data of various authors on the same diseases are very
divergent.
Dubois Poulsen (1972) characterized the situation as follows:
Schematic purity is a great exception and it is therefore necessary to doubt the
scheme itself, . .. the yellow-blue and red-green axes scheme presents so many
exceptions that any generalization is excessive.

A fundamental biologicallaw is that living tissues both anatomically
and functionally react to different noxas rather equally. Looking at the
different 'types' of colour vision defects, described within the same
diseases, the suspicion arises that these defects are only different stages
of one and the same colour vision deficiency. Integrating functions are
intricate processes, their relations to the three single receptor types are
not very clear till now. Therefore, results of a new examination method
shall be considered which are obtained by measuring the defects of the
single CVMs in acquired colour vision deficiencies separately and with
regard to quantity.

4

JUDGEMENT AND CLASSIFICATION OF ACQUIRED COLOUR
VISION DEFICIENCIES BASED ON THE FUNCTION OF THE
THREE COLOUR VISION MECHANISMS

4· I The origin of the three colour vision mechanisms
Brown and Wald (1964) succeeded in the microspectrophotometric
measuring of the difference spectra of the three visual pigments in si.ngle
parafoveal cones of the excized human retina. The maxima of the
difference spectra lie at about 440, 535 and 565 nm. These curve:r
represent the three primary CVMs.

c
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The receptor outputs are processed and coded in cells within the
retina and further up in the visual pathways. De Valois (I970) pointed
out that there is no direct channel from the receptors to the brain. He
proved two red-green and two blue-yellow spectrally opponent systems
beside two spectrally non-opponent systems in the lateral geniculate
nucleus of monkeys. With a special chromatic adaption technique he
could isolate and determine the spectral sensitivities of the excitatory
and the inhibitory inputs of these six cell types. The sensitivity curves
gained in this way correspond very closely with the three visual pigment
varieties found in the spectrophotometric experiments. Their maxima
lie at 440, 530 and 570 nm. So by a trick the three CVMs can be made
evident at the Ievel of the lateral geniculate nucleus.
With the psychophysiological method described in 2.2.2 above it
is possible to obtain the sensitivity curves of the three CVMs by a selective
chromatic adaption, similar to that of de Valois, even at the highest Ievel
of the colour vision, namely at the corticallevel (Fig. 2). The maxima of
the sensitivity curves lie at 440, 540 and 57 5 nm.
The conclusion can be drawn that the CVMs primarily originate in
the visual pigments of the retinal receptors. The receptor outputs are
processed in various ways. But by the special trick of selective chromatic
adaption we can obtain the sensitivities of the three CVMs at various
Ievels of the visual pathways, even at the cortical one.
4.2

The Disturbance of the three colour vision mechanisms in retinal
diseases
As a matter of principle all colour vision deficiencies caused by retinal
diseases can pass two different stages, the firststage of the isolated disturbance of the blue mechanism and the second stage of the combined
disturbance of the blue, green and red mechanisms. In all kinds of
retinal diseases, irrespective of their nature and localization, there can
be found cases of these two different stages of colour vision deficiency
(Marre, I 969 ). Blue defects and blue-green-red defects in retinal diseases
are no contrary types of disturbances, but only two different stages of
one and the same colour vision deficiency. With the advance of the
disease process an initial isolated blue defect develops into a combined
blue-green-red defect (Table V; Figs. 4 and 5). A recovery of the colour
vision happens in the reverse way (Table V: cases 8a, b; 9a, b; I6a, b ).
A defect of the green and the red mechanism has never been found
without a defect of the blue mechanism in any case.
In retinal diseases the green and the red mechanism are diminished
at about the same time and approximately to the same extent. There
are no essential differences between the values of the green and the red
mechanism. In order to explain the development of the acquired colour
vision deficiency in retinal diseases we can point to a psychophysiological
B
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FIG. 4· Relative spectral sensitlVItles of the three colour viston
mechanisms and spectral sensitivity of the fovea of a patient with
juvenile macular degeneration (Table V, case 3, daughter of case 4).
The percentage indicates the function of the CVM in comparison
with the measurements in normal persons. Isolated disturbance of
the blue mechanism .
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FIG. 5· Relative spectral sensitivities of the three colour vision
mechanisms and spectral sensitivity of the fovea of a patient with
juvenile macular degeneration (Table V, case 4, mother of case 3).
Combined disturbance of the blue, green and red mechanisms.
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TABLE VI Quantitative measurement of the three colour vision
mechanisms in optic nerve diseases. (The values in hold type are pathoJogic values)

Case

'}

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Diagnosis

Choked disc
Optic neuritis
Optic neuritis (healed)

Optic atrophy

Visual
acuity
o·8
0'9
0'9
1'0
0'7
o·6
1'0
o·6
o·5
0'9
0'7
o·6
0'9
o·1
0'2

B%

G%

R%

SJ

99
100

S2
SJ
74
57

91
88
77
61

95
96
102
95
95

,s

91

79
40
44

54
55
53
6
37

95
100

73
S4
S4
So
So
43
35

71

94
105
97
98

93
79
90
43
36

experiment. Wald (1967) carried out a:rea-threshold measurements for
the various kinds of CVMs bothin the foveaandin fields as far as 8°
from the foveal centre. Decreasing the size of field causes a very small
decline of the sensitivity of the green mechanism, a larger decline of the
red mechanism and a very much larger decline of the blue mechanism.
One could directly compare a retinal damage, that means the anatomical
and functional deficit of cones, with the decrease of the field size. A slight
darnage of the retina becomes apparent only in a blue defect; a more
severe darnage of the retina additionally causes a red and a green defect
which, however, are always less marked than the respective blue defect.

4· 3 The disturbance of the three colour vision mechanisms in diseases of
the optic nerve
In diseases of the optic nerve there can be found, (a) isolated disturbances of the blue mechanism, (b) combined disturbances of the blue
and the green mechanism and (c) combined disturbances of all three
CVMs (Marre, 1969).
In optic nerve diseases, too, blue defects, blue-green defects and bluegreen-red defects are not contrary types of disturbance but only three
different stages of one and the same colour vision deficiency in optic nerve
diseases (Table VI).
Isolated defects of the blue mechanism can especially be found in
cases without essentiallass of other visual functions (good visual acuity,
no larger central scotomas), mostly in cases of choked disc (Fig. 6) and of
initial stages of optic atrophy. But in optic nerve diseases, contrary to
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FIG. 6. Relative spectral sensitivities of the three colour vision
mechanisms and spectral sensitivity of the fovea of a patient with
choked disc (Table VI, case 23). Combined disturbance of the blue
and green mechanism.
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FIG. 7. Relative spectral sensltiVlties of the three colour v1s10n
mechanisms and the spectral sensitivity of the fovea of a patient with
intraocular optic neuritis (Table VI, case 24). Combined disturbance
of the blue, green and red mechanisms.
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FIG. 8. Relative spectral sens1tiV1t1es of the three colour VISion
mechanisms and the spectral sensitivity of the fovea of a patient with
optic atrophy (Table VI, case 29). Combined disturbance of the blue,
green and red mechanisms.
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FIG. 9a. Hue discrimination curves of three eyes with isolated disturbance of the blue mechanism in consequence of different retinal
diseases in comparison with the responses of a normal trichromat.
(The numbers indicate the cases of Tables V and VI.)
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FIG. 10. Hue discrimination curves of an eye with retinal detachment
before and after Operation. An isolated disturbance of the blue
mechanism caused a deterioration of hue discrimination in the second
maximum. After the blue mechanism having normalized, the hue
discrimination is improved, too.
FIG. 9b. Hue discrimination curves of three eyes with a severe defect
of the blue mechanism, isolated (case s) or within a blue-greenred defect (cases 8a, 16a), in consequence of exudative processes of
the macula in comparison with the responses of a normal trichromat.
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retinal diseases, the stage of the isolated disturbance of the blue mechanism is a short one. A combined disturbance of all three CVMs develops
much earlier with regard to the decline of the visual acuity than in retinal
diseases. The combined disturbance of the blue and the green mechanism is merely a transition stage toward the blue-green- red defect. The
combined disturbance of all three CBMs is the most frequent and most
typical stage of colour vision deficiency in optic nerve diseases. It exists
in most cases of optic neuritis (Fig. 7) and optic atrophy (Fig. 8). Contrary to the retinal diseases the optic nerve diseases show a greater
difference between the values of the green and the red mechanism in
about half of the cases. The green mechanism seems to be disturbed
earlier and more severely than the red mechanism. Mostly the degree of
the defects decreases from the blue to the green mechanism and often
from the green mechanism to the red mechanism, too.
Contrary to the hitherto existing views the blue mechanism shows
the earliest and strongest disturbance of the three CVMs in all cases of
optic nerve diseases. Likewise as in retinal diseases a defect of the green
and the red mechanism without a defect of the blue mechanism was
found in no case whatever.
In eyes with choked disc and with optic neuritis it is difficult to decide
whether the blue defect is to be attributed to the primary optic nerve
disease or perhaps to an accompanying retinal edema. Therefore cases
of optic atrophy are the most informative in this respect. There, too, the
blue mechanism is the most disturbed of all three CVMs.
The cause of the colour vision deficiencies in optic nerve diseases is
other than that in retinal diseases. The disturbance is situated at a higher
functional Ievel. Probably the outputs of the receptors are normal,
likewise the processing of colour informations within the retina. The
disturbance lies in an interruption of the nerve fibres. The particularities
of the colour vision deficiency in optic nerve diseases are not easy to
explain at present.

5

RELATIONS OF THE THREE COLOUR VISION MECHANISMS
TO THE INTEGRATING FUNCTIONS IN ACQUIRED COLOUR
VISION DEFICIENCIES

5. I

Relations of the three colour vision mechanisms to the hue discrimination function
Even with the method of quantitative measurement of the three
CVMs it was not possible till now to establish quantitative relations
between the reduction of the three CVMs and the diminution of the hue
discrimination function, but some interesting connections could be
found.
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FIG. I I. Hue discrimination curves of four eyes with combined
disturbance of the blue, green and red mechanisms in consequence
of different retinal diseases in comparison with the responses of a
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Colour vision mechanisms and the hue discrimination in retinal
diseases
In slight and moderate cases of blue defects the discrimination ability
is about equally reduced in both main maxima of the hue discrimination
curve (Fig. ga and 10), sometimes the second maximum in the yellow is
even a little more deteriorated than the first in the blue-green. In
special exudative processes of the retina, accompanied with oedema
in the macular region, severe impairments of the blue mechanism (isolated or within a blue-green-red defect) can be found together with strong
deteriorations of the hue discrimination in the first maximum in the
blue-green, clearly preponderating the diminution in the second maximum in the yellow (Fig. gb).
In combined blue-green-red defects the hue discrimination is either
approximately equally deteriorated in both main maxima or the second
maximum is somewhat more affected than the first (Fig. I I).
5.I.I

Colour vision mechanisms and hue discrimination in optic nerve
diseases
In blue defects and combined blue-green defects the discrimination
ability is reduced to a moderate degree throughout the whole spectrum.
There are no !arger differences between the two main maxima of the hue
discrimination curve (Fig. 12a). Combined blue-green-red defects
produce a severe impairment of the hue discrimination function. In
most cases the second maximum in the yellow is characteristically more
reduced than the first in the blue-green, which is also deteriorated to a
high degree (Fig. 12b, case 24; Fig. 13).
5.1.2

5· 1.3 It is interesting that disturbances of the blue mechanism not only
influence the hue discrimination in the blue-green but also in the yellow.
Therefore, it is not possible to differentiate with reliability blue defects
from blue-green-red defects in retinal diseases by analysing the hue
discrimination curve. The mechanism of this disturbance might be
explained by the spectrally opponent cell systems proved by de Valois
(1970) in the primate lateral geniculate nucleus. The two blue-yellow
cell systems have two inputs peaking at 440 nm and at 570 nm.
Another interesting finding is that combined disturbances of the blue,
green and red mechanisms affect the hue discrimination function in
different ways in retinal diseases and in optic nerve diseases.
Case 25 (Fig. 12b) displays the hue discrimination curve of a
healed optic neuritis. The visual acuity and the function of the three
CVMs are completely normalized, whereas the hue discrimination
remained disturbed yet. This discrepancy seems to be characteristic
for eyes having just been cured of an inflammation in the optic nerve.

Frc.

Hue discrimination curves of three eyes with choked disc
in comparison with the responses of a normal trichromat.
FIG. 12b. Hue discrimination curves of two eyes with intraocular
optic neuritis in comparison with the responsesofanormal trichromat.
12a.
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Fw. 13. Hue discrimination curves of fo.ur eyes with optic atrophy
in comparison with the responses of a normal trichromat.
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5.2 Relations of the three colour vision mechanisms to the luminosity curve
In normal eyes the function of all three CVMs merge in the luminosity
curve. In retinal diseases the luminosity curve reßects the disturbances
of all three CVM. There could be found partial correlations of the reduced sensitivity of the total fovea to the reduced sensitivities of all three
single CVMs. In optic nerve diseases the partial correlation yield only a
relation of the total fovea to the green mechanism (Marre and Marre,
1972).
The reduction of the sensitivity of the total fovea, in cases with bluegreen-red defects, increases with the wavelength in retinal diseases,
but is approximately constant over the whole spectrum in optic nerve
diseases (Table VII). These results correspond with the data of Verriest
(1964, 1970). Furthermore retinal diseases and optic nerve diseases with
about the same impairment of the three CVMs reduce the foveal sensitivity to a different degree. The foveal sensitivity is more reduced in retinal
diseases than in optic nerve diseases.
TABLE VII
Average reducing of the foveal sensitivity at
different points of the spectrurn in diseases of the retina
and the optic nerve with blue-green-red defects

A
nm
444

545
558
577
626

- Ll .lg sensitivity of the fovea
Diseases oj the retina
Diseases of the optic nerve
(n = 13)
(n = 18)
0"54
o·78
o·87
0•90
0·96

0"37
0"37
0 •32
o·35
0•42

In cases of retinal diseases with blue defects only the sensitivity of the
total fovea is slightly but rather equally lowered throughout the whole
spectrum, too. This reduction may be explained by the black-white
system demonstrated by de Valois ( 1970) in the primatelateral geniculate
nucleus. This spectrally non-opponent system, summing up the outputs
of the different receptor types, may also have an input from the 440 nm
system.
The position, respectively the shift, of the maximum of the luminosity
curve may be explained as a quantitative relation between the green
and the red mechanism (Table VIII). Normally in the used method the
maximum of the luminosity curve lies at 558 nm. If the value of the red
mechanism is smaller than that of the green mechanism, a shift can be
found to the short-wave side (to 545/524 nm). This shift appears above
all in retinal diseases. If the value of the green mechanism is smaller
than that of the red mechanism the maximum of the luminosity curve

IZ6
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TABLE VIII The position of the maximum of the
spectral luminosity curve in dependence on the
quantitative relation of the green mechanism to the
red mechanism in diseases of the retina and the
optic nerve

f lg Sa.d>. in %•
f lg SR.d>. in %
Amax558 nrn
Amax545/ 524 nrn
Diseases of the retina
r·ro6
0'922
r·o26
0'942
1'020
0'967
1'013
r·365
1'071
X I· IOI

0'944

Diseases of the optic nerve
0'920
o·893
0'903
1'090
0'971
r·ooo

x

0'963

Amax569 nm
0' 190
o·892
o·785
0'734

o·83o

o·894
0'925
o·Sro
o·856

o·87r

• Quotient of the plane of the green mechanism
(% ) and the plane of the red mechanism (% )

reciprocally shifts to the long-wave side (to 569 nm). This shift appears
in cases of retinal diseases and of optic nerve diseases.

5·3 Relations of the three colour vision mechanisms to the saturation dis. crimination function
Performing measurements of the saturation discrimination ability
in acquired colour vision deficiencies Marn! ( 1969) derived some general
rules.
In isolated disturbances of the blue mechanism-in retinal diseases
as weil as in optic nerve diseases-the saturation discrimination function
is most reduced in the short-wave side of the spectrum (Fig. 14), in
combined disturbances of the blue and the green mechanism respectively
in the short-wave and the middle-wave region of the spectrum. In combined disturbances of all three CVMs the saturation discrimination
is lowered throughout the whole spectrum (Fig. 15). Each single CVM
influences the saturation discrimination function above all in that spectral
region in which the maximum of its sensitivity lies, but beyond that in the
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regions of both the other CVMs, too. A dependence of the Saturation
discrimination on the function of the respective CVM could be proved
in retinal diseases.
These results do not contradict the known phenomenon that in acquired colour vision defects neutral bands of the spectrum always start
from the green-yellow region. A diminution of the saturation discrimination function Ieads to a complete desaturation much earlier in spectral
colours which already physiologically appear little saturated (colours
of the middle part of the spectrum) than in colours which physiologically
appear much saturated (colours of the ends of the spectrum). Finally
it can be stated that in acquired colour vision deficiencies the saturation
discrimination function reflects the disturbances of the single three
CVMs more directly than the hue discrimination function.

6

ACQUIRED COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCIES CAUSED BY

LESIONS SITUATED BEYOND THR LATERAL GENICULATE NUCLEUS

Results gained by the method of quantitative measurement of the three
CVMs do not exist yet for defects of this localization. The few relevant
papers base data on examinations by simple clinical tests. Mainly
deficiencies with a red--green axis were reported, but also deficiencies
with a blue-yellow axis, and achromatopsias. ·
Vola et al. (1972) examined 32 cases of lateral homonymaus hemianopsia in consequence of posterior occipital lesions, tempora-parietal
lesions and diffused vascular lesions. They concluded that on these
Ievels acquired colour vision deficiencies are less frequent (57 per cent
colour defects, 43 per cent normal colour vision) than, for example,
in prechiasmatic lesions. Diffused vascular lesions most frequently
cause colour vision deficiencies, the dominant axes of which are the redgreen II and tetartan ones.
In the few known cases of direct injury of the visual cortex red-green
defects, blue-yellow defects, alterations of the simultanaus and the
successive contrast, and a coloured flickering have been described
(Pötzl, 1928).
Lesions of the associational Connections of the occipital lobe cause
different disturbances according to the gradual organization of the
psychical colour functions. The following defects can be distinguished:
The loss of the surface colours (the colour appears separated from
the object so that the finger dips in the colour when touching the
object)
2. The chromatic agnosia
3. The amnesia of colour names as part of amnestic or sensory aphasia.
1.
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CHROMATOPSIAS

In chromatopsias colours are perceived with closed eyes or in the dark.
White surfaces seem to be coloured; and colours of objects are seen
changed, because the real surface colour is altered by addition of the
colour subjectively perceived.
Achromatopsias can occur additionally to a normal trichromatic
system or can accompany other types of acquired colour vision deficiencies. The coloration can extend itself over the whole of the visual field
or only over part of it. Chromatopsias can happen in all hues and in all
gradations of brightness and saturation. Often complementary colours
are perceived simultanously or successively. Chromatopsias are designated according to the colours predominatly seen: ianthinopsia, cyanopsia,
chloropsia, xanthopsia and erythropsia. The mechanism of chromatopsias is not known well yet. Probably chromatopsias are mostly of retinal
or central origin. They can be caused by diseases of the retina, cerebral
lesions, functional disturbances of the central nervous system, like
hysteria, neurosis, epilepsy, migraine (Pötzl, 1928), and by intoxications
due to drugs (digitalin, adrenalin, strychnine, salicilate, atropine,
ergotamine, quinine), to poisons (ethyl alcohol, lead, carbon monoxide,
arsenic), and to dopes (mescaline, LSD). Chromatopsias can be evoked
by electrical stimulation of the fields 17 and I8 in the occipital lobe
(Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950).
In medicine chromatopsias can indicate pathologic central processes
caused by vascular diseases or tumours. In daily practice cyanopsia is an
important sign for too high a dosage of digitalin. It is difficult to mark off
chromatopsias from physiological processes. They range from phosphens, evoked by a simple cough, to colour hallucinations.

8

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF
COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCES

8. I Prereceptoral deficiency of colour vision
Lens opacifications cause a selective absorption of the radiations of the
shorter wavelengths. A distinct defect of the blue mechanism usually
combines with less marked ones of the green and the red mechanism.
Hue discrimination is lowered throughout the whole spectrum, but
especially in the short-wave half. The luminosity curve can be normally
placed or shifted toward the long-wave side. The saturation discrimination function is diminished throughout the whole spectrum, especially
in the short-wave half.
8.2

Colour vi>ion deficiencies in retinal diseases
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8.2.1 The First Stage: lsolated disturbance of the blue mechanism (blueyellow blindness, Köllner, 1912; acquired blue-yellow deficiency,
Verriest, 1963; tritan-like deficit, Grützner, 1972)
The blue mechanism is impaired, the green and red mechanisms
show normal values. The hue discrimination is lowered throughout the
whole spectrum. The two main maxima of the hue discrimination curve
in the blue--green and in the yellow are about equally diminished, but
sometimes the maximum in the blue-green is more deteriorated than
that in the yellow. The luminosity curve can be normally placed, but
can also be shifted toward the short-wave side or, to a small extent, even
toward the long-wave side of the spectrum.
Tests of clinical practice
1. Anomaloscope: Raleigh's match is characteristically shifted toward
the long-wave component (pseudoprotanomaly).
2. Farnsworth Ioo-Hue Test: monopolar or bipolar tritan axis.
3· Panel D-IS Test: slight b-defects pass the test; medium and
severe defects show a tritan axis.

8.2.2

The Second Stage: Combined disturbance of the blue, green and red
mechanisms (combination of blue-yellow blindness and progressive
red-green blindness, Köllner, 19I2; acquired red- green deficiency,
Type I, Verriest, 1963; red-green deficiency with a shortened longwave end of the spectrum, Jaeger and Grützner, I963; tritan defect
combined with a protan-like defect, Grützner, I972)
The blue mechanism is most impaired, the defects of the green and
red mechanisms are smaller and show no great differences between their
values. The hue discrimination is lowered throughout the whole spectrum, but to a larger degree than in the stage of isolated blue-disturbance.
The two main maxima are about equally diminished, or the maximum in
the yellow is somewhat more deteriorated than that in the blue-green.
The spectralluminosity curve can be normally placed or characteristically shifted, to a different degree, toward the short-wave side. (Sometimes a shift toward the long-wave side can also be observed.) The
Saturation discrimination function is considerably diminished throughout the whole spectrum.
Tests of clinical practice
I. Anomaloscope: the normal match will be accepted, the range of
the match is markedly enlarged (in advanced cases protan-like
responses ).
2. Farnsworth Ioo-Hue Test: severe diminution of hue-discrimination, high error score, axes are poorly evident.
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3· Panel D-15 Test: confusion axes between protan and deutan or
between deutan and tritan.

8.3

Colour vision deficiencies in optic nerve diseases

8. 3. I Isolated disturbance of the blue mechanism
The blue mechanism is impaired, the green and the red mechanism
show normal values. The hue discrimination ability is lowered throughout the spectrum, both the main maxima are diminished to about the
same degree. The luminosity curve is normal or shifted to a small degree
toward the long-wave side. Saturation discrimination is lowered especially in the short-wave side of the
8.3.2 The combined disturbance of the blue and the green mechanism
This deficiency is a transition stage between the blue defect (8.3. I)
and the blue-green-red defect (8.3.3).
8.3.3

The combined disturbance of the blue, gr:een and red mechanisms
(Progressive red-green blindness, Köllner, 1912; acquired redgreen deficiency, Type II, V erriest, 1963; red-green deficiency with
normalluminosity curve, Jaeger and Grützner, I963; deutan-like
deficiency, Grützner, I972)
The blue mechanism is most impaired. In about half of the cases the
green mechanism is distinctly more deteriorated than the red mechanism. Hue discrimination is very much lowered. In most cases the maximum in the yellow is in a characteristic way more diminished than that
in the blue-green. As a rule the spectral luminosity curve is normally
placed, but can also be somewhat shifted to the long-wave side or even
to the short-wave side of the spectrum. Saturation discrimination ability
is much diminished throughout the whole spectrum.
Results by tests of clinical practice
I. Anomaloscope: normal match will be accepted, the range of the
match is markedly enlarged. (The luminance of the 'yellow' light
is always in the same range like in congenital deuteranopia, Grützner, I972.)
2. Farnsworth 100-Hue Test: severe diminution of hue discrimination, high error score, axes are poorly evident.
3. Panel D- I 5: confusion axes between protan and deutan.

9

THE IMPORTANCE OF ACQUIRED
COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCIES

Acquired colour vision deficiencies can be proved in all diseases of the
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fundus and the optic nerve which impair visual acuity if the methods of
examination are sensitive enough. Disturbances of the colour vision
partially precede the visible alteriations of the eye and the decline of
visual acuity (Heinsius, 1972).
The acquired colour vision deficiencies, similar to the congenital
ones, interfere with numerous professional activities. Of course, severe
acquired colour vision defects are always combined with a loss of other
visual functions, too, and therefore they were less easily overlooked
than the congenital ones. But in professions concerned with transportation and its safety, for instance, congenital deficiencies can be excluded
by a single examination, whereas acquired deficiencies have to be prevented by regular follow-up examinations.
In future the investigation of acquired colour vision deficiencies will
gain more importance for several reasons. Reports are accumulating
which describe visible darnage of the retina and the optic nerve with
respective loss of visual functions and acquired colour vision defects due
to drug toxicity, for example to antibiotic, antirheumatic, antituberculotic and antidepressant drugs. The necessity will arise to perform
more prophylactic examinations of colour vision-before and during
the treatment with such drugs-because colour vision defects become
evident early.
Colour vision is the most developed sensory function of man and
therefore especially vulnerable. Using suitable examination methods
disturbances of the three CVMs, especially those of the most irritable
blue mechanism, can be found as an indicator for endogenous and exogenous noxas. This is of interest especially with regard to general diseases
and to general toxicity of drugs.
Last not least, psychophysiological examinations of acquired colour
vision deficiencies provide important completions to our knowledge
about normal colour vision. Here, in acquired colour vision deficiencies,
we can observe 'experiments' of nature herself.
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COLOUR ATLASES AND COLOUR SCALING
TAROW INDOW•
Keio University, Tokyo
COLOUR ATLASES

It is not my intention to give an exhaustive survey of the numerous
colour atlases used all over the world for various purposes, since I am
familiar with only a few of them. Dr Wyszecki has given the most
systematic and penetrating survey of the situation. 6 8, 69 • 70 He did not
use the term 'atlas', but clearly he had colour atlas in mind when
defining colour system as 'a rational method or plan of ordering and
specifying all object colours or all within a limited domain by means
of a set of material standards selected and displayed so as to represent
adequately the whole set of object colours under discussion.' Colour
atlases were classified into four groups and some representative examples
were discussed in detail in each group. 68

I. Colour atlases based on additive colour mixture
Ridgway colour system (USA, 1115 samples)
Ostwald colour system (Germany), Colour Harmony Manual
(USA, 943 samples)
li. Colour atlases based on subtractive colour mixture
Plochere colour system (USA, 1248 samples)
III. Colour atlases for screen-plate printing
Hickethier (Germany, 1000 samples)
Villalobos colour atlas (Argentina, 7279 samples)
Wilson colour system (England, 8oo samples)
IV. Colour atlases based on perceptually uniform spacing
Munsell colour system (USA, 2834 colour specifications)
DIN colour system (Germany, 589 colour samples)
Hesselgren colour atlas (Sweden, 507 colour samples)
Regular rhombohedrallattice colour system (Canada and USA). 67
Natural Colour System (Sweden, 1300 colour samples)A1

In screenplate printing, both additive and subtractive colour mixtures
are involved. Hence, groups I to III are all based on colour mixtures.
Systematic variation of the mixture rate generates colour series which
in turn are duplicated by actual material Standards. In this process of
• The author gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to the valuable
discussions held with fellow members of Committee on metric colour space (since
1960) in the Colour Science Association of Japan.
IJ7
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constructing colour atlases in groups I to III, as pointed out by Wyszecki,
it was also necessary to care for the same principle on which colour
atlases in group IV are solely based. The principle of arranging colours
in an atlas as uniformly as possible had to be taken into account when
the colours to be mixed were chosen andfor when steps to vary the
mixture rate were determined. It is simple to see why it had to be so.
In the practical use of an atlas, the uniform spacing of sample colours
is obviously advantageaus in specifying all colours with equal precision.
In addition, when one has to perceptually interpolate between colour
samples in the atlas, the uniform spacing will make the perceptual
interpolation easier.
COLOUR SCALING

The term 'colour scaling' is a little ambiguous. Quite often, scaling
means to construct a unidimensional scale of an attribute, i.e. hue,
lightness and saturation in the case of colour. For example, the main
body of discussion in an article 'Visual scaling' by Krants is devoted
tothistype of scaling. 30 The requirements in constructing or examining
a colour atlas are more than that.
As is well known, the Munsell renotation system was recommended
in 1943 by the Subcommittee which had been appointed by the Optical
Society of America (OSA) in 1937. In 1948 the OSA established the
Committee on Uniform Color Scales that is still active and Judd, the
chairman, wrote: 21 •22
A guiding principle in the work of the Committee has been from its very
beginning that there exists a color space each point of which represents one and
only one color, the spacing of the points being uniform in the sense that to a
degree of approximation suited to engineering applications the distance between any two points is proportional to the perceived size of the difference
between the colors represented by the two points. Equally spaced points along
any path in this space would thus yield a uniform color scale (zz, p. 38o).

Once such a colour space is established, the unidimensional scale of
each attribute is automatically given as a natural consequence. However,
the converse is not true. Briefly, the colour space as stated above will
not be obtained by a mere assemblage of unidimensional scales of the
respective attributes.
To have a unidimensional scale is equivalent to assign a scalar u(i)
to a colour i which represents the perceptual degree 1jJ p.(i) of an attribute
ll of the colour. Let us denote by ()(i,j) the perceptual overall difference
between two colours (i,j) and by d(i,j) a numerical value which is
assumed to represent (j(i,j). Notice that ljJ and (j are latent variables
whereas u and d are manifest variables (Fig. I). A colour difference
formula is a method to give d(i,j) for b(i,j) and a colour space is a
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system in which spatial distances J(i,j) between two points represent
d(i,j) and consequently 15(i,j). Hence, the basic data for the study of
colour space are a set of d(i,j). On the other band, a unidimensional
scale can be constructed or examined on the basis of a given set of either
u(i) or of d(i,j) on the dimension. There are numerous methods to
obtain u(i) and d(i,j). Principal methods used in developing some
colour atlases in group IV are shown in Table I.
TABLE I

Colour scaling methods used to construct colour atlases in group IV

Colour atlases

References

(Munsell value seale)

42

Munsell renotation

43, 44

DIN

49,

(OSA Subeommittee on
uniform eolour seales)

so

21, 22, 24

Regular rhombohedrallattiee
Natural Colour System

52, 67
Ar

Principal methods
Aeeumulation of jnd's (dJ);
matehing of differenees (dn)
Matehing of eolours; direet ratio
assessment of differences (dr.t)
Matehing of eolours and of
differences (dn)
Matehing of eolours; indireet
differenee assessment (dn); and
direet ratio assessment of
differenees (dM)
Matehing of differenees (d0 )
Ratio assessment of four
eomponents in eolour (uR)

In this lecture the author will discuss a nurober of problems inherent
in colour scaling-to which nobody knows definite answers. In order
not to be destructive, some comments will be given at the end of my
lecture about what we should take into consideration when we use
colour atlases under the present circumstances.
FOUR KINDS OF SCALES

According to what judgement concerning t/1 or 15 is predictable from
u or d, we can distinguish four kinds of scales. As shown in Fig. I,
() represents either t/J or (j and y represents either u or d. A lettera or b or e-in parenthesis after () and y means a colour (i) when () and
y represent t/J and u, and a pair of colours (i,j) when () and y represent
15 and d. The judgement 'equal' will be denoted by ,..._, and the judgement 'greater than' by >.
1. Just noticeable dijference (jnd) scale uJ, dJ. This scale enables us to
tell the nurober of jnd's counted from the specified point in a unidimensional scale or along the geodesie connecting two colours in a
colour space.
2. Ordinal scale u 0 , d 0 • Whenever y(a)
y(b), we can expect the judgement '()(a) ;;;:, ()(b)'. However, nothing can be predicted from the
difference Ay(a,b) = y(a)-y(b).

...

t

Stimuli

Colours (i,j, . .. )

Pairs of colours
{(i,j), (k,l), ... }

Latent variables
B(a), B(b), ...

I

I

Perceived attributes
p.., v, • • • :

.Pii), iflij), ... n
.P.(i), .P.(j)• ...

Perceived colour differences
o(i,i), o(k, 1), ...

Judgemcnts

Discrimination:
Matching:
Comparison:
Assessments:

B B' or not
to find B'
B>B' or B'>B
B, B'
JB = (B-8' )
y = B/B'
where B and B' can be either
a pair of .P's or a pair of 0's

FIG. r. Judgements involved in constructing colour atlases.

Scales
y(a), y(b), .. .
u(i), uü), ...
for 1-'
v(i), vü), ...
for v
d(i,j), d(k, l),

..... ..........

Q
C"

!:!
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3· Difference scale Un, dn. The difference 11.y(a,b) becomes meaningful
in one of the following ways:
(a) 11..(a, b) is related to some response measure as a function of
11.9(a,b) = 8(a)-8(b) such as the probability that the judgement
'8(a)>8(b)' is given.
(b) In a unidimensional scaling where colours i,j . .. differ only in
an attributes, two scales, u of the attribute and d of difference on
the attribute, are interlocked so as to satisfy the condition:
fi,.(i,j) = u(i)-u(j) is proportional to d(i,j).
(c) Additivity. Whenever there are three colours (i,j, k) which are
located in this order along a straight line in a colour space, then
dn is assigned to satisfy the condition: dn(i, k) = dn(i,j) +dn(j,k),
provided the origin of dn is properly defined.
4· Magnitude scale uM, dM. Whenever '}' = y(a)fy(b), then we can expect,
on the average, the assessment '8(a) is '}' times greater than 8(b)'. 57
Human observers do not necessarily generate judgements in the way
expected from the logical structure of the situation. For example, in
and
the matehing experiment, that the judgements
8(c) are given does not guarantee that the judgement 8( a)
c) would
occur. Similarly, in the assessment of 8 in terms of ratio, when y(a,b) =
8(a)f8(b), y(b,c) = 8(b)f8(c), y(a,c) = 8(a)f8(c) are given, it will not
necessarily be true that y(a,b) = y(a,b) x y(b,c), as expected from the
logical relations. However, these types of inconsistencies in judgements
are often within the range of random errors. A disadvantage of human
judgements compared with measurements by instruments lies in the
fact that the range of random errors is much larger. Furthermore,
there are different types of inconsistencies inherent in human judgements, which makes the relationship between the four scales rather
complicated.
When we talk about colour differences, it would be important to bear
in mind the size of the differences under discussion because a scale d
valid for a Ievel of differences may not be so for other Ievels of differences. 25 •27 The following four Ievels will be distinguished:
I. Colour differences at the jnd Ievel. When line-elements are defined in
a colour space, these colour differences .are used.l· 39 • 66
2. Small colour differences. In most industrial colour control problems,
differences slightly above the jnd Ievel will be a matter of concern.
3· Medium colour differences. In a colour atlas, differences between
neighbouring samples will be at this Ievel.
4· Large colour differences. Any colour differences beyond the third
Ievel will be included. Usually these differences are not taken seriously in colour science.
In the sections to follow, emphasis will be placed upon d-scales

I42
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rather than u-scales because colour atlases in the sense stated on p. I 38
are our mam concern.
Scales dJ and d 0
In contrast to assessment, discrimination (dJ) and difference-matching
(d0 ) may seem simple and Straightforward in logical structure. However,
there are a number of problems. Let us start from the jnd scale dJ.
Notice that dJ always satisfies the additivity condition. However, it is
important to realize that a jnd can be determined through various
experimental procedures and, when the procedure is fixed, jnd is still a
statistical concept. Denote by <P position of a colour along the geodesie
in a colour space connecting two colours (i,j) which may differ over

u

\

\

if>n \

i

(if>)

'

\ ·

' '\
'\

d}i, j)
u ( if>( i))
FIG.

2.

Accumulation of jnd's to give dJ .

more than two attributes. Then a jnd at a colour at </J is denoted by
A,p(P) where two colours at </J and at [</J + A,p(P)] are discriminated by
the probability p. Evidently it will be desirable if dJ remains invariant,
or at least transforms in a simple way, when the value of p to define
the jnd is changed. 3 0 The problern consists in whether or not there
exists u( </J ), a transformation of </J, such that

u[</J + A,p(P)] - u(</J) = A"(p)
where Au(P) is independent upon </J (Fig. 2 ). If the solutions u( </J) and
Au(P) of the functional equat10n (I) is obtained, then
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dJ(i,j/p) = u[<P(i)]-u[<P(j)].

When p is ehanged to q in defining jnd's then
d; (i,jjq)

=

k(p,q) dJ(i,j/p),

whieh simply means the ehange of unit of dJ. Mathematieal eonditions
under whieh u( <P) and 11u(P) exist were studied in detail. 4 •28 •34 •3 7 •38
A word of eaution will be in order. Even if we obtain dJ whieh is
independent of the value of p, it is an entirely different question whether
dJ is linearly related with dn or dM. In the early stage of development of
the Munsel value seale, dJ was reported tobe in good agreement with
dn obtained by the method of equiseetion. 42 On the other hand, a
reeent study by Wyszeeki on eolour matehing and eolour-differenee
matehing east doubts upon the optimistie view of the agreement
between dJ and dn even when eolour differenees are limited within the
range of medium size. 69
The ordinal seale d 0 will be obtained by matehing between eolour
differenees. The regular rhombohedral lattiee eolour system was eonstrueted by this proeedure alone. When two pairs of eolour samples
are separated by the same distanee in the spaee, a(i,j) = a(k,l), then
When a(i,j)>a(k,l), then the judgement b(i,j)>b(k,l)
will be expeeted. By the matehing proeedure alone, it would be diffieult
to obtain a eolour spaee in whieh inter-poirrt distanee J behaves as d.,.
Suppose that three eolours (i, j, k) are on a straight line in this order
in a eolour spaee and d(i,j) = a(j,k), then it ean not be taken for
granted that the judgement 'b(i,k) is twiee !arger than b(i,j) or b(j,k)'
would take plaee. That this is not the ease was reported by Judd. 22
Provided the eolours vary along a single dimension only, then dn will
be obtained through matehing of differenees in the method of equiseetion.

Scales dM and dn
The magnitude seale dM is usually obtained through direet assessment of ratio in pereeptual differenees
= b(i,j)jb(k, l). Onee is
put equal to yd = d(i,j) jd(k, l), then it is Straightforward to define dM
in so far as the given set of
satisfy a set of eonditions inherent in
ratios. 29 The ratio is always dimensionless whereas the observer need a
unit to numerieally represent the size of differenee, no matter whether
the differenee means b(i,j) or
= [b(i,j) - b(k,l)]. Henee, direet
assessment has been made more frequently with the ratio of b's than
with 0 and with
One way to eonstruct dn is to assess
indirectly.
The probability of the judgement 'o(i,j) > o(k, l)' in simple eomparisons
of two pairs of colours can be related to 116 through some models of
how the judgement is generated on the bases of
Assurne
F
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ll 4 = [d(i,j)-d(k,l)] oc Ad where oc denotes 'proportional', then it is
Straightforward to obtain dn with an arbitrary origin, provided that the
given set of ll 4's satisfy a set of eonditions inherent in differenees.
Another way to eonstruet dn is to assess b(i,j) direetly by matehing of
differenees. For example, if we have in advanee a unidimensional
differenee seale un, dn(i,j) oc [un(k)-un(l)] when the eolour differenee
is matehed by the differenee between the two (k,l) in the referenee
seale Un. Suppose the Munseil value seale is used as the referenee,
then the seale thus obtained is dn if the value seale is dn.
TABLE 2

Examples of studies in which d14 or dn was obtained in
connection with uniform colour spacing

Direct
dll:
Magnitude scale of
colour difference

7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15
2o, 43,44, 48, 61, 6s

dn:

3, 16, 17, 18, 6o

Indirect

Difference scale of
colour difference

Table 2 gives examples of studies in whieh eolour differenees were
sealed in terms of d14 or dn more or less in eonneetion with uniform
eolour spaeing. As a matter of eourse, these eannot be claimed to be
exhaustive. To the author's knowledge, no attempt has been made to
obtain dM. in an indireet way.
Whether a human observer generates numerieal estimates in terms of
ratio and of differenee in the eonsistent way, as expeeted in arithemeties,
is questionable. In the ease of unidimensional sealing at least, it is a
weil established empirieal faet that u 14 and Un are not linearly related.
The Munseil value seale is fundamentaily based upon matehing of
differenees by the method of equiseetion (Table x), and it will be
agreed that the method yields dn. With the Munseil grey patehes, ratio
assessments of lightness was made. 58 Let us denote this seale u 14 by
M in eontrast to V as dn and the relation between the two is shown in
Fig. 3· In the same figureisalso shown the relation between two seales
of loudness of tone, A. as dn 5 and sone as dM.. 56 The dynarnie ranges of
both sets of seales are equated so as to be plotted in the same figure and
the eurvatures turned out to be about the same in the two most important modalities. The same type of non-linearity between dn and u 14 is
amply shown with saturation of aperture eolour, 19 and with other
modalities. 57
In the ease of seales for b, the relation between dn and d 14 has not
been weil established yet. It seems highly probable, however, that
the same non-linearity will appear between dn and d14 • The finding that
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d-14 is concave upwards when plotted against dn was reported in the
scaling of the lead of a pencil11 and in scaling of non-sensory qualities.
Some indirect evidence in the same line was found with overall colour
differences of up to large size. 12 •17 Judd touched upon non-linearity
between dn and d14 of up to medium size. 21 •22 In the later case, however,
d 14 seems convex upwards when plotted against dn.
sone

M
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40
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FIG. 3· Non-linear relation between d14 and dn. (Magnitude estimation
M vs. Munsell value V and sone scale vs . .\-scale5 of loudness.)
GEOMETRICAL PROPERTY OF COLOUR SPACE

When we look at a colour chart, we can see at least a two-dimensional
array of sample colours as a whole. Then, the following questions will
be raised as to the conditions under which a distance J on the chart is
supposed to represent the corresponding perceptual colour difference !5.
In which scale (d1 , d 0 , dn and d14) is J supposed to represent !5?
Is J guaranteed to represent (j only along a particular dimension
such as lightness or saturation, or in any directions in the space?
3· How large is the rangein which J faithfully represents !5? Is J valid
only with small colour differences or with colour differences of up to
medium or even to ]arge size?
1.

2.
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Question ( 1) is concerned with what judgements have been involved
in the scaling to determine the uniform spacing and (2) with the circumstances-whether the uniformity has been checked along the respective
attributes separately or due consideration has been paid to the geometrical property of the colour space. Most users of an atlas will tacitly
assume, when comparing an object with colour samples of the atlas,
that the colour space itself be at least locally Euclidean in the area at
issue as the physical space in which the array of colour samples are laid
is Euclidean. Question (3) is concerned with the range of area can be
approximated by Euclidean geometry. Notice that the Riemannian
space is always locally Euclidean.
If an atlas is supposed to be more than a mere assemblage of arrays
of colour samples each being unidimensionally uniform, sooner or
later the geometrical property of local areas taken randomly in the
atlas must be checked. Presumably what is called the multidimensional
scaling (MDS)14 will be of help for the check. Suppose we have d(i,j)
in any scale for n colours in a given domain in the form of a matrix
D, n x n in size. Through MDS we can construct such a configuration
of n points in a rn-dimensional space xm that inter-point distances
J(i,j) correspond as closely as possible to the given data d(i,j). Two
different types of MDS and their characteristics are summarized in
Table 3· The non-metric MDS seems especially useful because D can
TABLE 3

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) and applications

Method

D

Metric MDS by
Torgerson 82 •83

Matrix
algebra

Complete

Nonmetric MDS
by Kruskal 3 2 • 33
and others

Computer Can be
algorithm incomplete

xm
Euclidean

dvs.

d

Eq1,.1al
to d

Can benon- MonoEuclidean
tonous
(Mincowski to
power
metric)

Applications to
colour space
7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16
18, 41, 48, 62, 63
12, 17, 48, 53

d

be incomplete and d's for all possible pairs of n colours arenot needed,
which enables us to take n colours from the total colour space and
examine it in such a way that only a limited range is focused at a time
to keep b's within the range of up to medium size and to move the
focused area continuously so as to scan the total spaceY Besides, what
is required between d and J is a monotonous relationship only. Hence,
we can safely apply the method to D in which d is non-linear with J.
Notice that J has to satisfy the additivity condition of d0 • Mathematical
conditions under which d's can be related with metric distances J in
x·· were studied in detail.2,26,64
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LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS UPON FUNCTIONAL FORMS OF
SENSORY SCALES

Once a sensory scale y is obtained, it can be related with the corresponding physical or psychophysical variable x: y = f(x). For all sorts of
scales, sensory, psychophysical and physical, the following basic four
classes of scales are distinguished in the measurement theory :31 • 54 • 55
nominal, ordinal, interval (I) and ratio (R) scales. The distinction between
1- and R-scales is made in terms of the admissible transformation that
leaves the information represented in the scale undistorted. If the
information given in a scale x is also in another scale y with a different
origin and a different unit, then x and y are called 1-scales and the

FIG. 4· Relation between interval (I) and ratio (R) scales and relation
between difference (D) and magnitude (M) scales.

admissible transformation is linear: y = ax +b. If the same information
in a scale x is expressible only in another scale y with a different unit,
then x and y are called R-scales and the admissible transformation is
multiplication by a constant: y = ax. Evidently, the difference scale
is an 1-scale and the magnitude scale is an R-scale. However, R-scale
is always apart of 1-scale whereas u14 and d14 fail to predict the difference
judgement predictable from Un and dn when there is the non-linearity
as discussed before (Fig. 4).
Denoting an independent variable by x and a dependent variable by
y, then possible functional relationship y = f(x) is logically constrained
rather sharply by the scale types of x and y, provided x is not involved
in f with a dedimensionalized form like xfx 0 •35 •36 The proofs are not
complicated.
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y

R
R
I
I

R
I
R
I

f
y = axP
y = a log x+b or y = axP +b

impossible
y = ax+b

The uniformity of lightness scale is almost independent of the level
of illumination L. It was realized from the beginning (Plateau, 1873) 6•30
that this fact is suggestive of the possible form of u 0 ( Y) where Y denotes
the luminous reftectance. The stimulus intensity x = L Y is an R-scale
and u0 is an 1-scale. Hence, if u0 is a function of x in the way as stated
above, only two forms are possible for u0 = f(x) as given in the row
(R, I) and consequently there is no other possibility for u0 ( Y) except

=
Uo( Y) =
u0 (Y)

a log Y +b
a yP +b

(2)

ß ::f.

o

(3)

In each case, the uniformity remains invariant when L is changed to KL:

=
=
where
denotes {u 0 [LY(i)]-u 0 [LY(j)]} etc. There is a subtle
difference between the two, however.
For equation (2)
..(i,jiKL) =
For equation (3)
In other words, when the illumination is changed, all the perceptual
differences of a given size are expected to remain the same in one case
and to change as a whole by the same amount in the other. The grey
scale of the Ostwald system was given by the logarithmic function,
equation (2), and the DIN-Dunkelstufe 50 and the grey scale of Hesselgren
atlas 51 are approximated by the equation (2). On the other hand, the
lightness scale of the original Munsell system (Priest, Gibson and
McNicholas, 192ot2 was given by the power function, equation (3),
and the revisedforms of V by Munsell et a/. 42 •44 and by Ladd and Pinney
(1955), the renotation V scale, and the lightness of the Villalobas atlas
are all approximated by the equation (3). In all the cases of approximation, the deviation occurs in darker part of the scales. As expected from
the row (R, R), M as d14 of lightness (Fig. 3) is a power function of
Y58 and d14 of brightness of aperture colour is a power function of the
luminous intensity of light. 23 · 46 •58 •59 Saturation scales d14 for aperture
colour of various hues are also power functions of colorimetric purity
where the values of exponent ß are extremely large.13,19,47
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Inter-point distance J in a colour space is an R-scale by nature.
Hence, should J be related with dM and dD in the way as stated above,
then
ß#o
(4)

dD

= a log J or dD = aJP

(5)

In the equation (5), the constant bin the case of (R, I) is omitted because
of the additivity condition of dD that was stated before. If ß = I in the
equations (4) and (5), then the situation is as expected in uniform colour
scaling. Some evidence for ß<I is given with regard to dD and J in the
chromaticity diagram. 21 •22 • 40 On the other hand, with regard to J in
the colour space X 3 obtained by MDS, ß = I for dD and ß> I for dM. as
stated before.l 2 •17 Saturation steps dD of the Munsell renotation and of
the DIN are approximately power functions of distance J from the
neutral point in the chromaticity diagram with ß being slightly larger
or smaller than one according to hue. That ßis not the same for different
hues is equivalent to that the chromaticity diagram is not uniform.
As to the relation between d and J more theoretical exploration will
be needed. Nonetheless, we had better pay more attention to the theoretical constraints upon the correspondence between uniform colour
scales and colorimetric terms.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Every colour scientist knows that perceptual differences between object
colours are influenced by the illumination, the background, the separating distance and the adaptation of the eyes, etc. In short, (J is not free
from these contexts. Hence, to discuss uniform spacing of an atlas will
be meaningless unless those factors are kept at the standard conditions.
Even und er the standard conditions, the author is sceptical of the possibility of achieving the unique uniform spacing that is entirely independent of the types of scales: dJ, d0 , dD and dM. Presumably, what we
can expect to find will be a colour atlas which is guaranteed to be
uniform at least within each local area of a particular size in terms of a
particular scale. Hence, it seems desirable that the manual or directions
of any colour atlas explicitly provides the necessary information to
each of the above questions (see p. I45).
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COMPUTER COLOUR MATCHING
L. GALL
Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik AG,
Federal Republic of Germany

INTRODUCTION

During the last twenty years, colour measurement has become an
extremely useful and indispensible instrument in the quality control
of coloured products, and particularly of the dyes and pigments
required in their manufacture. The most important, and for the
layman the most spectacular, branch of industrial colour measurement
is the computer colour matehing (CCM) of textiles, paints, printing
inks and plastics.
The problems that still exist in the calculation of colour recipes are
not connected with colorimetry itself. The colorimetric basis of computer colour matehing belongs to a sector of colour science that is now
weil established. Not even the problern of colour distance or tolerance
which occupies the attention of the experts so much and which may
appear to be still far removed from solution can be of any notable
hindrance to computer colour matching.
The problems, which are many despite all the successes achieved
during the last few years, lie in the other essentials bearing on colour
formulation. The difficulties begin in the purely technical shortcomings, e.g. the inaccuracies of the colour measurement, and extend,
via the physico-optical models employed, to their mathematical treatment, i.e. data processing. Another difficulty confronting anybody
engaged with the practical aspects of colour recipe formulation is the
still comparatively dense veil of secrecy over the whole subject. This is
hardly surprising when it is remernbered that CCM is a child of industrial competition. Fortunately this veil is gradually Iifting as a result of the recent publications by industry offering genuine knowhow. This is to the advantage of the young science which can only
benefit by such give and take.
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

I should like, first of all, to outline briefly what computer colour matehing is all about. Let us say, for instance, that you had purchased a tin
of white paint for the garden furniture. Your wife, however, has decided
ISJ
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that sky-blue would be nicer, so you buy a small tin of dark-blue
paint and carefully add small portions to the white paint until you
have produced what your colour adviser wants.
In physical terms, the following has happened: The reflectance
curve of the white paint is almost horizontal and close to the 100 per
cent Ievel over the greater part of the visible spectrum. It owes its
shape and position mainly to the light scattering power of the titanium
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1.

Reflectance curves of a white paint and of blue paints with
gradually increasing concentration of the blue.

dioxide present in it. Now, the absorptionpower of a blue pigment has
been introduced, so that the original curve for the white is depressed,
and particularly so in the region of the absorption maximum of the
blue pigment. In the end, the curve has reached its objective, namely,
a position that corresponds to the tristimulus values X, Y, Z programmed in your wife's head. (see Fig. 1.)
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The 'shift' of the reflectance curve brought about by the blue pigment is, to some extent, governed by natural laws, i.e. by the light
absorption and scattering coefficients of the titanium dioxide and blue
pigment in the respective paints. By using an appropriate procedure, it
is possible to calculate the absorption and scattering coefficients, i.e.
the 'optical data', from such curves, and to feed this information into a
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FIG. 2. Reflectance curve of a bluefyellow mixture; the superimposition of the reflectance curve of the blue from Fig. I on that of a yellow.

computer. This machirre then 'knows' what colours can be obtained
by combination of the blue pigment with the white pigment. If the
reflectance curve of any blue colour that is at all realizable with these
blue and white pigments, or even only the X, Y, Z values, is now fed
into the computer, the latter can calculate from the stored data the
proportions of blue and white necessary to produce the desired colour.
The computer can produce a matehing for the more complicated re-
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flectance curve of a colour consisting of several coloured pigments,
as Fig. 2 attempts to demonstrate, by using the known data for a blue
and for a yellow to produce a colour recipe for a green.
Making the curve for the mixture resemble that of the sample was
achieved here by a sequence of similar steps, namely by alternately
increasing the concentration of the blue and yellow respectively, a
procedure that could, for example, be used to establish a recipe when
only the tristimulus values, X, Y, Z, of the original colour are known.
However, there are better methods than this, as we shall see later.
But the principle of the stepwise, or iterative, approach to the objective
is an important constituent of all programs for computer colour matching, irrespective of whatever the basic theory employed, or for whatever
application colour recipes are calculated.
The following scheme summarizes the principles of the procedure
employed for computer colour matching. A lists the preliminary work
required for determining the optical constants for the particular colouring operation, or the given technique, and then B presents the actual
calculation of the recipe. In C, we have provision for correcting the
recipe, should this be necessary.
A. Preliminary Work (determination of optical data)
I. Preparation of calibration colorations with defined colorant concentrations

c

Measurement of reflectance curves R(>.)
3· Calculation of optical data (od) from R(>.) and C
4· The optical data are stored in the computer
2.

B. Colour Recipe Calculation
Measurement of the reflectance curve R(>.) of a colour, or its X, Y and Z
values
2. Feeding of R(>.) or (X, Y, Z). into the computer
3· Calling of the o.d . of appropriate colorants i
4· Calculation of the required concentrations
- Colour recipe C 1
I.

If correction is necessary, it is made as follows: When the calculated
colour recipe is applied, this attempt at matehing the original colour is
not always satisfactory, and various reasons forthiswill be given later.
Thus, the recipe requires correction, and this usually proceeds as
follows:
C. Colour Recipe Gorreetion
Measurement of LIX, LI Y, LIZ between the attempted matehing and the
original shade
2. Multiplication of LI X, LI Y, LIZ with a correction matrix to give LIC1
3· Addition of the calculated LIC1 values to the initial recipe C,, c<>rr = C1 +
1.

LIC1
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Now that we have roughly outlined the task of computer colour
matching, we can go into the various points in detail to depict the
present stage of development, and to show the progress made since
1965 when Brockes described the then position of computer colour
matehing at the International Colour Meeting in Lucerne. 1 The
various difficulties and outstanding problems will be pointed out
where they arise.
Calibration colourations
The preceding discussion has shown that calibration colorations
comprise the important basic material on which the whole system of
computer colour matehing is built. They must be prepared by the
same technique with which the formulated colour recipes are subsequently to be used. If, for instance, colour recipes for automobile
stoving enamels are calculated from data that have been obtained from
the reflectance curves of PVC films, it would be unjustifiable to complain
of the inaccuracy of CCM. There are, in fact, no specific dye or pigment
data that are independent of the substrate. Another example from textile dyeing is as follows : The optical data of a range of basic dyes that
have been calculated by means of making calibration dyeings on a certain
type of acrylic material, cannot even be used for the CCM of acrylic
fibres of different origin if good accuracy is required. The situation is
all the more acute when materials are fundamentally different chemically. Also, the visual effect of the dye is influenced by the dyeing process itself, or by the particular method of pigment dispersion and the
binder. Of particular importance is the fact that the visual effect of a
colorant is not proportional to its concentration. Thus, Beer's law of
proportionality between concentration and absorption in transmission
photometry applies, strictly speaking, only to dilute systems in which
the dye particles exert no interaction. However, colour computing
must also be able to deal with high concentrations and not be limited
to pastel shades.
The dependence of the optical data on concentration
To clarify the problem, it would be useful to look at the theory most
frequently used in CCM, i.e. the relationship between optical data and
the reflectance of coloured substrates- the Kubelka-Munk, or the
two-constant, theory.
According to this theory, the well-known equation :

K

(1-R) 2

(1a)

s = ---zR

or

R

=

1

+

J[

J
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describes the relationship between the wavelength-specific absorption
and scattering coefficients that are responsible for the absorption and
scattering of light, and the degree of refiectance R with diffuse incident
light.
The validity of Beer's law is, or has been, assumed for K and S,
i.e. that the effective absorption or scattering increases in direct proportion to the concentration of colorant, and that there is also an addi-
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F!G. 3· KfS as a function of the colorant concentration.

tive superimposition of the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
various components in a mixture of colorants:

K
I:.ci.ki
(
- = ,
2)
S
I:.ci.si
where k and s are the specific absorption and scattering coefficients
of the individual colorants relative to the concentration unit.
However, it was recognized quite early that the supposition inherent
in equation (2) could not be in accurate agreement. It was simply
necessary to apply a colorant in a range of concentrations, and to present
the K jS values calculated from the refiectance values at a given wavelength as being functions of the concentration (Fig. 3).
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Attempts made to rescue this useful theory were simple and relatively
successful. Proportionality was secured by the introduction of an exponential > 1 for K fS, that is,
"= L.ci.ki
(K)
S
L.ci.si

3)

(

Unfortunately, different colorants exhibit different degrees of interaction with other colorants, so that each particular mixture would
require its own appropriate n, and this, of course, is not practicable.
This solution has therefore been largely abandoned again, the main
contributing factor being the progress in understanding the actual
optical processes affecting a coloured medium, both internally and
superficially.
INTERFACIAL BOUNDARY CORRECTIONS

The Kubelka-Munk theory is, in fact, based on an earlier one put
forward by the astronomer, Schuster, 2 who was studying the weakening of light from the stars by scattering and absorption before reaching
the observer. Indeed, Kubelka and Munk did nothing more than apply
the Schuster theory to pigmented systems,3 though admittedly there
is some difficulty in doing this. The astronomer is located within the
system under observation. It is hardly conceivable that the colourist
concerned with his earthly problems would find this method of observation particularly comfortable. He, like every spectrophotometer,
is necessarily outside the light-absorbing and -scattering system being
investigated, and this location outside the system introduces a factor
that has not been taken into account by Kubelka and Munk, i.e.
internal refl.ection. This is the phenomenon whereby light leaving an
optically denser medium can be refl.ected back into the interior of the
layer, sometimes totally, depending on the angle subtended by the
incident rays to the normal at the surface. This very effect is nowadays
exploited in light-conducting filaments. For the observer outside the
system, this portion of the light has disappeared. If he does not take
internal refl.ection into account, he will attribute the light loss by internal refl.ection to absorption, and therefore arrive at a false value for the
absorption coefficient.
Nowadays, however, the effect of internal refl.ection can be allowed
for in our calculations. Amongst others, Ryde, 4 Saunderson 5 and
Brockes 6 have derived formulas that allow for internal refl.ection for
particular optical geometry employed in measuring the light refl.ected
from a surface. Reule 7 has derived a general solution to the problem.
The formulae yield a value for reflectance that an observer would
establish at the coloured-systemfair-interface were he within the
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system. Though the insertion of this degree of reflectance R* in the
Kubelka-Munk equation does not always Iead to a proportional relationship between K fS and the concentration, the ratio of K fS to concentration becomes less dependent on the concentration (Fig. 4).
Nowadays, optical data determined in connection with pigments always
take internal reflection into account.
This refinement in determining the CCM is only of small advantage
in textiles, because, there, the colorant concentration is in terms of the
100
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FIG. 4· The ratio of K/ S to colorant concentration c as a function of c
with and without allowance for internal reflection. Without optical
interaction, the curve would still be horizontal.

concentration of the dyebath and not of the concentration of the dyestuff within or at the surface of the fibre. A dye is never absorbed from
the dye Iiquor by the fibre in proportion to its concentration. Thus,
there is inherently no linear relationship between the actual Iightabsorption power and dye concentration. Hence, interfacial corrections are not worthwhile because the data must, in any case, be deter-
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mined individually for different concentration ranges. The use of
specially adapted data, not only for the various substrates and dyeing
processes, since this is a matter of course, but also for various concentration ranges, has now become widespread practice for improving
the accuracy of CCM.

ALLOWANCE IN CALCULATION FOR OPTICAL INTERACTION

Another way of making allowance for the dependence of the optical
data on concentration is to subject them to direct mathematical analysis, as proposed by Fink and Schramm. 8 The author has used the
following mathematical model with considerable success for some time:
A

Ka ctual

= Ko + B-,
+c

i.e. the superimposition of a constant specific absorbance K 0 that is
independent of concentration with a component that diminishes
hyperbolically with the concentration
A

B+c"
The constants K 0 and A can be readily calculated from the reflectance
curves after preparing a series of calibration colorations of known
concentrations if B is considered to be a constant (small) amount.
The complications that arise when using concentration-dependent
data in the actual computing of colour recipes will be discussed later.
In order to describe the concentration dependence of the scattering
coefficient, Völz 9 has suggested, on the basis of geometrical models, a
parabolic reduction of the 'specific' scattering effect of white pigments
in relation to their pigment volume concentration. This relationship
can be taken into account in the CCM programs.
In principle, although all these measures are more or less empirical
and have been developed without regard to interaction theories based
on strictly physical concepts, they work in practice. After all, success
justifies the means.
The introduction of concentration-dependent data does not solve
the problern of interaction, or even the mutual optical influence, of the
colorant molecules or particles on one another. After all, primarily
only the homogeneaus interaction of a colorant with itself is taken into
account, and there is no reason to assume that the various colorants in a
mixture do not interfere with one another in an optical sense. That
we leave this heterogeneaus interaction virtually out of consideration is
not because we have shrunk from the complexities of the computations
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thereby involved. What has stopped the experts up to now from dealing
with these undeniable effects and to determine the interaction factors
is the immense preparatory effort required to prepare the appropriate
complex calibration colorations which would, of course, have to contain
several colorants. For a range of twenty colorants, each at five concentrations and in combinations of threes-quite a reasonable basis to
work on-'only' about I6o ooo calibration colorations would be required. This is obviously not possible. But it is a daily occurrence
in practice, depending on the amount of work facing a colour laboratory,
for the number of combination colorations with known colorant concentrations to go into three figures. If every coloration involved were
considered to be a calibration coloration, it is quite conceivable that a
program designed on the grand scale would gradually help us to
master heterogeneaus interactions by computation, too. Such a comprehensive program would also constitute an instructive program in
which new knowledge in the form of revised data, and possibly also
revised mathematical models, would constantly be gleaned from practical experience.
However, that is a dream of the future! At present, we are content
to make use of approximation recipes which are usually adequate
and which can be calculated without reference to heterogeneaus
interactions.
THE ACCURACY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF OPTICAL DATA

Naturally, the accuracy of the whole of colour recipe calculation depends on the colouristic accuracy with which the calibration colorations
are prepared. At best, the colorant concentration is known to within
± 3 per cent (relative standard deviation). Similar errors are to be
expected on applying a recipe, so that even a correctly calculated recipe
does not always produce a shade that is fully identical with the original.
It is therefore of greater interest here to examine the faults that are
caused by inaccuracies in colour measurement.
Spectrophotometers usually work with a constant absolute error
of ± o·I per cent with reference to the reflectance. This means that, for
a reflectance of I per cent, say, at the absorption maximum of a calibration dyeing, there is a ± I o per cent error in the reflectance, and
more than 10 per cent in the corresponding value in the KubelkaMunk expression from which the optical data are eventually calculated.
The demand made by the colourists of the instrument manufacturer is
for apparatus with relative errors of maximum constancy. This demand,
however, must remain largely unfulfilled, since a certain constant noise
Ievel must always be allowed for.
The situation becomes even worse when it is remernbered that a
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given material containing a quite definite amount of colorant can,
depending on whether it has a high gloss or is entirely matt, have
reflectance values that differ by as much as 4 per cent or more, depending on the refractive index. For instance, the reflectance at the absorption maximum of a red plastics sheet could be I per cent for a highgloss finish and 5 per cent with a matt emboss. Thus, taking into
account the internal reflection (r2 = o·6), the corresponding K jS
values are 18·5 and 3·2 respectively, i.e. they differ from one another
by a factor of almost 6.
According to the nature of a surface lying between these two limiting
cases, e.g. a highly glossy surface, one with grooves or with an orangepeel structure, it is possible by using a 0°jd optical system with a gloss
trap, or a 45 °/0° system, to obtain optical constants whose values may
even have a tenfold difference for one and the same material. For this
reason, it is advisable at all costs to avoid using a gloss trap or a 45° jo 0
optical system, and to measure the total surface reflectance, both the
diffuse and regular reflectances, and to make appropriate mathematical
eliminations. Measuring instruments whose optical systems do not
permit the measurement of total surface reflectance are suitable for
CCM only under limited conditions. It is different when measuring
shades that have to be matched. Sometimes, it is actually required that
a high-gloss plastics film should be given the coloured appearance
and sheen of a textured textile upholstery material. In this case,
only the suppression of the (regular) gloss component of the shade to
be matched helps if the effect of the gloss on the coloured appearance
is not to be allowed for mathematically by the inclusion of supplementary gloss measurements. The work by Reule already mentioned
gives the fundamental principles for this procedure. However, the very
nature of this situation makes it seem completely impossible to me,
even with the most thoroughgoing measuring and mathematical
methods, to solve the problern of matehing the coloured appearance
under all conditions of observation when the surface structures of the
two materials differ. The phenomenon of 'gloss' is too complex for this.
Unfortunately, this squaring of the circle is constantly being demanded
in practice. Much annoyance could be spared both the supplier and the
customer if the relationships indicated above were to be made clear.
Multiple constants and associated theories

The Kubelka-Munk theory contains quite a number of assumed
simplifications. In particular, the theory is restricted to diffuse lighting,
both externally and within a medium, and the two phenomena of
absorption and scattering are only considered in general terms. In
addition, the theory ignores the optical processes at interfaces. It is
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to be wondered at that it is successful despite these drawbacks. To
acquaint oneself more fully with the optical processes in a coloured
medium, it would be necessary to include at least the following additional effects for consideration:
The light falling on the object can be partly diffused, partly
oriented, and may possibly emanate both from the observer's
side as well as from the opposite direction, as for example, with
shopping-bag film;
2. The light scattered within the specimen can be scattered at different strengths in different directions;
3· A further variable is the ratio of the length of the paths of the
diffuse and oriented light;
4· With one-sided illumination and layers that do not completely
hide, for instance, films of printing ink on paper, the refiectance of
the substrate plays a role. Another significant factor is whether
there is optical contact between the medium and the substrate ; and
5· The change of refractive index at these interfaces must always be
taken into account.
I.

Many authors have already concerned themselves with some of these
aspects. 4,5,1o,n,12,13,14
A comprehensive theory was developed independently by Beasley,
Atkins and Billmeyer16 •16 on the one hand, and by Völz117 on the other.
This B-A-B-V theory offers the opportunity of using CCM with
greater chances of success, even in fields that have not yet been touched,
than was possible with the two-constant theory. Since, however, it
may sometimes be necessary to employ five or more constants, it is
understandable that this theory is likely to be approached with hesitation commercially because of the effort involved in making calibration
colorations and determinations. Fortunately, the error incurred by
neglecting the effects mentioned in the Kubelka-Munk theory is not
so great that it cannot be dealt with by corrections to the applied colour
recipes.
To summarize on the subject of 'preparatory work and optical
data': The accuracy of CCM depends on the accuracy of the optical
data. Accuracy is attained by the best possible adaptation of the coloration calibration and operational coloration techniques employed, and
also by allowing for the concentration-dependence of the specific
absorption and scattering coefficients.
The most-used basis for calculation, the Kubelka- Munk theory,
is better able to cope with the problems of CCM by using corrected
refiectances where internal interfacial refiectance is brought into consideration.
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Computer colour measurement
W e shall assume that the appropriate data for the optical model
have been calculated in the preparatory work from the reflectance
curves of the calibration colorations, and that they have been fed into
the appropriate section of the computer. It is obvious that we have to
make use of electronic data processing equipment (EDP) when you
think of the enormous amount of data that have to be ascertained and
stored for every selected wavelength of each of the colorants involved,
i.e. at least every 20 nm over the visible spectrum and then, of course,
various concentration ranges may be additionally involved.

THE COMPUTER

The whole development of computer colour measurement has, as
Brockes remarked in 1965, become possible only as a result of modern
data techniques, although the physical fundamentals were already available nearly forty years ago. The calculation process itself is not particularly difficult. The less sophisticated programs would require computeres with, say, a storage capacity of 8 K-words, and, in addition,
peripheral storage units with magnetic tapes or discs as media for
storing data. Indeed, it is possible to get away with lower capacities
if the programs can be fed in already in the form of machirre language,
and this is particularly interesting for firms who sell complete CCM
equipment.
There is now quite a definite tendency to go over to general-purpose
computers as agairrst special colour measurement computers that do
not lend themselves readily to adaptation to the individual requirements of different users. Even the integrated colour measuring and
computing units offered by various manufacturers use freely programmable electronic data processing systems. Another highly suitable
method for CCM is commercial time sharing which, after the fixed
monthly charge for renting the hardware has been paid, involves
only the cost of the actual computing time used, i.e. the time
actually used for calculating the colour recipes. In fact, it is easy to
estimate whether a recipe optimized in various respects is worth the
half-hour's pay of a laboratory worker, which is indeed the price within
which the cost of calculating a recipe falls. CCM prograus for time
sharing can be bought nowadays from various special software firms.

THE COMPUTING PROCESS

The computing process itself is best shown by a Flowchart 1. All
CCM programs work on this principle irrespective of whether they are
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designed for textiles, paints, plastics or printing inks, and independent
of the physico-mathematical model employed.
At Stage 1 the reflectance curve of the shade to be matched, or the
relevant X, Y, Z values, are fed into the computer, and then the
names, or numbers (up to about twelve), of the colorants considered
as being possibly suitable for matehing the shade are put in as weil as
an indication of the kind of combination is desired, that is, a combination consisting of three, four or even more colorants. Further, depending on the equipment, the combination instructions can be narrowed by grouping colours of the same kind, that is as yellows, reds
and blues, and stipulating that only colours from different groups can
be combined. This prevents the computer attempting to produce a
green from three different yellows. The threshold value I:!.E can be
introduced as a subsidiary condition so that the closeness of the calculated match to the original shade would have to be within this value.
Operation 3 establishes the colorants that are to be combined in next
computing stage. In operation 2 a prior check has already been made to
ensure that all possible combinations have been covered.
In stage 4 the computer processes the information gathered in stage
3 to produce a coefficient matrix which provides the basis for further
calculations. If, for instance, colour recipes for textiles are being calculated in accordance with the Kubelka-Munk formula, it is only
necessary to insert the absorption coefficients for the dyes in question
into the following overdefined, linear equation system in the form of
sixteen equations when the optical data have been determined at

= (K/Sh shade -(K/S)1 substr. (5)
= (K/S)2 shade -{K/S)2 substr.
c1K 1,16 + c2 ,16 +caK3,16 + ... +cnKn,16 = (K/Shs shade -(K/Sh 6 substr·
c1K 11 +c2K 21+c3K 31 + ... +cnKnl
c1 K 12 + c2K 22 + caKa2+... +cnKn2

The algorithm devised by Allen18 commends itself for the solution
of the system of equations in stage 5· It offers a very elegant procedure
for solving the concentrations of three dyes, the result being that a
direct comparison can be made of the tristimulus values of the original
shade and the matching.
Another, perhaps less colorimetric, method that also leads to good
approximations for the primary formulation is the one adopted by
McGinnis19 on the basis of a paper by Gugerli. 19 " This way is more
suitable for those cases where more than three dyes are involved.
Theoretically, the unknown concentrations of as many dyes can be
calculated as there are reflectance values. McGinnis also recommends
his method for the automatic selection of suitable dyes by repeating the
calculation several times, the dye with the lowest concentration at each
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calculation being eliminated. The concentrations are thereby determined in such a way that the sum of the squares of the !lKfS values
between the original shade and the matehing is reduced to a minimum.
This comparison of K/S values often Ieads to very poor primary
recipes, especially with metameric matchings. An improvement is
obtained by enlarging the linear equation system with the differential
quotient dR/d(K/S), resulting in a comparison of R. 20 In addition, a
suitable function can be incorporated to give more weight to the R
deviations at maximum visibility. Wehave obtained a further improvement by the introduction of an additional weighting function dR/dA.
which is determined numerically and with which particular emphasis
can be placed on the differences in reftectance values along the steep
ftanks of the reftectance curves. Schmidt and Strocka21 have also made
use of weighting functions that have met with considerable success in a
modified McGinnis method in the automatic selection of the most
suitable combinations from a range of ten coloured pigments.
When the system of equations has once been formulated by one
method or other, the solution presents no difficulties thanks to the
matrix-algebra sub-routines in modern program languages such as
FORTRAN or BASIC. The designation [C] for the recipe found indicates that, from a mathematical point of view, it is a vector along
which the concentrations of the dyes lie. It is often interesting to calculate an approximate recipe by using only the X, Y, Z values of the
sample shade. Good use can then be made of the procedure proposed
by Park and Stearns in 194422 , and then independently by Ganz 22 a as
the Ciba-Q process, or perhaps in the form of a modification by Hoffmann.20 Here, the X, Y, Z values of the shade are transformed linearly
to narrow-band X*, Y*, Z* values before proceeding with the Ganz
algorithm.
Colour science will profit considerably from the possibility of computing colour recipes on the basis of X, Y, Z values, because only
then will it be possible to prepare quite specific colour samples for
trial matching. It is only necessary to think of the existing difficulty of
quite deliberately preparing shades adjacent to a given standard shade,
or for instance, the preparation of a saturation range with constant
lightness and constant hue.

Two-constant expression
The methods of Allen and McGinnis are limited to linear equation
systems and, at first, appeared to be applicable to the Kubelka- Munk
theory only in the one-constant version, i.e. in those cases where scattering by the colorant can be neglected, as for instance in textile dyeing.
However, the two-constant expressions can be madelinear by means of
a simple trick. 23 For instance,
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F _ c1 K 1 +c2 K 2 +c3 K 3 +cwKw _
- c1 S 1 +c2 S 2 +c3 S 3 +cwSw -

(K)
S

shade
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(6)

is converted to

c1 {K1 - F.S 1 + F.Sw - Kw} + c2 {K2 -F.S2 +F.Sw-Kw}
+ca{Ka-F.S3 +F.Sw-Kw} = FSw-Kw
and so on for all the wavelengths that come into the calculation.
All the magnitudes within the brace brackets are, with the exception
of F, familiar in connection with calibration colorations. F is the
K fS value of the standard shade. Consequently, the more complex
coefficients contained within the brace brackets replace the simple
absorption coefficients K;j when the two-constant theory is employed.
Thus, the system of equations remains linear.
But how do we proceed further when K; and S; are themselves
functions of the still unknown concentrations c;? In this case, there
can indeed be no linearity in the equation system. Nevertheless, the
method of solving the equations can be maintained in principle.
First of all, the K; and S; values are calculated on the supposition that
the concentrations remain constant, say, at 10 per cent. The K; and
S; values thus found are included within the brace brackets and the
equation system is solved in the normal manner. The c; values are now
employed to calculate new and improved K; and S; values, until the
recipe established remains stable. With the computing speeds of
modern electronic data processing equipment, this round-about procedure is hardly noticeable.
In stage 6, there are no problems at all in calculating the reflectance
curve for the first approximation of the required combination in the
form of the primary recipe, by using equation (1b). Simply as an
example of the efficiency of the matrix instructions it may be mentioned that the subsequent calculation of the X, Y, Z values from the
reflectance curve of the theoretical match is effected in the program
language of BASIC by means of a single instruction, namely,
MAT X = T*R,
where the matrix T contains the spectral tristimulus functions X,
Y; Z of the 10°-observer, weighted with the spectral power distribution
of standard illuminant D 65 • Brockes and Strocka24 have maintained
that a better agreement with visual assessment is obtained when making metameric matchings under these conditions than when using
the 'old' standard illuminant C and a 2°-observer. (The excellent
publication by Allen 25 which will prove of great assistance to the
non-mathematical colourist.)
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The colour difference between the theoretical matehing and original
is found by using, for example, the FMC II formula or the AdamsNickerson formula, now incorporated in some national standards. 2 6,27,28
The query in stage 8 is usually whether the colour difference under
standard illuminant D 65 is virtually zero (less than o·r MAE). At this
stage, we enter into the most important, and from the programming
aspects, the most difficult part of the program.
The iterationprogram
In the first part of the program, a more or less successful approximation recipe was found, depending on the suitability of the choice
of colorants. If, by chance, there should be no metamerism, the first
approximation may indeed have scored a bull's-eye, so that instage 8,
AE o·r. However, the recipe must usually be improved progressively
by iteration, that is, a closer approximation is made step by step until
an enquiry in 8 reaches a satisfactory conclusion.
To do this, we need to employ the correction matrix, and this will
be understood when the following system of equations is first of all
made feasible:

az

AZ = -Ac1

ocl

az
az
+ -Ac2 + -Ac3 +...

oc2

OCa

As can be seen, the system indicates the amounts by which X, Y and Z
change when the concentrations of the colorant are altered by small
increments Ac;. The magnitude of the changes in the tristimulus values
is dependent on the partial differentials

ax
oc/

oY

az

OC; ,

OC; ,

which could be called the 'influence coefficients', and which in the
equation jointly constitute the influence matrix. This influence matrix
can, for example, be numerically approximated by assuming, say,
r per cent changes in the colorant concentrations per program and
ascertaining the effect on X, Y and Z.
It is better, of course, to ascertain the influence coefficient by
'genuine' differentiation. The partial differential oR(A.) matrix is
OC;
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calculated first of all, and this is then converted to

oX, Y,Z by multi-

Oci
plying it with the above-mentioned tristimulus value matrix T.
Now, the changes of X, Y and Z with colorant concentrations are
by no means as important as those concentration changes Aci that are
necessary to reduce AX, A Y and AZ between the original shade and the
computed match to 'zero'. These Aci corrections are obtained for colour
recipes with three coloured components when the left side of the above
equation system is equated to zero and the influence matrix is inverted:

A

-

ocz AX

- -ax u

o.C., -

ocz uAZ
+ -oczY uAY + -az

The coefficient matrix in this inverted form is known as the correction matrix. By simply multiplying its coefficients

{ oc1

o X, Y,Z

}

with

the existing AX, A Y and AZ, the necessary concentration changes
required to converge the match with the original shade are obtained;
usually two or three iteration steps are sufficient. The interation process
becomes somewhat more difficult when recipes containing more than
three coloured components are to be matched, since then there are too
many degrees of freedom involved in the process of correcting the
X, Y and Z values, and other matehing conditions have to be introduced. With four components, for example, it may be that A Y is
required to be zero for standard illuminant A; this is the simplest to
deal with. More computing work is needed when the demand is for
the same shade under standard illuminant A, or even the lowest possible
AE under Standard illuminant A.
The way in which the specific simulation condition is formulated
depends on the application of the recipe and is left to the user.
An interesting development, which is also indicative of the progress
of industrial recipe calculation by computer, has taken place in our
own company where CCM has been employed in all the sectors where
application has hitherto been possible. Each sector demands its own,
if not actually exclusive, specifically adapted modifications of given
phenomenological theories, such as that of Kubelka and Munk. They
have one thing in common, i.e. the fundamental procedure just described and particularly the relatively tedious iteration program.
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The various users can now, where necessary with the assistance
of the mathematicians at the computer centre, adapt the first part of
their program in which the primary approximation recipe is calculated
to their particular theory. For instance, the system of equations whose
solution Ieads to the desired approximation recipe is formulated here
in accordance with a chosen mathematical model and the associated
optical data. The elicited concentrations, the reflectance curve sought
after, and the partial differentials

oR,
OC;

are, at this stage, passed on to an

iteration program applicable to the requirements of all users. This
iteration program has been developed in our computer centre by
Klier and Unterforsthuber. 29
The advantages are obvious. The highly variable, ingeniously
planned program is at the service of users whose requirements are
diverse.
As regards the hardware, this procedure involves the users establishing contact with the central computer through data-input and -output stations, known as terminals, on a time sharing basis, or at least
with a remote batch processing centre.
But not only is the iteration program available with this CCM
service of common interest to the users, but so also are the variation
and selection programs. The variation program sets up combinations
of three, four or more colorants from the names, or numbers, of a
range of colorants supplied by the operator, while the selection program arranges and chooses the best of the recipes that have been
calculated in accordance with prescribed criteria. These latter programs
are included in the principle of program-coupling outlined in the
Flowsheet 2.
For instance, a given number of recipes, arranged and selected
according to price or metamerism, can be called for with this arrangement and selection program. The recipes are passed on to a special
output program that prints them out quite specifically according to
the intended application (Plate 1).
The output program can involve considerable computation, as in
the foregoing example. In this case, the principle of a procedure proposed by Völz30 is used to find the pigment volume concentration
that is required to achieve a prescribed hiding power by iteration from
the absorption and scattering coefficient data of the coloured and white
pigments. If this hiding power cannot be attained, the computer 'instructs' the operator accordingly and prints out the maximum hiding
power that can be achieved.
Other 'refinements' that can give additional information on the nature
of a recipe are sometimes computed. For instance, a procedure put
forward by Hoffman20 teils us the extent to which a recipe lends itself
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Variation program

Catcutation of primary recipes
User-specif i c

}
}

Iteration program

Convergence of
sample and match

}

User-specific

Flowchart

2

to correction. This involves a relative determinant which approaches
zero when the vectors of coloristically very similar pigments used for
matehing a sample run virtually parallel to one another in the KubelkaMunk colour space. The value approaches unity as the vectors become
increasingly perpendicular to one another. In the latter case, of course,
the recipe is one that can readily be corrected.
Thus, the colourist obtains assistance in arriving at the optimum
recipe which, when everything is said and clone, is always a compromise between a very wide range of requirements. Which of these will
be given priority in a given instance depends on the flare of the colourist
for sizing up a situation. One of the tasks of further development will
be to devise mathematical models that will give the computer this
ability, too, so that a programmed, fully-automatic recipe computation
can be guaranteed, starting with the preliminary selection of the
colorants and ending with the ultimate selection of the most suitable
recipe.
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Recipe correction
A crucial question now arises in what I consider to be the generally
optimistically-presented process of computer colour matching. 'What
is the accuracy, or certainty, of the colour recipe that is now actually
to be applied and then compared with the original shade?'
An immediately successful match that does not differ from the
sample is extremely rare, and even then a bull's-eye isamatter of luck.
This is not to be wondered at when you remernher the weaknesses that
are inherent in the theory and in the measuring techniques mentioned
above. Regrettably, every computed recipe amounts only to an estimate, though fortunately, quite a good one. However, practice often
demands a much more accurate colour recipe, and for this reason
correction is necessary. This is done by presenting the Computer with
the tristimulus values of both the original sample and the match, so
that it 'can learn its lesson from these' and revise its first suggestion.
This sounds like science fiction, but in reality this step is less romantic
and, unfortunately, not quite as elegant. The computer does not learn
its lesson. We have to go back along the old path which has perhaps
by-passed the target and gone beyond it.
The most used correction procedure nowadays employs the correction matrix described earlier in connection with the iteration program.
This correction matrix was printed out with the primary recipe in the
expectation of errors and has now merely to be. multiplied with the
measured colour differences in order to ascertain the necessary modifications to the colorant concentrations. It is now up to the user to
decide whether to calculate a fresh, correct recipe, or to determine the
amounts of the colorants that need to be added to a !arge batch that
has already been mixed. Unfortunately nothing can be withdrawn
from a prepared batch should the results indicate that it is necessary.
Since, as explained above, the correction calculation is based only
on approximately correct data, it does not necessarily follow that a
fully satisfactory match will always be obtained after the first attempt
at adjustment. How great are the chances of acceptance after this first
correction depends on the keenness of the acceptance conditions. In
the case of the automobile industry, the tolerance is usually within
a MacAdam unit and, more often, less.
The greatest source of error in the correction calculation is the
assumption of linear correction coefficients. The actually multidimensional problern becomes easy to appreciate when it is considered
in detail in a more or less two-dimensional form.
Fig. 5 shows what concentration change !1C at a given point c0
is needed to obtain a given 11 Y. The foregoing representation offers
a plausible explanation as to why too small a concentration change
!1C' is derived when the calculation is made 'along' a tangent drawn
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through c0 • It is also obvious that a correction in the reverse direction
along the broken line tangent would give quite a different, and too
!arge, a correction AC" .
An improvement in the correction calculation can be achieved if the
correction is not made linearly by the hitherto customary tangent
method. Indeed, consideration must be given to the direction of the
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FIG. 5· The tristimulus value Y in relation to the concentration of a
red pigment. The recipe correction is effected along tangents, and
therefore falls down where !arger corrections are necessary.

required correction and the convexity of the 'tristimulus value plane'
in relation to the concentration of the colorants. This is made possible
by introducing additional quadratic correction coefficients. Of course,
this means that, instead of the square correction matrix with its nine
coefficients, we now have correction matrices with twenty-seven co82
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Special cases
The computer colour matehing of textiles, paints and plastics is no w
a problern that has been largely solved except for special cases. Problem-solving does not always follow a smooth path. Nevertheless, it is
often better to drive along a poor road than merely footslogging.
I should like to designate as special cases those processes where the
use of CCM still provides problems, and where it is necessary to proceed 'on foot'.
Three main reasons can be put forward for this state of affairs:
I. The colouring process produces irregular results that are governed
by chance;
2. The coloured articles are difficult to measure colorimetrically,
or they cannot be measured accurately; and
3· There is no formula covering the colouring process, or the formula
is difficult to manipulate.
It may appear unnecessary to discuss reason (I). If computer colour
matehing cannot cope on these grounds, the reason for failure has
nothing to do with colorimetry or CCM as such. The colourist has to
struggle with these same difficulties when he proceeds in the conventional manner. It would be best for CCM to keep out of this, but if it
should make the attempt, the traditional colourists are too inclined to
place the blame on a poor match on the computer. 'We can do it better!'
is the cry, and then they produce a match which happens by chance
to be right after several attempts. If CCM is to have success in such
cases, it is essential to ensure that one has sufficient grasp of the colouring process to achieve reproducible results. Only then is there any sense
in applying the optical data obtained from calibration colorations to
full-scale working.37
Let us deal with the application of CCM to metal-effect enamels.
If the coating technique itself has been mastered to the extent of
assured reproducibility, a solution is already much nearer. All in all,
the application of CCM to metal-effect enamels appears to be more of a
problern of the preparation of the enamel rather than one connected
with colour measurement. Of course, complications are provided by
goniochromatism which Hemmendinger and Johnston described in
Stockhorn in 1969, and which can also be measured. 32 But the most
thorough knowledge of the goniochromatic effects is of no use if they
cannot be matched. To this extent, the problern is very similar to that
of matehing sample shades with the characteristic scattering or gloss
indicatrices. A colour recipe can always be found for which one condition of viewing is correct. lt will, however, only be right for a/1 conditions of viewing if it (a) is identically pigmented, and (b) has the same
surface scattering indicatrix.
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The latter condition escapes the inftuence of both CCM and the
colourist since it can only establish the dependence of the colour impression on an angle of view in a favourable case. This brings us to the
second point, 'critical colorimetry'. Of this it can be said: colour
measurement fails purely when the available equipment cannot cope
with a given set of circumstances. If, for instance, visual tests have
revealed that one particular angle of view is preferable to all others for
metal-effect coatings, or that several conditions of view should be
included simultaneously in the recipe calculation in order to obtain
satisfactory results, then no measuring apparatus, however sensitive
and accurate it may be, is of use if it cannot deal with these viewing
conditions. Thus, a variable optical geometry appears tobe an essential,
even if not adequate, prerequisite for solving this kind of problem.
Another special case, which requires dedicated colour measurement,
is the computer colour matehing of ftuorescent colours. Naturally,
an apparatus is required where the sample is illuminated with a polychromatic source whose ultra-violet component remains as constant
as possible, and whose spectral energy distribution corresponds to the
ultra-violet component of standard illuminant D 65 . This is the very
last experimental condition that can be fulfilled. The theory of computer
colour matehing for ftuorescent colours, which must take light absorption, light scattering and the excitation and emission of fluorescence
into account, will certainly involve considerable difficulty. 33
Our list of special cases must certainly include the computer colour
matehing of printing inks, even though there are already CCM programs commercially available. The difficulty is the underlying theory,
as is always the case where non-eavering coatings are involved, because
two, or even more, interfaces at which the incident light is reftected
have to be dealt with. 34 •35 •36 Also, besides the optical properties of the
printed surface, mechanical and printing properties have to be considered. Hence it is a matter of course that at least special optical
data, if not specially adapted mathematical models, have to be used for
each printing process and each substrate, such as paper, film, etc.
However, the fact remains that, thanks to modern computer techniques,
the continued progress of our knowledge and to those very things
that cannot be solved, many of the now special cases will eventually
become routine tasks of colour recipe calculation.
In conclusion, I should like to thank all my colleagues who are also
engaged in computer colour matching, for their cooperation over many
years and for the fruitful exchange of ideas that has made it possible
for me to present the current position of computer colour matching.
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THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF LIGHT
AND COLOUR TO HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS
FABER BIRREN
Stamford, Connecticut

Colour is very much in the psychological and emotional realm. Judgements of it are always difficult to rationalize and values are difficult to
establish. This paper is concerned with the environmental use of
colour in man-made surroundings where work tasks may be performed,
e.g. offices, schools, industrial and institutional facilities. It is not concerned with application of colour in homes, shops, theatres, where
personal and individual taste may weil be indulged.
A good part of life in the future will be spent in artificially designed
habitats. These may be conventionally above ground, or unconventionally underground, undersea or within massive domes. Stations in space
are now being contrived to which astronauts will travel and from which
they will return to earth. There will be problems of unknown maladies,
exposure to unfamiliar radiation, weightlessness and isolation. What
will be required of immunization, physical preconditioning, diet,
exercise, rest and mental stability? In all this there is little doubt that
light- and colour-will play a significant role.
Agencies and organizations in the United States, such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Illuminating Engineering Society, the Inter-Society
Colour Council, plus special environmental groups, universities and
laboratories, are now engaged in light and colour research. Many of the
inquiries that have been made, and are being made, involve technicians
who often do not know each other or who may not be aware of what
others are doing or undertaking. The fields of investigation may be in
biology, photobiology, physiology, physiological optics, ophthalmology,
neurology, psychiatry, psychology-and plain observations of human
fatigue, work performance and aesthetic feeling.
The author has tried to keep abreast of any and all endeavours related
to light and colour. He has reviewed technical Iiterature for many
years and first wrote on the subject of colour and environment in 1936.
He has authored three books- Functional Color, 1937, Color Psychology
and Color Therapy, 1961, Light, Color and Environment, 1969-and
many articles and monographs.
In his capacity as a professional consultant, he has tried to apply in
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practical ways the pure research of others. He has specified light and
colour for factories, offices, schools, hospitals and neuropsychiatric
facilities and has prepared manuals of environmental colour use for
the US Army, Navy and Coast Guard.
One intriguing lesson has been learned: it seems next to impossible to
separate fact from fancy in any study of the benefits of light and colour.
There are so her persons who simply do not want colour to have definite
values. Programmes have been set up deliberately to disprove that any
such values exist. There are perhaps two explanations for this prejudice.
First, occultists and mystics, quacks or otherwise, have raved about
the magic of colour and have recited wondrous accounts of spiritual
transport and the curing of a11 known diseases. This has riled the
conscientious technician and researcher and has frequently engendered
absolute scepticism.
Second, it is very difficult to trace a physiological reaction to colour
if psychological barriers are simultaneously present. For example,
there is no such thing as warmth or coolness in colour if a person
decides to deny any such possibility. Is human work performance
improved where there is ample light and Iack of wal1 glare? Not if a
person decides to be stubborn and contrary. Is a bright and colourful
interior emotiona11y pleasing and physiologica1ly relaxing? Not if some
dour soul says no.
In these days of psychosomatic medicine, science is forced to admit
that the body and spirit of a man cannot be separated. A patient
affiicted with an 'imaginary' pain suffers just as much as a patient with
'real' pain. Despair and suicide more often fo11ow mental than physical
anguish. To the advantage of colour, smal1 or !arge, is the attraction it
holds to al1 human beings-whether they like it or not!
On the basis of a few decades of active experiences and the conscientious screening of authoritative research, the author is happy to set
forth what he has found to be tangible benefits for light and colour.
These principles he believes to be scientifica1ly valid and they are
offered as acceptable guides to the specification of light and colour
in functional (not casual) environments.
Artificiallighting systems in a functional interior should emit some measure
of ultra-violet radiation
This is a condition that hardly exists anywhere in the United States
or Great Britain. And it should. 1 •2 •3 Moderate exposure to ultra-violet
is essential to human well being. Where the average person may spend
time out of doors, perhaps at weekends and on holidays, enough ultraviolet will be absorbed to keep him in good shape the rest of the time.
But confine him indoors for prolonged periods, and trouble will be
encountered.
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Ultra-violet radiation, in reasonable amount, will open up the pores
of the skin, stimulate circulation, produce essential vitamin D, increase
protein metabolism, improve calcium absorption (good for older
persons ), stimulate the glands, lower blood pressure, !essen fatigue
and pep up the body in general. One would think that for all this, artificiallighting systems would include some ultra-violet for health along
with visible light for seeing. But not so.
Friedrich Ellinger2 reports that doses of ultra-violet have increased
human work output. They have reduced the frequency of respiratory
diseases. For years the Russians have added ultra-violet radiation to
conventional fluorescent lamps in schools and hospitals. 2 Improved
work capacity, shortened reaction time, reduced fatigue, better learning
skill and fewer catarrhal infections have all been recorded and reported.
It is weil to recall that rickets was the first air-pollution disease and
reached epidemic proportians in England and Europe when the
industrial revolution blanketed many towns with smoke and smog.
Then it was discovered that rickets was not entirely due to dietary
deficiency but also to Iack of exposure to sunlight. As Russian scientists
have reported. 'If the human skin is not exposed to solar radiation
(direct or scattered) for long periods of time, disturbances will occur
in the physiological equilibrium of the human system. The result will
be functional disorders of the nervous system and a vitamin-D deficiency, a weakening of the body's defenses and an aggravation of chronic
diseases. Sunlight deficiency is observed more particularly in persons
living in the polar regions and in those working underground or in
windowless buildings.' 3
Many nations are far behind in ultra-violet research and should take
faster action. While some light sources are now available (e.g. Vita-Lite
made by the Duro-Test Corporation of N orth Bergen, N ew Jersey
in the US) more should be developed. One immediate strategy would
be to design and install ultra-violet emitting sources which could
be added to existing light installations wherever groups of persons were
confined for long periods.
Light for the sake of light is not enough: there should be balance of spectral
emission in artificial light sources
Here is where many in the lighting field turn closed eyes and deaf
ears to reason and research. Since the beginning of time in the development of artificiallight sources, man has been concerned almost exclusively with vision and the ability to see. In his search for efficient and
economical light sources, he has come up with a variety of illuminants.
From oillamps to candles, kerosene, gas, incandescent lamps, sodium
vapour light, mercury light, fluorescent light, etc. His inventions have
led to illumination that may be yellowish, greenish, bluish, white,
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balanced or unbalanced, complete or selective in spectral emisswn.
There has been little attention paid to factors other than visual ones,
e.g. biological and physiological reaction.
Numerous sturlies have been made of biological reactions to colour.
Pages of source material could be quoted. 4 •5 • 6 •7 Where there may be
unbalanced or selective emission (i.e. where the full and continuous
spectrum of sunlight is not duplicated or simulated) all manner of
strange things may happen. Plants may thrive or die, and so too may
micro-organisms. John Ott of the Environmental Health and Light
Research Institute is Sarasota, Florida, reports on changed ratios of
male- female offspring in fish, mice and chinchillas. 4 Researchers at
the Los Alamos Scientific Labaratory in New Mexico found measurably different activity in mice placed in environments of different
colours. 5
With little fear of exaggeration, the conclusion can be drawn that
living things reared in unbalanced artificiallight (incandescent, mercury,
ßuorescent, etc.) will thrive none too well. As a matter of fact , balanced
light, recently introduced in zoos, aviaries and aquariums, has been
an aid in reducing disease, proionging life and encouraging mating.
While there is much to be learned here, this article will set aside the
biological implications of artificiallight for simple observations on vision
and ability to see. Perhaps to the dismay and denial of many in the lighting field, it can be said that clear visibility is not directly related to light
Ievel. In effect, the more light does not necessarily mean the better.
Aside from emotional and aesthetic objections to distorted light
(yellowish sodium vapour, greenish and bluish mercury), human
ability to see clearly requires a fairly complete emission of spectral
energy (red, yellow, green, blue) apart from total volume of unbalanced
light or the Iumen output of conventional light tubes or bulbs.
Today the most widely used ßuorescent lamp is known as Standard
Cool White. It accounts for as much as 90 per cent of ßuorescent lamp
production and will be found in countless offices, schools, factories.
Standard Cool White ßuorescent is deficient in red radiation and emits
only scattered portians of the rest of the spectrum. It is yellowish-green
in tint, but highly efficient in light output.
Beyond the fact that some plants and some lowly animals have been
found not to thrive too well under Standard Cool White, this point
will not be argued here. Rather, let emphasis be placed on the simple
evidence of seeing.
Aston and Belichambers in Great Britain have studied the 'visual
clarity' of coloured objects und er various ßuorescent illuminants:
'ßuorescent lamps with good colour rendering properties and . . .
ßuorescent lamps of high luminous efficiency.' 6 Advantage was with
the balanced source. In effect 'visual clarity' was considerably better
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for the balanced source than for the high efficiency lamps when both
emitted the same amount of light.
In France, similar results have been presented by Lemaigre-Voreaux
who favours so-called De Luxe ftuorescent lamps over Standard Cool
White. De Luxe lamps emit red energy that is generally lacking in
conventional lamps. 'Visual Performance ... is not completely independent of the spectral composition of light.' 1 He concludes: 'In a
given lighting system the replacement of "standard" ftuorescent lamps,
lamp for lamp, by "De Luxe" ftuorescent lamps improves the conditions
of vision, although the measured illumination is diminished by this
change.' To which many lighting engineers will shake their heads in
scepticism.
If in functional interiors some ultra-violet should be present, so also
should artificiallight be balanced. Available are De Luxe lamps (preferably the cool white type) made by all major lamp manufacturers, plus
such balanced light sources as Verilux (a product of Verilux Incorporated in New York). Not only will vision be clear, but the warmth of the
balanced source will ftatter human complexion and insure better
colour discrimination.
High brightness in the jield of view should be avoided in functional interiors
It is fashionable today for white and off-white to be used for the
walls of offices, schools, hospitals and homes, etc. This is bad practice,
although criticism of it will meet with rejection by many architects
and interior designers.
Many years ago, classical studies were made of the adverse effects
of glare, excessive brightness and excessive cantrast in working environments. s, 9 Authorities such as Luckiesh called attention to the fact that
for efficient and comfortable seeing, control of environment was just
as important as light Ievel. Said Luckiesh, one of the great lighting
engineers of this time, 'A visual task is inseparable from its environment .... High visibility, ease of seeing and good seeing conditions are
overwhelmingly the result of good brightness engineering.' 8 Which
involves and embraces colour-white, black or otherwise.
In 191 r (before the days of ftuorescent light), the American Medical
Association appointed a committee to study the effects of light and
illumination on the eye. Extensive researchwas undertaken and reported
in 1929 by Ferree and Rand, eminent and highly capable authorities
in the field of ophthalmology. What they found and concluded is stilJ
important and valid. Glare and high brightness were objectionable,
Where such glare and brightness constricted the pupil opening of the
human eye, work performance was impaired and actual darnage to
the eye could be expected. Ferree and Rand reported: 'High brightness
in the field of view, if isolated from the task, may cause disruption.
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... The presence of high brilliancies in the field of view produces disturbances in the control of the mechanism of the adjustment of the eye
which rapidly lead to the fatiguing of the musdes of adjustment and
the loss of power to sustain the precision of adjustment needed fo r clear
seeing.' White walls? 'Brilliancies, if too high, may cause an actual
darnage to the retina itself. These may take the form of congestions and
inflammations, scotoma, detachments, etc.' 9
The author can bear further personal witness to this. In the early
days of fluorescent light, when high Ievels of illumination were made
possible, conventional and traditional white walls in industrial plants
caused immediate glare problems. By actual measurement, rate of eye
blinking increased greatly under many circumstances. Eye movements
away from tasks became quite noticeable and confirmed what F erree
and Rand had found. With colour and lower brightness on walls,
much improvement and relief were accomplished.
Yet white and off-white are again in vogue. Countless eyes are being
abused, countless eye musdes thrown out of kilter. Work performance
is being hindered by giving white walls (which may be meaningless)
attraction and advantage over work tasks (which are all-important).
Yet many architects and interior designers remain obdurate!
Monotony of illumination, brightness and colour should be av oided
It once was assumed in the lighting field that fixed illumination Ievels
and fixed brightness and brightness ratios in the environment were
necessary for efficient and comfortable seeing. This assumption proved
to be quite in error, as recent research has discovered and confirmed.10·11·12·13·14 First of all, where there is no light (and therefore no
brightness) there may be tragic consequences for many persons. Blind
people, natives in polar regions where full daylight is rare, do not live
as long as people in other climates. Science agrees that light is essential
to life, along with food, water and air. In a rare affiiction known as
spasmus nutans, infants inadvertently or deliberately deprived of light
(perhaps while mother watches televison) may reject food, fail to thrive
and will become mentally and emotionally Iethargie. N ot only is light
important to life, but so are cycles of light and dark (day and night).
Indeed, there is a vast Iiterature devoted to the influences and effects
of exposure to light and to duration of light. Looking into the future,
Wurtman writes, 'We have very little information on the possible
ill-effects of the absence of a 24-hour Iight- dark cycle on space t ravellers.
However, it would seem obvious that additional research on this problern
should be a prerequisite to the planning of extended space missions.' 11
The functions of the human body are adjusted to Iight-dark cycles
- an arousal for lightness and a retardation for darkness. Vernon
succinctly states, 'Thus we must conclude that normal consciousness,
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perception and thought, can be maintained only in a constantly changing
environment.' 2 This concept is new. Living or working conditions
should not be static. The human body, its glands, argans and muscles,
is always in a continuous state of flux. So is nature, and so should the
man-made environment be one of moderate ebb and flow.
In a relatively new field of inquiry, sensory deprivation, human
beings suffer when confined to completely monotonaus surroundings.
There may be hallucinations, disorientation, confusion, plus actual
deterioration of memory, mind and personality. Rather astonishingly,
according to Heran et al.: 'It appears that exposing the subject to a
monotonaus sensory environment can cause disorganization of brain
function similar to, and in some respects as great as, that produced by
drugs and Iesions. ' 13 Monotony can produce effects like LSD!
In quite realistic studies of environment made by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (Watters et al.), 14 a group of
aquanauts were confined for periods of from fourteen to thirty days in
underwater tanks (habitats) and tested for a wide variety of reactions.
'Most complaints centred araund the general area of habitat design.'
Sensory deprivation also was noticeable in that 'positive moods of social
affection, pleasantness, activation and concentration tend to decline
dramatically with increase in mission duration.'
Conclusion: Illumination and colour should not be static and unvarying
in functional interiors. Perhaps light Ievel and tint of light should shift
from time to time, as in nature-from orange dawn to yellow sunlight,
to white and blue-white daylight. If wall colours cannot also be changed
in brightness and hue (possibly with projection equipment) then different walls should be in different tints, tones and colours. Environmental conditions should ever be dynamic and on the alert.
The choice specification of brightness, brightness differences and colour
promises a new order
Before discussing the possible effects of different colours there are
a few general points to be made on brightness and colour at !arge.
Architects and interior designers frequently plan for strong contrasts
in interiors for the sake of visual excitement, whereas the illuminating
engineer is likely to prefer uniformity. Somewhere in the middle is
the right place to be if working environments are to be well designed.
The Iighting profession has written extensively on the advantage of low
brightness ratios in the field of view-and this is good counsel. For
example, and assuming an even distribution of light, a white wall
reflecting 7 5 or So per cent of light and a black floor or end wall reflecting 5 per cent of light would involve a brightness ratio of about 15 or
I 6 to r. If the wall had a reflectance of about 50 per cent (which is ideal
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under many conditions) and if the floor, end wall or accent has a
reflectance of about 20 per cent, the ratio will be a desirable 2 or 2t
to 1. This latter situation is within reason and could allow for a versatile
use of different brightnesses and different colours to avoid the dangers
of monotony already mentioned.
It is hardly debatable that extreme contrast in functional interiors
is objectionable. The action of the pupil of the eye in adjusting itself
alternately to high brightness and low brightness is strictly muscular,
and undue abuse of delicate eye musdes can produce refractive complications and general fatigue and distress of the body.
It is quite true that physiological effects for colour tend to take two
chief directions, toward brightness and warmth of hue, and toward
dimness and coolness of hue. Brightness and warmth of colour tend
to raise blood pressure, respiration rate, brain activity and to prod the
autonomic nervous system. Dimness and coolness of colour tend to
have reverse effects.
It must be kept in mind, however, that where psychophysiological
matters are taken up, personal and individual feelings and attitudes
may intrude. Exposure to red can increase body temperature because
of increased heart action. But so can anger and nervous tension . It is
conceivable that if an individual does not want red to affect him, he
can so determine, just as he can control anger or tension. What is grossly
unfair is for one person to presume that his responses speak for the
responses of all others.
As to physiological reactions, Ellinger1 has reviewed studies on the
effects of red-orange on living things. Red-orange light has affected
sexual development in ducklings, improved the growth of young animals. Exposure to its rays had been recommended and prescribed for
some actual eczema and menstrual disorders.
At the other end of the spectrum15 about twelve years ago the
startling discovery was made that exposure to visible blue light could
relieve a condition occasionally encountered in premature infants in
which an overabundance of bilirubin was found in the bloodstream.
While complete blood transfusion could also be resorted to, exposurc
to blue could be surprisingly therapeutic.
In both the above instances, the effects of exposure to red-orange
and to blue has nothing to do with anything psychological. In view of
this, one can hardly still doubt physiological responses to colour.
In 1942 Goldstein16 drew attention to different effects for red and
blue (or green) on human performance. He wrote, 'It is probably not a
false statement if we say that a specific colour stimulation is accompanied by a specific response pattern of the entire organism.' Goldstein
has written a general prescription for colour which this author has used
to advantage for many years. 'One could say red is inciting to activity
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and favourable for emotionally-determined actions; green [or blue]
creates the condition of meditation and exact fulfilment of the task. Red
may be suited to produce the emotional background out of which ideas and
actions 1vill emerge; in green these ideas will be developed and the actions
executed.' The italics are Goldstein's.
Principle: If there is need for alertness in an environment (often a
safety factor in industry) high brightness and warm colours (yellow,
orange) will command the eye and draw attention outward. If there is
need for inn er concentration on complex visual or mental tasks, it is
wise to !essen the distraction of the environment with softer and cooler
colours on walls, such as green, aqua.
If there are no set ru/es in the choice of individual colours, there definitely
are acceptable principles
Scepticism has always existed regarding physiological and psychological effects for colour. To some temperaments the idea is great, but
to others of critical mien it is presumptuous.
There is convincing evidence today as to affective values for colour.
Yet the element of personal prejudice is ever present and is difficult
to combat. If a person doesn't want physiological or psychological
effects for colour-jm- himself- he probably won't experience any.
Yet one man's view hardly suffices for that of all others. For example,
if hunger were to be measured in the ftow of saliva and gastric juices,
and if tubes were to be placed in mouth and stomach to measure this
flow, hunger would probably disappear along with the juices.
Colour is emotional to say the least. The author hesitates to set his
feelings against those of others. Tobe objective, however, and to speak
from several decades of practical experience and case history, here are
a few of his conclusions.1 7 ,1s
Where groups of people meet in a functional environment, yellowgreen and purple are poor colours to specify. Yellow-green Iooks
bilious and reftections from it will make a person Iook ill. Purpie is for
funerals, and prolonged exposure to it will, in a complementary afterimage, also make a person Iook ill. Pale blue tends to appear cold and
bleak. Because of its sharp refraction, it causes the lens of the eye to
become nearsighted, and this is bothersome to some people. White may
be good for weddings or for light reftection on ceilings, but for reasons
already given, it may be visually distressing and emotionally boring.
Response to any colour tends to have reverse effects. Where red
(orange, yellow) tends to stimulate autonomic arousal, this will be
followed by reactions that fade below normal. While blue (green, aqua)
tends to relax the autonomic nervous system, this will be followed by a
rise above normal. As the author has found empirically in hospitals and
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neuropsychiatric facilities, end wall colours in a variety of hues, some
warm, some cool, will tend to keep human spirits on the up and up,
so to speak, and will meet the requirement of constant change which
seems essential to human weil being.
Finally, this is a world of neurotic and psychotic problems. If there
is need for proper illumination for biological reasons in man-made
environments, there is also need for benefits such as are found in colour
to help maintain mental, psychological and even psychic composure.
Man wants his body preserved and his mind and soul kept sane.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The human eye is required to perform tasks which involve the simultaneous fulfilment of a number of precise and conflicting requirements
such as:
I.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

High acuity-the resolution of meaningful spatial detail.
A broad field of view-signalling sudden changes in the environment over a !arge solid angle.
Rapid mobility- ability to trackrapid motion or rapidly to scan the
environment.
An enormous dynamic range-from a moonless night to full tropical
sunlight.
A reasonable response time-which permits prompt action subsequent to a sudden environmental change.
Spectral analysis of the environment-permitting the perception
of features of the environment which differ from the background
by their spectral reflectance though the brightness may be the same.

In the construction of an apparatus possessing all these attributes it is
inevitable that some compromises must be made. That nature has
achieved such a satisfactory compromise appears almost miraculous;
though from the point of view of a physicist the eye may be considered
to be quite imperfect. For example, when looked at as a spectroscope,
or accurate analyser of the spectral composition of light, the human
eye would appear to be woefully deficient. However, in the far more
important task of detecting subtle differences in the spectral composition of the light reflected from an object as distinguished from its
background the eye is remarkably successful. In going about our daily
business there is of course no need to measure this difference accurately,
just to detect it. The mechanism the eye uses to perform this task is
the subject of this chapter.
The ability of the human visual system to detect very small differences
191
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in the spectral reflectances of adjacent areas is of course a very serious
problern to manufacturers of paint, fabrics and other coloured materials,
who must make very special efforts to control the spectral reflectance
of their products with very close tolerances from batch to batch.
Although the mechanisms subserving spatial resolution, brightness
cantrast and light and dark adaptation are of prime importance in the
understanding of visual phenomena, since this volume is devoted to
colour, they will not be discussed except as they interrelate with colour
perception.
To simplify matters further, the discussion will focus primarily upon
primates and cyprinid fishes, since both are known to possess trichromatic colour perception, and the visual systems of both have been studied
by electrophysiological, spectrophotometric, and behavioural methods.
This presentation makes no pretence of a comprehensive review of the
literature. lnstead itwill focusuponoutliningthemechanisms involvedin
what the authors believeto be the human type of colour perception, citing
principally those references which best illustrate these mechanisms.
A. Absorption of light by the retina
For lighttobe perceived its energy must be transferred to a structure
capable of utilizing at least a part of this energy to produce a signal that
can be distinguished by the brain. Human perception of light is clearly
divided into two qualitative aspects: brightness and colour. Both are
functions of the energy and of the wavelength of the light falling on the
retina. Brightness is a function of the total energy that is effective in
stimulating the retinal receptors, whereas colour is primarily dependent
on the wavelength distribution of the light energy. Traditionally, two
qualitative aspects of colour have been recognized: hue which relates to
the predominant wavelength of a spectral colour, and Saturation which
relates to the amount of the predominant wavelength in the spectral
distribution. Although the result has been suspected for a lang time,
recent research has shown that both aspects of colour relate directly to
the relative amounts of stimulation of the four types of receptor cells in
the eye.
Historically, the first modern research on colour perception was
probably performed by Sir Isaac Newton when he found that white
light is not a homogeneaus form of radiation, but can be dispersed
by a glass prism into a spectrum of gradually changing gradations of
colour. The different coloured regions of the spectrum were subsequently identified with different wavelengths of the light vibrations
and much later with the energy of the individual quanta or energy
packets of which light is now known to be composed. Thus, an association between the distribution of the light energy with wavelength and
the colour of the light was firmly established.
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It was Thomas Young, nearly 100 years after Newton, who presented
convincing proofthat light is propagated by wave motion and that the
wavelength of light can be measured by interference fringes. Young also
addressed hirnself to the mechanism of colour perception. Newton had
previously speculated that light sets up vibrations in the optic nerves
which are tuned to respond. Young, on the other hand, decided that
it was unreasonable to suppose that there were fibres in the optic
nerves that responded to every wavelength but rather that all fibres
responded over practically the entire visible spectrum. However,
primarily from studies of colour blindness, he concluded that the
fibres responded maximally to three different regions of the spectrum.
Red, yellow (later green) and blue-violet. The various colour Sensations
would then be the resultants of the various strengths with which the
three groups of fibres were stimulated by different lights. He further
suggested that the colour confusions made by his contemporary, the
ehernist Dalton, could be explained by the loss or inactivity of one of
the three receptor types, in this case that concerned with red sensation.
Young's ideas fitted weil with the Doctrine of Specific Nerve Energies
proposed by the physiologist Johannes Müller, who suggested that
every nerve fibre when stimulated causes a single kind of sensation
regardless of how it is stimulated.
The trivariance of colour perception was put on firm ground by
the physicist, Maxwell, who performed careful colour matehing experiments and showed that spectral colours could be satisfactorily matched
with mixtures of three primary colours chosen from the red, green,
and blue regions of the spectrum. On the basis of these experiments
he developed a quantitative treatment of colour mixing that permits
the prediction of the amounts of three suitably chosen primary colours
that are required to match any spectral wavelength.
Maxwell's results have since been developed to very high precision
in the hands of such ingenious and careful workers as Stiles (1939),
Wright (1946, 1947) and Judd (1948). This work forms the basis of
modern colorimetry (Le Grand 1957, Marriott, 1962).
Helmholtz, who was at the forefront of both the physical science
and the bioscience of his time, extended Young's theory. In 1867 he
wrote 'Three types of photochemically decomposable substances are
deposited in the end organs of the fibres of the optic nerves which types
have a different sensitivity for different parts of the spectrum'.
This theory, known as the Young-Helmholtz theory, was soon
challenged by those who were disturbed by the uniqueness of the yellow
sensation, by the apparent reduction in visual acuity that three kinds
of receptors would cause, and by the failure to obtain perfect matches
to all spectral colours with combinations of three primaries. (To obtain
a perfect match to some spectral lights with three primaries it is neces-
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sary to add a small amount of one of the primaries to the test light
rather than to the matehing mixture. The reasons for this can now be
explained satisfactorily by the trichromatic theory.)
Many alternative theories were proposed of which the opponent
colour theory of Hering is perhaps the most noteworthy. He supposed
that there are six basic sensations arranged in opponent pairs blackwhite, blue--yellow and red-green. One of each pair was thought to
drive a catabolic process, the other an anabolic process.
Some more recent theories assumed that only a single receptor type
was needed which would signal colour as weil as brightness by an
appropriate neural code. Others proposed that vision is trichromatic
at the receptor Ievel and that opponent processes occur in the neural
elements of the retina and visual pathways. These hypotheses (Adams,
1923 and Müller, 1930) turn out to have been remarkably prophetic.
However, all the theories proposed during the nearly one hundred
years between Helmholtz's speculations and recent physiological
evidence which permits an objective decision between the various
theories, were based either on idle speculation or on psychophysical
measurements of varying degrees of sophistication. Unfortunately
even the best psychophysical measurements do not appear to have
been capable of providing evidence clearly favouring one theory and
ruling out all others. The limitations of psychophysical measurements
have been discussed by Brindley (196o), Marriott (1962) and Rushton
(1972).
It was, therefore, necessary to study the retina itself in order to
determine how colour information is encoded.
B. Retina/photopigment research
Examination of the retinas of amphibia and fishes that have been
kept in the dark reveals a pinkish pigment which bleaches upon exposure
to light. This was described by Franz Boll (1877) and even earlier
according to Brindley (1960) by H. Müller (1851). Boll termed this
pigment 'sehrot' or visual red. Kühne ( 1878) confirmed Boll's discovery,
showing that the 'sehpurpur' or visual purple was present only in
animals having abundant rods.
The confusion of nomenclature between sehpurpur and sehrot
appears to have been due to the differences in the species examined.
It is now weil known (Wald, 1960) that the retinas of most vertebrate
species contain rhodopsin (visual red), whereas the retinas of most fresh
water fishes and tailed amphibians contain porphyropsin (visual purple),
a pigment absorbing maximally at a somewhat Ionger wavelength, and
often mixed with varying amounts of rhodopsin (for recent summary
see Bridges, 1972).
Kühne succeeded in extracting sehpurpur from the retina by the use
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of bile salts so that it could be studied in vitro. Thus, it was established
that the rods, one of the two anatomically distinguishable classes of
receptor cells in the vertebrate eye, contain a bleachable, light absorbing
pigment.
However, on the basis of comparative anatomy, comparative animal
behaviour, and the study of human psychophysics and visual defects,
it was found that the rods are primarily responsible for vision in dim
light whereas the second receptor type, the cones, takes over when
illumination is sufficiently great for the perception of colour and fine
detail. Thus the study of rod pigments would at first glance be irrelevant
to the perception of colour. However, recent work has shown that the
cone pigments are basically similar to those of the rods, so that what
has bcen learned of the biochemistry of rhodopsin and porphyropsin
appears to be directly applicable to the visual pigments mediating
colour discrimination.

II. PIGMENT MEASUREMENT IN RETINAS

A number of investigators have succeeded in measuring the spectral
absorption of portians of the retina containing hundreds to thousands
of receptors. When some of these measurements were clone on primate
foveas (Brown and Wald, 1963) it was found by means of selective
bleaching at different wavelengths that two photolabile pigments were
present. (Method of partial bleaching, Dartnall, 1952, summarized
in Dartnall, 1962.)
The development and use of retinal reflectance densitometry in the
laboratories of Rushton and Weale (for summary see Rushton, 1972)
permitted the study of bleachable pigments in the living human eye.
In this technique light passing through a colour filter is focused on the
fundus. A small fraction of the light reflected back after some of it has
passed twice through the pigment-containing outer segments of the
receptors. This light emerges from the cornea and is reflected by a
mirror on the face of a photomultiplier tube. Weale uses a doublebeam instrument in which a reference light beam is reflected by the
fundus of a dummy eye. A wheel containing interference filters permits
rapid scanning of the spectrum. Rushton uses a single-beam instrument in which light of a selected wavelength is matched against a deep
red reference which falls on the same part of the retina and is chosen
to be very little absorbed by the visual pigments. Provision is made
alternately to flicker the measuring lights and a strong bleaching light
into the eye. Weale's instrument is superior for measuring rapid changes
in spectral absorption, whereas Rushton's has the high stability needed
for studies of pigment bleaching and regeneration over long periods
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of time. The results obtained by these techniques may be summarized
as follows:
I.

2.

3·

4·

5·
6.

A rod pigment was identified and shown to be maximally concentrated where it would be expected to be on anatomic and
psychophysical grounds. It was absent in the fovea and optic disk.
Two cone pigments, a yellow absorbing (chlorolabe) and a red
absorbing (erythrolabe ), were identified in the fovea by the method
of partial bleaching in which the concentration of one or the other
of the pigments was greatly decreased by bleaching with lights of
appropriate wavelength .
Subjects having the commonest forms of colour blindness were
shown to be lacking in one or the other pigment: protanopes were
found to have no erythrolabe and deuteranopes no chlorolabe.
In both cases the remaining pigments were shown in conjunction
with psychophysical tests to be normal, thus settling a very old
controversy. (Using a colour matehing method, Rushton, 1973,
has recently determined the action spectra of the abnormal
pigments in protanomalous and deuteranomalous subjects thus
settling another old controversy.)
The kinetics of bleaching and regeneration of both rod and cone
pigments were determined, and the values of the constants necessary to predict the relative pigment concentrations at various
times under various conditions of illumination were derived.
The kinetics of the cone pigments were found to be very different
from those of the rods.
Dark adaptation was related to relative pigment concentration
in the living human eye.
In conjunction with threshold measurements under various
conditions of illumination, the conditions under which rods and
cones participate in vision, and various other properties of the
human visual system were determined.

As indicated by the above summary retinal reftectance densitometry
is a very useful and powerful technique. With regard to colour perception it showed clearly that there are distinct red and green absorbing
pigments in the fovea. These two pigments were shown to have identical
kinetics of bleaching and regeneration, which are quite different from
those of the rods. In addition, these results were obtained only in the
rod-free area of the fovea, where the cones are closely packed. Thus,
the measurements must have been made on cones and not on rods.
There are, of course, some questions which retinal densitometry
cannot answer satisfactorily if at all. Some of these are the following:
r. Is there in fact a blue absorbing pigment (the presumed cyano-

labe) which would appear tobe necessary for trichromatic vision?
It is clearly not the rod pigment because experiments on dark
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adaptation have indicated that it mustregenerate at the same speed
as the chlorolabe and erythrolabe (rod pigments regenerate much
more slowly both in vitro and in vivo). Psychophysical measurements have shown that blue sensitive receptors are lacking in the
central fovea (Wald, 1967). Furthermore, acuity in the blue violet
end of the spectrum is very poor. Thus, the most likely reasons for
inability to detect the cyanolabe isthat there are few receptors containing it, and these are in a region containing many rods whose
effects cannot be sufficiently weil eliminated by partial bleaching
to permit discovery of the very small amount of cyanolabe.
2. Although reflectance densitometry has detected two apparent
pigments it cannot distinguish between several possibilities:
(a) The pigments are segregated into different receptor types.
(b) The pigments are mixed in a single receptor type which in
some manner responds differentially when they are excited in
different proportions, (c) There is a single pigment, but some
kind of filter gives the required functional properties and the
appearance of at least two pigments in retinal densitometry.
Various psychophysical measurements could be explained
more easily on the basis of one or the other of these possibilities.
The Iack of obvious anatomical differences or staining properties
between foveal cones appears to argue in favour of single receptor
hypotheses (b) and (c). (Harosi, unpublished, has recently found
anatomical differences between the red, green, and blue absorbing
cones of the goldfish. No such differences have yet been observed
in primate cones.)
3· Because of the uncertainity of the way in which light passes
through the receptor outer segments and the fraction of the light
which passes around them altogether. Precise measurements of
pigment concentration do not appear to be possible. However,
recent very careful studies by Alpern and Pugh (personal com·
munication), using an improved instrument of the Rushton type,
have yielded action spectra and densities from the rods of the
living human retina which are in good agreement with the best
microspectrophotometric and psychophysical results.
4· Because the pigments are not completely separable by partial
bleaching, and because of instrumental noise, it is not p0ssible to
get accurate absorption spectra for the cone pigments, which is
of course a highly desirable objective if a complete descriptive
and predictive theory of the mechanisms of colour perception is
ever to be developed.
Curiosity in regard to these questions led to developments in the
art of microspectrophotometry which have permitted the measurement
of pigments in single cones. Although these results have sufficient
accuracy to distinguish between the various hypotheses in man, and a
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number of other species known from behavioural and electrophysiological sturlies to possess weil developed dichromatic or trichromatic
colour perception, accurate absorption spectra of human cone pigments
have yet to be obtained.
A. Measurement of light sensitive pigments in single receptors
It is weil known that when a detached retina is placed receptor side
up on the stage of a microscope, bleachable pigments can be observed
in individual receptors if they are !arge enough. Schwalbe (1874)
discovered that there are two kinds of rods in the eyes of frogs- those
that Iook pink (containing rhodopsin, absorbing maximally at 502- 504
nm) and those that Iook green (containing a pigment that absorbs most
strongly at 432-435 nm). By photographing frog retinas before and after
bleaching, and comparing the densities of the portions of the film covered by individual receptors, Denton and Wyllie ( 1955) were able to
obtain a bleaching difference spectrum of the rhodopsin containing
rods that gave excellent agreement with that obtained by Lythgoe ( 1937)
with extracted pigment. They were unable to obtain accurate measurements upon the green rods, presumably because these, which are less
than half as long as the pink rods, did not have enough density to permit
accurate pigment measurement by the photographic method. It has
not yet been possible to visualize or photograph bleachable pigments
in smailer receptors or in rod outer segments viewed transversely.
Fortunately, the advent of the photomultiplier tube, with its high
quantum efficiency and low-noise amplification, has permitted the
measurement of amounts of photopigment far smaller than can be
detected by visual or photographic means. Brown (196r) and Liebman
(r96r, 1962) were able to obtain exceilent spectral absorption curves
from single frog rods using microspectrophotometric methods.
Hanaoka and Fujimoto (r957) made the first attempts to measure
pigments in single cones. They were able to detect bleachable pigments
in the cones of the carp and reported that there were a number of them;
but they were unable to obtain good estimates of the absorption spectra.
The cyprinid fishes which include the carp and the goldfish have been
shown behaviourally to have a well developed trichromatic colour
perception (McCleary and Bernstein, 1959; Yager, 1967; Ames, 1968).
However, the outer segments of their cones have a considerably !arger
diameter (tapering from about 4 11m to r or 2 J.-Lm in a distance of about
10 J.-Lm) than primate receptors (o·7-r·5 J.-Lm) and were thus far easier
to measure spectrophotometrically. Marks and MacNiehol (1962),
and Marks (1963, 1965) found that goldfish cones contain bleachable
pigments having maximum absorption at 455 + I5, 530 + 5 and 625 + 5
nm. These results were confirmed in their essential features by Liebman
and Entine (1964). Subsequently a considerable number of vertebrate
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and invertebrate receptors have been studied by this method (for
review see Liebman, 1972).
Spectral absorption curves were also obtained from the parafoveal
cones of primates (man and rhesus monkeys). Although the outer
segments of these receptors are of very small diameter it was possible
on a few occasions to obtain spectra from receptors in situ in pieces of
retina which were sufficiently free from scattered light to permit spectral
measurements uncontaminated by rod pigments. Results in two laboratorics became sufficiently convincing by 1964 that simultaneous publication was agreed upon (Brown and Wald, 1964; Marks, Dobelle, and
MacNichol, 1964). Due to scatter in the data points the exact form of
the spectral absorption curves and the exact values of the absorption
maxima are still uncertain. Except for some very meagre confirmatory
information provided by Liebman (1972) no one eise appears to have
obtained any additional results. However, even the few measurements
that have been made do provide definite evidence of three different
receptor types which absorb maximally in different wavelength regions.
and which fulfil the necessary criteria for trichromatic vision as derived
from colour matehing experiments.
According to Brown and Wald, on the basis of five human parafoveal
cones, the absorption maxima (Amax) are at about 440, 525- 535, and
s6o nm (Wald and Brown, 196s).
According to Markset al. ( 1964), on the basis of ten parafoveal cones
of humans and macaques, the maxima occur at about 445, 535, and
570 nm. This was later revised by Marks on more careful examination
and averaging of the available data to 447, 540, and 577 nm (MacNichol,
1964b).
B. Credibility of the microspectrophotometric measurements
Until recently, all measurements other than the preliminary ones
made by Hanaoka and Fujimoto were made by variations of the common
dual beam ratio recording method (Brown, 1961; Liebman, 1962;
1972; Marks, 1963, 1965). In fact, Brown used a modification of a
commercial instrument (Cary, Model 14). Fig. 1 shows the essential
elements of a typical recording microspectrophotometer. Light from
a tungsten lamp and monochromator is alternated between two paths,
one passing through the specimen and the other through an entirely
separate light path (Brown) or through a clear area in the microscopic
field (Marks and Liebman). Light is collected by a microscope objective
and projected on to a photomultiplier tube in such a way that it is
completely out of focus with the specimen, reducing the effects of the
variability of light distribution on the non-uniform photosurface.
The current pulses from the photomultiplier tube are switched
alternately into two channels, known as the sample and reference
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channels, and filtered to reduce the rapid fiuctuations in output due to
the statistical variation in photon fiux. This filtering decreases the
bandwidth of the electrical signals and, if overdone, produces a delay
in response that is so severe that the spectrum is distorted-the peak
1-'HOTOMULliPLlER

CHOPPER OISK

f EEOßt> CK LOOP

FIG.

I.

Schematic dual-beam microspectrophotometer
(from MacNichol, 1964b).

occurring later in the scan than the true wavelength of maximum absorption (Amax). Brown has avoided this difficulty (and also inaccuracy due
to the effects of bleaching during measurement) by scanning in both
directions and taking the true peak to behalf way between the measured
peaks. This permits an accurate estimate of Amax, but produces a spectral
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curve which is broader than its true value. Marks digitizes the ratio of
the signal to the reference beam directly, and punches the result on
paper tape. Some preliminary filtering is also provided by the analog
to digital (A/D) converter which integrates over each 3 nm sampling
interval. He performs further filtering in a digital computer by averaging
from three to seven sample points and plotting the average as the light
absorbed at the wavelength of the centre point. This type of filtering
is symmctrical and does not bias the result toward wavelengths measured earlier in the scan. Liebman has not indicated whether he used any
filtering in addition to the R-C filter in his spectrophotometer.
The three instruments and methods each have their own advantages
and limitations. All use the reference beam to control the gain of the
photomultiplier tube so that its output is nearly constant with variations
in light source intensity and photomultiplier efficiency. In factLiebman
uses such a tight feedback loop that he does not find it necessary to
measure the ratio of the two beams, and passes the signal corresponding
to the measuring beam directly through an analog logarithmic circuit
to obtain optical density directly. Marks measures transmittance directly
by using a standard strip chart recorder in which the signal is applied
to the input, and the reference beam applied across the slidewire. A
second retransmitting slidewire provides the signal for the analog-todigital converter. The computer calculates relative absorptance rather
than the optical density (see Appendix, p. 243) from the measured
transmittance. As a result, his curves appear (because they are plotted
on a linear rather than a logarithmic scale) different in shape than those
published by Brown and by Liebman. This must also be borne in mind
when they are compared with the published spectra of extracted photopigment which are usually plotted in terms of optical density. A further
refinement used by Marks is the 'quantum ftattener' which adjusts the
light source, by means of feedback from a germanium photodiode
having a constant quantum efficiency, to keep the quantum ftux ernerging from the monochromator constant over nearly the entire spectrum.
This simplifies various calculations related to relative bleaching effectiveness at different wavelengths.
Brown and Marks measure and compute bleaching difference spectra
(for discussion see Dartnall, 1962, 1972). When the difference between
the density before and after bleaching with white light is measured in
the presence of a pigment which becomes colourless on bleaching the
difference spectrum is an accurate measure of the spectral absorption
ofthat pigment alone even in the presence of !arge quantities of coloured
pigments that do not bleach, and in the presence of wavelength-dependent changes in light scattering. However, coloured photoproducts
are formed on bleaching (for discussion see Dartnall, 1972). In the case
of rod pigments these cause severe distortion of the short wavelength
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limb of the absorption spectrum and even cause a slight shift in the peak
of the curve. Thus, the bleaching difference spectrum of rods is not
identical to the absorption spectrum of rhodopsin, the error being
greatest in the short wavelength end of the spectrum where the longlived photoproducts absorb the most light. Marks was unable to detect
any cone photoproducts. However, they are shown in the records of
Wald and Brown (1965) (sec Fig.S). It is now known (Harosi, 1972,
unpublished) that the goldfish cone photoproducts absorb principally
in the ultraviolet and decay much more rapidly than those of the rods.
Thus, unlike the rods, except for a slight distortion in the far violet,
the bleaching difference spectra appear to represent the true absorption
spectra of the cones.
Liebman has presented his results in terms of absorption spectra
using lights that bleach only a small enough fraction of the pigments
to produce a negligible difference in the form of the spectral absorption
curve, as can be verified by the small difference in successive measurements made on the same part of a single receptor. This appears to be
possible due to his use of photomultiplier tube having an unusually
low noise.
In order to obtain a better signal to noise ratio, Marks uses a sufficiently intense beam to bleach from one-tenth to one-half of the photopigment during each scan. This produces serious distortion of the
spectra because, as the scan progresses through the spectrum, more
and more pigment molecules are bleached and hence fewer remain
to be measured. Thus, the peak is shifted toward the wavelengths
scanned first. One limb of the absorption curve is too steep, the other
too flat, and the peak absorption appears to be less than its true value.
The computer program used by Marks reconstructs the true relative
absorptance spectrum by applying a correction at each wavelength
which in effect 'adds back' those molecules of pigment that previously
have been bleached.
More recently Harosi using a new dichroic microspectrophotometer
(Harosi, 1971 ), a high-stability single-beam instrument designed by
Harosi and MacNichol) has made measurements in which no distortion
is produced by bleaching. This instrument scans rapidly and repeatedly
through the spectrum summing up in a computer the photocurrents
obtained at corresponding wavelengths.
Baselirre correction is handled differently in the four laboratones.
The instruments used by Brown and by Liebman have baseline compensation, which allows the indicated optical density to be set to zero in
a number of wavelength regions when a receptor is not present in the
measuring beam. This is particularly important in Brown's instrument
because of the completely separate measuring and reference light paths
which are difficult to match exactly. Marks, on the other band, only
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uses careful optical alignment to keep the baseline within reasonable
Iimits, though far from flat. Since both Marks and Brown measure
bleaching difference spectra, the baseline problern is not a serious one
for them . However, it could be expected to affect Liebman's measurements since the receptors scatter light, and the baseline correction
cannot be considered to be the same when no receptor is present as it
would be with a receptor in which the photopigment is absent placed in
the measuring beam. In fact, due to the light scattering which increases
rapidly as the wavelength decreases, the raw data from three laboratories
show strongly wavelength-dependent baseline shifts, these are shown
in Figs. 2, 5, 7(a), 8 and I2. (See also Figs. 2, 6 in Marks, I965; Fig. 3a,
in Wald, Brown, and Gibbons, I963; Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8, I3 in Liebman,
1972.)
In addition, baseline shifts would be expected because of the longitudinal chromatic aberration of even the best lenses, and the lateral
chromatic aberration when the measuring beam is off axis as it is in
Mark's instrument. In addition to such chromatic aberrations, especially
when the receptor being measured is small in diameter, a wavelengthdependent artifact may arise due to the varying amounts of light diffracted araund the cell (e.g. Marks's red subsidiary peak in blue spectra).
Another phenomenon to be considered in connection with wavelength-dependent baseline shifts is light scattering within the cell under
test. Harosi (I 97 I) has shown that if the numerical aperture of the
objective is much !arger than that of the condenser, most of this scattered light can be collected and hence practically all baseline shifts can
be eliminated (see Fig. 7 for illustration). This would appear to be
equivalent to the 'Opal Glass Method' of recording from suspensions
of outer segments described by Dartnall ( I962, p. 483). In addition,
since Harosi uses a single beam instrument, he does not have the
problern of exact alignment or compensation of two light paths at all
wavelengths.
The individual spectra recorded by Marks et al. show considerable
variability in the wavelenghts of peak absorption of cones within each
dass. Liebman, on the other hand, has stated that his measurements
show no such variation (Liebman, I972). He attributes the variability
to mechanical motion of the receptors during the measurement. Harosi
(unpublished) has confirmed this conjecture as it applies to goldfish
cones. Motion of the receptor during measurement invariably distorts
the recorded spectrum and is usually accompanied by failure of the
baseline to be the same before and after the measurement. When he
rejected all spectra with non-zero pre-bleach and post-bleach baselines
the remaining spectra showed negligible variation. Thus, in the goldfish
at least, there does not appear to be a variable mixture of pigments in
each receptor.
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Pigment density in the receptor is much harder to evaluate because
of the uncertainty of the optical pathlength through the receptors. For
extracted pigments, a collimated beam of light and a cuvette with flat,
parallel entrance and exit windows are usually used. In single receptor
measurements a strongly convergent beam (about r6 ° half angle for
N.A. = o·4) must be used because the condenser must have a sufficient
numerical aperture to produce a well-defined spot of light smaller than
the smallest dimension of the receptor. If the light is transmitted axially
along the outer segment an unknown amount leaks out, and the effective
pathlength is therefore smaller than the length of the receptor. Fortunately, if the beam is not too convergent the higher refractive index of
the receptor compared to the retina helps to confine the beam inside
by total internal reflection. Those receptors that are only somewhat
!arger in diameter than the wavelength of the light must be considered
as dielectric waveguides in which the electromagnetic field is confined
in such a way that only certain configurations of the electric and
magnetic vectors are allowed. These are known as waveguide modes
(Di Francia, 1949; O'Brien, 1951; Enoch, 1963). Enoch has published
some very convincing photographs of the modal patterns of light
ernerging from receptors under various conditions showing that the
predicted waveguide modes do, in fact, exist. For them to exist, the
light distribution must be non-uniform within the receptor. Also some
of it will leak outside the receptor at different distances along it, and
thus be subject to absorption by less than the full amount of pigment.
On the other hand, the focusing property of the ellipsoids of the parafoveal cones appears to concentrate the light upon the outer segments
of these cells which can be seen to 'light up' as the measuring spot is
moved to them from between receptors to focus on an outer segment.
The visual brightness seen under the microscope when an outer
segment is thus illuminated is subjectively many times the brightness
of the spot when it falls between receptors. The principal problern
with viewing parafoveal cones has been the light scattering in the more
proximal layers of the retina. On those occasions in which measurement has been successful it is probable that the retina has split at the
outer plexiform layer, which often happens in making frozen sections
offish retinas (MacNichol and Svaetichin, 1957, unpublished). Liebman
( r 972) has stated that retinas can oe readily split at the out er plexiform
!arger by placing them in ice water for several days. This may prove to
be a valuable technique. Glutaraldehyde fixation (Hayes and Goldsmith, 1969) may also be useful in preserving the receptor outer segments against post-mortem degeneration. Glutaraldehyde appears to
have no effect upon the spectra of those receptors thus far studied .
Another method which might be effective would be to invert the
retina so that the free ends of the outer segments are illuminated by the
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microbeam. Subsequent scattering in the neural layers of the retina
would do no harm as long as most of the light were collected by the
objective. The problern with this method is the difficulty of aligning
the microbeam, because light scatter in the retina makes visualization
of the receptors very difficult when the entire retina is between the
receptors and the microscope objective.
Because foveal cones are so closely packed and so small in diameter
there appears to be no possibility of measuring them in situ. Dobelle,
Marks, and MacNiehol ( r 969) have reported that it is possible to measure the outer segments of foveal cones transversely and Liebman ( 1972)
has reported similar results (though he has not yet published any
records of primate cones taken either axially or transversely). Thus, it
appears that this technique is worthy of further development.
In the case of receptors measured transversely, the optical path
length is probably very close to the measured diameter of the receptor.
Since the beam is convergent and focused at the centre of the receptor,
the rays passing through the receptor along the transverse plane travel
along somewhat less than a diameter. Those passing along planes not
transverse to the receptor axis pass through somewhat greater than a
diameter, the path through the receptor being a maximum for the
rays coming from the periphery of the condenser lens. Thus, the
density measured should be quite close to the true density provided
that the measuring beam does not fill the entire width of the receptor.
Marks has reported some variability in the density of pigment per
micron, whereas Liebman (1972) has reported that it is remarkably
constant and identical for both rods and cones, and for both rhodopsin
and porphyropsin pigments.
In making a direct comparison between a frog and a goldfish cone
measured in the same apparatus under identical conditions, Marks
( 1963, 1965) concluded that the absorptances per micron are very nearly
the same, that of the frog rod being slightly !arger. However, more
accurate measurements indicate that this is not true. Harosi (unpublished) found that the density per pm thickness of goldfish cones
is approximately ! ofthat of frog rods (o·or24(o·or75). He interprets
this as being due to the lesser extinction of pigments cantairring
dehydroretinal (porphyropsin series) as compared to those containing
retinal (rhodopsin series). Brown, Gibbons, and Wald (r963) reported
first that the molar extinction coefficient of porphyropsin (unspecified
type) is about 30 ooo cm 2fmole whereas the same for rhodopsin (cattle)
is 40 6oo cm 2fmole (Wald and Brown, 1953). The ratio of these two
coefficients (o·7389) multiplied by o·or75, the density per pm thickness
he found for the rhodopsin containing frog rods, Harosi obtained
o·or29/J1m as the specific density of goldfish cones in close agreement
with his measured value of o·OI24/JJ.m.
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By measuring the rate of bleaching in the light path of the microspectrophotometer, Marks also concluded that the photosensitivities
of the pigments in the two receptor types are nearly identical. Since
he has shown that there is negligible regeneration of pigment in isolated
receptors, this measurement is not complicated by a back reaction as it
is in the living eye. However, we are not aware of any comparable
measurements clone in other laboratories, so that this measurement
cannot be considered to have been confirmed.

TABLE

1

Summary of pigment measurements in some receptors determined
in more than one laboratory

Author

W avelength of peak
absorption Am•x {nm)

Optical density at Am•x Absorptance
l'm thickness
l'm thickness

SINGLE FROG RODS (RED)

Denton and
Wyllie
Wald, Brown
and Gibbons
Liebman
Marks
Harosi

Am•x not measured
accurately
504
502
504
502 ± 2

o·o14 {corrected)

0'032

0'012
o·o13 ± o·oo2
o·oo8
o·o175 ± o·oor5

0 '027
0'030
o·o1 8
0'040

o·oo8
o·o13 ± o·oo2
o·o124 ± o·oor5

o·o18
0'030
o·o28

SINGLE GOLDFISH CONES

Marks
Liebman
Harosi

455 ± 15
455
455 ± 3

530 ± 5
535
530 ± 3

625 ± 5
620
625 ± 5

SINGLE PRIMATE CONES

Marks(most
recent
estimate)
447
540
577
Brown
440
525-535 560
Liebman
440
535
575
Dobelle {foveal) one receptor, Amax not
measured accurately

Light path undefined
Light path undefined
o·or5
o·or 6

WHOLE PRIMATE FOVEAS (PARTIAL BLEACHING)

Brown and
Wald
(in situ)
Murray
(sonicates)

527

565

Not available

526

573

Not available

Table I summarizes the microspectrometric measurements that have
been made on frog rods, goldfish cones, and primate cones in several

PLATE 2. Goldfish receptors at the edge of a small piecc of retina
squeezed between cover slips in the microspectrophotometer. The
arrows show the test beam passing through the outer segment of a
cone and the reference beam passing through a clear area of the field
(from Marks, 1 965). The calibration marks at the bottom indicate
10 fLm. ( See page 207 )
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laboratories. The agreement in the wavelength of maximal absorption
(A.max) is surprisingly good considering the differences in technique
and the difficulty of the measurements. The optical densities per
micrometer are much more variable, the !arger receptors giving the
greatest specific density, presumably due to light scattering and geometric factors which become more important as the receptor diameter
gets smaller.
All measurements indicate that the amount of pigment in the
receptor outer segments is much greater than estimated by Hecht,
Shlaer, and Pirenne (1942) or by Rushton (1972). Even the small
apparent density of o·oo7/11m recorded by Dobelle et al. (1969) for
a human foveal cone would result in about 52 per cent absorption of the
light that traversed the fulllength of a human foveal cone outer segment
45 11m long. Because of the small diameter of the receptor (o·8 11m),
a considerable fraction of the light would be scattered around it so that
this value would be expected to be a lower Iimit. If one assumes that
the optical density per micron of human cones is the same as that of
the much more easily measurable frag rods, using Liebman's figure of
O.D. = o·o13 /11m gives a total absorption of 74 per cent. The !arger
values of Harosi (o·o175/11m) would result in 84 per cent of the light
being absorbed. These figures begin to approach the O.D. = o·98
(90 per cent absorption) estimated by Brindley (for discussion see
Brindley, 1960) on the basis of changes in colour matches with intensity
explained by the self screening of the pigment in the receptors.
Walraven (Walraven and Bouman 196o; Walraven 1962) has estimated on the basis of colour matches between light entering the centre
of the pupil and light entering through its margin (Stiles-Crawford
effect) that the density of pigment for a ray of light traversing the entire
length of a human cone could be as large as 0·7, corresponding to about
So per cent of the light being absorbed. Although these values of
absorption were initially considered to be absurdly !arge by many
workers, as the techniques of microspectrophotometry improve the
agreement between spectrophotometric measurements and the psychophysical measurements of Brindley and Walraven becomes closer.
C. R esttlts of microspectrophotometric measurements
Plate 2 shows a piece of goldfish retina mounted on the stage of
Marks's microspectrophotometer. Two spots of light are indicated
by the black arrows. One spot illuminates the outer segment of a cone.
The other passes through an unobstructed area.
Fig. 2 shows raw records from red, green, and blue absorbing cones
traced from the recorder chart with varying amounts of bleaching und er
conditions similar to those obtained in Plate 2. These records show
clearly the baseline shift at short wavelengths due to scattered light
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which results when the microscope objective has too small a numerical
aperture. However, since the entire record is within the linear region
of the instrument's response and since the data are accurately digitized,
the computed difference spectra are not seriously affected by the baseline shift.
Averaged data from twenty-seven goldfish cones measured by Marks
are shown in Fig. 3, tagether with lines indicating standard deviation of
the data and points indicating the relative absorptance of hypothetical
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Dartnall pigments based on rhodopsin. Although the fit is reasonably
good, Harosi has shown that a much better fit can be obtained with
hypothetical pigments based on porphyropsin as shown in Fig. 4· It is
evident that the green and blue pigments fit the porphyropsin template
very weil, but that the red absorbing pigment has a narrower spectral
response. This finding would indicate that there is an important difference between the structure of this pigment and the other pigments
of the porphyropsin series.
Perhaps the cleanest raw record of the spectrum of a cone yet
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published is shown in Fig. 5, reproduced from Liebman and Entine
( 1964). This record shows remarkably little noise despite the fact that
very little pigment was bleached during the measurements.
Fig. 6 shows spectra from a frog rod and a goldfish cone recorded
with the dichroic microspectrophotometer (DMSP). Since these records
were made by the summation of many rapid scans through the spectrum
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FIG. 5· Two successive absorption spectra recorded transversely from
the same green-absorbing goldfish cone under conditions in which
bleaching was very small. (From Liebman and Entine, 1964.)

FIG. 4· Comparison of goldfish cone absorption spectra (small filled
circles) with standard curves based on porphyropsin (!arge filled
circles). Each illustration consists of averaged and normalized spectra
for three single-cell recordings (each with thirty-two scans, performed
in alternating directions) obtained from the same cell type. The outer
segments were measured side-on with slit-shaped beams in which the
light was polarized. For these absorption components the polarization
was such that the electric vector vibrated in transverse planes to the
cell's axes. The standard curves were derived from the approximate
porphyropsin absorption spectrum of Bridges (1967) according to the
Dartnall principle.
(a) Normalized absorption spectrum of blue-sensitive cones and a
standard of 455 nm peak. (b) Green-sensitive cone spectrum and a
standard of 530 nm peak. (c) Red-sensitive cone spectrum and a
standard of 625 nm peak.
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no correction for the spectral distortion caused by bleaching during
the measurement is necessary, because all wavelengths are recorded
under essentially the same bleaching conditions.
The elimination of the effects of scattering at short wavelengths
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FIG. 6. Typical absorption spectra obtained with the D MS P from
isolated outer segments of (a) a goldfish blue-sensitive cone and (b) a
rhodopsin containing frog rod. Absorption is resolved (for both cells)
into two components: one, for light polarized perpendicular to the
cell's long axis and, the other, for light polarized parallel with that
direction. Both records show average of thirty-two scans of the spectrum (325-695 nm) swept rapidly in alternating directions.

by the use of an objective with a numerical aperture much !arger than
the condenser is shown in Fig. 7 (Harosi 1971). These records are
true absorption spectra rather than bleaching difference spectra, an d
unlike the techniques of Brown and Liebman, no programmed baselirre
compensation was used. The curves represent ratios (subtracted from
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unity) of photocurrents due to polarized light intensities transmitted
by the cell and by a cell-free area in the preparation. Automatie baseline
correction is performed digitally on every photocurrent sampling by
subtracting averaged (and up-dated) 'dark currents' recorded (with a
shutter obscuring the beam) prior to every scan.
The records of the primate spectra, of course, show a great deal of
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FIG. 7. Frog rod spectra illustrating the effect of the objective's numerical aperturein the DMSP.
(a) Result of a thirty-two scan measurement of a dark-adapted cell
obtained with two equallenses (Zeiss Ultraftuar, 32xjo·4), one serving
as condenser and the other as objective.
(b) Result of a thirty-two-scan measurement of the same cell obtained with a high numerical aperture objective (Zeiss Ultraftuar,
Iooxf o·Ss). The condenser was the same lens as used previously.
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noise although a few usable recordings have been obtained. Fig 8
shows an absorption spectrum from a single human parafoveal cone
recorded axially by Wald and Brown (1965). Computer printouts of
smoothed data from ten individual primate cones recorded axially and
corrected for bleaching are shown in Fig. 9 (Marks et al. 1964). Although
the individual curves are relatively noise-free there is considerable
dispersion of the maxima, probably due to movement of the preparation
during measurement.
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FIG. 8. Recording of density spectrum of a single human parafoveal
cone before and after bleaching. Note that after bleaching the density
has decreased between 460 and 640 nm, whereas owing to the form ation of a photoproduct it has increased in the neighbourhood of 410
nm (from Wald and Brown, 1965).

Averaged data from these records are shown in Fig. 10 (MacNichol,
1964a, b ). Points calculated according to Dartnall's principle for pigments
based on rhodopsin are included for comparison. Although the fit
appears to be reasonably satisfactory the data are not good enough to
determine how weil the Dartnall principle is obeyed in human cone
pigments. Fig. 1I shows the difference spectra of five human cones
recorded by Brown (Wald and Brown, 1965). That it is possible to
record spectra transversely from receptors of very small diameter is
shown in Fig. 12 (Dobelle et al., 1969) which displays raw data fro m a
human foveal cone and a human parafoveal rod. Thus, it appears that
thorough studies of foveal cones will be possible.
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Frc. 9· Relative absorptance difference spectra recorded from ten
primate parafoveal cones. Recordings were made with light passing
axially through the receptors. (From Marks, Dobelle, and MacNichol,
!964.)

The results of microspectrophotometric measurements may be
summarized as follows:
I.

2.

Microspectrophotometric measurements of single receptors
carried out independently in a number of laboratories indicate
the presence of bleachable pigments.
The absorption spectra measured in single receptors are within
the Iimits of error of the measurements identical to those measured
using extracted pigments from retinas of the same species wherever
it has been possible to make direct comparisons (Denton and
Wyllie, 1955; Wald, Brown and Gibbons, 1963). Where it has
not been possible to extract pigments for measurement, the
absorption spectra of the pigments measured in single receptors
fit rather closely with hypotherical pigments having the same
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F IG . 12 . Spectrophotometric recordings of the absorption of a rod and
a cone from the retina of a macaque monkey. (From Dobelle,Marks,
and MacNichol, 1969.)

wavelength of peak absorption. These hypothetical pigments are
constructed on the basis of Dartnall's principle which states that
the function relating relative extinction of the pigment to the
reciprocal of the wavelength (frequency or wave number) is
independent of the wavelength of maximum extinction of photopigments of a given dass. Dartnall constructed a nomogram
based on the spectrum of rhodopsin which permits estimation
of extinction at any wavelength of a rhodopsin type pigment of
the same type having any Amax (Dartnall, 1953, 1962, 1972).
Marks ( 1963, 1965) has shown the Dartnall principle to be nearly
true for goldfish cones, and Marks, Dobelle and MacNiehol
(1964) showed fairly good agreement within the limits of error of
the very few measurements on primate cones that have been made.
Harosi has found that the goldfish cone pigment spectra give a
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still better fit to curves constructed on the basis of Dartnall's
principle when prophyropsin rather than rhodopsin is the prototype pigment (using the data on extracted pigments compiled
by Bridges, 1967, and by Munz and Schwanzara, 1967). The
agreement for the blue and green absorbing cone pigments are so
good that the conclusion appears to be inescapable that visual
pigments are in fact being measured in the microspectrophotometer. The Iack of correspondence of the red absorbing pigment
has not been explained.
3· Cone pigments resemble rod pigments in a number of ways. They
conform closely to the Dartnall principle as noted above. Also,
based upon the rate of disappearance of pigment during measurement of a rod and a cone under identical conditions, their photosensitivities cannot be very different from those of the rods (Marks
1963, 1965). This contradicts Rushton ( 1958) who estimated that
cone pigments are 5 to 10 times as photosensitive as those of rods.
Cone pigments differ from those of rods in that after exposure
to light cone pigments bleach thermally much faster than rod
pigments (Liebman, 1972; Harosi, unpublished).
4· In both goldfish and primates three kinds of cones having three
distinct absorption maxima have been found. In the goldfish each
receptor type appears to contain only a single pigment as determined from the constancy of the shapes of the spectral absorption
curves and the constancy of their Amax, when experiments that
display movement or defocusing artifacts are rejected.
5· So far, very few primate cones have been successfully measured.
Some of these are human and some macaque. J ustification for
combining the human and macaque data is provided by the
careful measurements of De Valois and Jacobs (1968) who
showed that the macaque makes colour and brightness matches
indistinguishable from the normal human. However, even these
few measurements strongly support the hypothesis that human
colour perception is mediated by three kinds of receptors.
6. Much more accurate and extensive measurements of the spectral
absorption of single primate cones will be needed before it is
possible to develop a complete quantitative theory of colour
perception which encompasses microspectrophotometric, electrophysiological and psychophysical measurements. For this, still
more sophisticated microspectrophotometric equipment will
have to be developed. Possibly the techniques can be sufficiently
improved by the use of Fourier transform spectroscopy (for
summary see Becker and Farrar, 1972) which has proven to be
far more efficient than conventional spectroscopy in infrared
analysis.
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D. Alternative interpretations of the microspectrophotometric data
Although the simplest explanation for the microspectrophotometric
findings is that there are different rhodopsin-like pigments in each type
of cone alternative hypotheses have been proposed. R. Brown (personal
communication) has suggested that the stacks of discs in the outer
segments of vertebrate receptors may act as multi-layer interference
filters and thus modulate the spectral sensitivity of a single photopigment. However, in the quantitative development of this theory
it was necessary to assume unreasonably !arge differences in the refractive indices of the various components. Biernson has also proposed a
theory in which the waveguide modes in the receptor outer segments
modulate the response of a single pigment. The arguments for and
against this hypothesis have been summarized by Biernson, MacNiehol
et al. (in Macho!, I967).
Although there is no question that waveguide modes do exist, it
appears that their effect upon the spectral absorption of receptors is
not very great for a number of reasons: (I) Those pigments that have
been examined, both in vitro and in situ, give practically identical
spectral absorption. (2) The measurements of Brindley and Rushton
(1959) on their own eyes indicated that coloured lightsentering from the
back of the eye matched exactly the same colour entering through the
pupil. Marks and Liebman found three pigments in cones illuminated
transversely. Thus the direction from which light enters the receptor
has no effect upon the spectral absorption (except for the small StilesCrawford Effect which Walraven has explained on the basis of changes
in optical pathlength with angle). If waveguide effects were predominant one would expect the absorption spectrum of the receptors or
sensations derived from it to have a strong angular dependence.
Nevertheless, Biernson has argued that waveguide modes should
propagate even when a receptor is illuminated transversely. This
would require that a spot of light shining on one part of a receptor
should produce significant bleaching through its entire length. (Hagins
and Jennings, I959, had shown that bleaching does not propagate
more than about I 11m beyond the illuminated area of a transversely
illuminated frog rod.) Marks (I963, I965) has also found that two
measurements at opposite ends of the same fish cone gave identical
spectra with no evidence in the second measurement of bleaching
during the first. Murray (I968) has made analysis of the consequences
of the waveguide hypothesis. He showed that an absorption spectrum
matehing Marks's 535 nm human photopigment could be derived
from waveguide eflects operating upon a 575 nm photopigment.
However he was unable to explain how a 445 nm 'pigment' could be
derived as weil. Murray then performed a critical experiment which
indicates clearly that there are two spectrally distinct chemical pigments
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in the primate fovea. He carefully isolated foveas from rhesus monkey
retinas and made a suspension of cone outer segments. He placed the
suspension in an ultrasonic field until very few particles having any
dimension !arger than 2 Jlm remained. Analysis of the light transmitted
through such Suspensions in the microspectrophotometer by the method
of partial bleaching revealed two pigments with Amax of 526 and 573 nm.
No contamination by the rods was found. However, when the sample
was obtained outside the fovea, where rods far outnumber cones, a
pigment with Arn.x = 500 nm was found exclusively. The 573 nm
pigment compares very weil with the single receptor spectra of both
Marksand Liebman but the 526 nm pigment does not. However, it is
very close to the 527 nm pigment found by Brown and Wald (1963)
in pieces of fovea analysed also by partial bleaching. On the other hand,
Brown and Wald found a 565 nm red pigment which agrees weil with
their 560 nm single receptor spectra but is far from the Amax measured
by Marks, Murray, or Liebman. These discrepancies arenot surprising
in view of the differences and difficulties in the methods. At the present
time, it must be concluded that several different spectrally distinct
chemical substances which mediate colour perception do exist, and
that the extent to which waveguide effects modify the light absorbing
properties of the receptors remains to be determined.
111. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES RELATED TO
COLOUR VISION

In contrast to the rather meagre but basically simple results obtained
from microspectrophotometric studies of the visual pigments responsible for colour perception, the electrophysiologicalliterature regarding
the retinal processing of the signals generated when light is absorbed
by the pigments is both voluminous and confusing. It is admirably
summarized in the volume edited by Fuortes (1972). In particular,
those chapters written by Abramov, Gouras, and Tomita are most
pertinent to colour vision. Rather than attempting to outdo a superior
undertaking, the remainder of this chapter will summarize those
findings that the authors consider to be most relevant.
The vertebrate retina is both functionally and embryologically a
part of the central nervous system (CNS). Unlike peripheral sensory
nerves which connect receptor cells with the CNS, the optic nerve is a
tract lying wholly within the CNS. The fibres of the optic nerve are
axons of the retinal ganglion cells which are in the fifth layer of the
retina. The ganglion cells are connected to the receptor cells through
a network consisting of bipolar cells, horizontal cells and amacrine cells.
The complexity of the connections in the primate retina is shown
schematically in Fig. 13 (Dowling and Boycott, 1966b).
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According to Polyak (1941) there are 110 to 125 million rods and
4 to 7 million cones in the human retina, but only about one million
fibres in the optic nerve. Hence, these anatomical findings alone indicate
that there must be a high degree of convergence between the receptors
and the ganglion cells from which the fibres of the optic nerve originate.
Recent electron microscopic studies have revealed a wealth of synaptic

FIG. 1 3· Schematic diagram of synapses in a typical vertebrate retina.
R rods, C cones, H horizontal cells; MB, FB, and RB bipolar cells;
A amacrine celJs; MG and DG ganglion celJs. (From Dowling and
Boycott, 1966.)

interconnections between the various cell types in the retina ( reviewed
by Stell, 1972). Electrophysiological studies have clearly shown that
such properties as dynamic range compression, which is necessary for
the eye to function at light Ievels between the darkest night and the
brightest day, and enhancement of spatial and colour contrast take place
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at the retinallevel in all vertebrates thus far studied. In relatively primitive animals such as the frog and the rabbit, feature abstraction such
as the detection of spots independently of their position (Lettvin et al.,
1961) and direction-sensitive motion detection (Barlow et al., 1964)
take place at the retinallevel, whereas in the cat and in primates (Hube!
and Wiesel, 1968) feature abstraction is accomplished in the cortex.
The complexity of the pattern of retinal synapses has been related
directly to the degree of signal processing that takes place at the retinal
Ievel (Dubin, 1970). Even in the comparatively simple retinas there is a
changeover in function between the dim light (scotopic) organization
for which the rods provide the imput, and the bright light (photopic)
arrangement in which the signals from the cones appear to pre-empt
the attention of the signal processing cells. This is, of course, the
familiar Purkinje phenomenon. In addition, the primate retina is organized into a peripheral, rod dominated region; and a central, cone dominated region in the middle of which is the fovea, or area of high visual
acuity, which contains only cones. Psychophysical measurements have
shown that the rods appear to have no important role in colour perception. For example, measurements involving colour perception show
the higher critical flicker fusion frequency and more rapid dark adaptation attributed to the cones. The very slow dark adaptation of the rods
would be expected to seriously upset the perception of colour during
dark adaptation if the rods were functioning as one of the trichromatic
inputs. Moreover, colour discrimination deteriorates rapidly outside
the immediate parafoveal area, and it is probably only because our eyes
are continually in motion and because of our memory that we have the
impression of being surrounded by coloured objects, when at any one
time we are seeing only a very small part of the scene in colour. Thus, in
considering colour perception, we can concentrate on the operation of
the retina under conditions in which the cone input predominates.
The most convenient way of studying the operation of the nervaus
system is by monitaring its electrical activity. Three basic techniques
are used: ( r) gross recording of electrical potential differences across
large areas of nervaus tissue; (2) extracellular recording from a few
cells, or even a single one, by electrodes applied externally to nerve
cells or bundles of nerve fibres; (3) micropipette electrodes which
penetrate single nerve cells and record the potential difference between
the interior of the cell and the surrounding fluid. Each method has its
uses for investigating particular questions.
A. Grass electrical recording: the electroretinogram (ERG)
In r865 Holmgren found that if an electrode is applied to the cornea
of the eye and another to the back of the head a change of electrical
potential occurs between them when the eye is illuminated. He was
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soon able to identify the retina as the source of the potential changes.
A great deal of research has been clone using the ERG on a !arge
number of species including man. It has the advantage that it is a
completely innocuous procedure unlike other forms of electrical
recording, and that it is very easy to do.
On the other hand, the waveform is complex. There are contributions
from practically all cell types in the retina, including even the nonneural pigment epithelium and the Müller Fibres (glia) as well. Thus,
the ERG is difficult to interpret in terms of specific mechanisms, perhaps
even more so than the results of psychophysical experimentation.
The human ERG is rod dominated, so that it is difficult to extract
from it information regarding the cone system. Even if illumination
is confined to the fovea, scattered light causes a vigoraus rod response.
By an ingenious method which makes use of the high acuity of the cone
system, Riggs et al. ( 1966) have managed to study it reasonably well
in isolation. However, even this method is not likely to yield results
which can elucidate specific retinal mechanisms. lt does have the
advantage over psychophysical methods in that retinal properties can
be distinguished from those pertaining to higher visual pathways.
Recently, it has become possible to study the contributions of the
receptor cells to the ERG in isolation. K.T. Brown et al. ( 1965) reported
that they were able to isolate the responses of the cones by clamping the
circulation in the retinal artery, which they believed abolishes the responses of all the more proximal celllayers in the monkey retina. The
choroidal circulation in the back of the eye while remairring intact,
appeared to preserve the responses of the receptors unchanged and in
isolation. In place of the complex ERG a simple cornea negative response to illuminationwas evoked. However, in the absence of recordings obtained directly from the receptors it was impossible to determine
wheteher the choroidal circulation alone is adequate to maintain the
receptors in normal condition, or to determine whether or not the
horizontal and bipolar cells continue to function to some extent and
make at least some contribution to the response. Gouras (personal
communication) has found that in some eye diseases the structural
integrity of portians of the retina is maintained by the choroidal circulation in spite of failure of the retinal vessels.
Sillman et al. (1969) by the use of drugs believed toblock the receptor
cell synapses, were able to isolate a pure receptor cell ERG. This was
confirmed by Cervetto and MacNiehol ( 1972) using intracellular
microelectrodes placed in the receptors and horizontal cells. Thus,
a method has been developed for studying the receptors in isolation
using the gross ERG. It is probably applicable to the eyes of primates,
even human postmartern eyes, since Sicke! et al. (1960) have been able
to maintain isolated primate eyes in functional condition in a ftowing
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medium for several hours. However, as is the case with spectrophotometry of !arge retinal areas and in vivo retinal refiectance spectrophotometry, the spectra of individual pigments in a mixture cannot be
completely resolved by bleaching experiments. In any measurements
in which partial bleaching is involved it is very difficult to get accurate
spectra of the individual components particularly when their absorption
peaks are close to one another.

FIG. 14. lntracellular recordings from three cones of the carp retina
in response to fiashes of light having equal numbers of quanta. Spectral
interval between fiashes 20 nm. Flash duration o·3 sec. Interval
between fiashes o·6 sec. Flux density on retina 2 X 105 photons/ f'm 2
sec. (From Tomita, 1970.)

B. Electrical recordings frorn individual cones
The action spectrum recorded electrically from an individual receptor
(or even under appropriate conditions from the response of a more
proximal structure or a behavioural response) can be used to determine
the absorption spectrum of the pigment contained in that receptor.
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This is true provided that the effectiveness of the light in producing
the measured response depends only on the number of quanta absorbed
by the receptor at each wavelength. Unfortunately, the response of
a living system is usually not a linear function of the number of quanta
absorbed so that the magnitude of an action potential or other response
does not give directly the absorption spectrum of the visual pigment.
However, if the amount of light energy (expressed as the relative
number of quanta) needed at each wavelength to produce a response
of a standard amplitude is measured as function of wavelength the
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Frc. 15. Average responses and standard deviations of twenty-three
blue absorbing, fourteen green absorbing and 105 red absorbing cones
of the carp. Maxima occur at 462 ± 15 nm, 529 ± 14 nm and 6n ± 23
nm. (From Tomita, 1970.)

reciprocal of the energy is directly proportional to the absorptance
(Dartnall, 1962, p. 514).
Although it is very difficult to record from individual cones, Tomita
et al. have been able to do this with the carp (for summary see Tornita,
1972). Fig. 14 shows typical records from cones having maximum
sensitivities at different wavelengths. The mean spectral responses and
standard deviations of a group of 142 cones are shown in Fig. 15 . These
resemble the spectrophotometric curves obtained by Marks except
that the maxima occur at 462, 529, and 611 nm instead of 455, 530, and
625 nm. Considering the broadness of the peaks and the difficulty of
the methods perfect agreement would probably be fortuitous. Nevertheless, these experiments clearly confirm the existence of three spectrally distinct cone types. Tomita confirmed that he was recording from
individual receptors in all cases because the responses were independent
of the area of the retina illuminated. Receptors respond with the same
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amplitude whether the retina is stimulated with !arge or small spots of
light; but other types of retinal cells which integrate the responses of a
large number of receptors, give much !arger responses to !arge area
stimuli. That the recordings came from individual receptors was later
confirmed conclusively by using a marking technique in which a dye
(Niagra Sky Blue) was driven electrophoretically from the tip of the
recording micropipette electrode and shown in histological sections to be
confined to single cone cells. As yet, no recordings have been made from
single primate cones. However, this should be possible with parafoveal
cones, which have !arge ellipsoids, and which should therefore withstand
penetration by micropipettes. If successful, recordings from primate
cones should provide an independent confirmation for the few microspectrophotometric results thus far obtained.

C. Horizontal cells
Svaetichin ( 1956) reported that he had recorded intracellular potentials in response to illumination from the retinas of shallow water fish es
(for a more recent summary see Svaetichin et al., 1965). These differed
from the ganglion cell responses which he had recorded many years
earlier (Granit and Svaetichin, 1939) in that their amplitude increases
steadily with increasing illumination and there is no 'all or nothing'
impulse activity which is characteristic of the retinal ganglion cells and
most other neurons from which recordings had been made up to th at
time. He found two kinds of responses, a hyperpolarizing response
having a broad spectral maximum which he termed the luminosity (L)
response, and another kind of response which he called the chromatic
(C) response. This latter responsewas hyperpolarizing (negative going)
in part of the spectrum and depolarizing (positive going) in the remainder of the spectrum. Svaetichin initially believed that these responses
were recorded directly from cones. He attributed the L response to
single cones and the C response to twin cones which are plentiful in the
fishes he studied. In some species, particularly Mugil, he found two
kinds of C responses, a red-green opponent pair and a blue-yellow
opponent pair. Typical responses from the carp retina are shown in
Fig. 16. This finding appeared to be the first physiological evidence in
favour of Hering's opponent process theory. Tomita (1957) repeated
the experiments with the carp and concluded that the responses arise
from more proximal structures. This was confirmed by MacNiehol
and Svaetichin ( 1958) using a dye driven electrophoretically from th e
recording micropipette. The L responsewas shown to arise in horizontal
cells, which are very !arge in many fishes but the C response could not
be localized to a single cell with the dyes available at the time. Recent
work with fluorescent dyes which do not diffuse through cell walls
(Kaneko, 1970) have shown clearly that both L and C responses arise
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from horizontal cells. The graded intracellular responses are now
generally referred to as S potentials. Recent work by Tomita (1972),
Dowling and Werblin (1971), Kaneko (1971) and others has shown
th at similar potentials can also be recorded from receptors and bipolar
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FIG. r6 .(a) Summary of photopic S potentials, showing one L potential
(upper left) and two C potentials (middle and lower left). The C potential on the right is an infrequently encountered variant of the one to
its left. The wavelength scale is only approximate. Cells were successively stimulated with seventeen colour filters for which the peak
transmission in nanometers is 412, 420, 438, 452, 482, 495, 517, 532,
547, 572, 594, 613, 631, 645, 665, 679, and 697 from left to right.
The last two responses were to white-light flashes attenuated by r ·2
and o·6 long units, respectively. Time for the total sweep was about
1 min. (b) A scotopic L potential and C potential recorded at a
slower sweep . The first L-potential respon se was to 420 nm. (From
Witkovsky, 1967.)

cells. Baylor and Fuortes (1970) have developed purely electrical criteria
for recognizing from which cells a recording is being made so that it is
no Ionger necessary to use dye marking routinely. However, in evaluating earlier work it must be emphasized that S potentials could have
been recorded from several different cell types, although because the
horizontal cells are !arge and relatively easy to record from it is probable
that most early recordings were made from horizontal cells.
The horizontal cells form several layers immediately proximal to
the receptors. They have long processes which synapse with rods and
cones over a considerable area of the retina. The synaptic endings are
in pouches in the receptors in which synaptic endings from the bipolar
cells arealso found . S potentials have been recorded from many species
including primates (for review see Gouras, I 972 ). Most of these responses
were probably from horizontal cells though in mammals positive
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identification by due marking and sectioning has ouly been made in a
few species, for example the cat (Steinberg and Schmidt, 1970).
Horizontal cells are activated by illumination of areas !arger than
their physical extent. This appears to be due to tight junctions having
low electrical resistance between adjacent horizontal cells (Kaneko,
1971 ). Thus these cells would appear to be in a position to integrate
the responses of receptors over !arge areas of the retina to provide an
'automatic gain control' which adjusts the sensitivity of the retina to
function best at a given Ievel of illumination. This concept has been
discussed in detail by Naka and Rushton (1966) and by Byzov and
Kusnezova (1971). Evidence for feedback from the horizontal cells to
the receptors which decreases their response has been found in the turtle
retina by Baylor, Fuortes and O'Bryan (1971) and by Cervetto and
MacNiehol (1972). The synaptic arrangement between the receptors,
horizontal cells, and bipolar cells (reviewed by Stell, 1972) makes it
likely that the horizontal cells also have an effect on the responses of the
bipolar cells, but no direct evidence on this point is yet available.
Witkovsky (1967) has compared the responses of the horizontal cells
of the carp with those of the ganglion cells. The increment thresholds
and the response vs. intensity function were found to be so different
as to make it appear most unlikely that the horizontal cells are on the
direct pathway between receptors and ganglion cells.
The role of the C responses is even more speculative than that of
the L response at the present time. Clearly there must be two different
kinds of synapses on the C cells, one type of presynaptic ending releasing
a hyperpolarizing and the other a depolarizing transmitter substance
(or possibly two antagonistic kinds of sub-synaptic regions which
respond differently to a single transmitter substance). Thesetransmitters
must also be released either directly or indirectly by cones of different
spectral types. An alternative explanation has been proposed by
Fuortes et al. (see Gouras, 1972) on the basis of the interaction between
receptors, which they observed in the turtle. The negative component
of the C response would be due to the direct action of a group of
receptors upon a horizontal cell, as in the L response. On the other
hand, the positive component would be due to the depolarization of the
receptors feeding the horizontal cell by signals from an antagonistic
group of receptors. The effects of the C cells could be to enhance or
depress the responses of cones and bipolar cells depending upon the
colour of objects in the area surrounding them. This could be a mechanism producing colour contrast, and the induction of apparent colour
in a neutral area by a surrounding colour. At present, the relationship
between horizontal cell activity and visual perception is as yet far from clear.
S-potentials have been considered by some to be irrelevant because
there are quantitative differences between their responses and those
of the bipolar and ganglion cells. However, if they are in a feedback
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pathway rather than on the direct line of information flow, it is unlikely
that their responses would be quantitatively similar to those of cells on
the direct pathway.
D. Bipolar cells
Because of the relatively small diameter of these cells it has been
difficult to record from them. Dowling and Werblin (1969), using the
relatively !arge cells of the mudpuppy Necturus, were able to obtain
responses from these cells and to verify their results by dye marking.
Kaneko (1970, 1971) found that the bipolar cells of the goldfish
respond differentially to both the position and wavelength of the
stimulus. One group (non-colour-coded) bipolar cells depolarized when
a small spot of light in the centre of each cell's receptive field was
illuminated. When an annulus surrounding the centre of the receptive
field was illuminated, the cells hyperpolarized. The responses of a
second (colour-coded) group were identical but the responses were
reversed in polarity. When monochromatic lights of different wavelength were used, some of the cells responded by hyperpolarizing to
red light and depolarizing to green light or vice versa. The red-sensitive
process always corresponded to the centre of the receptive field. Both
the centre and the surround responses of the non-colour-coded cells
were maximally sensitive to red light. The diameter of the centre of the
receptive field was found to be the same as the dendritic field of the
bipolar cells (10o-2oo Jlm). The annular antagonistic surround was
found to extend to about 1"5 mm.
A centre-surround type of receptive field was also found in single
receptors of the turtle retina by Baylor, Fuortes, and O'Bryan (1971).
This indicates that there is coupling between the receptors either
directly or through bipolar or horizontal cell synapses in this animal.
Kaneko was unable to detect such coupling in the goldfish.
To date, no recordings have been made from the bipolar cells of
primates. Since they are very slender it may not be possible to obtain
such recordings directly.
lt appears that the bipolar cells primarily concerned with primate
colour vision are the midget bipolar cells. Each foveal cone synapses
with a single midget bipolar cell which in turn synapses with a
single midget ganglion cell. Polyak (1941), who discovered the midget
cell system believed that in the fovea the midget cell system provides
a 'private line' to the brain. This is borne out by the studies of Gouras
( 1971a) on the midget ganglion cells of the monkey's retina. Thus, it is
possible to infer some of the properties of the midget bipolars by intercepting their message further along the 'private line' even though the
line is not completely private as shown by the existence of an inhibitory
surround in the receptive fields of the midget ganglion cells.
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E. Amacrine cells
Dowling and Werblin identified the responses of the amacrine cells
in the retina of Necturus. The responses were found to be phasic, a
transient depolarization occurring both at the onset and cessation of
illumination, often accompanied by one or more spikes resembling
nerve impulses.
Kaneko found that the goldfish has both phasic amacrine cells and
a type that gives sustained responses, with hyperpolarization to red
light and depolarization to green light. There was no evidence of
spatial separation of the red and green inputs.
The amacrine cells, situated as they are between the layer of bipolar
cells and the ganglion cells, and synapsing with both, are, like the
horizontal cells, in a position to integrate activity over !arge areas of the
retina. The phasic nature of the responses of some of them indicates
that they may be involved in temporal contrast and motion detection
as suggested by Dubin's (1970) comparative study. Kaneko's finding
that there is no spatial separation of the red and green inputs to the
tonically active cells would appear to indicate that they are not involved
in simultaneous colour contrast; but it is possible that they could act
to control the effects of changes in the colour of ambient illumination.
It is weil known, for example, that a white object continues to Iook
white in spite of extreme changes in the spectral composition of the
light falling on it. Thus, if the horizontal cells act as an automatic gain
control, adjusting the retina for a particular Ievel of illumination, some
of the amacrine cells may act as an 'automatic colour temperature
control' adjusting the retina to work best at a given spectral composition
of illumination. The amacrine cells have, as yet, been very little studied.
Much more work will be needed for a full elucidation of their function.
F. The retinal ganglion cells
The first cell type from which single unit recordings were made
in the retina and the kind which has been most thoroughly studied
is the retinal ganglion cell. The first recordings were made by Hartline
( 1938) by dissecting single optic nerve fibres of the frog's retina as they
travel just below the internal limiting membrane, and picking them up
on cotton wick electrodes. Hartline identified three fibre types which
he characterized as an, off, and on-off units depending upon whether
they discharge impulses during prolonged illumination, after its cessation, or phasically at the beginning and end. He also showed that
ganglion cells could be activated over an approximately circular region
of considerable extent on the retina which he termed the receptive field.
He also showed that several sub-threshold stimuli presented within
the receptive field would act synergistically to evoke a response.
Suhsequently Svaetichin (Granit and Svaetichin, 1939); and Wilska,
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I 940) developed techniques for producing glass-coated metal microelectrodes from which impulses could be recorded when they were
placed in contact with the bodies of retinal ganglion cells or in contact
with optic nerve fibres. The microelectrode technique is much simpler
than the dissected fibre technique, and has been applied extensively
both in the retina and elsewhere in receptor organs and other parts of
the CNS.
Granit and his co-workers were the first to apply the microelectrode
techniques to investigate colour perception (for review see Granit,
I 9 55). They identified two kinds of ganglion cells responding to coloured
light: the dominators, which respond broadly throughout the visible
spectrum and the modulators which appeared to be sharply tuned to
narrow regions of the spectrum. Unfortunately, their principal experimental animals were the frog and the cat which are known to have
only a minimal ability to perceive colours (Daw and Pearlman, 1970).
More recent evidence indicates that the modulator responses were
obtained by considering only the on (excitatory) component of opponent
colour-coded ganglion cells. Granit's procedure of subtracting the
absorption spectrum of rhodopsin from his observed spectral sensitivities in order to get rid of the rod contribution must have further
complicated the picture (Daw and Pearlman, I969). In any case, it
now appears quite clear that the modulator responses do not represent
photoreceptor pigments having narrower absorption spectra than the
corresponding Dartnall pigments.
Kuffier, Fitzhugh and Barlow (1957) showed that the receptive
fields of the ganglion cells in the cat's retina were divided into a central
region which gave on reponses and a surrounding region giving off
responses or vice versa. They did not find any colour coded ganglion
cells, which Pearlman and Daw (1970) have shown to be very rare in
the cat. However, Granit (I948) apparently did find a few such units,
but at the time he did not attach much importance to them.
De Valois et al. (I958) recording from single units in the lateral
gcniculate body of the macaque monkey's brain found cells that
discharge impulses spontaneously. The discharge frequency of these
cells was found to increase when the eyes were illuminated with light
in one wavelength region and to decrease when illumination in another
wavelength region was presented. The optic nerve fibres synapse in the
lateral geniculate with the next neurons of the visual pathway. The
responses of the LGN cells appear to differ very little from those of the
retinal ganglion cells, so that information obtained at either Ievel may
be considered tobe equivalent (De Valais and Abramov, I966).
Wagner, MacNichol, and Wolbarsht (I96o, I963), Wolbarsht et al.
( 1961 ), and MacNiehol ( 1964, 1966) obtained similar results in recording from the ganglion cells of the isolated retina of the goldfish. They
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found that some ganglion cells have on responses in part of the spectrum
and off responses in another part often shifting from on to off or vice
versa when the wavelength was shifted by as little as ro nm as shown
in Fig. I?· The thresholds for on and off responses as a function of
wavelength were studied for a !arge number of cells most of which were
rcd- green opponent pairs. Bicking ( r965) identified cells of all possible
colour response combinations red, green, or blue with on and off,
response types (six possible combinations). Types involving red vs.
green were found to be most numerous whereas those involving blue
were least numerous. Wagner et al. found that many of the colour
opponent cells are also spatially opponent so that single cells can be
characterized as on centre red, off periphery green or off centre green,
on p eriphery red. Such cells will obviously respond weil to successive
colour contrasts as a boundary between two colours moves across the
respective field of a cell. However, they do not respond to simultaneaus
colour contrast, which is known to be present even when an object is
illuminated by a single ftash of light too brief to include an appreciable
eye movement. Wagner et al. used small spots of light to map the
receptive fields of ganglion cells. Daw ( 1967, 1968) using spots and
annuli discovered an even more complex organization. He found that
half the ganglion cells (designated as doubly opponent or type 0 units)
in the goldfish retina give on responses to red and off responses to green
in the centre of the receptive field or vice versa. In addition they give
off responses to red and on responses to green in the periphery or vice
versa. Thus, if such a cell is of the red on centre type it will give greatest
on responses to red light in the centre and green light in the periphery
presented simultaneously. Likewise, the cell will give the most vigorous
off response when presented with green light in the centre and red light
in the periphery. This behaviour is shown in Fig. r8. Furthermore he
found that in moving a red-green boundary across the receptive field
of such a cell very little response is produced at on or off when the
entire receptive field is illuminated with red or green light; but that
there is an increasing response as the boundary is moved toward the
centre of the receptive field and an abrupt shift from on to off or vice

FIG. 17. Responses of goldfish retinal ganglion cells to changes in
wavelength.
(a) Flash es of light presented at different wavelengths for o· 5 sec.
separated by r · 5 sec. Elevation of bottom trace indicates flash duration.
Responses occurring before flash are off responses to previous flash.
(b) Change from on response to off response with wavelength change
of only ro nm.
(c) Relative energy thresholds of a ganglion cell for on and off responses as a function of wavelength (from MacNichol, 1966).
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versa as the boundary crosses the centre as shown in Fig. I 9· When
these cells were tested with small spots of light, essentially the same
kind of behaviour was obtained as that described by Wagner et al.,
in that the peripheral receptive field is much smaller than that affected
by annular illumination which influences nearly half the diameter
Stimulus 650 nm
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FIG. 18. Response of type 0 ganglion cell to various spots and annuli.
Each line of response represents two seconds of data divided into 100
time bins of 20m sec each. (From Daw 1966.)

of the retina (about 5'5 mm). At the same time, the centre of the receptive field did not cover more than about r·35 mm for the red centre
and I ·6 mm for the green centre. The horizontal cells, because they are
electrically interconnected by tight junctions, would appear to provide
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a sufficient extent to explain the very large size of the observed receptive
fields. On the other hand, the amacrines, since their total extent is only
about 350 pm, appear not to be good candidates for integrating large
areas unless they too are synaptically interconnected.
Daw also found other colour-coded units which he designated types
P and Q which were like the 0 units but with one or more response
properties missing. He also found a very few non-colour-coded units.
He measured the spectral sensitivities of the colour-coded units; these
were all red-green types with maximum sensitivity at wavelengths very
close to the absorption maxima found by Marks. That no units involving
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blue were found was probably due to the small sample size (only 14
type 0 units ), since Marks found the ratios of red to green to blue
absorbing cones to be I I : rs : 2 and Eieking found 46 red-green,
5 green-blue, and 4 red-blue units. There are probably also differences
in the proportians of receptors and ganglion cells of different, closely
related species, since Tomita et al. found 64 per cent red sensitive
receptors, 16 per cent blue receptors, and only 10 per cent green receptors in the Japanese carp.
No evidence of a receptor pigment having maximum sensitivity at
68o nm has been obtained from ganglion cell responses or from spectrophotometric or electrical studies on receptors. Yet Naka and Rushton
(1966) obtained evidence of such a pigment from S potentials from
the tench, a species closely related to the carp and goldfish. By careful
measurement and apparently unassailable logic, they demonstrated
that such a pigment must exist despite the failure of Marks, Liebman,
Tomita or Harosi to find it. Furthermore, Svaetichin et al. ( 1965) also
recorded spectra from a !arge number of cones of fourteen different
teleost species, including the goldfish and found no units with Amax at
Ionger wavelengths than about 6oo nm. Thus, the mystery of an apparent pigment, detected by one physiological method but undetected
by other methods, is yet to be resolved. However, recent unpublished
work presented orally at the May 1973 meeting of the Association for
Research in Vision and Ophthalmology by Abramov et al. appears to
have resolved this difficulty. They have demonstrated that 'pseudopigments' obeying the same criteria that Rushton and Naka used for
proof of real pigments can be found in physiological and behavioural
responses mediated by the interactions of real pigments having quite
different (and more closely spaced) absorption maxima. They were
able to demonstrate quantitatively that Rushton's 68o pigment, the
long-wave pigment found by Speckreijse et al. from the ganglion cells
of the gold fish, and the red maxima in Figs. 20 and 21 can be obtained
from interactions of the pigments found spectrophotometrically in the
same animals.
The most extensive work done at the ganglion celllevel in primates
appears tobethat of Gouras (reviewed by him in Shipley and Dowling,
1971). He found a class of ganglion cells in the rhesus monkey's (macaque) retina which he identified as midget ganglion cells on the basis of
their response properties. He found on-centre units to be most common
although there are also off-centre units and blue sensitive cells to be less
common than those responding to red and green. These cells had very
small receptive field centres, the centre response disappearing when a
io spot of light was moved only slightly. The antagonistic surrounds
of these cells were reported to be relatively weak and diffuse. By the
use of fields of complementary colours, relative spectral thresholds
were obtained for these ganglion cells, which were found to be of three
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types having maximal sensitivity in the red, green, and blue spectral
regions as shown in Fig. 20.
Although these spectral responses are not sufficiently precise to make
quantitative comparison possible, they are consistent with the spectral
· absorptances obtained from single receptors. The ganglion cells gave
a maintained response to spots of light of large size as long as the wavelength was appropriate to drive the centre process- hence they were
termed tonic cells. Gouras (1968) found other cells which respond
phasically to large spots of light regardless of wavelength. The centre
responses of the tonic cells were found to be antagonized by stimulation
of the periphery by light of an appropriate antagnostic wavelength.
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Thus, these cells are of the opponent type. Because of the very small
size of their receptive field centres, their opponent colour properties,
and their parafoveallocation these tonic cells would appear to be those
responsible for the acute colour discrimination and spatial resolution
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of the fovea. Obviously they need to be studied in more detail, particularly with annular stimuli, to determine whether they fit Daw's type
0 classification, which appears to be needed for enhancement of simultaneous colour contrast.
G. Lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
Most of the work clone with mammals at the ganglion cell level has
used the cat, which as mentioned previously, has very little ability to
discriminate colours independently of brightness except when rods
and cones are both functioning, as they are in moderately dim (mesopic)
illurnination. Thus, the cat's retinal ganglion cells have contributed
very little to our knowledge of the mechanisms of colour perception.
However, Pearlman and Daw (1970) have recently found a very few
cells in the lateral geniculate body that appear to have opponent inputs
from a 556 nm pigment and another absorbing maximally at about
450 nm. Furthermore, these were doubly opponent cells (type 0).
Fortunately a great deal of work has been clone with mammals having
dichromatic and trichromatic colour perception by recording frorn
single units of the lateral geniculate nucleus where the optic nerve
fibres terminate. This is reviewed by Wiesel and Hubel (1966), De
Valois (1971), and Michael (1971).
De Valois et al. found six principal cell types in the LGN of the
rnacaque. Two kinds of non-colour-coded cells were found. One
( +white-black) increased its firing rate when illurnination was increased.
The other ( +black--white) did the reverse. When two stimuli of
different colour, equated for brightness by behavioural tests, were
alternated no change in firing rate of these cells rate was observed.
Four types of spectrally opponent cells were observed: +red-green,
+green-red, +blue-yellow, and +yellow-blue. By the use of appropriate
monochromatic adapting lights three kinds of spectral responses were
isolated which were designated as L, M, and S with maxima at about
570, 540, and 450 nm respectively, in good agreement with the existing
microspectrophotornetric data. The relationship of these presurned
receptor responses appeared tobe the following: The white-black cells
acted as if their inputs were from L and M cones combined additively.
The RG cells received opponent inputs from the L and M cones and
the YB cells frorn the L and S cones. The responses ofthe six types are
shown in Fig. 21.
Using the envelope of the minimal shifts in wavelength that would
produce a fixed criterion shift in firing rate of the RG and B Y cells an

FIG. 21. Average firing rates of six LGN cell types to three different
Iuminance Ievels ofmonochromatic light. (From De Valois, 1971.)
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approximation to the human wavelength discrimination function was
obtained as shown in Fig. 22. A saturation detection function was also
obtained by adding a small amount of monochromatic light at different
wavelengths to a white stimulus background and determining the
amount needed to achieve a fixed criterion shift in firing rate. This is
compared with the behaviourally determined saturation function of
the macaque in Fig. 23.
Many colour opponent cells in the macaque's LGN have also been
shown to have centre-surround antagonism though not the doubly
opponent type classified type 0 by Daw. There is some controversy
in regard to the overlap of the centre and surround regions. De Valois
et al. have reported both opponent processes to be present in the centre
of the receptive fieldas found by Wagner et al. (1963), whereas Wiesel
and Rubel found no overlap (see discussion following De Valois, 1972).
De Valois proposes that intensity and colour are coded in different
channels, colour being carried by the colour opponent cells and brightness by the black-white (spectrally non-opponent) cells.
Recently Marrocco (1972) has made recordings, under the same
conditions used by De Valois for recordingfrom the LGN, fromlfibres of
the optic tract of the macaque (a procedure equivalent to recording
from the retinal ganglion cells). He found the four spectrally opponent
and the two spectrally non-opponent types as reported for the LGN
by De Valois. Using chromatic adaptation he found that one cone type
actuated the centre process and another cone type the surround.
He concluded that as far as chromatic information is concerned the
LGN synapses produce little change in the messages coming from the
ganglion cells. On the other hand, from a study of the maintained
discharge rate of the spectrally non-opponent optic nerve fibres and
LGN cells he found that the fibres increased or decreased their firing
rate nearly linearly in response to over eight decades of background
stimulus intensity. The on-centre LGN units first increased and then
decreased their firing rates as the light intensity increased. The affeentre units did the opposite. He concluded that this effect is due to
a stronger tonic antagonism between the centre and surround processes
in the geniculate than in the retina. A consequence of this property
is that the ability of the optic nerve fibres accurately to convey absolute
luminance information is lost in the LGN.
H. Higher brain centres
The processing of colour information by higher centres in the brain
is beyond the scope of this paper. However an up-to-date review of
this subject should appear in Jung (1972). This publication was not
yet available at the time this chapter was prepared.
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I. Summary
1. Trichromatic colour perception of essentially the same type
exists in widely different species: man, the macaque monkey, and
the cyprinid fishes. This assertion is borne out by a !arge body
of behavioural, psychophysical and neurophysiological research.
2. Trichromacy is mediated by three distinct photopigments in
each species which are basically similar in their properties, but
not identical, to the rod pigments found in the same species.
Direct evidence is provided by microspectrophotometry of single
cones, cone homogenates, and whole foveas; also by reflectance
densitometry of the human eye, and electrical recordings from
single cones. Indirect evidence is obtained from behavioural,
psychophysical experiments, and electrophysiological recordings
from cells more proximal than the receptors.
3· The pigments are segregated (completely or nearly so) into three
cone types as shown by microspectrophotometry and electrical
recordings from single cones.
4· Antagonistic responses to colour (opponent colour processes)
occur in the horizontal, bipolar, and amacrine cells in all species
thus far studied successfully. The electrical responses are slow,
graded changes of opposite polarity although some spike activity
is generated by the amacrine cells.
5· The retinal ganglion cells (cell bodies of the optic nerve fibres)
and the cells of the lateral geniculate nucleus with which the optic
nerve fibres synapse respond to antagonistic stimuli by the speeding
up or slowing down of their discharge frequency or by discharges
of bursts of impulses at onset or cessation of illumination.
6. Colour opponent ganglion and LGN cells also exhibit antagonistic responses when the centre and the periphery of their receptive fields are stimulated. Thus, the responses of a single cell are
ambiguous, a given response being obtainable either by stimulation with an appropriate wavelength or an appropriate light
distribution in the receptive field. The fact that position and
wavelength are clearly perceived as separate entities must depend
on the properties of the networks in the brain which receive the
inputs from the lateral geniculate nucleus. The information is
obviously not lost in the LGN. Although position and wavelength are confused in each cell, none gives a response to a
given stimulus identical to that of any other cell in its vicinity
because of the difference in the position of its receptive field and
because its near neighbours may belong to the five other cell types
that have been observed. Thus, although the information is
ambiguous in each cell it is not ambiguous when the entire array
of cells is considered.
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7· There appear separate channels for coding colours and background
Iuminance. The luminance channel appears to involve the noncolour-coded horizontal, bipolar, amacrine, and geniculate cells.
APPENDIX

Definitions of Spectrophotometric Terms used in Text
Transmittance ('r): The fraction of radiant ftux transmitted by the
sample fl>t/fl>o where fl>t is the radiant ftux transmitted and fl>o is the
radiant ftux simultaneously incident on the sample.
A spectrophotometer does not ordinarily measure the light incident on the sample. Also, it does not measure the ftux (power) but
instead measures the radiant energy Q = Jf!.>dt integrated over the
time of measurement. lnstead, the instrument actually measures
the following which is entirely equivalent to the transmittance:

Light energy received by the detector in the presence of a sample
tm

= Light energy received by the detector in the absence of a sample

Absorptance a.: The fraction of the radiant ftux absorbed by the
sample is never measured directly. It can be inferred from measurements of the effects of light on the sample (action spectrum) but it is
obtained in spectrophotometric measurements from the transmittance
since fl>o = fl>t-fl>a-fl>r where fl>a is the radiant ftux absorbed and fl>r
is the radiant ftux scattered or reftected out of the measuring beam by
the sample.

When successful efforts are made to make fl>r very small compared to
the other quantitites, for all practical purposes
(1. =

fl>o - fl>t
--fl>o

=

fl>t
fl>o

I--

Since there is usually no way of measuring fl>c in the microspectrophotometer the accuracy of the results is critically dependent on keeping
it small. The use of a much !arger numerical aperture in the objective
than in the condenser and the measurement of a bleaching difference
spectrum rather than an absorption spectrum both tend to minimize
the effects of fl>c.
Optical Density D (sometimes also called absorbance or extinction):
D is the decadic Iogarithm of the reciprocal of transmittance
D

fl>o
fl>t

= log10 -
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Absorption is used to indicate that light is absorbed when neither
absorptance or optical density is specified.
Spectrophotometric measurements depend on what has been variously
called Beer's law, the Beer-Lambert law, or Bouger's law. It states that
equal thicknesses of the same material dl absorb equal fractions d<!>
of radiant flux <!> incident upon them:

which integrates for a sample of finite thickness to
<l>t
.,
- = e<l>o

For a chemical substance absorbing light, a is proportional to the
concentration of the substance c and the absorption coefficient per unit
concentration k so that

By using an appropriate constant Ern in place of k the expression can be
rewritten with c expressed in grams molecular weights per litre, and
exponentials of base 10 instead of base e can be used.
Thus
or after inverting and taking the logarithm of both sides of the expression
<l>o
log10 - = ecl = D
<l>t
Thus the optical density is directly proportional to the concentration
of the substance, the thickness of the sample, and the molar extinction
coefficient e which is of course a function of wavelength. It is this
dependence of e on A. that one needs to know.
To characterize a pigment the relative extinction or ratio of extinction
at a particular wavelength e). compared to the maximum extinction
llmax is a very useful measure because in taking this ratio concentration and pathlength cancel out. Absorption spectrum plotted in terms
of relative extinction is therefore independent of the pigment concentration measured.
On the other hand, to determine the amount of pigment in a receptor
the relative absorptance spectrum is used because the absorptance
spectrum broadens as the concentration and path length increase.
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FIG. Ar. H ypothetical spectra demonstrating the effect of selfscreening. The curve designated as D-0 indicates absorptance at
infinite dilution. The other spectrum designated as D - I ·o was
constructed on the basis of calculations in which a density of one
(D = r ·o) at
was assumed. The relative absorptance values were
calculated from the relative density values (curve D-0) by the
relation A = r- ro-» and then normalized to the peak. This latter
curve would be expected to correspond to the relative spectral sensitivity of a cell in which the incident light rays encountered a peak visual
pigment density of I ·o.

This effect is illustrated in Fig. AI which compares the relative absorptance of a pigment having a very small maximum absorptance with the
same pigment in a concentration that absorbs 90 per cent of the incident
light at the wavelength of maximum absorption.
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SIMULATEU LENS, MACULAR AND
ILLUMINATION CHANGES AND THEIR
EFFECT ON COLOUR VISION
B. W. TANSLEY* and R. LAKOWSKI
Visual Laboratory, Department of Psychology
University of British Columbia, Vancouver

Previous studies on simulated pre-receptoral changes dealt mainly
with lens absorptions due to age and the effect of macular changes
were inferred from aphakics studies (Lakowski, 1962; Verriestet al.,
1963). In this paper both effects have been experimentally induced.
Simulation filters approximating to the lens (Said and Weale, 1959)
were constructed from quartz cells using CIBA Geigy water soluble
dyes, and Lutein Xanthophyll dissolved in chloroform was used to
simulate macular pigmentary changes (Bone and Sparrock, 1971).
Experiment I investigated the effects of these filters separately and
in combination on the discrimination of young subjects aged twenty
years where pre-receptoral changes are at a minimum.
Experiment II investigated the additional effect of reduced retinal
illumination, where Iosses in luminance due to increased pre-retinal
absorbtion are compensated by increased intensities.
The effects of such manipulations on the performance on the Ishihara
plates, Panel D-15, Farnsworth-Munsell Ioo-Hue test and a modified
version of a Pickford- Nicolson anomaloscope are discussed.
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AII2

CHROMATIC INDUCTION AND
GLARE THEORY

J.

WALRAVEN

Institute for Perception TNO, Soesterberg

Chromatic induction is generally believed to be due to lateral nervaus
interactions in the visual pathway, and indeed when test and inducing
field are presented as a single ftash (simultaneous contrast) the phenomenon is difficult to explain in any other way. In the case of a stationary
surround and jlashing test field, however, this interpretation may not
be necessarily the correct one. Sturlies concerned with glare have shown
that under such circumstances entoptic light scatter may account very
weil for the observed 'lateral' effects (e.g. Holladay, 1926; Stiles and
Crawford, 1937; Vos and Bouman, 1959; Rushton and Gubisch, 1966).
Whether the same is true for chromatic induction, however, has still
to be established. Data pertinent to this question were obtained by a
compensation method similar to that used previously by DeValois
and Walraven (1967), i.e. maintaining a constant (pure yellow) hue
of the test field. In the present study this was achieved by varying the
red content of a red-green light mixture used for the o· 5 s test ftash.
The latter, an annulus with inner and outer diameters of 6o' and 90'
respectively, was presented in the centre of steady, red annular
surrounds with either fixed inner diameter (1o7') and expanding
outer diameter, or with fixed outer diameter (420') and contracting
inner diameter (see inset in Part III of Fig. 1).
The results obtained with the various annuli plotted as a function of
the variable diameterd of the latter, are shown in Part I of Fig. I. These
results clearly demonstrate the importance of the spatial parameters of
the surround. At first sight, therefore, one might be inclined to ascribe
the observed effects to the spatial integration properties of a lateral
inhibitory mechanism. However, there is no need for such an explana-
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tion, since, as is shown in Part II of Fig. 1, relatively feeble veiling
backgrounds were found to give rise to compensatory responses (factors
of increase of red) commensurate with those obtained with surround
stimulation. The specific amounts of veiling light required for a stray
light interpretation, thee quivalent backgrounds, were determined by
translating response into veiling light (see dashed lines in Fig. 1). The
stray light estimates thus obtained are shown in Part III.

variable diometer d of onnulus

of orcJ

Fw. 1. Part I: Factors of increase of red required for maintaining a
yellow hue of the test flash in the presence of steady red annular
surrounds with either variable outer diameter (filled circles) or variable inner diameter (open circles). Retina\ illuminance of surround:
1500 td.
Part II: Factors of increase of red as a function of the retinal illuminance of a superimposed 107' veiling background.
Part I li: Equivalent background, i.e. the retinal illuminances of
veiling backgrounds that produce the same hue shift as the surrounds
given by the abscissa. Scale at the right gives the same values expressed
in percents of the surround illuminance (1500 td). Vertical arrow
indicates outer diameter of the test field (9o').

In order to check whether the obtained equivalent backgrounds
were valid measures of stray light, two preconditions necessary for that
hypothesis were tested and found to be fulfilled, i.e. the fixed ratio of
equivalent background to surround (the independence of light intensity)
and the linear additivity of stray light. The latter property is also evident
from the data shown in Part lll, where the two complementary annuli
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associated with each value of d, appear to be linked with complementary
amounts of equivalent veiling light.
In the final analysis, an attempt was made to establish a connection
with the psychophysical expression of the scattering properties of the
eye, the glare function. The latter is usually presented in the form

where L.q represents the veiling luminance, E the illumination of the
observer's eye by the (glaring) light source, (} the angle of the glare
source from the line of sight, and K and n are constants. By inserting
a small arbitrary constant ((} 0) to give

(2)
and thus prevent the function from going to infinity for small (}, the
glare formula could be used for the numerical computation of stray
light profiles inside an annulus. Among a number of available (empirical) formulae that were tried for this purpose, those of Vos ( I959, I963)
and Fry and Alpern (I953) were found to yield the best description of
the data. In fact, the curves drawn through the data points in Part III
of Fig. I, were generated by the formula of Vos, modified only by the
insertion of (} 0 = o·I3°, i.e.

with L.q in cdfm2 , Ein Iux and (} in degrees.
The modified glare formula permitted an additional check of the
validity of the stray light interpretation of the data. lt was used to compute the amount of stray light in the centre of a 3 °-8 ° annulus, the
sametype of annulus used by Rushton and Gubisch (I966) for their
objective stray light determinations by retinal densitometry. They
measured I· 5 per cent stray light in the centre of the annulus, a value
in fair agreement with the 2·2 per cent that was computed with the aid
of equation (3).
Conclusion

The adaptive hue shifts produced by steady chromatic surrounds
can be accounted for on the basis of entoptic light scatter. This finding
confirms the stray light explanation of glare and, furthermore, provides
a new method for its quantification.
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SELECTIVE DAMAGE TO PIGEON CONES
BY COLOURED LIGHT

J.

MARSHALL and D. A. PALMER

Department oj Visual Science, Institute of Ophthalmology, London

and

J. MELLERIO

Department of Lije Sciences, Polytechnic of Central London

INTRODUCTION

Moderate exposures to white light can darnage the retinal receptors
of various anirnals.l- 4 In our previous study 5 we showed that exposure
to screens at a lurninance of 3000 cd/rn2 can darnage the outer segrnents
of cones in pigeons in only 6 hours. W e are now repeating our experirnents with coloured filters in front of the screens, and have obtained
selective darnage. The question arises whether we have thus distinguished the bird's retinal colour receptors.
METROD

The pigeon is kept in a cage of dirnensions 360 X 360 X 440 rnrn vert.,
surrounded on four sides with banks of daylight-type fluorescent
larnps packed closely together. Sheets of frosted acetate (Cinernoid
no. 29) act as diffusing screens, so that the bird is surrounded by
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uniform illumination, interrupted only by the corner posts and the
wire mesh. The cage ftoor and celling are not lighted. Fans ensure a
controlled cage temperature of 27± 1°C.
The spectral power distribution can be altered by inserting coloured
sheets of Cinemoid, with a consequent reduction of the maximum
luminance to about 6oo cdfm2 • For orange and green light at this Ievel
(obtained with Cinemoid nos. sa and 23 respectively), the exposure
time was 48 hours, chosen as sufficient to produce definite damage.
One bird, photographed by time-lapse photography, spent some
20 per cent of such a long period asleep, but no corrections for this
have been applied to our results.
Seven days after exposure the birds are killed, and their eyes removed and fixed. Wehave already described our examination technique5 and why we have discounted possible artefacts in the preparation
of sections for electron microscopy. In various control experiments
in which the sides of the cage were occluded, the conditions being
otherwise the same, no darnage resulted.
RESULT S

In the damaged cones, the normally parallel lamellar structures in the
outer segments become broken up and vesiculate, with an associated
increase in glycogen in the inner segments, and !arger numbers of
phagosomes in the pigment epithelium. Three degrees of darnage can
be distinguished-none, slight and severe.
We have concentrated on the red-spot area where at least three
types of cone are found, with greenish, yellowish and red oil droplets
in the inner segments, the last type producing the distinctive coloration.
In the electron microscope, only those cones with red droplets can be
distinguished, because they also contain hundreds of associated
smaller droplets. 6 W e are thus able to some extent to correlate the
darnage with the coloration.
With a damaging exposure to white light, virtually every cone is
damaged to the same extent. With an exposure to orange light, sample
counts were: of cones with red oil droplets 10 were damaged and 41
undamaged; of the other cones, 48 were damaged and 16 undamaged.
With exposure to green light: of cones with red droplets, 42 were
damaged and none undamaged; of the other cones, 48 were damaged
and 3 undamaged.
DISCUSSION

These preliminary results show that green light is more damaging
than orange light for cones with red droplets; in both cases, the other
cones are damaged to a similar extent. This selective damage, although
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it clearly depends on the spectral power distribution, is not necessarily
associated with the colour vision of the animal. For example, if it is
postulated that green light might selectively darnage the green-responding cones, then these must be the cones with the red droplets, which
seems an unlikely arrangement.
The function of the coloured droplets is uncertain, but they must
absorb a certain proportion of the incident radiation. Converted to heat,
this would raise the local temperature and perhaps break down the
cone structure. However, estimates show that the temperature rise,
even if the cone were completely insulated from the rest of the animal,
is too small to cause darnage in the duration of the experiment.
Before drawing further conclusions, more experiments are required
with various exposures and different spectral distributions and perhaps
using different species.
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COMPARISON OF ISOLATED RED AND GREEN
SENSITIVE CONE SPECTRA OBTAINED
BY MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY
AND BY PSYCHOPHYSICAL THRESHOLDS
H. G. SPERLING
University of T exas at Hauston

Careful comparison of the absorption spectra obtained by Marks
et a/., 1 and Liebman and Entine2 for red and green sensitive cones,
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by the technique of microspectrophotometry, with results obtained
both in our laboratory and others' on Rhesus monkeys and humans
by psychophysics, shows not only difference in peak sensitivity of the
two classes of receptors, but also a difference in the shape of their
absorption or sensitivity spectra on the long-wavelength side. MacNichoP remarks on this in comparing the Marks, et al. primate cone
absorption spectra with the Dartnall nomogram. All the data examined
agree in showing that the red-sensitive cone spectrum is steeper than
the green-sensitive cone spectrum on the long-wavelength side.
The increment-thresholds of deuteranomalous and protanomalous
subjects were studied with different spectral and white backgrounds.
The normal red- and green-sensitive cone responses were found to be
the same as in normal subjects. Anomalous red and green cone responses
were also isolated to a fair degree. These were subjected to the test
of univariance by showing that there was little change in the peak
wavelength or the shape of the spectra with different background
wavelengths and intensities. From these data, there appear to be two
independent factors associated with the spectra of the red- and greensensitive cones-a 'peak' factor and a 'shape' factor. For, in deuteranomalous, the anomalous green sensitive cone has a displaced peak
wavelength but retains its 'green cone shape'. In the protanomalous,
the anomalous red sensitive function lies at a displaced wavelength,
but retains its normal 'red cone shape'.
An analysis will be reported of the predictability of colour-matching
data using these curves as theoretical primaries.
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RELATION OF THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY
TO THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
OF THE RETINA
WOJCIECH STANIOCH
R esearch Centre for Lighting Engineering, Warsaw, Poland

In this work the relationship between the amplitude b of electroretinogram (ERG) and the spectral response of the retina in the peripheral
field, of vision is discussed. The basis of the paper is the investigations
into the effect of lighting at about Ioo Hz frequency and variable
pulsation depth on electrical activity of the retina. lt was concluded that
the amplitude b of ERG increased for reduced pulsation depth of
lighting at constant retinal illuminance. These results have been obtained
for four observers, 23- 2S years old, out of five who were tested for the
hypothesis that absorbed light is considered according to rod spectral
response of the retina.
METHOD

The observers were tested using adaptating lights produced by two
identical mercury lamps of 40 W with blue and yellow glass filters.
The lamps were supplied separately with so Hz and 3000 Hz current.
Four variants of the supply lamps were used: (I) both lamps with so Hz
current; (2) with 3000 Hz current blue filter{4oo-soo nmflamps and
with so Hz of yellow filter/soo-7oo nm/lamp; (3) with so Hz current
blue filter lamp and with 3000Hz yellow filter one; and (4) with 3000Hz
current the both lamps ..
The luminance of the white screen tobe tested was I S cd/m 2 approximately for every supplying variant. The angle size of the screen perpendicular to the observation axis was S0°. The ERG was recorded
by means of a Keiser electroretinograph at flash lamp with I Hz
frequency and o·2 joule energy. The results given in the following table
are related to the mean relative value of illumination component of
IOO Hz frequencyfso Hz current frequencyfcalculated according to
CIE V(v'A.) curve for rod scotopic vision. This value for firstvariant was
assumed to be Ioo per cent.
Fig. I represents the relation of the mean for I, 2, 4 and sth observer
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Variant

I
II
III

IV

Value of illumination
component of 100 Hz
(percentage)
IOO
ss
r6
0

I

28
42
74
102

Amplitude b (p.V) of ERG for
observer
Mean value
2
5
3
4

28
42
so
ro8

120
IJ2
96
128

70
74
ro8
120

44

74
88
170

43
ss
So
125

(results for 4th observer was not typical) values of amplitude, b,
against to values of illumination component of 100 Hz frequency.
120
100

r

80

b

- - - - E (100Hz)--FrG. r

The curve construction to be showed in Fig. I may be interpreted as
follows:
Amplitude b of electroretinogram represents in the opinion of many
physiologists (Granit, Motokawa) the activity of the rod elements and
therefore the illumination values were calculated according to CIE
V'(A.) curve for scotopic vision. In my researches only one parameter,
i.e. the physiological depth of light pulsation, was changed. The IOO Hz
light frequency can be assimilated by the eye for many people, but
above 300 Hz light frequency is never assimilated. That is the variable
relation of 100Hz and 3000Hz frequency adaptationlight components
caused the variable physiological depth of the light pulsation in every
variant of illumination. The variations of b amplitude of ERG were
caused by variation of physiological depth of the light pulsation and in
consequence by variations of relation of the active elements-rods and
cones. Cones are more active for light pulsated with frequency up to
300 Hz. A rising of the amplitude b of ERG for every value of reducted
pulsation depth of light can be then explained by a rising of active rods
in relation to active cones in vision.
From the above results we can suppose that: (I) variations of amplitude
b of ERG for 4 observers were caused by variations of IOO Hz light
frequency components, assimilated by the eye, (2) electrical activity
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is good method for the eye spectral response appointment, (3) electrically active elements are rods and therefore illumination ought to be
calculated according to V'(A.) curve for scotopic vision if the electrophysiologic methods are used.

Au6

DIGITAL RETINAL VISION THEORY
WALTER E. CRANDALL
Northrop Research and Technology Center, Corporate Laboratories,
Hawthorne, California

The brain receives inputs and transmits outputs via nerve fibres with
the information coded in time-varying impulse ratesandnot in amplitude-modulated pulses. In the case of visual inputs it is important to
generate the large amplitude time modulation at the earliest possible
point in the visual chain to maintain sharp time and spatial correlation
and to minimize noise generation. In the visual chain this point is the
disc structure of the outer segment of the photoreceptors. A primary
neural impulse triggered by a single photon interacting with a photopigment molecule in a disc structure, offers the simplest explanation
of the following experimental observations:
Spatial resolution is of the order of a single photoreceptor dimension.
The threshold Ievel is of the order of a single photon absorbed in a
photoreceptor.
3· Precise colour-coded information in digital data format is generated
in the retinal layers and transmitted to the visual cortex.
I.

2.

The mechanism generating the primary neural impulse must meet
these additional observations:
A single photoreaction does not significantly reduce the sensitivity
of a rested photoreceptor.
2. Multiple photoevents in a short time increment can reduce the
sensitivity of the photoreceptor to zero without destroying a significant fraction of the photopigment molecules.
3. Spectral response of the photoreceptors have the characteristics
required for photopic and scotopic psychophysical luminous
efficiency observation.
I.
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The model of the retina required to transmit and process the primary
neural impulses must incorporate the following elements :
r. The energy released by a single photoreaction must be amplified
by a closely coupled process in the discs of the outer segment.
2. The transmitted pulses must be highly shielded from coupling with
neighbouring photoreceptors prior to the data processing stage.
3· The output of the colour-matching data processing network must
have an explicit functional relationship to the photoreceptor's
spectral response.
4· The elements of the model must fit within the morphological and
physiological constraints of the eye.
Within the constraints of the above requirements, a model of the
retina was developed with the required functional relationships between
sub-elements of the system to make a quantitative comparison of the
predictions of a digital data processing network with the experimental
observations. Any attempt to develop a complete network with all the
nuances of the human visual system would unnecessarily complicate
the analysis and interpretation of the basic model. The signal isolation
created by the synaptic contacts allows an overlay of innumerable
digital data processing networks within the constraints of spatial
limitations in the retina without negating the separate analysis of any
one of these networks.
The basic parameters that must be specified for the specific networks
in the present analysis are the following:
r. Number of photopigment molecules in each outer segment of the

photoreceptor (N.).
Photareaction cross-section as a function of photon energy for the
photons interacting with the photopic and scotopic photopigment
molecules (l:1 , l: 2, l: 3 and l:,).
3· Regeneration time of the photopigment molecule following destruction by a direct photoreaction (rp)·
4· Number of photopigment molecules deactivated in the coupled
process in the disc generated by a single photoreaction (Nd).

2.

FIG. Ia. An explicit set of cross-sections (E11 E 2 , E 3) with dioptric
D and macula M absorption is selected as a reasonable fit to the
experimental data of Wald.' The average of these three cross-sections
generate the photopic luminous efficiency curve (DM[E1 + E 2 + E 3]{3).
FIG. 1b. The explicit set of cross-sections (E1 , E 2 , E 3) used in Fig.
are used to generate the colour-matching functions:

Ia

r = [z.E1 - E 2],
g = E2 ,
b = zE3
These derived functions (dashed curves) are in reasonable agreement
with the CIE (1931) colour-matching functions (solid curves).
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5· Reaetivation time of a dise following deaetivation by the eoupled
proeess (r4).
6. Number of photopigment moleeules in the photoreeeptors eonvergent upon the seotopie and photopie bipolar luminous intensity
ehannels (N6, and N 6t>).
7. Reaetivation time of the bipolar ehannel following the passage of
an impulse (r6).
8. Explieit funetional relationships between the eolour-matehing
funetions (r, g, b) and the photopie photoreaetion eross-seetions
(L1 , L 2, L 3) in the bipolar eolour-matehing ehannels.
The speeifie data proeessing networks developed m the present
paper are the following:
Seotopie luminous intensity network.
Photopie luminous intensity network.
3. Photopie eolour matehing networks.
I.

2.

Funetional relationships are also developed for the graded potentials
tp.easured in eleetroretinograms in terms of the seotopie and photopie
luminous intensity networks. The eritieal postulates in these networks
are the following major assumptions:
A primary neural im pulse is generated by a single photoreaetion in
the closely eoupled photopigment of the dise strueture.
2. Coineidenee (exeitatory) and anti-eoineidenee (inhibitory) synaptie
eontaets exist at the foot plate of the photopie photoreeeptor nuclear
proeesses loeated in the outer plexiform layer.
I.

The funetional relationships, based on the model, are in quantitative
agreement with the following experimental observations:
I.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

Photopie and seotopie luminous effieieney data. 1 - 6
Photopie and seotopie eleetroretinogram adaptation and reeovery
data. 7
Seotopie eleetroretinogram early and late reeeptor potential data. 8 • 9
Photopie and seotopie psyehophysieal adaptation and reeovery
data.lo,u
Colour-matehing psyehophysieal response data. 1 .12
Colour-matehing neurophysieal response data. 13

The eomponents of the model and the assumed values of the parameters fit within the framework of morphologieal and physiologieal
observations. Sinee detailed knowledge is almost totally laeking of the
?ynamie proeesses in the metabolieally aetive dise's strueture or in the

An6: Walter E. Crandall
complex synaptic contacts at the outer plexiform layer it is not very
rewarding to develop a detailed model of these processes.
A comparison of the predictions of the theory with the referenced
experimental data will be given in the presentation. Fig. 1 is one exarnple
of these comparisons. Photons, photon fluxes and photon interaction
cross-sections are the logical descriptors of the functional relationships
in the theory. An explicit set of photopic cross-sections (:E1 , :E2, :E3 ) with
dioptric D and macula M absorption is selected as a reasonable fit to the
experimental data of Wald1 (Fig. w). The average of these three
cross-sections generates the photopic luminous efficiency curve (DM
(L1 +:E 2 + 3]/3). The same photopic cross-sections are then used in the
functional relationships developed for the coincidencefanti-coincidence
colour-matching network model to generate the colour-matching
functions (r = [z:E1 -:EJ, b = :E 2 andg = z:E 3). These derivedfunctions
(dashed curves of Fig. 1b) are in reasonable agreement with the CIE
(193 I) colour-matching functions 12 (solid curves of Fig. 1b). The theory
has explicitly related the luminous efficiency function and the colourmatching functions to a common set of photopic cross section functions.
Consistent agreement of the network model with the referenced experimental data is also observed.
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THE BRIGHTNESS OF ISOLATED
COLOURED LIGHTS
C.R.CAVONIUS
Psychological Laboratory, University of Cambridge

and R. HILZ
Institute for Medical Optics, University oj Munich

The brightness of 2 o monochromatic lights was estimated by three
methods: magnitude estimation, in which the observer made numerical
estimates of the brightness; delayed matching, in which he adjusted
the luminance of an achromatic field until it matched the remernbered
brightness of the monochromatic fields; and conventional heterochromatic photometry.
In the magnitude estimation experiment the observers were instructed to assign positive numbers to the monochromatic stimuli in such a
way that the numbers increased with brightness. No range of numbers
was suggested, and no 'standard' stimulus was given. Each wavelength
was presented in a series of steps that covered approximately a 3 log
unit range of luminance. The twelve observers produced functions that
were reasonably straight lines on a double logarithmic plot. An individual observer's slopes of log (numerical estimate) versus log luminance
were similar for all wavelengths, but the slopes varied greatly among
observers. Individual spectral sensitivity functions were obtained by
reading the luminance that was required at each wavelength to elicit
a criterion response. All of the individual sensitivity functions were
substantially higher than the CIE V;. function at short wavelengths,
as shown in the figure. The mean standard deviation at each wavelength for twelve observers was o·ro4 log units.
In the delayed matehing experiment the observers were presented
with the same series of monochromatic stimuli in alternation with an
achromatic stimulus that had the same dimensions. They adjusted the
270
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luminanee of the aehromatie stimulus until it matehed the remernbered
brightness of the eoloured stimuli. The results were very similar to the
magnitude estimation data: the sensitivity to short wavelengths was
substantially higher than predieted by the V;. funetion.

2·0

1.50

500

550

600

650

Wavelenglh (nm)

FIG. 1. Spectral senstttvtty as determined by delayed matehing
(circles), magnitude estimation (squares) and heterochromatic
photometry (triangles). The solid line without symbols is the CIE V;..
All functions are normalized at 553 nm.

Finally, six of the same observers performed direet heteroehromatie
photometry with the same monoehromatie lights. The matehing field
was the slightly yellowish field of a Sehmidt- Haenseh photometer.
The results, whieh are shown in Fig. 1, were reasonably similar to the
CIE V;. funetion, whieh indieates that no gross ealibration errors had
oeeurred. These data and other lines of evidenee suggest that when
eoloured fields are viewed in isolation, short wavelength fields appear
brighter than when they are seen in close spatial or temporal juxtaposition with a matehing field.

K
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IMPROVEMENT OF WA VELENGTH
DISCRIMINATION BY SMALL LUMINANCE
DIFFERENCES
R. HILZ, G. HUPPMANN
Institutefor Medical Optics, University of Munich

and C. R. CAVONIUS
Psychological Laboratory, University of Cambridge

W avelength discrimination was measured for circular targets on a
homogeneous background as a function of the target diameter. Various
luminance differences between target and background were used.
For small targets, wavelength discrimination improves substantially
with smallluminance differences. AA. threshold is about o·36 nm for a
6·4 min target at a luminance difference of 10 per cent whereas it is
about I ·6 nm for equalluminance between target and background. This
improvement of wavelength discrimination by smallluminance differences exists only for targets smaller than about half a degree. It increases
with decreasing target size.
A comparable improvement of wavelength discrimination has been
observed for square-wave gratings, reaching a maximum at about
4 cycles per degree. The ratio between the threshold at the equal
luminance condition and with a luminance difference of o·r log unit is
around 6 at this spatial frequency (HILZ and CAVONIUS, J. opt. Soc.
Am., 6o, 273, 1970). No effect has been observed with a bipartite field
of 2 ° diameter.
Conclusions are drawn from these threshold curves on the size of
summation areas for wavelength discrimination. For the equal luminance condition they are much larger than those for luminance discrimination. With simultaneous luminance differences, both get more
similar, indicating that spatial organization is mainly determined by
the luminance system and colour information is filled in later. Only
poor form discrimination and visual acuity are possible without luminance differences.

Ar23: Ingo Rentschler
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COLOUR DISCRIMINATION
AT A BLURRED BORDER
INGO RENTSCHLER*
Institute for Medical Optics, University of Munich

Colour discrimination thresholds were measured with equiluminant
bipartite fields that had a varying amount of blur of the line that divided
the half fields. The influences of chromaticity, width of the colour
gradient, retinal illumination and field size on the threshold were
investigated.
The experimental results (as reported by the author in Optik, 32,
471-8 and Vision Res., IJ, 325-36) may be summarized using a
threshold-blur function k (0(). The latter is given by the normalized
threshold value T (0()/T(o) = k (I)(), where T (I)() denotes the discrimination threshold at a given blur condition IJ( and T( o) represents
the threshold value at zero blur condition. For colour discrimination
on the deuteranope's confusion lines k (I)() does not depend on chromaticity and does not vary with retinal illumination between 40 and 7000
td, whereas it is significantly influenced by the size of the test field.
The threshold-blur function k (I)() varies with chromaticity, if colour
discrimination on the tritanope's confusion lines is studied.
A tentative model of colour discrimination at a blurred border is
described that predicts the experimental findings. Dichromatic discrimination in the R-G and Y-B channels is studied and a possible extension of the model to trichromatic colour discrimination is considered.
It is assumed that the input of the retinal receptors illuminated by one
of the half fields is integrated at a neurallevel across so-called detecting
regions. The weighted output of these units is added for each of the
comparison fields and the resulting signals are compared using a
threshold criterion based upon the fiuctuation-zone model of Bouman
and Walraven. Increasing blur of the dividing line does not change the
luminance distribution across the bipartite field. Light of different
chromaticity is nevertheless exchanged between the half fields. This
effect of blur reduces the difference of the averaged chromaticity signals
related to the half fields and thus the discrimination threshold is
enlarged. The calculated threshold-blur function fits the experiment-

* Supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft as a member of Sonderforschungshereich so 'Kybernetik'.
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ally determined function k (a) if a small number of parameters is
adjusted, which refer to the spatial extension and sensitivity of the
individual colour-receptive units as well as to their interaction. The
parameters of integration processes in the colour-receptive pathways
are varied according to the author's hypothesis, that they are controlled
by the distribution of Iight-dark boundaries in the observed coloured
pattern.

TRICHROMACY OF COLOUR VISION
UNDER TRANSIENT ADAPTATION
MAHESH CHANDER and S. R. DAS
National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi,

12

Various different theories regarding colour vision have been proposed
from time to time, but there is enough evidence to believe that human
colour vision is mediated by three different types of mechanism at the
retinallevel. The peak sensitivities of these mechanisms lie respectively
in the red, green and blue regions of the spectrum. Several techniques
have been utilized to test the theories. Amongst these, psychophysical
determinations (including static as well as non-equilibrium adaptational retinal state) have best established the trichromacy of colour
vision. Determinations done under transient retinal states, however,
are few in the available literature. Mandelbaum and Mintz1 in their
experiments on the foveal cone recovery in darkness, obtained smooth
recovery curves. Moreover, the recovery curves obtained with different
colours of the test stimulus and adapting field showed little difference.
This led them to support Hecht's theory that the visual colour receptors
have nearly overlapping spectral sensitivity curves, with maxima
close to one another. The recovery curves obtained in Wald's2 experiments (using very high luminance for adaptation 10 6 ml
1·3 X 10 6
trolands) showed inflections which could be related to different cone
mechanisms. However, the emphasis in hissturlies is on the identification of the violet receptor with maximum sensitivity near 436 nm.
We report here some sturlies done under conditions where retinal
adaptation moves from one equilibrium condition to another, such that
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the effect of one adaptation condition dies down while that of another
builds up. The results support the validity of the trivariancy of colour
VlSlOfi.

The procedure used in the present experiments is to adapt the eye
completely to a field of one colour and then to measure its recovery in a
field of another colour, using test lights from the whole spectrum. All
the measurements were performed on the left eye of the author (M.C.)
in an adaptometer similar to Stiles' experimental arrangement described
earlier by Das. 3 The adapting field covered I0° of the observer's field
of view; the outer field was kept dark. Superimposed on the centre of
the adapting stimulus was the monochromatic test stimulus, which
consisted of a circular patch, 1o in diameter, exposed in ßashes of 100
ms duration. Both adapting and the test stimuli were presented in
Maxwellian view. Three adapting field colours (red, green and blue)
and eight test wavelengths (436, 460, 480, 510, 546, 580, 6oo and 650
nm) were used. Thus foreachtest wavelength six sets of recovery curves
corresponding to six adapting conditions (like red to green and green
to red) were obtained.
From these recovery curves the sensitivity curves (wavelengthversus-test threshold visibility) were plotted choosing a particular time
after the on-set of the new adapting field condition. Thus it was possible
to have a number of such curves, showing retinal sensitivity at a particular time after the adapting condition is altered.
These curves appear to fall into three major groups each having a broad
peak. These peaks correspond to the regions of maximum retinal sensitivity. The examination of the curves reveals that there are three such
broad maxima lying in the red, green and blue (mean A. = 580 nm,
550 nm, 480 nm) regions of the spectrum. The peak sensitivities thus
obtained did differ in details, but essentially remairred in the red,
green and blue regions of spectrum.
A general survey of various techniques( shows that the peaks of
sensitivity lie near 580, 540 and 430 nm. Our results are in agreement
as far as the sensitivities of the red and green mechanisms are concerned. There is a slight difference with the blue mechanism. Our
results show blue peak at about 480 nm. In the Iiterature the blue peak
sensitivity at 470 nm has also been reported in some studies. 5
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AI25

ON BINOCULAR FUSION OF
CHROMATIC LIGHT AND WHITE LIGHT
TAKASHI HASEGAWA
NHK Broadcasting Science Research Laboratories, T oky o, Japan

INTRODUCTION

In the measurement of perceived colour in binocular colour fusion,
binocular rivalry often causes serious trouble. We measured fused
colours by using a method free from this trouble. This paper reports
on the method and the results measured with three different stimulus
s1zes.
METHOD

For correct measurement of binocular colour fusion, it is necessary to
present two stimuli in a simple situation and not to put heavy Ioads on
the observers. The following conditions should be satisfied for this
purpose: (I) stimuli are always presented in moderate size; (2) binocular
fusion is attainable with the least effort on the part of the observer;
and (3) binocular rivalry should be excluded.
Our method of stimulus presentation fully satisfies these conditions.
Only one stimulus (TS-I: aperture colour) is given to the left eye while
two stimuli are given to the right eye. One of them is a matehing stimulus (MS) and the other (TS-2: reßected light), which is of a fairly large
size, and in our case surrounds MS, is fused with TS- 1. Providing a
difference in size between TS-I and TS-2 excludes binocular rivalry.
(See Fig. r.)
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Each offour chromatic lights (R,Y,G and B) is presented as TS-I with
a luminance of o·85 ft-L and size of 2° (semicircular), 7 min (circular)
or I min (circular) in visual angle. TS-2 of white light has the size of
about 6o in visual angle and a luminance of o, o·35 or I"05 ft-L. The
size of MS is 2° (semicircular). Five observers assisted and they had
five trials in each condition.
0
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FIG. I. Part of chromaticity diagram showing the apparent colours
of the binocular mixture. 0-the chromaticities of TS-r, ©--the
chromaticity of TS-2, e () and 0 - the chromaticities of matched
colours (each kind of symbol indicates that the luminance of TS-2
is o, 0'35 or r ·os ft-L respectively), • -the theoretical chromaticities af mixed colours of TS-r and TS-2.

RESULTS

A result for the stimulus size of 2 ° is shown in Fig. 1. The result show
that when TS-2 is dark, colours are perceived as more saturated and
they shift toward white with the increase of the luminance of TS-2.
DISCUSSION

It is noticed that the chromaticities of fusion colours shift with the
change of the luminance of TS-2 roughly along the straight line
connecting the chromaticity point of the white light with the chromaticity points of the apparent colours in the dark surrounding (O). We
also find the property of shift of the measured points ( () and 0)
which corresponds to 'constant hue loci'. It is known that binocular
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matches are generally different from monocular. 1 ·4- 6 This property
is observed in the present data as the result that saturation of the
matched colours is higher than that of the theoretical estimation.
When the size of TS-1 is very small, the apparent hue in the dark
surround markedly changes with its size, especially with green or
blue stimuli, while the saturation change is small. So the starting
points of the shifts of the matched colours with the luminance increase
of TS-2 aredifferent depending on the size of TS-1, however, the shift
is nearly linear as in the case of 2 ° stimulus.
When our method is used, binocular rivalry is avoided, therefore
considerations of the problems caused by it such as exposure time1 - 4
and size 4 of stimulus are unnecessary. If the effect of colour contrast
is taken into account, our method would also be effectively applicable
to the case in which TS-2 is coloured.
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AN INTERFERENCE FILTER ANOMALOSCOPE

J.

D. MORELAND and W. B. YOUNG

School of Optometry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario

One of the difficulties of interpreting matches that are made on existing
anomaloscopes is that the distributions of normal and anomalous
populations overlap. The finite width of these distributions may be
due in large measure to variations in the absorbance of the inert
yellow pigments of the lens and of the macula.
Since lens absorbance varies systematically with age its effect on an
anomaloscope match can be (a) predicted if the spectral composition
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of the mixing primaries is known or (b) allowed for on the basis of
pre-established age-norms for a !arge population.
Macular pigment concentration varies unpredictably between individuals but the match variations due to it might be significantly reduced
by a judicious choice of primaries. 1 •2
The greatest potential for improvement exists in the method of
detecting tritanomaly using a mixture of 'blue' and 'green' primaries to
match a 'blue-green'. The 'blue' and 'green' pair are selected by
reference to the extinction spectrum of macular pigment: the wavelength pair being chosen from the infinite set for which the absorbances
are equal.
A simple anomaloscope has been designed. F our stimuli are used: two
on each side of a bipartite field. Their amounts are controlled by
diaphragms and mixing is done by two integrating spheres. The stimuli
are chosen using a 10 nm-interval set of interference filters (half-band
width 10 nm), finer wavelength intervals being achieved by tilting.
A pilot study to find the set of filters yielding the narrowest population distributions will be described.
REFERENCES
I.

2.

The effect of inert ocular pigments on anomaloscope matches and its reduction, Modern Problems in Opthhalmology, II, 12-18 (1972).
Inert pigments and the variability of anomaloscope matches, American
Journal of Optometry, 49, 735-41 (1972).
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THE EFFECT OF WHITE LIGHT
ADAPTATION ON COLOUR DISCRIMINATION
M. R. POINTER•
A pplied Optics Section, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London

The main aim of the research was to investigate what happened to an
observer's power of discriminating between different colours when
he was subjected to various 'white' light adaptations. As a result of these
observations, some suggestions were made regarding the use of the
u,v chromaticity diagram.
An instrument was constructed in which two I ·6 ° colorimetric
fields could be viewed monocularly with a I 5° surround adaptation
field of variable colour temperature. The fields were separated by I·S 0 •
The proportions of red, green and blue light in each field could be
independently adjusted at constant luminance by using two colorimeters
of the Burnham type. Like most colorimeters, that due to Burnham
operates by the additive mixture of three coloured lights, and is unique
only in the method by which the colours are mixed. In general, an
illuminated frame containing filter primaries is moved across one end
of an optical integrating bar to introduce the desired proportions of
the primaries into the integrating system, and the integrated light is
viewed as a uniform colour at the other end of the bar.
The three filters used as primaries had neutral density filters incorporated with them so that a change in the position of the filter
assembly relative to the optical integrating bar did not produce a change
in the amount of light transmitted by the integrating bar.
The observation of just noticeable colour differences was accomplished
by first setting the right-hand field to the required starting chromaticity. The left-hand field was then matched to this. One of the controls
of the right-hand field was then changed until a just noticeable colour
difference could be observed between the two fields. After recording
the observation a new match was established with the left-hand field,
• Present address: Kodak Limited, Headstone Drive, Harrow, Middlesex.
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and a further just noticeable difference was observed by adjusting the
same control of the right-hand field as before. Thus it was possible,
by alternate matehing and just noticeable difference observation, to
travel along a line in chromaticity space. By using different starting
chromaticities it was possible to cover the chromaticity diagram with
a grid of lines contained within the colour triangle defined by the
instrument primaries. This grid comprised eighteen lines and each line
was measured five times in each direction.
Adaptations of five different colour temperatures were used: 6soo K,
5500 K, 4000 K, 2856 K and zooo K. The luminance of the adapting
field was approximately 1000 fL (3400 cd m- 2).
Mter analysis the results were plotted in the u,v chromaticity
diagram as a series of short bars representing the just noticeable colour
difference at a particular sampling point and in a particular direction,
the sampling points being the intersection points of the grid of lines.
The results obtained with 6soo K and 2856 K adaptation are shown
in Fig. 1.
Direct comparison of the results plotted in this way showed that there
is very little difference between them. Closer comparison, of all five
sets of data line by line, showed that the size of the just noticeable
difference increased slightly with decreasing colour temperature,
although the increase in size for any particular sampling point was
smaller than the size of the just noticeable colour difference at that
point. When the spread of the results for each sampling point was
taken into consideration, however, there was considerable overlap
between the sets of results for different colour temperatures. This led
to the conclusion that the size of the just noticeable colour difference
was not a function of the colour temperature of the adaptation.
It was also noticeable that none of the sets of data was particularly
uniform when plotted on the u,v chromaticity diagram. The ratio of
the length of the Iongest bar to the length of the shortest bar was about
7 : 1. Over most of the area of chromaticity investigated, a plot of I t v
against u would be more uniform. As the CIE only defined the u,v
chromaticity diagram as being more uniform than the x,y chromaticity
diagram when colour differences were measured by an observer adapted
to a field whose chromaticity approximately represented daylight
(6soo K), it is not strictly correct to plot data obtained under other
adaptation conditions directly in the u,v chromaticity diagram. The
data should perhaps be corrected to its relative daylight appearance
and then plotted on the u,v diagram.
The apparatus was modified so that the relative colour appearance
shifts of forty of the sampling points could be measured with a binocular
matehing technique. The left-hand colorimetric field was removed
and placed so that it could be seen with the left eye, the right-hand
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field being viewed with the right eye. Both fields had 15° surround
adaptation fields. The measurements concentrated on observing the
appearance shifts of the test colours when changing the adaptation
from tungsten (2856 K) to daylight (6soo K) illuminations.
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After analysis of the results by a least squares fitting technique and
application of the von Kries hypothesis, a three-by-three linear matrix
was obtained which could be used to transform any colour observed
under tungsten adaptation to its relative daylight appearance. The
matrix was applied to the discrimination data obtained with tungsten
adaptation to transform it to its relative daylight appearance, thus
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enabling the data to be more correctly represented in the u,v chromaticity diagram.
The results showed that the data obtained using tungsten adaptation
wereinvariant to the colour appearance transformation in that any u,v
chromaticity coordinate pair representing a sampling point had the same
just noticeable colour difference associated with it before and after
appearance transformation. Thus the discrimination data obtained using
tungsten adaptation can be correctly represented in the u,v chromaticity
diagram without any modification.
It is assumed that this will also be true for data obtained with
adaptations with colour temperatures between 6500 K and 2856 K.

Bnz
IS THERE A SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE TO
COLOURS OF DOMINANT WAVELENGTH
495 NM AND 570 NM IN COLOUR VISION?
ROLF G. KUEHNI
Verona, Division of Baychem Corporation, Union, New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

Colour vision is generally regarded as being a continuous system. Thus,
no discontinuities were expected to be found in the CIE chromaticity
diagram. The continuous character is also expressed in mathematical
colour visionmodelssuch as those by Stilesand by Vos and Walraven.
APPARENT DISCONTINUITIES IN COLOUR
DISCRIMINATION DATA

A recent analysis of four sets of acceptability data1 has resulted in
approximate 50 per cent acceptability ellipses which show what appear
to be a discontinuity in ellipse direction along lines of dominant
wavelengths 495 and 570 nm (Fig. 1). It is of interest to Iook for similar
phenomena in published plots of perceptibility ellipses. lndications
of such phenomena can indeed be detected, e.g. in the Brown-MacAdam data2 along a line between ellipses 7 and 24.
Apparent discontinuity of ellipse direction in the yellow-green area
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is observable in the Brown3 twelve-observer perceptibility data between
ellipses I I and 15, i.e. along dominant wavelength of approximately
570 nm. Since this data represents a weighted average plot of all twelve
observers, it is of interest to look at the ellipses of individual observers.
It appears that two separate experiments were run for most colour
centres and observers. Plots of the individual ellipses for all twelve
observers, drawn on the basis of gik data supplied to the author by
MacAdam, sometimes reveal a clear reproducible discontinuity and
sometimes what appears to be an area of confusion.

Fw. 1. Portion of the 1931 CIE chromaticity diagram with approximate so per cent acceptability ellipses (four times enlarged), areas
of apparent discontinuity (dashed lines) and loci of calculated maximum opponent colour signals.1

A HYPOTHESIS EXPLAINING THE APPARENT DISCONTINUITIES

Colour vision is generally believed to be mediated by three receptors
whose output is modified into opponent colour signals. Impressive
experimental evidence for this assumption has been put forward by
DeValois. 4 If we assume that the direction of colour discrimination
ellipses in the 1931 CIE chromaticity diagram is, among other things,
a function of the opponent colour signal, the apparent discontinuities
can be explained as areas where one opponent colour signal reverses
polarity or approaches the zero point. There is an important difference
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between these two possibilities since the former would imply a discontinuous system, while the latter implies a continuous system with
areas of increased variability.
For the opponent colour signal to approach zero or reverse polarity,
the response of two associated receptors has to reach the same value,
with cancellation. One would expect this should occur in the vicinity
of dominant wavelengths 495 and 570 nm, and possibly also their
complementary wavelengths.
For the CIE colour-matching functions, this is not the case. It is
possible, however, to calculate approximate fundamental response
curves based on colour matehing functions and data from chromatic
adaptation experiments which not only fulfil this requirement, but also
resemble closely the published fundamental response curves based on
colour blindness phencimena, chromatic adaptation experiments and
direct measurement of retinal cells.
The areas where the long and short wavelength receptor curves cross
and where the long and medium wavelength receptor curves cross
(i.e. where the corresponding opponent colour signal approaches zero)
are near 495 and 570 nm. Experimental evidence by DeValois 4 indicates
that indeed the long and short wavelength receptor signals are related
in the yellow-blue opponent colour signal and the long and medium
wavelength signals in the red-green opponent colour signal.
DeValois has presented evidence for the existence of separate R+-Gand R--G+ cells (correspondingly for the yellow-blue channel). This
would be an indication that we do not have a change in polarity of the
signals at 495 or 570 nm, but a change from one cell type as the main
signal carrier to another cell type.
This implies not only the existence of an essentially continuous
system, but also areas of possible confusion where the main signal is
switched from one cell type to the other.
The visual uniformity of an opponent colour diagram based on the
mentioned visual response curves was tested with refiectance curves
of Munsell colours. 5 Unfortunately, the results indicate the new diagram to be no more visually uniform than existing ones. The conclusion
we draw is that further processing of the neural signals takes place,
possibly of the type described by the Müller third stage. 6
The size and direction of colour discrimination ellipses seem to be
not only infiuenced by receptor characteristics as assumed, e.g. by Vos
and Walraven, 7 but also by those of the opponent colour signal carriers.
Thus, it appears in Fig. I that the ellipses which are dominated by a
given opponent colour signal point into the direction of that dominant
wavelength which produces the maximum corresponding signal.
These signal maxima occur at approximately 440, 515, 585 and 6zo
nm and coincide quite well with the spike firing rate maxima reported
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by DeValois. 4 The hypothesis we put forward is that, in the absence
of any other major influencing factors the shape and direction of colour
discrimination ellipses is essentially determined by signal carrier
Saturation phenomena of both the receptor cells as weil as the opponent
colour cells. Depending on the conditions of the experiment, one or
the other effect may be prevalent. The direction of the ellipses appears
to be specifically influenced by opponent colour cell mechanisms.
Two areas of confusion (possibly four) appear in the chromaticity
diagram which are caused by cancellation of two receptor signals of
equal size, resulting in an opponent colour signal approaching zero
and the switch from one opponent colour cell type to another as main
signal carrier.
OTHER PHENOMENA WHERE DOMINANT WAVELENGTHS

495

AND

570

NM ARE INVOLVED

r. Chromatic strength

Experiments by Evans and Swenholt 8 on the chromatic strength of
colours and their grey content have produced curves with distinct
minima in the areas of 495 and 570 nm. An investigation of brightness
to luminance relationship by Thornton 9 has resulted in a very similar
curve.
In the same paper, Thornton reports four areas (below 400, 5oo, s8o
and above 700 nm) where the chromatic responsefalls nearly to zero.
The wavelengths regions near 500 and 580 are termed regions of
confusion. Best colour discrimination is obtained by eliminating wavelengths near 500 and 580 nm.
Colour blindness
Protanopes have been found to have a neutral point at 495 nm.
Tritanopes have two neutral points at 400 and 570 nm. Normal colour
vision is regarded by some authors as a combination of protanopic
and tritanopic vision.
2.

3· Wavelength discrimination
A combined set of wavelength discrimination curves indicates two
distinct minima in the regions of 495 and 570 nm.
No attempt is made at this point to try to explain these phenomena
in the regions of 495 and 570 nrn.
CONCLUSION

Colours of dominant wavelengths 495 and 570 nm appear indeed to
have special significance in colour vision. Not only do they play a role in
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colour blindness, wavelength discrimination and perception of chromatic strength, but also in colour discrimination ability. A hypothesis is
proposed where 495 and 570 nm approximately mark the wavelengths
where equal response is obtained from the short and long wavelength
receptors on one hand and from the medium and long wavelength
receptors on the other hand. The resulting subtractive opponent
colour signals approach zero and the signal switches from one cell type
to another. In this manner, areas of confusion or of increased variability
are created.
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STEP SIZE IN THE
MUNSELL COLOUR ORDER SYSTEM
I. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
ROBERT T. MARCUS and FRED W. BILLMEYER,

JR.

Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polyteeknie Institute,
Troy, New York, U.S.A.

Much careful work has been undertaken1 •2 to insure that the Munsell
colour order system conforms to the desirable properties of a perceptually uniform colour space. 3 Visual examination of the samples of the
Munsell Book of Color 4 demonstrates how weil the present Munsell
Renetation System conforms to this ideal.
Adjacent samples in the Book of Color are, however, separated by
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steps in hue, value and chroma which are large compared to the threshold of colour difference and to colour differences representative of
commercial tolerances. It has long been assumed without explicit
proof that the steps of the Munsell system can be fractionated down
to the range of those small colour differences while still retaining the
characteristics of perceptual uniformity. The present research undertaken at the Rensselaer Color Measurement Labaratory under the
sponsorship of the Munsell Color Foundation is designed to provide
this proof. This paper describes preliminary observations and outlines
the proposed method of attack on the problem.
The first studies in this research were made using a set of matte
painted samples covering a portion of the near-grey region of colour
space. These samples were prepared for the Munsell Color Foundation
and made available to us by W.C. Granville (Granville Color Service,
Libertyville, Illinois). He produced samples at hues 1oYR, 2·5Y, sY,
7·5Y and roY, at values between 6·oo and 9·oo in o·25V steps, and at
chromas between o and 2·oo (except to 1·oo for hues 7·5Y and roY)
in o·25C steps. The samples have excellent correspondence to equal
visual spacing on visual examination, and we accepted this equality
of spacing as a first premise.
Careful spectrophotometric measurements of the samples were made
with a KCS-40 abridged spectrophotometer. 4 Reflectance was measured
relative to a pressed BaS04 standard at 10 nm wavelength intervals
between 380 and 750 nm, using dfo integrating-sphere geometry with
the specular component excluded. CIE tristimulus values for Illuminant
C and the 1931 2° standard observer were calculated by weightedordinate integration. These were converted to Munsell renotation
Coordinates using a computer program made available to us by V.S.
Mihajlov (Xerox Corporation, Webster, N.Y.).
A statistical study of these measurements of the Granville samples
showed that their values and chromas were equally spaced to within
one just-perceptible difference, taking this to be one unit of FMC-2
colour difference. 5 There was, however, a systematic hue shift towards
the red with increasing chroma. Although the measured coordinates
did not always agree with the nominal Coordinates assigned, it was
demonstrated that equal chroma steps of o·25C are consistent with
equal visual spacing in this region of colour space. This is also true of
o·25V steps in value if results for each hue are considered separately,
but overall the variation in value is greater than that for chroma.
Calculations with the FMC-2 and the Nickerson-Balinkin6 colourdifference metrics showed that constant increments on these two
scales correspond to constant visual increments in value and chroma.
We therefore reached an initial conclusion that for these colours,
fractionation of the Munsell systemdown to the o·25V and o·25C levels
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both maintains equality of visual spacing and is consistent with calculations using the FMC-2 and Nickerson-Balinkin metrics.
To test this conclusion further, we utilized the Granville samples
to develop independent visual scales of chroma and value which could
be checked against the measured Munsell Renotation Coordinates.
Several series of colour-difference pairs were selected. In some
series, the members of the pair had the same hue and value but differed
by 1·5 to 2·0 chroma steps; in others, the chroma differences were I·o
or less. A visual chroma scale was developed from paired comparisons
among the samples in a single series, using the law of comparative
judgements. 7 The visual scale was then compared to the measured
chroma differences. Only the chroma scale has been developed at this
writing.
The visual chroma scale for the series of samples with large chroma
difference in each pair was linearly related to Munsell chroma. This
encouraging result was offset by the fact that data from the first series
tested having small chroma differences were inconclusive.
A second series with small chroma differences was prepared, and the
visual observations made, but evaluation of the data has been deferred
while we consider the following colour-rendering problem: our visual
observations are made using a simulated D 65 fluorescent source. 4
The spectral power distribution of this source must be used in the
integration to tristimulus values in order to insure agreement with the
visual observations, but conversion to Munsell Coordinates requires
that the tristimulus values be based on Illuminant C. Methods of
handling this problern are being considered and will be presented.
Extension of these studies to other regions of colour space would
require effectively duplicating the Granville samples many times, a
programme of sample preparation which we do not wish to undertake.
Instead we propose using Rensselaer's large-field binocular colorimeter,8 kindly made available to us by D .L. MacAdam (Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.). By the combined observation of painted
samples and the two fields of the colorimetet (described by MacAdam
as 'producing modes of appearance such that you could not have told
the difference of the test fields from illuminated sheets of paper'), 9
the observer will be able to fractionate the Munsell system in any
desired coordinate down to the colour-difference threshold. The
necessary data for comparison with physical scales will be obtained
simultaneously. The exact scheme for this researchwill be described.
We wish to acknowledge the great interest in and encouragement
of this research by the late Dr Deane B. Judd, President of the Munsell
Color Foundation, as well as the support of the Foundation. This is
Contribution No. 51 from The Renssdaer Color Measurement
Laboratory.
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A SIMPLE MODIFICATION TO IMPROVE THE
VISUAL UNIFORMITY OF THE CIE 1964
U*V*W"" COLOUR SPACE
D. EASTWOOD
Research Division, Kodak Limited, Harrow, Middlesex

The x,y, Y colour space provides an objective colour specification
system, based on the CIE I93 I standard colorimetric observer data,
which was not designed to be perceptually uniform. The CIE I96o
UCS diagram was recommended to provide a chromaticity projection
of the colour solid which was more perceptually uniform, and .the
CIE· I964 uniform colour space was defined in order to extend this
into the luminance dimension.
The latter space was defined in terms of the tristimulus values X, Y
and Z as follows:

W* = zsY*-I7

u• =
where

13

IOO

w• (u-uo)

V* = I3 W* (v-v 0 )

u

Y

(I)
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X+1sY+3Z

and u 0 , v 0 are the values of u and v for the nominally achromatic colour
placed at the origin of the U*, V* system.
The Munsell system of colour specification is an objective system,
which, because it was scaled subjectively, was conceived as perceptually
uniform. A cylindrical coordinate set C*, H*, W* based on the U*V*W*
system, where C* = v'(U* 2 +V*2 ) and H* = tan- 1 (V*/U*), provides
colour specification parameters which are closely allied to chroma,
hue and value of the Munsell System.
The compatibility of the Munsell system and U*V*W* has been
investigated by transforming the tabulated colorimetric coordinates
(x,y, Y)1 of each Munsell renotation into U*V* (i.e. constant W*)
planes. Fig. 1(a) shows the plot of U* versus V* for value 5 (W* = so·6)
which is in the middle of the luminance range and is typical of the other
data. The points surrounded by a heavy contour represent renotation
values for which Munsell chips do exist. If the two systems were completely compatible, the lines of constant chroma would be concentric,
equally-spaced circles, and the lines of constant hue would be radial,
equally-spaced straight lines, on the plots of U* versus V*. The most
notable feature of Fig. 1(a), and the plots for other values, isthat lines
of constant chroma are approximately elliptical with a major axis at an
angle of about 20 ° to the U* axis. By changing the definition of the

(a)
VALU E

VALUE

5

5

160

FIG.

I

(a).

v• versus u• for value 5 (W• =

so·6) Munsell renotation points.
Fw. 1(b). Same as Fig. 1(h) but with V* multiplied by 1·5.

U*V*W* coordinate system, it is possible to make the ellipses less
eccentric, and if V* is multiplied by a constant 1 · 5, a significant improvement is made, as can be seen from Fig.I (b), although the achievement
of exact radial symmetry is not possible with such a simple modification.
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Other values of the multiplicative constant were tried but I· 5 reduced
the eccentricity of the ellipses to a minimum.
For every hue (or page) in the Munsell system, the colorimetric
coordinates of each renotation value were transformed into c•H•w•
Coordinates, and a plot of
versus c• was made. (Although H· is
not constant for a given hue, the discrepancy is sufficiently small to
enable a meaningful appraisal of the correspondence between Munsell
pages and the w•c• near-equivalent in u• v• w• space.) If the correspondence were exact, the Munsell renotation values on a given page
would plot as a uniform reetangular lattice in the w•c• plane. Figs.
1(c) and 1(d) show w•c• plots for hue symbols 2·5 red, one of the most

w•

(c)

2 .5 R

100

7.5 V

(4)

c•

100

100

0

FIG. I (c). w• versus c• for Munsell hue z· 5 red renotation points.
FIG. I (d). w• versus c• for Munsell hue 7" 5 yellow renotation points.
25 R

.

·r-

100

(t)

7.5 V

100

"j

J

w"

.\

J
100

c•

0

FrG. I (e). Same as Fig. I (c) but with
Fra. I(j). Same as Fig. I(d) but with

100

0

v• multiplied by I. 5·
v• multiplied by r·5 .

uniform, and 7·5 yellow, one of the least uniform, transformations.
Fig. I(e) and I(j) show the effect on these plots of multiplying v• by
the constant factor 1·5. 2·5 red is scarcely effected, whereas the spacing
and uniforrnity of points in 7·5 yellow become more like that of 2·5 red,
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particularly for those renotation values for which physical Munsell
samples do exist, denoted by points within the heavy black squares.
The effects of introducing the multiplicative constant into the definition
of v• in the two plots of Figs. 1(e) and 1(j), are typical of the 40
Munsell pages, and the overall effect is to considerably increase the
perceptual uniformity of the u•v•w• colour solid as judged by
Munsell space.
For the pages resembling 7"5 yellow, which are mainly in the yellow
and purple-blue regions of the Munsell colour solid, a futher improvement can be made to the uniformity of the w•c• plots by making
the following changes to u• and v•:

u• =

13(W*+K)(u-uo)

V• = 1·5[13(W*+K)(v-v 0 )]

(2)

where values of K = 4 and K = 12 have been tried. This has the effect
of increasing the spacing of the points from the w• axis, particularly
in the low W• region. However, the effect on the plots elsewhere on the
hue circle is detrimental, and such a modification was not thought
desirable.
CONCLUSIONS

The Munsell colour specification system has been used as a means of
prohing the visual uniformity of the CIE 1964 uniform colour space.
The conclusion drawn from this investigation, is that the U*V*W*
colour space would be more uniform perceptually if v• were redefined
as 1·5 times its original value. The defining equations would be:

=
u• =
W*

13 w•(u-uo)

V* = 19·5 W*(v-v 0 )

(3)
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Bus
FARBMETRISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN DER
FARBENKARTE ZUM FARBSYSTEM DIN 6164
FÜR DIE NORMLICHTARTEN C UND D6s
K. WITT
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung Fachgruppe 5·4:
Farbmetrik, Berlin

Die Farbmaßzahlen der Farbmuster des Farbsystems DIN 6164 sind
für die Normlichtart C 1962 festgelegt worden. Seit die Lichtart D65
in der Bundesrepublik Normlichtart wurde, besteht das Interesse,
die Farbmaßzahlen ebenfalls für D65 festzulegen. Zu diesem Zweck
wurde eine lineare Transformation der Sollwerte der Farbmuster von
Normlichtart C auf D65 durchgeführt. Hierbei wurden die Farbörter
der unhunten Farben von denen der Normlichtart C auf die der
Normlichtart D65 verschoben. Der Ursprung der Farbtonstrahlen
verschiebt sich damit vom Unbuntpunkt für C auf den für D65;
erhalten bleiben dagegen die Schnittpunkte der Farbtonstrahlen mit
dem Spektralfarbenzug.
Für die Farbmuster des Farbsystems DIN 6164liegt aus den Jahren
1962 und 1970/71 je ein vollständiger Satz gemessener Remissionswerte vor. Aus ihm werden Farbmaßzahlen für Normlichtarten C und
D65 berechnet. Die Farbmaßzahlen der beiden Meßreihen wurden
pro Farbmuster untereinander und gegen die Sollwerte verglichen.
Die Bewertung der dabei festgestellten Farbdifferenzen erfolgt über
verschiedene Farbabstandsformeln. Die Farbdifferenzen werden
logarithmiert und anschließend deren Mittelwerte und Standardabweichung berechnet. Hieraus ergeben sich einerseits Angaben zur Haltbarkeit der Farbmuster des Farbsystems DIN 6164, andererseits
mittlere Umrechnungsfaktoren für die Bewertung kleiner Farbdifferenzen nach verschiedenen Farbdifferenzformeln.
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THE ROLE OF LUMINANCE
IN COLORIMETRY
P. KOWALISKI
Kodak-Pathe, Vincennes, France

As colorimetry is a section of photometry, it is evident that the numerical specification of colours defines, besides their chromaticity, their
brightness or lightness also. For many practical applications the
luminance parameter needs therefore to be adequately included in the
geometry of the model of colour space employed. This principle was
in the past always applied to the spatial representation of the colour
order systems, but the brightness dimension is currently omitted in
the now widely employed chromaticity diagrams. Presently available
or recommended colour spaces including brightness scales, on the other
hand, are designed for the representation of object colours only. They
are thus limited in their application to specific chosen states of observer
adaptation and cannot be employed for the simultaneous representation

luminance
cd/m 1

1

4,0

3.0

FIG.

l
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of the colours of light sources and the object surfaces they are illuminating.
A colour space specific for the solution of colorimetric problems or
the representation of results of matches or measurements requiring an
unlimited luminance scale was developed during work on the determination, within a wide domain, of the equivalent luminances of colours.
This is a cylindrical space formed by an array of parallel planes carrying
CIE 1960 UCS diagrams of identical size, and by a logarithmic luminance axis graduated in canclelas per square metre, perpendicular to the
u-v-diagram planes and passing through their u 0 , v 0 points. These
represent the achromatic hue of CIE standard illuminant D 66 and are
taken as origins in the chromaticity planes, in analogy with the u 0 , v 0
origin of the CIE I 964 uniform colour space: u and v are defined as usual
by the equations u = 4X/( -2x + 12y +3) and v = 6yf( - 2 + 12y +3).
The scale ratio of the log-luminance scale and the u-v diagrams is such
that one unit of log luminance has the length of one tenth of a unit
of u and v in the chromaticity diagrams (Fig. 1 ).
The French National Committee on Illumination (Comite National
Franc;ais de l'Eclairage) has submitted to the CIE Technical Committee
TC-1.3 (Colorimetry) a formal proposal for the inclusion in its official
recommendations of this new colour space, for the use in colorimetry in
all those instances which require its specific features designed for the
adequate representation of luminance.
The paper includes a discussion of the properties and advantages of
the proposed colour space, and of its geometry.
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THE ACCURACY OF COLOUR- DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS IN RELATION TO PERCEIVED
COLOUR DIFFERENCES
E. COATES, R. C. KISZKA,
R. PROVOSTand B. RIGG

J.

School of Colour Chemistry and Colour Technology, University of Bradjord

Many studies<•·l· 1- 2 l attempting to assess the suitability of colourdifference equations for use in industrial shade passing situations have
shown that the performance of the equations is unsatisfactory. The
equations are generally based on the perceptibility of colour differences
whereas in most trials the observers are asked to comment on the acceptability of the colour Variations from a standard. It is claimed3 that the
poor performance of the equations is due to differences between the
nature of perceptibility and acceptability judgements. It seemed desirable to test the performance of colour-difference equations using data
based on the perceptibility of colour differences. Although a considerable amount of such data is available, 4 - 11 very few equations have been
tested with any of the data.to,12
The method used is essentially that reported earlier13 for the chromaticity cross-sections of the colaur-matehing ellipsoids determined by
Brown. 9 For all points on the perimeter of the ellipses the colour
differences from the centres should be constant. Using any one colourdifference equation 11E values were calculated for r8 points around the
perimeter of each ellipse. 10 •12 The standard deviation of log 11E was
used as the measure of the equation performance. 13•14 Although no
exact conversion is possible, a (log 11E) values of o·r, o·rs, o·z and o·zs
correspond to coefficients of variation of approximately 23, 32, 43 and
52 per cent respectively. Thus for a (log /1E) = o·r, approximately
32 per cent of the 11E values given by the equation would be found
to differ by more than 23 per cent from the perceived differences.
In each case the data used in the calculation was confined to the
300
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TABLEI

Data
Wright
MacAdam
Stiles
BrownMacAdam
Brown
W yszeckiFielder
(cm ellipses)
Munsell
DavidsonFriede

Summary of a (Log .d E) values

Ref Observer FMC 2 GCR CIE AN4o SM
II

6
7
8
9
10

5

WDW
PGN

wss

WRJB
DLM
GF
AR
GW
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0'13
o·o8
0"09
0' 12
o·16
0' 17
0"19
0 ' 13
o·18
0'15
o·18

0 ' 15
0"14
o·o8
0' 11
0"13
o·16
o·18
0'13
0'17
0"10
o·2o

0'11
0"13
0"10
o·16
0'19
0'17
0'21
0 ' 15
0'20
0"12
0'22

o·18
0"19
0 ' 13
0"14
0'15
0 ' 17
o·18
o·16
0' 19
0'09
o·2o

0'17
0"20
0' 15
0 ' 17
o·18
o·18
0'19
o·16
0'19
o·o8
o·18

JH CIRCLE
0'12
0'13
0 ' 11
0'13
0' 15
0'15
0'17
0' 12
0'17
0'12
o·16

0'20
0'20
0'15
o·16
o·16
0"13
0'19
o·16
0' 19
0'15
0' 14

gamut obtainable with surface colours16 since the main applications
of the equations are with surface colours. Furthermore, the range of
colours used varies considerably from one study to another and the use
of the restricted gamut makes the results from different studies more
comparable. The results are summarized in Table 1. The 1964 CIE
(CIE}, Glasser Cube Root (GCR) and Friele-MacAdam-Chickering
(FMC 2) were used in the form recommended by the CIE. 16 The
Adams-Nickerson (AN 40), Saunderson-Milner (SM) and JuddHunter (JH) equations were used in the form given earlierY The
CIRCLE equation is equation (4} in reference 14 and involves no
transformation of the x,y chromaticity diagram.
In the analysis of the Munsell data the CIE specifications 6 of the
samples actually used for the visual assessments 4 were used to calculate
the colour differences between pairs of neigbouring hues or chromas.
For hue differences between pairs of samples at chroma C, the resulting
!'J.E values were multiplied by 10jnC and the resulting values taken
to be equal to the chroma differences, thus enabling a (log M) to be
calculated. The results14 from an analysis of the Davidson and Friede
data1 are included for comparison.
In general the equations do not fit the perceptibility data much better
than they fit the industrial data. (In the former case only chromaticity
differences have been considered.) Exceptions occur where an equation
has been optimized to fit a particular set of data. Thus the FM C 2
equation fits the MacAdam data very weil (CV:18 per cent). However,
for data obtained under different viewing conditions, this equation gives
much !arger errors. For the Brown and Munsell data the FMC 2
equation is almost the worst of the equations used and is no better than
the CIRCLE equation. Similarly the SM equation, while giving a very
good fit to the Munsell data, is among the worst equations for any
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other set of data. It appears that different equations are required for
different types of viewing conditions. The poor fits obtained under
industrial conditions may well be due to the differences in the viewing
conditions used rather than any difference between the perceptibility
and acceptability.
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SMALL AND MODERATE COLOUR DIFFERENCES
II. THE MORLEY DATA
DOROTHY I. MORLEY
The Meta/ Box Company, Ltd, London
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Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polyteeknie Institute, Troy, New York

In sixteen regions of colour space, groups of about thirty samples,
differing from one designated as the standard by small to moderate
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colour differences, were generated by printing. Observers estimated
the sizes of these differences, and the data were scaled and compared
to calculated values. This paper describes the samples, experiments
and data treatment, and presents the relationships between the resulting
visual scales and the results of calculations using one well-known
colour-difference equation. Results with several other equations are
being calculated.
SAMPLES

Sampies were prepared by offset printing on white coated tinplate,
followed by baking and varnishing to prevent scratching. Each ink
mix was varied to produce 8o-10o prints with, as nearly as possible, a
symmetrical distribution in colourspace. Luminance differences werekept
to within about 3 per cent. One sample, near the middle of each distribution, was selected as the standard, and thirty samples were selected
by visual judgement to give about the same range of colour differences,
encompassing all directions in colour space, for each set.
The prints were cut to about 5 X 8 cm and mounted on cards. To
date, 18 sets have been prepared, and 16 of these were used in this
investigation. They are identified by ISCC-NBS colour name and
CIE Coordinates of the standard in Table I.
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

A smalllectern was built to hold two prints (the standard and a sample)
side by side behind a 5· 5 X 6·8 cm aperture. The surreund was neutral
grey with Y = 27. The samples were inclined at about a 45° angle,
and illuminated from above by Thorn 'Artificial Daylight' ßuorescent
lamps (Thorn Lighting, Ltd, Enfield) to an intensity of about Iooo Iux.
The observer viewed the samples normally at conventional distances,
the aperture subtending about 4 ° on the retina. The visual observations
were thus carried out with approximately 45/o geometry.
Twenty observers made two comparisons of each sample with the
Standard, giving forty results for every sample in each set. The sizes of
the colour differences were estimated by category scaling, and the
following category descriptions were displayed to the observers at
all times:
1.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

No difference
Just noticeable difference
Clearly noticeable difference
Fairly !arge colour difference
Large colour difference
Very !arge colour difference.
L

w

0
4>TABLEI

Set
identification
McB

Identification of colour sets and provisional parameters of regression lines using A.C.V. formula

ISCC-NBS
Colour name

CIE coordinates of
standard
y
y
X

PB

Deep blue
Brilliant blue

BC

Strong greenlsh-blue

oc

Dark greenish-blue
Brilliant greenish-blue

0 '190

0'273

MC

0'179

ScG

Deep yellowish-green

OG

Deep yellowish-green

0'293
0"300

0 '295
o·564

RG

Vivid yellowish-green

SG

Light grey
Vivid yellow

GY
MB

0'194
0 '212
0'161

0'314
0'322
0 '458

0'180

6·o

0 '213
0'250

19'5
14'2
10·8

0 '503
0'517
0'345
0 '496

16·7
I I '7
12'8

29'3
36'1

Percentage
variation
explained
22

0 '22

79
71

0'33
o·58

1'95
o·63
- o·5o

55
66

0 '19
0'36

0'52

62

0'32

84
70

0'55
0'38
1"00

57
64

1'48
0'92
- 0'17
o·63
o·64
- 0'09
- o·2o

77

0'52
o·82

61

0'36

o·69

68

0'44

0 '48

0'33
o·28

0'36

54
77

0'48

0'37

Deep orange

0'456
0'552

0 '430

RO

0' 391

50'9
7'1
2o·6

SP
PR

Deep yellowish-pink
Deep reddish-orange

0'527
o·6o6

0'349
0'350

23'0
10'9

53

RR

Deep reddish-orange

o·6o8

14'9

MM

Deep purplish-red

0'494

0'333
0'248

7'5

Dark yellowish-brown

Regression line
intercept
slope

0'57

C"'

...

;::

'l

w
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SCALING OF THE VISUAL DATA

The groups of forty observations for each sarnple in every set were
treated by Torgerson's method of categoricaljudgement.1 The frequencies of occurrence of each category were accumulated for each sarnple.
Normal deviate values were found for the proportion of the distributions
below each category boundary. From these values were calculated the
widths of the categories on the psychological continuum.
Because each set was an independent experiment, and the panel of
observers differed from set to set, it was necessary to test that the
psychological continuum had not changed from set to set. The reference
points for this test were the category widths; the category boundaries
or cumulative widths were not used because of accumulated errors.
An analysis of variance was performed on the middle four categories
only, since the outer boundaries of the first and last categories are at
minus and plus infinity, respectively. At the 90 per cent confidence
Ievel, there were no significant differences arnong the psychological
widths of the categories for any of the sets.
The mean category widths were calculated and summed to give a
psychological scale from which the sarnple scale values could be
estimated. This was clone by subtracting the normal deviate values from
the accumulated category widths. On this scale the boundary between
categories I and 2 is at o·o; between 2 and 3, at I · 5; 3 and 4, at 2·6;
4 and 5, at 3·4; and 5 and 6, at 4·2.
An estimate of the internal consistency of these scale values was
obtained by comparing the experimental frequency distributions with
the theoretical distributions given by the sample scale values. 2 Typically,
the average absolute discrepancy appears to be about 3 per cent.
INSTRUMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The spectral reflectances of the samples were measured on a KCS-40
abridged spectrophotometer (Macbeth Color and Photometry Div.,
Kollmorgen Corp., Newburgh, N.Y.), at IO nm wavelength intervals
between 380 and 750 nm, with pressed BaS0 4 as the standard. The
instrument uses djo geometry, the viewed area was I"9 cm in diarneter,
and the specular component was excluded. CIE tristimulus values
were calculated by weighted-ordinate integration using the I93 I 2 °
standard observer and the spectral-power distribution (including
mercury lines) of the lamps used in the visual observations. 3
COLOUR DIFFERENCES

Colour differences between the standard and each sample in every set
were calculated for all the widely-used colour-difference formulae.
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In this manuscript we discuss only the Adams Chromatic Value
Formula, 4 to which a scaling factor of 40 has been applied for convenience. More detailed results obtained for this and other formulae will be
presented later.
CORRELATION OF VISUAL AND INSTRUMENTAL DATA

The visual and instrumental colour differences were correlated by
regression analysis, assigning all the variability to the visual rather
than the instrumental results. The regression lines, shown in Fig. I,
S&

MB

GY

BC

MM OG

Sr
RG
RO

5·0

MC
ScG

re

McB

4·0

R!

oc

8·0
12·0
Adams chromatic value colour difference

Fw.

1.

Relationship between visual and calculated colour differences.

Br23: Manfred Richter
were tested for significance with the conventional F-test; all but one
(McB) had linear terms significant at the 99 per cent level. The slopes
and intercepts of the regression lines are also indicated in Table I.
Ideally, of course, the regression lines should account for most of the
variation, pass through the origin, and have a common slope.
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FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS ON THE
RELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT
COLOUR-DISTANCE FORMULAE
MANFRED RICHTER
Unter den Eichen 87, Berlin 45

In a paper presented by Richter and Weise to the Stockholm International Colour Meeting 'Color 69' we reported brießy on an extensive
research work we had done on the relations between the different
colour-distance formulae used in practice. For this purpose we had
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chosen 105 chromaticities regularly distributed in the chromaticity
diagram, and we had varied these chromaticities by constant amounts
of flx, fly, and AA ( = /::;. Y) in some defined directions. But the results
of those comprehensive investigations were very meagre. The main
finding was the fact that there is no relation at all following any rule
for transforming the colour-distance measure of one formula to that
of another.
Being interested mainly in the particular relation of the colourdistance formula based on the DIN Colour System rather than other
particular ones, in a further investigation a limited number of colours
of that system were varied by the constant amount o· 1 separately in
hue (flT), saturation degree (flS), and darkness degree (flD). These
partial deviations are compared with the !1E values resulting from
the formulae of (i) Adams-Nickerson-Stultz, (ii) Friele-MacAdamChickering li, (iii) MacAdam's geodesie Coordinates ;, 'Y), (iv) SimonGoodwin graphs. In this way a better insight into the relations between
the results of different !1E calculations is obtained. These findings
are also interesting in consideration of the efforts to derive particular
measures indicating deviations in hue, Saturation and lightness separately from the different colour-difference values. These particular
values are requested for corrections in textile dyeing and paint production.

ASSESSOR SEVERITY AND INCONSISTENCY
ESTIMATES FROM DUPLICATE VISUAL
PASS/FAlL DECIS TONS
S. M. JAECKEL, C. D. WARD and F. BLACKMAN
HATRA, Nottingham

Visual assessments of three groups of textile patterns compnsmg
twelve colour centres (Color Metrics, AIC{Holland, 1972, p. 266)
were analysed. Patterns were classified according to acceptability as
commercial matches to corresponding standard patterns. For pattern
classes ranging from 5 per cent to 95 per cent acceptability in each
group, each assessor's duplicate decisions were described as 'two
passes' or 'one pass with one fail' or 'two fails'. This allowed character-
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ization of his severity relative to all assessors for the group, by identifying the pattern dass in which he switched from more 'two passes'
than 'two fails' to more 'two fails' than 'two passes'. An averagely severe
assessor switches in a dass induding or bordering on so per cent
acceptability (so % A), a lenient assessor switches in a less acceptable
dass such as 2S % A, a severe assessor in a more acceptable dass such
as 8S% A. Thus for one assessor for one group the pattern numbers
for 'two passes', 'one pass with one fail' and 'two fails' were, for the
patterndass of IO to 20 per cent acceptability 8, 38 and 28; for the dass
of 20 to 30% A, I3, 2S and I3; for the dass of 30 to 40 % A, I4, 20 and
7: indicating a switch in the middle one of these decile dasses, i.e. a
lenient assessor at 2S % A.
Each assessor's data were analysed further for inconsistency relative
to his severity Ievel, characterized by p, the proportion of his wrong
decisions. This falls from o· at his severity Ievel to zero for pattern
dasses far above or below. Hence p forapatterndass depends not on
its % A range but on its % A distance from the severity Ievel. The
above example shows dasses one decile (% A) away from thc switch:
inconsistent decisions are passes below and fails above the switch,
giving p values of

s

and
[2o+(2 X 7)]j[2 X (I4+2o+7)]

= 34/82 = o·41.

In general p values tend to symmetry for pattern acceptability dasses
equidistant from the severity Ievels, and can be pooled, say, for one
decile above and below (88/230 or o·38 for the above 2S% A assessor),
for two deciles above and below, and so on. Average results for each
of the three assessor populations, obtained by pooling data for different
assessors for deciles equidistant from the respective severity Ievels,
were very similar; so were separate averages for five colour centres
in one pattern group. Hence weighted mean averages for all three
groups were computed and are shown in Fig. I, as an error cusp centred
at 2S % A, i.e. for a lenient assessor. The cusp shape differs from theory
that ignores severity differences, but agrees with theory encompassing
such differences.
The first group contained I I8 patterns in blue, red, and yellow of
S to 9S per cent acceptability on duplicate assessments by I3 experienced
assessors; the second, 234 in pale blue, navy, light and deep fuchsia,
and pink, by 24; the third, 43S in two strengths of blue and of red,
yellow, brown, and green, by 24. A selection balanced for hue and
acceptability based on first and third groups provided 3SS patterns,
combined with the second group to give s89 patterns. Common asses-
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sors were five for all three groups, three for first and second, two for
first and third, and nine for second and third. Up to twelve firms per
group were involved.
Assessor severity (% A) for the three groups showed minima of 5,
14, and -5, maxima of 65, 86 and 95, and ranges of 6o, 72 and 100,
as great within as between firms. Inconsistency (p for patterns at 20% A
p at
o
x
B,B ___ _yV';N

zo•t.A from severities
HATRA-435
lnd-234
common assessors

_ _ Weighted mean error cusp
centred at 25"/oA

0·4

0.

xB

0 ·3

X

"0

1
[

oxN

3: 0·2

0

0

(t--5}

c

X

xl

X

oC

0

l

xU
xO oS

XH

xT

X

xq,u

X

oT

0

oW

o·

xC
0·1

X

0

20

40

60

80

100

Assessor severity,•t.A
FIG.

I

from severity Ievels) for the three groups showed minima of o·o9, o·o9
and o·14, maxima of o·37, o·34 and o·28, ranges of o·28, o·25 and o·14,
and averages of o·24, o·23 and o·21. Corresponding averages (p at
2o % A distance) in the third group for blues, browns, reds, yellows
and greens were o·2o, o·2o, o·19, o·17 and o·21. Fig. 1 shows that severity and inconsistency are independent variables for both the second
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(x) and the third (o) group. The 14 common assessors (B,B, to W,W)
are symmetrically distributed amongst less, similarly, and more severe
for the second than for the third group. For rr of the 14, any betweengroup inconsistency differences are most unlikely to be significant,
regardless of between-group severity differences (7 out of r 1) or similarities.
Pattern acceptability for the combined 589 was relatively symmetrical: for the ten deciles of 5 to ro% A, ro to 20% A and so on to So to
90% A, 90 to 95 % A, pattern numbers were 49, 114, 62, 47, 40, 49,
58, 69, 75 and 26. The weighted mean p error cusp (see Fig. r) was
centred in turn at p = o·s for ro% A, 20% A and so on to 90 per cent.
assessors. Multiplying pattern numbers for each decile by the appropriate p value and summing over all deciles estimated wrong decisions for
each such averagely consistent assessor personally. For aim severities
different from the assessor's, substituting ( r-p) for p, only for deciles
between the two severities, estimated wrong decisions for that assessor
relative to the aim. When aim (40, so, 6o, 70% A) and actual severities
coincided, percentages of wrong decisions were identical. Errors
increased similarly for all aims, the more aim and actual (ro to 90% A)
severity differed, irrespective of which was greater. Averaged percentage
errors, for assessor-aim % A disparities of o, ro, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 6o,
were 19, 20, 24, 30, 36, 43 and 53, so errors rise from an average of
less than one in five to more than one in two colour-match acceptability
decisions.

BIZS

THE PRACTICAL EXPLOITATION OF THE
ADAMS-NICKERSON COLOUR
DIFFERENCE EQUATION
A. C. COOPER and K. McLAREN
!CI Ltd, Organics Division, Manchester

In 1970 the Society of Dyers and Colourists had concluded that colour
difference equations based on that of Adams and Nickerson correlated
best with the visual judgements of colourists in the textile industry and
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recommended the original version for use in the United Kingdom.
Subsequent investigation, mainly by Jaeckel, confirmed the correctness
of the Society's choice and this equation, with a scaling factor of 40,
was adopted by the International Organisation for Standardisation
as a Tentative Test for textiles. It has been adopted as a British Standard
for plastics and is under consideration by ISO for this purpose.
Though the space on which it is based, conveniently termed ANLAB,
cannot be regarded as perfectly uniform, it is sufficiently uniform for it
to be used for making accept/reject decisions: the number of wrong
decisions will be no greater than are bound to occur when one observer's
judgement based on visual observation is the sole criterion.
For its practical exploitation, however, it is obviously better to
establish the appropriate AE value for different regions of colour space
and work to this end will be described.
The industrial colourist not only needs to know an instrumental
prediction of the size of a perceived colour difference but also its nature.
Resolution of AE into its components AL, AA and AB is not sufficient
because of the difficulty of interpretation; a sample which differed
solely by having a higher A value than standard would not necessarily be
redder: it might be yellower, or weaker, or stronger. A fundamental
study into the relationship between the dyer's variables of hue, brightness and strength and L, A and B has made it possible to write a computer program which will print out how the dyer would describe any
difference using the terms: redder, yellower, greener, bluer, brighter,
duller, weaker, stronger.
This will make it possible to decide whether or not in the textile
industry there is any real difference between perceptibility and acceptability and if so, to identify which kind of differences are more or less
readily acceptable than average. The acceptability criteria of dye
makers, dyers and garment manufacturers may be different.
Developments in instrumentation have now made it possible not only
to measure colour differences to within o·I AN(4o) units which is weil
below the threshold of perception for all colours, but to measure them
rapidly enough to satisfy the pressures in a dyehouse.
The most sophisticated use of the Adams-Nickerson equation is in
shade sorting, the re-grouping of the components of one dye-lot into
several subgroups so that the maximum colour difference within a
subgroup is not only less than that within the whole, but also commercially acceptable. The establishment of an instrumentaljcomputer
sorting procedure in a dyehouse will be described.
Finally ANLAB colour space constitutes a colour order system which
combines all the advantages of the XYZ system with those of the
Munsell system with none of the defects of either: although no AN LAB
atlas is at present available it lends itself to a do-it-yourself approach.
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AUXILIARY TABLES FüR RAPID
COMPUTATION OF COLOUR-DIFFERENCES
ACCORDING TO THE ADAMS-NICKERSON
FORMULA WITHOUT THE USE OF COMPUTER
H. CICHOWSKI
Textile Institute, Lodz, Poland

Many equations are known which permit any colour difference to be
defined in terms of simple numbers. The equations used for calculating
colour differences are described as colour difference equations or
formulae, and the symbol AE is universally used to denote colour
difference value.
For several years now, a number of formulae, both Euclidean and
Riemannian, have been used in industry, e.g. NBS, Scofield, FMC I,
FMC 2, CIE 64, Cube Root (Glasser, Morton, Reilly),1 •2 AdamsNickerson, etc. The combined results of studies made by Davidson
and Friele, and Jaeckel et al. 3 • 4 shows that the formulae of Adams Chromatic Value type were always among the best, and confirmed the
superiority of the Adams-Nickerson formula. In October, I97I, the
ISO Committee responsible for textiles (ISijTC 38/SC I) also selected
the original Adams-Nickerson equation in this formulation:

as recommended for general use. The A-N formula with scaling factor
40, has been used in the Polish textile industry since I967.
It is not always possible and justifiable, in everyday work, to calculate
colour differences on a computer. In order to simplify the calculations
as much as possible and to make them possible even without a calculator,
a set of Auxiliary Tables has been developed in Instytut Wlokiennictwa, I:.odz, Poland. The set comprises two tables: Table of Squaresand
Table of Roots.
From the Table of Squares one obtains the values of squares of
the subsequent terms of the polynominal under the root, i.e. (o·23 AVv) 2 ,
A(Vz- V r)2 and o·4 A(Vz- Vr) 2 versus the corresponding values
AVr, A(Vz-Vr) and A(Vz- Vr) from o·oi to I·oo.
Part of the Table of Squares is represented in Table I:
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TABLE I

LIV
LI(Vz-Vy)
.d(Vz- Vx)
o·ooo
0'002
0'004
o·oo6
o·oo8
0'010
0'012
0'014
o·or6
o·or8
0'020
0'022
0'980
0'985
0'990
0'995

(o·23 L1Vy) 2

.d(Vx - Vy) 2

o·4 .d(Vz - Vy) 2

o·ooooo
o·ooooo
o·ooooo
o·ooooo
o·ooooo
o·ooooo
0'00000
o·oooo1
o·oooo1
0"00002
0'00002
0'00003

o·ooooo
0'00000
0 '00002
0'00004
o·oooo6
0"00010
o·oo014
0'00020
0 '00025
0'00032
0'00040
0'00048

o·ooooo
0'00000
o·ooooo
o·oooooo
0'00001
0'00002
0 '00002
0'00003
0 "00004
o·oooo5
o·oooo6
o·oooo8

o·o5o8o
0'05132
o ·o5185
0'05237

0'96040
0 '97025
0·98010
0'99015

0'15366
0'15524
o ·15682
o·15841

The only operation to be clone is to sum up the square values read
from the Table 1. This simple operation can be performed quickly
enough even without using a calculator.
If the A-N formula is represented in the form:
(2)

where:

n = (o·23 AVY) 2 +[A(Vx-Vy)] 2 +[o·4 A(Vz-Vy)] 2
The Table of Roots gives a quick reading of AE<.w> for the corresponding value n. Part of the Table of Roots is presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2

n
0 '00002
0'00004
o·oooo6
o·oooo8
0'00010
0"07100
0'07200
0'07300
0"07400
0'07500
o·o76oo

40·(n)i
2
o·18
o·25
0'31
0'35
0'40
10·66
10'73
10·81
ro·88
10'96
II'03

n
3
o·oo2oo
0'00220
0'00240
o·oo26o
o ·oo28o
o·o85oo
o·o86oo
o·o87oo
o·o88oo
o ·o89oo
0'09000

4o·(n)l
4
1'79
1·88
1'96
2'04
2'12
II·66
11'72
II ·8o
II'87
11'93
12'00

n
5
0'01000
0"01020
0 '01040
o·o1o6o
o·o1o8o
0'09500
o·o96oo
0'09700
0 '09800
0'09900
0' 10000

40·(n) 1
6
4'00
4 '04
4'08
4'12
4 ' 16
12'33
12' 39
12'46
12'52
12·58
12·65

BI26: H. Cichowski
The Table of Roots contains values n from o·ooooz, for the corresponding colour difference AE = o·18, to o·Ioooo for the corresponding
colour difference AE = IZ·o5.
The tables are so constructed that, despite their compactness, the
accuracy of the obtained results is in 95 per cent of cases equal to that
obtained using a computer. Only 5 per cent colour differences, for
different colours within a wide difference range, calculated using the
tables, disagree with those obtained on computer more than by o·o5
A-N units. Using a specialform for registering data, the calculation of a
colour difference takes less than two minutes.
The values of V x, V r and V z derived from X, Y,Z are taken from
Conversion Tables prepared by Billmeyer, 5 where V x, V r and Vz values
are computed for evenly-spaced values of X, Y,Z.
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NEEDS AND PROSPECTS FOR A
TETRACHROMATIC SYSTEM OF LARGE
FIELD COLORIMETRY
F.

J. J. CLARKE

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington

PROBLEMS OF A LARGE FIELD TRICHROMATIC SYSTEM

In the early 1950s the CIE Colorimetry Committee proposed that a
new system of colorimetry be investigated and established, based on
observation with a I0 ° bipartite centrally viewed field to provide a
system more applicable to the appraisal of large samples in certain
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Frc. r(a). Schematic diagram of original optical system of the NPL 3
tier double-trichromator. Top tier: mixture stimuli. Middle tier: test
stimulus. Bottom tier: desaturation stimuli.
JI9
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industries. Stiles designed the NPL Trichromator1 (Fig. Ia) and used
it to determine the colour-matching functions (cmfs) of 53 normal
observers under I0° subtense high luminance conditions in a very
thorough investigation. 2 The data from this investigation and a smaller
scale one carried out by Speranskaya at IMM Leningrad3 were later
pooled and corrected in certain ways to form the CIE I0° Supplementary Standard Observer of 1964.
However in the late 1950s Clarke had discovered that additivity
failure occurred with various combinations of stimuli presented under
each of various conditions of field size and surround, for stimuli
centred at Io 0 from the fovea. 4 • 5 Since most of the area of a centrally
viewed I0° field lies outside the rod-free foveal region, this raised a
serious problem. The soundness of conventional colorimetry based
on centrally viewed 2 ° fields had previously been confirmed in this
respect, e.g. by Trezona, 6 and it therefore followed that the problern
with the I0 ° centrally viewed field was specific to the extra-foveal
retina involved, which has a !arge population of rods in addition to the
cone receptors normally associated with colour vision.
If we assume that in the fovea we have three types of cone with spectral
response curves that are of invariant shape over reasonable ranges of
adaptation, then it follows that additivity must hold for a trichromatic
system of colour matching. For the extra-foveal retina there is a fourth
receptor type, the rod, yet this does not lead to any new kind of sensation. For this reason trichromatic colour matehing is still possible
since the sensory output of the visual system has still just 3 degrees of
freedom. However with four receptor absorption curves we cannot
predict additivity in a conventional trichromatic system unless we make
rather special and implausible assumptions of a physiological nature. 4
Stiles took four types of precaution to avoid the effects of rod intrusion in the cmfs he finally produced for the CIE, and the CIE I0°
· system is intended for use under conditions where rod activity is
negligible.
However it soon began to be recognized that under many practical
conditions, and even when the lighting Ievel would be generally
considered adequate for colour matehing in industry, rod activity
would not be negligible-Aguilar and Stiles for instance had shown
that rod activity persists to much higher Ievels than generally supposed.
A nurober of tests of the !arge field trichromatic system of colorimetry were conducted. These were of two types: tests of additivity
of real observers and field trials of the CIE I0 ° Standard Observer.
In summary, both types of investigation revealed significant discrepancies between actual colour matches made and those predicted using the
additivity concept, for a proportion of the test stimuli tried in each
of the investigations.
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PREPARATIONS FOR TETRACHROMATIC COLOUR MATCHING
AT NPL

During the past five years there has been a new prograrnme of work
at NPL to try to find a better system of large field eolorimetry. lnitially
this involved a theoretieal study by Trezona of the reasons for various
defeets that have been observed with large field triehromatie eolour
matehing by normal observers. 7 This included a proposal for an
original method of aehieving systematieally the speeial tetraehromatie
eolour mateh whieh is generally neeessary to equate the quantum absorptions in all four reeeptor types on both sides of a matehing field. 7
At the same time the NPL Triehromator was dismantled due to a
reorganization, and rebuilt in another building as an optional Triehromator or Tetraehromator. The opportunity was taken not only to
modify the instrument for the tetraehromatie experiments in mind,
but also to make some fundamental improvements to its optieal design.
It will be seen from Fig. ra that originally eaeh tier of the instrument
used a huge van Cittert subtraetive dispersion double monoehromator
to allow any required wavebands to be separated, seleeted, eontrolled
and reeombined. Diffieulties with this type of design are: (a) eomplete
symmetry of the first (dispersing) and seeond (reeombining) monoehromator seetions is required; (b) the prineipal rays for eaeh waveband
do not really appear to diverge from a single point; (e) the vital field
lenses at the speetrum are large-aperture singlet types: it would be
very expensive to design and fabrieate a purpose-designed multieomponent highly-eorreeted type; and (d) the speetrum is usually
eurved, due to aberrations from the preeeding opties, partieularly the
objeetive lens. Other diffieulties eoneern the problern of properly
eombining the light from the three tiers, where eonsiderable differences
of optieal path length oeeur. These problems, and espeeially the
narrow slit widths often used (whieh gave an exit pupil of inadequate
dimensions in relation to inhomogeneities of the eye's lens), led to
rotating wheels of lenses ('spreaders') being used to ensurethat a uniform
field was pereeived.l
To implement the new tetraehromatie eolour-matehing teehnique
of Trezona, 7 • 8 • 9 whieh involves use of a seetor dise, it was neeessary
to find a way of getting an adequately uniform field without using
'spreaders'. This was aehieved by inserting speeially designed inverting
prisms, one for each required waveband, into the speetrum plane of
eaeh tier, Fig. 1(b), a novel idea forthistype of monoehromator. These
provide exit-pupils of doubled width for a given waveband due to the
dispersion now being additive within eaeh waveband passed, as in the
Wright eolorimeter. It ean be seen from Fig. Ib that this also Ieads to
the eompensation of aberrations from all the eauses mentioned above,
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in each tier. In addition to this, the use of relay Jenses in a completely
redesigned system for combining the light from the three tiers, ensures
that effective optical paths were all equated. The overall result is a
satisfyingly uniform matehing field with complete freedom to use a
sector disc.

FIG. 1 (b ). Part-section through spectrum region of top tier showing the
new R, Y and C inverting prisms (B inverting prism not shown to
avoid a taU diagram). The inversion of rays within the permitted
waveband is shown at the C prism. An ideal principal ray of the
required wavelength, an ideal principal ray of slightly Ionger wavelength and an aberrated ray (dotted) are shown at the Y prism. An
ideal principal ray of the required wavelength and a grossly aberrated
ray are shown at the R prism. Note that for each prism all aberrations
in the plane shown will be compensated for rays reflected at the centre
of its second reflecting face.

COULD A TETRACHROMATIC SYSTEM OF COLORIMETRY BE
NON-ADDITIVE?

Tetrachromatic colour matches which balance quantum absorptions
in all four receptor types can only show additivity failure if the shape
of the spectral absorption curve of one or more of the receptor types
alters with change of conditions. Is it possible for the rhodopsin in
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the rods to start to bleach at a modest Ievel of illumination, so that the
change of concentration alters the shape of the absorption curve? The
answer is no for human rods, for the peak density is only o·r to o·rs
and the concentration is low enough for any reduction to have no
effect on the shape of the absorption curve.
However there is another possibility to consider: W right11 and
Brindleyl 2 showed that at very high illuminations conventional foveal
trichromatic matches break down. Extra-fovea! cones must be presumed
similar in this respect to foveal cones, in the absence of any evidence to
the contrary. We may conclude that !arge field tetrachromatic matches
will obey the additivity principle under all conditions except possibly at
very high illuminations where no existing colorimetry is valid anyway.
FUTURE APPLICATION OF THE TETRACHROMATIC SYSTEM

The properties of tetrastimulus space are discussed, including its
relationship to tristimulus space. Tetrastimulus space is not a true
colour space as the region representing the gamut of physically realizable
stimuli is only partially filled with points representing 'legitimate'
(rod-balanced) colour matches. However the tetrachromatic system
should be universal (valid for all stimuli, adaptations, luminance Ievels
and field sizes) and always additive, 8 • 9 •10 because it corresponds to the
eye's input tetrachromacy. For this reason !arge field colour measurements in industry should employ either four photocell-filter combinations or four cmfs for the integration of spectrophotometric data.
However the trichromacy of the eye's sensory output demands use
of a tristimulus space for representing colours, so that their order,
ranking, contrasts and small differences may be evaluated. Hence for
many purposes one will reduce from the universal tetrachromatic
system to the particular trichromatic system appropriate to the conditions of observation in question.
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TETRACHROMATIC COLOUR MEASUREMENT
P. W. TREZONA
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington•

Large field trichromatic colorimetry, unlike that where the field
subtends less than 2 ° at the eye, is hampered by the presence of the
rod receptors which cause colour match distortion, resulting in a nonlinear metric. The effect is most marked at low luminance Ievels, is
present at modest Ievels and there is evidence that it is not entirely
absent even at very high Ievels. Consequently, with fields appreciably
larger than 2 °, the trichromatic system is not suitable for general
industrial application either using computation based on spectrophotometric data or using a photoelectric colorimeter.
A tetrachromatic system, however, is suitable for large field colorimetry since rod activity can be taken into account. Whereas the trichromatic colour match can equate quantum absorption for each of the
three types of cone receptor, the tetrachromatic match can balance it
also for rod receptors. A special technique must be used for reaching
the tetrachromatic match and the first was a trial and error method
by Bongard et al. (1958). Recently Palmer (1972) has used the intersection of linear graphs, and at the NPL the two Ievel, convergent
• Now at City University, London.
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technique has been used. In the latter four matehing stimuli are used:
three are used to make a trichromatic colour match at the Ievel of the
experiment, and the fourth is used to balance rod activity in an achromatic brightness match at the 'low Ievel' which is below cone threshold;
this is reached by using a sector disc to attenuate the whole field neutrally. The matches at the two Ievels are performed alternately: each
upsets the previous one but there is a progressive convergence towards
a match which satisfies the observer at both Ievels. This is the tetrachromatic colour match. It can be reached in a few minutes and presents
difficulties to the observer only in the violet region.
Tests on this tetrachmmatic match have used a I0 ° field: matehing
stimulus C (a cyan at 509 nm, near the peak of the V'(A.) curve) is
used at the 'low Ievel' and R(644), Y(s88) and B(468 nm) at the experimental Ievel. The tests (Trezona, 1972, 1973) show that it is a unique
match, independent of starting conditions and is of general application
to all spectral colours and to desaturated colours. Tests also show that
it has additive properties under conditions where the trichromatic
match is non-additive, in particular being invariant with respect to
luminance Ievel. Furthermore the coloured Maxwell Spot, distracting
in trichromatic colour matches, has never been seen in tetrachromatic
matches. These properties make the technique suitable for tetrachromatic colorimetry.
Using this technique, the tetrachromatic colour-matching functions
(cmfs) have been measured: because the tetrachromatic system is additive any convenient luminance Ievel could be used. 'Wild points' are
plotted and then repeated, no readings being rejected. In Fig. 1(a) a
comparison is made with cmfs predicted by a linear transformation
from the CIE I0 ° cmfs, tagether with the CIE V'(A.) curve which
represents rod participation. In this comparison, observer difference
must be bornein mind and also the fact that the V'(A.) curve refers to
a 20 ° field, of which the I0 ° field is only the central quarter of its area.
Tetrachromatic probable error is greater than trichromatic, an
inherent property resulting from the 'low Ievel' component where a
brightness match is made below cone threshold. Imprecision is manifested not only in C, the matehing stimulus used at the 'low Ievel'
but also in R, Y, B which are used for the trichromatic component of the
match. The reason for this is that if, on one occasion, the amount of
C is very low, then in the experimental Ievel match this is compensated
for by high R, Y, Bin such proportians as to match C; similarly a high
value of Cis counteracted by low R, Y, B. Treated mathematically :
A test stimulus D(A.), taken at intervals throughout the spectrum,
can be represented by

d.D(A.) = rR+yY +cC+bB

(I)
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Suppose a triehromatie mateh between the four matehing stimuli is
given by
(2)
Let us eonsider equation (I) to represent the 'true' mateh, while in
aetual faet the quantity of C varies between c± k, and Iet us ignore
triehromatie probable error for the purposes of this argument. Rewriting equation (I) to eorrespond to the two Iimits of the 'low Ievel'
mateh:
d.D().) = rR+yY +(c=Fk)C+bB± kC
(3)
The last term is included beeause of the triehromatie eomponent of
the mateh and, in fact, substitution using equation (2) must be made.
This gives equation (4) whieh indieates that all the matehing stimuli
are varying

However, because it has a triehromatie eomponent and because this is
performed last in the sequence, the tetraehromatie match does have
latent trichromatic preeision.
At sufficiently high luminance Ievels, the match eorresponding to
equation (2) (known as the reduetion mateh) ean be regarded as invariant with respeet to luminanee Ievel. It ean be used with equation (I)
to reduee the tetrachromatie to the triehromatie mateh (known as the
redueed triehromatie match) and given in equation (5).

(5)
Considering preeision in the reduced trichromatie mateh, if equations
(I) and (2) were truly independent, varianees would be added and
equation (5) would exhibit the inferior tetraehromatic precision. But
they are not independent. Using equation (4), whieh relates to the
Iimits of tetrachromatie probable error, and substituting with equation
(2),
(6)

But equation (6) is identical with equation (5), indieating that trichromatie preeision has been restored. Henee it ean be predicted that when
the redueed triehromatie emfs are obtained from the tetrachromatie
emfs trichromatie precision will be restored and points will lie closer
to a eurve.
Experimental work shows that this is so. Even some apparently
'wild points' lie close to the eurve after reduetion to a trichromatic
system. In Fig. I(b) redueed triehromatie cmfs are eompared with
those predicted from the CIE I0 ° trichromatic emfs determined by
Stiles (I955, I958), Stiles and Bureh (I959) and Speranskaya (I958).
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A completely different technique was used by them, four separate
precautions being taken to minimize rod participation while none were
necessary in the present investigation. In spite of this and also observer
difference, agreement seems good.
(o)
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FIG. 1(a). Tetrachromatic cmfs showing points (mean of three
readings) and error lines ( ±2 SE of mean) whenever larger than point
mark. Points, without error lines, for 450 nm and 460 nm were obtained
by linear transformation from readings with B at 436 nm, because of
convergence difficulties with B at 468 nm.
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FIG. 1(b). Reduced trichromatic cmfs using same data as Fig. 1(a)
together with reduction match equation.
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The level and manner of the breakdown of the trichromatic cmfs
has been investigated by considering the reduction match and the reduced trichromatic cmfs.
lt is finally considered what the two level convergent technique can
contribute to the subject of colaur-matehing functions. At best the high
level trichromatic system is precise but necessarily restricted, while
the tetrachromatic system is comprehensive but necessarily less precise.
This technique can provide us with the precise trichromatic system
unhampered by rod participation and measureable under a choice of
conditions. It can also provide us with the comprehensive tetrachromatic system. In fact the same set of observations can form the basis
of a system of measurement sufficiently versatile to embody both
trichromatic precision at high levels and the tetrachromatic system
applicable at all luminance levels.
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COLORIMETRY AND FLUORESCENT TEXTILES
E. COATES, M.G. KING and B. RIGG
Undergraduate School of Studies in Colour Chemistry and Technology,
University of Bradford

The use of Fluorescent Brightening Agents (FBA) on textiles has become
widespread in keeping with the demand for bright whites, and also for
bright clear pastel shades. Typically any FBA used for these purposes
absorbs energy in the ultra-violet region of the spectrum and the
fluorescent emission is visible blue light. The proportion of ultra-violet
in the incident radiation has an important effect on the colour of a
brightened sample. For this reason colorimetric measurements made
on fluorescent samples require special instruments and techniques.
A colorimeter or a spectrophotometer can be used to measure a
brightened sample provided that the filters, or the monochromator,
are situated after the sample. The spectrophotometer provides the
reflectance-plus-fluorescence spectrum of the sample only for the light
source used. 1 The colorimeter provides the corresponding tristimulus
values and therefore the correct choice of illuminant is important if it
is intended to relate results to the appearance of the sample under any
practical circumstances. Typically such instruments use a xenon arc
light source, variously claimed to approximate to 5500 or 6soo K
correlated colour temperature or the Standard distribution Das· The
Coloreye KCS 18 is claimed to reproduce Das by using a filtered quartzhalogen tungsten filament lamp. The CIE does not recognize the
xenon arc, or any other physicallight source as adequately duplicating
the reconstituted daylight distributions. 2
LIGHT SOURCES: PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES

In the important fluorescence-exciting ultra-violet region of the
spectrum the authors have found that for 150 W xenon lamps, considerable differences exist in relative intensity, probably due to ageing.
329
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Different reßectance-plus-ßuorescence curves have been obtained for
the same sample by interchanging such lamps of different ages in a
Zeiss Elrepho colorimeter. The results obtained are valid for the
particular illuminant used, but, because of the differences, it is not
usually possible to state under which energy distribution the results
apply. Furthermore, since all FBA's do not share identical absorption
(excitation) spectra, they arenot proportionally affected by changes in
the ultra-violet content of the light source.
The difficulty of obtaining the correct wavelengthfenergy distribution in an illuminant is illustrated by the results obtained with the
Coloreye KCS 18. With this instrument, the values of ßuorescent
emission intensity were less than half the magnitude of the results
obtained with the Elrepho. The latter uses a xenon arc whereas the
Coloreye used a filtered quartz-halogen tungsten lamp.
These problems make it difficult to interpret the results obtained from
a simple colorimeter, or spectrophotometer, and extrapolation of such
data to predict the colour of reßectance-plus-ßuorescence under other
illuminants is of doubtful validity.
THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTROPHOTOMETER (FSP)

The FSP is a spectrophotometer with two monochromators, one before
the sample, and one between the sample and the detector.
To determine the characteristics of a brightened sample and thus to
be able to predict correctly the colour under any specified light source,
an analysis of the sample using a ßuorescence spectrophotometer (FSP)
is necessary. Using this instrument it is possible to measure the excitation, and ßuorescent emission spectra of the sample, and also the
reßectance curve of the substrate essentially without the contribution
of the FBA.
INTERPRETATION OF FSP SPECTRA

Interpretation of FSP Spectra
The FSP has rarely been used for colorimetric analysis of brightened
textiles. This may be because the calibration and use of this instrument
is generally more complicated than with other colour measuring
instruments. Most FSP's give distorted spectrum, and these distortions
must be allowed for in the interpretation of the results. Consideration
must be given to wavelength-dependent characteristics of (a) the
source and excitation monochromator and (b) the emission monochromator and the detector.
As with most other instruments suggested for use with FBA's the
light source in the FSP is usually a 150W xenon arc, and therefore
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ageing of the lamp can alter the results. With the FSP however, it is
possible to determine the relative energy distribution of the illuminant
in use and to correct for any decay in the proportion of ultra-violet
energy.
The authors have calibrated a Hitachi-Perkin Eimer FSP using
known fluorescent compounds to obtain a set of wavelength-dependent
excitation, and emission correction constants. For a set of six different
wool fabrics and three different commercial FBA's, data from the FSP
has been used to predict fluorescence-plus-reflectance spectra under
a number of different light sources.
The results are compared with measurements from several colorimeters and spectrophotometers which have been designed for use with
brightened textiles. The advantages of using the FSP as a reference
instrument are discussed in the light of these comparisons.
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CONSIDERATIONS OF ACCURACY IN THE
COLORIMETRY OF FLUORESCENT SAMPLES
SPECIALLY BRIGHTENED WITH
FLUORESCENT WHITENING AGENTS
ANNIBERGER
Bay er AG

The considerations of accuracy are based on measurements under
polychromatic illumination similar to daylight. The characteristics
which have a bearing on measurement and evaluation are summed up
in Table 1. All of these are spectral characteristics and only spectrophotometric measurements will be discussed here. It is, however,
possible to apply the results to tristimulus colorimeters accordingly. The
spectral irradiance SM of the radiation falling on the sample in the
measuring instrument has a strong effect on the overall reflectance
factor RoM and its fluorescent portion RFMIn general, this irradiance is
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TABLE

I.

Spectral measuring values

= reflectance factor of the sample without FWA

R0

RoM = overall reflectance
= rf of the sample with FWA
= RT + RFM

RT

= true reflectance
= rf of the sample with FWA, measured without fluorescence.

In general unknown
RFM = part of the overall reflectance given by the fluorescence
SM

= spectral irradiance incident on the sample.

In general unknown

TABLE

T ==X, Y,Z

2.

Equations tobe used

t = x, y, z

M = index for data based on instrumental light source

N

=

index for data based on standard illurninant D 65

Exact values
(I)

The rneasurernent gives RoM
Known is the forrnula for
RaN = f(RaM, SM, SN, Ro, RT)
(SM and PT are unknown)
Simple approxirnations to (r) would be
(2)

(J)
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unknown and is different from that of a standard source. What is to be
found are the reflectance curve and the tristimulus values which would
have been measured when illuminating with a standard source. (Equation I in Table 2.) The following refers to the standard
sN= D6s.
Only RGM rather than RGN is obtained by the measurement as SM
will in any case differ from SN. This is not a major drawback since
there are equations for converting RGM into RGN·1 Although RGM can
be measured with very good repeatability, the difficulty is that the
spectral irradiance SM falling on the sample, which has a strong effect
on RGM' is not known. Besides its effect on RGM' SM is also necessary
for the conversion. While SM is in most cases stated by the instrument
makers, it differs with each instrument to a greater or lesser extent
from the stated value.
This is the result of the individual characteristic of the lamp, its
ageing and the varying of absorption of all instrument components
between lamp and sample. In this respect the absorption of the sphere
has a particularly strong effect. In every instrument SM changes,
although to a minor extent, from one day to the next. No measuring
sets are known which allow a simple and inexpensive measurement of
SM. Spectroradiometers which would permit such measurements are
out of question for the average colorimetry laboratory because their
price exceeds that of a good spectrophotometer.
From the many comparisons of measured data, drawn in recent years
on both national and international Ievels, it is known that the portion
RFMof RGM may fluctuate up to a maximum of ± 15 per cent for instruments of identical filtered xenon radiation, in other words for instruments of equal mean SM. With heavily fluorescent samples this
corresponds to a maximum uncertainty for the measured chromaticity
of ± o·oos for x and y. All further considerations of accuracy must be
related to the error and at present we have to put up with this because
we cannot measure or correct SM in a simple way.
When converting RGM into RGN using the formula quoted by Ganz1
it is necessary to assume an SM for this calculation. By using the mean
SM stated by the instrument makers for such a calculation the conversion results in a average shift of o·ooio for x and y. This is only approxmately 10 per cent as high as the uncertainty resulting from the effect
of SM on RGM·
These and the following data are based on extensive measurements and calculations which we have carried out on widely differing
brightened samples.
When making such calculations it will also be found that an exact
knowledge of RT is unnecessary. Grum, Ganz, Allen and Sirnon have
made suggestions for an accurate or approximated determination of RT.
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While Grum requires a non-commercial instrument for determining
RT, Ganz, Allen and Simon require measurements under various
conditions and a curve interpolation which is also possible in approximated form only. Assuming RT tobe:
RT = RoM if R 0 > RoM
RT = Ro if R 0 > RoM
which physically would mean that the absorption and the em1ss1on
ranges do not overlap, the conversion error, compared to use of RT
measured by Grum is with maximally o·ooo2 in x and y smaller than the
repeatability of any instrument.
Although the conversion of RoMinto RoN only requires the measurement of RoM and R 0 rather than several measurements, it involves
substantial calculation effort and is therefore only practical when using
a Computer. This expenditure would appear to be not justified as long
as the effect is small compared to the uncertainty of RoM and the
conversion is not possible without errors either.
Hence the tristimulus values should be calculated using the boxed
equation (2) in Fig. 2. What then will be the result of using equation (3)
as it has been suggested sometimes?
Because of the different achromatic points no absolute comparison
is possible between the tristimulus values calculated with differing SM
values. In addition, SM is again not accurately known. When determining the tristimulus values for D65, the deviation of the achromatic
points calculated with equation (3) is fully introduced as an error into
the result.
It is readily seen that the calculation with the two equations will
hardly change the relative deviation between the samples tobe compared.
Besides a constant deviation corresponding to that of the achromatic
points, calculations with the two equations give additional relative
deviations with maxima as small as ± o·ooiO in x and y, and this even
in those cases where an SM heavily deviating from D65 is used, which
means that they are likewise small compared to the uncertainty of RoM·
Summing up it may be stated: At the present stage of measurement
technology it is justified to calculate the tristimulus values of samples
brightened with fluorescent whitening agents using the product of
RoM X SN (D65).
The approach suggested by Ganz2 may be adopted if the deviation
between differing values obtained on various measuring instruments
is to be eliminated. The same calibration samples are measured in all
instruments and the data measured are corrected by multiplication
in such a way that the same values are measured for the calibration
sample in all instruments. The same correction is then made with all
ensuing measurements.
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A detailed report on the results outlined here can be found in the
complete paper to be published in the periodical Die Farbe.
HEFERENCES
1. E ITLE, D., and GANZ, E., Textilveredlung, 3 (1968), No. 8, 389-92.
2. GANz, E., Color and Appearance, 1 (1972), No. s, 41.

MEASUREMENT AND FORMULATION OF
FLUORESCENT COLOURS
GOROW BABA and MASAYUKI SENGOKU
Naka Works, Hitachi Ltd., Ibaraki, Japan

In the last two or three years, many reports on the measurement of
refiected fiuorescent colours have been published. Our experiments
are related to the possibility of industrial application of these fiuorescent
measurements. In other words, the object of our investigation is to
discover whether, for industrial use, the commercial spectrophotometers or spectrofiuoroohotometers with energy calibration accessory
and refiectance attachment are useful or not.
In our experiment, two types of instrument were used. One was the
ordinary spectrophotometer for refiectance measurement, with which
o--d, d-o, o-45 and 45-o refiection heads were attached. Using this
instrument, the measurements by monochromatic and polychromatic
illumination were made (see Fig. 1(a)). The other instrumentwas the
spectrofiuorophotometer with refiectance attachment, and each of its
monochrometers was calibrated in absolute terms. Using this instrument, we obtained data of true refiectance, emission and excitation
spectra (see Fig. 1(b)).
Samples, which were used for these experiments, were as follows:
(a) Cloths and papers treated by fiuorescent whitening agents.
(b) Cloths treated by daylight fiuorescent dyes.
(c) Painted panels, which contain daylight fiuorescent pigments.
The experiments were made by the following steps:
M
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FIG. r(a) . Measurement by one monochrometer method.
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Fw. r(b). Measurement by two monochrometer method.

( 1) Goniospectrophotometric characteristics of fluorescent samples
One of the authors investigated goniospectrophotometric characteristics of coloured surfaces at the Ist AIC meeting. In this experiment,
goniospectrophotometric characteristics of fluorescent samples were
investigated. Illuminating and viewing conditions were, d-o, 45-o,
o- 45 and 8c82 ({}1 +82 = 45 °)·

(2) Effect of spectral energy distribution of light source
In the case of polychromatic measurements, halogen incandescent
lamps or xenon lamps were used as light sources. In the case of incandescent lamps, a set of glass filters were put into the light path. The
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thickness and area of these filters were calculated so that the colour
temperature of illumination was changeable between 2900 K and
6soo K.

(3) Relation between one monochrometer method and two monochrometer
method
By the one monochrometer method, we could assume spectral true
reßectance and spectral ßuorescent distribution. In the case of two
monochrometer method, true reßectance was measured by simultaneous scanning of the first and second monochrometers. Then we
obtained excitation or emission spectra by scanning of the first or
second monochrometer. From these measurements, the results of the
one monochrometer method and the two monochrometer method
were compared.

(4) Effect of polarization
As our spectrophotometers use grating monochrometers, the degree
of polarization is affected by wavelength. A polarizer was put into the
entrance part of the monochrometer, then the differences between
measurements made with linearly and elliptically polarized light were
investigated.
(5) Formulation calculation for fluorescent colourants
At first, the acceptability of a modified Schuster equation to the
formulation of ßuorescent whitening dyings was investigated. In the
case of ßuorescent whitening (using dyings and daylight ßuorescent
pigments) formulation calculation seemed to be possible, if adequate
corrections were made. But in the case of daylight ßuorescent dyings,
the effects of absorption of the other dyes or substrate seemed to be
not negligible, especially when complex dyes were used.

FLUORESCENCE EVALUATION WITH THE
TWO-MODE METROD
FREDERICK T. SIMON
Color Science Center, Clemsotz University

Interpretation of the spectral data obtained on chromatic and white
ßuorescent samples has been of considerable recent interest. This
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laboratory has published1 details of a procedure called the 'Two-Mode
Method', whereby the separate true reflection and true fluorescence
curves are obtained from two spectrophotometric measurements of
the fluorescent sample: one with polychromatic illumination P(A.)
and the other with monochromatic illumination R(A.). The true reflection curve RT(A.) then follows the polychromatic curve before the
crossover region and the monochromatic curve after the crossover,
with interpolation in the intermediate crossover region. The true
fluorescence is calculated afterwards as the difference between the
spectral radiance factor curve and the true reflection, FT(A.) =
P(A.)-RT(A.). The determination of the true reflection data has been
useful for match prediction with fluorescent colorants.
This work has been extended to examination of the excitation region
P(A.) given by the Two-Mode Method. This is defined as the spectral
region before the crossover region where the monochromatic curve is
higher than the polychromatic curve and P(A.) = R(A.)-P(A.). These
data are of particular interest in calculation of the quantum efficiency
of fluorescent whitening agents. Another use of the excitation curve
P(A.) is to determine the partial absorption of the available energy in
mixtures of two or more colorants. Absorption reduces the amount
of true fluorescence and this can be calculated from the excitation
spectra data.
REFERENCE
1.

S!MON, F .T., Journal of Color and Appearance, vol. I, no 4, February, 1972.
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PHYSICAL STANDARDS

WEISSTANDARDS; IHRE REALISIERUNG
UND MESSUNG
WOLFGANG ERB
Physikalisch- Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig

Geräte zur Messung von Körperfarben liefern nur Relativwerte, d.h.
ihre Meßwerte müssen auf einen Standard bezogen werden. An ihn ist
eine Reihe von Forderungen zu stellen, die mit den bisher bekannten
Materialien nur zum Teil erfüllt werden können: zeitlich stabil,
diffus reflektierend, homogen streuende Oberfläche, nicht-durchscheinend, fluoreszenzfrei, beständig gegen UV-Strahlung, transportabel.
In dem für Farbmessungen interessierenden Spektralbereich haben
sich in der Vergangenheit Tabletten aus gepreßtem BaS04 als durchaus
brauchbare (Weiß-) standards bewährt. Die Werte für den reflectance
factor (ein im Deutschen fehlender Oberbegriff für: Strahldichtefaktor,
Strahldichtekoeffizient und Reflexionsgrad) solcher Standards müssen
nach den CIE-Empfehlungen auf den ideal mattweißen Körper
bezogen sein. Das bedeutet in der Praxis, daß Reflexionsstandards
unmittelbar gegen den nicht zu realisierenden ideal mattweißen
Körper gemessen werden müssen, da die für eine rechnerische Korrektur notwendigen Daten im allgemeinen nicht zur Verfügung stehen.
Es wird gezeigt, daß die Messung tatsächlich möglich ist. Die zu diesem
Zweck in der Physikalisch-Technischen Bundesanstalt entwickelten
Meßanordnungen und die zur Zeit mit ihnen erreichte Meßsicherheit
werden eingehend diskutiert.
Setzt man BaS04 einer UV-Bestrahlung aus, so beobachtet man
unterhalb 450 nm eine Abnahme (7 % bei 312 nm) des reflectance
factor. Dieser steigt nach Lagerung der Tabletten (ohne Bestrahlung)
wieder an, erreicht jedoch nicht mehr den Ausgangswert. Einige der
vorliegenden Ergebnisse und ihre Abhängigkeit von verschiedenen
Parametern werden mitgeteilt.
Schließlich wird auf einige Aktivitäten internationaler Organisationen hingewiesen, die geeignet scheinen, die Arbeit an stabilen und
vor allem transportablen Weißstandards voranzutreiben.
339
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SPEKTRALPHOTOMETRISCHE
UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN WEISSTANDARDS
H. TERSTIEGE
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Berlin

Obwohl schon von der ClE-Versammlung im Jahre 1959 empfohlen
wurde, farbmetrische Messungen generell auf das ideale Weiß zu
beziehen, scheint sich diese Praxis international nur sehr langsam
durchzusetzen. Zwar sind mittlerweile alle Laboratorien von dieser
meßtechnischen Notwendigkeit überzeugt, aber dennoch findet man
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F!G. r(a). Änderung des relativen spektralen Remissions-grades einer
gepreßten Bariumsulfat-Tablette im Verlauf von 6 Wochen.

weiterhin in nationalen Normen und in ISO-Empfehlungen teilweise
den Rat, mangels Besserem vorläufig noch die Meßwerte auf Magnesiumoxid zu beziehen, da die CIE bisher noch keinen Weißstandard
für photometrische Messungen vorgeschlagen habe.
Der Bezug auf Magnesiumoxid ist doppelt schlecht. Einmal könnte
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man bei gut reproduzierbaren Remissionswerten- was die Verfechter
von Magnesiumoxid immer wieder behaupten- den absoluten Strahldichtefaktor von Magnesiumoxid rechnerisch berücksichtigen, zum
andern ist die spektralphotometrische Messung gegen gepreßtes
Magnesiumoxid doch mit gewissen unkalkulierbaren Unsicherheiten
verbunden. Diese Unsicherheiten sind dadurch bedingt, daß das
Magnesiumoxid sich in der Luft stetig und unter Wärmeeinwirkung
beschleunigt in Magnesiumkarbonat umwandelt.
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FIG. 1(b). Änderung des relativen spektralen Remissionsgrades einer

gepreßten Magnesiumoxid-Tablette im Verlauf von 7 Stunden.

Derartige chemische Vorgänge finden bei gepreßtem Bariumsulfat
nicht statt, wodurch dieses dem Magnesiumoxid eindeutig überlegen
ist. Spektralphotometrische Kurzzeit- und Langzeituntersuchungen
an gepreßtem Magnesiumoxid- und Bariumsulfatstandards sprechen
für den Vorteil von Bariumsulfat. Entsprechende Untersuchungen an
anderen Weißstandards auf Bariumsulfatbasis werden ebenfalls
mitgeteilt und der Einfluß der Veränderung der Reflexionseigenschaften von Weißstandards auf die Ergebnisse der Farbmessung
diskutiert. Verwendet man absolut vermessenes und in seinen Strahldichtefaktorwerten ausgewiesenes Bariumsulfat, hat man den derzeitig
besten Weißstandard für Farbmessungen.
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AN AUTOMATIC SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
SCALE REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
DIGITAL-INCREMENTAL
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
GEORGE P. BENTLEY
Macbeth Color and Photometry Div., Kollmorgen Corp., Newburgh

Dual-beam spectrophotometers used in precision colour measurement
are basically ratio-measuring devices; measuring the ratio of light flux
reflected or transmitted by an unknown sample as compared with that
from a known or 'calibrated' reference. As instrumental photometric
resolutions of o·r per cent have been realized, together with accurate
definition of wavelength increments, the requirements placed on
acceptable physical standards for use as reference have increased.
In response to this problem, we have developed a Standards system
for use with modern digital-incremental spectrophotometers. Although
developed specifically for the KCS-18 Automatie Color-Eye of the
Macbeth Color and Photometry Division of the Kollrnorgen Corporation, the system is applicable to any dual-beam, digital-incremental,
spectrophotometer providing for both reflection and transmission
samples, and having a 'roo per cent line adjustment' or balancing
system. The system incorporates calibrated and working reference
ceramic tiles together with glass optical compensating filters.
This Directran1 Automatie Scale Reference Set includes three
ceramic tiles and two optical glasses. The ceramic tiles are:
( 1) readily cleanable without change in optical characteristics,
(2) physically rugged,
(3) highly stable,
(4) non- or negligibly fluorescent, thermochromic, and photochromic,
(5) reasonably highly reflecting throughout the wavelength range of
380 to 750 nm (see Fig. r(a)),
(6) highly opaque.
A typical absolute reflectance curve for one of these tiles is shown in
Fig. r(a). The absolute reflectance of these tiles can be calibrated for
both specular component included and excluded to an inter-tile
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standard deviation of within o·o2 per cent under diffuse/8° geometry.
These tiles together with the optical attenuators permit the dualbeam, digital-incremental spectrophotometer to provide output directly
in terms of the Lambert (absolute) Reflector, freshly prepared magnesium oxide, or one of a variety of freshly pressed barium sulphates.
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FIG. I(a). Typical absolute reflectance of MRL Directran ceramic
tile.
FIG. 1(b). Typical 'Match' of Directran ceramic tile and transmittance
of optical attenuator glass-specular component excluded application.

Table 1 lists the calibration data commonly furnished with the Directran
System. In order to describe its use, the following will illustrate scaling
relative to freshly pressed barium sulphate.
Freshly prepared BaS04 powder pressings are placed in both sample
and reference ports. The instrument is then balanced by adjustment
of the '100 per cent line' potentiometers at each wavelength to provide
a sample-to-reference reflectance ratio of unity. Next, the reference
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Calibration data commonly furnished with Directran system

(1) Calibrated reflectance values for the Calibrated Standard Tile every 10 nm
38o-750 nm for the following reference scales, for both specular component
included and excluded conditions, to a precision of o·oJ per cent and accuracy
of o·o2 per cent to MRL Master Reference Tile 155:
(a) Absolute reflectance
(b) Reflectance relative to median freshly pressed Eastman Kodak barium
sulphate powder
(c) Reflectance relative to median freshly pressed Zeiss barium sulphate
powder
(d) Reflectance relative to freshly smoked magnesium oxide

(2) Calibrated conversion factors to o·oJ per cent precision for the Calibrated
Standard Tile for four filter reflectance tristimulus colorimetry for all
meaningful combinations of the following variables:
(a) 2 o observer
(b) I0° observer
(c) Illuminants, A, C, De•oo
(d) Specular component included
(e) Specular component excluded
(f) Absolute reflectance scaling
(g) Reflectance scaling to either Eastman Kodak or Zeiss freshly pressed
barium sulphate powder.
(3) Conversion factors to o·o1 per cent precision for four filter transmittance
tristimulus colorimetry for all meaningful combinations of the following
variables:
(a) 2 o observer
(b) I0° observer
(c) Illuminants A, C, Da•oo
(d) Absolute scaling.

BaS04 pressing is replaced by one of the cerarnic tiles without disturbing the balance condition. Under this condition the instrument output
will be the ratio of BaSO,-to-tile reflectances which will be greater
than unity by about 10 to 25 per cent. Now suppose that an optical
attenuator, or 'compensating filter', is inserted next in the sample
beam, and that the attenuator has an absolute transmittance (T)
wavelength by wavelength exactly reproducing the absolute reflectance
of the tile. Then the instrumental output at each wavelength will be:
R&so4 X T
RTilc (re: B&S04)

But since T = R at each wavelength, the ratio of equation (I) will be
directly: R&so 4 • In other words, the analogue output of the instrument will be scaled directly to barium sulphate and will read unity
at all wavelengths; the correct value of the BaSO 4 pressing in the sample
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port with respect to a BaS04 pressing. Similarly, any other material
now placed in the sample port will be measured directly with respect
to pressed BaS0 4 , but with no further need to use a barium sulphate
pressing.
In practice, the spectral modulation factors of the ceramic tiles and
optical attenuators cannot be made to match exactly. The practical
Iimits of matehing are about ± 10 per cent over a wavelength-range
of 380 to 7 nm. This is weil within the ± 5 per cent or so adjustment
in most digital-incremental instruments, and particularly in the
KCS-18 Automatie Color-Eye for which the system was originaiiy
designed. An example of the degree of spectral match obtainable
between tile and filter is shown in Fig. 1(h). The maximum potentiometric adjustment required to effect complete compensation in the
example shown is seen to be ± 1·46 per cent.
With the system described here, the output analogue ratio is correctly
scaled with reference to any of a number of standards (including the
Lambert Reflector) before entering any peripheral equipment. Thus,
direct analogue plots and digital data output are fuiiy and automaticaiiy corrected to the desired reference scale without any digital computation. Further, only stable, cleanable, sturdy references are used for
routine measurement thus making practical a Ievel of inter-instrument
agreement not heretofore believed realistic. While the concept of
an optical attenuator is not new, 2 •3 it is practical today because of the
ease of individual calibration at discrete wavelength increments with
the potentiometric adjustment feature of modern digital-incremental
instruments such as the KCS-18 Automatie Color-Eye together with
the performance capabilities of such instruments justifying the use
of a system as described here to realize a degree of inter-instrument
agreement weil within normal commercial tolerances of visual acceptability.

so
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GONIOPHOTOMETRY AND USE OF
CERAMIC COLOUR STANDARDS
F.

J. J.

CLARKE

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington

I.

PILOT STUDIES ON PROTOTYPE COLOUR STANDARDS

In 1967 the British Ceramic Research Association (B.Ceram.R.A.)
and NPL were separately approached by ICI Dyestuffs Division
for advice on maintaining the calibration and monitoring the
performance of the various types of photoelectric tristimulus colorimeter used throughout the world in their pioneer instrumental colourmatch prediction service. After appraisal of the problern a working
party was formed, with representatives from the three organizations
and the Society of Dyers and Colourists, to consider the problern as a
general one facing all industries involved with colour control or measurement problems.
B.Ceram.R.A. was mainly concerned with advising on the general
properties of ceramic materials and with the problern of procuring
and investigating suitable material from their member firms, whereas
NPL was concerned with the more general standards aspect. It was
feit by NPL that if a suitable set of reflection colour Standards could be
produced in large numbers and used on a widespread scale in industry,
then not only could the problern of monitaring the consistency of colorimeter operation be solved, but also two other more fundamental
aspects could be covered at the same time, namely the diagnosis of
specific types of functional error in instruments, and the elimination of
inter-laboratory discrepancies caused by uncertainties in the calibration
of white reference standards.1 •2
Nineteen types of ceramic wall tile were selected for examination in
more detail, this initial selection being based on some preliminary
work by ICI and B.Ceram.R.A. 3 • 4 These prototypes were given an
exhaustive spectrophotometric investigation at NPL1 covering the
ultra-violet, visible and infra-red regions of the spectrum (zoo nm to
zooo nm). The use of different combinations of source, detector and
geometry allowed analysis of any fluorescence or thermochromism.
As a result of this study a final choice was made of the twelve types
to be used to make up a set of Ceramic Colour Standards. The factors
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which influenced the choice were the shape of the spectral reflection
function, the colour specification (chromaticity coordinates x, y and
luminous reflectance Y), the surface finish, certain manufacturing
considerations, and any fluorescent or thermochromic properties.
2.

THE CERAMIC COLOUR STANDARDS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

The twelve types chosen were manufactured in an improved form in
special mass production runs during Autumn, 1968, and all standards
of a particular colour type were made in a single run. This ensured that
for a particular colour type not only were the colours closely similar,
but also the spectral and spatial reflection properties. Thus a statistically
homogeneous population of 1000 colour Standards was produced for
each colour type,* and it became possible to indicate the distribution
of individual variation within the population of 1000 by making
careful measurements on an adequate sample of 6o of each colour type.
This part of the work was carried out at B.Ceram.R.A. using a directreading tristimulus colorimeter. 5
NPL has determined as accurately as possible the spectrophotometric properties of a Master Set chosen to be of near average characteristics. Three geometries of illumination and view were used: radiance
factor (o /45 °), diffuse reflectance with direct component excluded,
and total reflectance. Cary 14 spectrophotometer measurements were
checked against those made on the NPL high accuracy spectrophotometer. At present NPL is engaged in measuring fifty sets for supply as
calibrated standard for other organizations, and in order to determine
the relative variations.
Ceramic Colour Standards are available in uncalibrated form at a
very low price, and most industrial users will find these adequate for
their purposes. Previously they used the data on the prototypes1 for
information and calculation, but are now able to use some of the data
on the NPL Master Set which has been circulated to all purchasers.
In this way they have available a calibration to a level of certainty
sufficient for most industrial purposes. This is only valid because of
the homogeneity of manufacture that was exploited in this work.
Other users such as manufacturers of colorimeters and spectrophotometers, laboratories of large firms in the colour industries, and other
national standards laboratories need a high accuracy of calibration,
and they can purchase individually calibrated standards from NPL.
One advantage of the scheme is that a user needing several sets of
standards to cover different factories or laboratories can calibrate them
all to a high level of accuracy if he obtains just one NPL calibrated set.
0

• Two batches proved to be necessary for the Y ellow standards, as the glaze
used is particularly difficult to control; these batches are treated as separate types.
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This will be valid even if he only has instruments of doubtful accuracy
available (provided the precision is adequate), because of the similarity
in spectral and spatial reflection characteristics among tiles of the same
colour type. 2
3.

GONIOPHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

One of the greatest problems in comparing results on colour standards
from different designs of instrument is that the geometry of illumination and view is nearly always significantly different, and one needs to
be able to allow for this before considering any other difference in
function such as non-linearity, spectral response error, stray light or
zero error. The CIE has standardized three basic geometries of illumination and view, and their inverse or reciprocal forms, in an effort to
reduce this prob lern, 6 but a nurober of designs on the market still
violate even the broad tolerances allowed. However these tolerances
mean that even instruments which do ostensibly conform to the same
geometry dass can give discrepant results on many types of sample,
even though they may all be correct in design and function. The
problern arises whenever sample and reference standard (usually a
white standard) differ in goniophotometric properties.
In order to permit the most penetrating use of Ceramic Colour
Standards in diagnosing functional or design errors in instruments
(Section 4), their principal goniophotometric functions have been
determined at NPL. A reflection goniophotometer was built which
provides 3 degrees of rotational freedom for the sample, 2 for the
detector system and I for the illuminator system. 7 The detector was
corrected to the CIE V(A.) function, so that luminance factors are
measured at any given angles set. Solid angles are kept small to define
the conditions precisely. Linear polarizers in both illuminator and
detector systems are used in all four combinations of s and p orientation,
for a measurement at a given angle on a given sample in a given run of
observations. As a preliminary investigation is used to determine the
polarization properties of the incident illuminance and of the detector
system, it is then possible to calculate the luminance factor for any
desired conditions of polarization.
Results are indicated in Fig. I, and refer to Ioo per cent s and IOO
per cent p polarized light incident at various angles with normal viewing
by a non-polarization-selective detector. The results for randomly
polarized incident light are obtained as the arithmetic mean of the two
functions p and s shown. Reproducibility of measurement from day to
day and also from tile to tile of the same colour type was of order
±o·I% in luminance factor, except at small angles where the flare
spreading from the direct reflection component made a significant
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contribution to the values measured. This means that results may
be applied with some confidence to any sample of Ceramic Colour
Standard.
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Fw. 1. Goniophotometric data showing angularvariation of luminance
factor using (8°/0°) geometry for s and p plane polarized light.

4·

USES OF THE STANDARDS IN INDUSTRY

The most common use for Ceramic Colour Standards is checking the
consistency of operation of a firm's colorimeters andjor spectrophotometers. This is often of greater concern to a manufacturer than the
absolute accuracy of the measurement. Checking the accuracy is an
obvious second category of usage, and this becomes important when
several firms are trading with each other in products where the colour
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is important: discrepancies of measurement (usually of unknown origin)
have been a major obstacle in this field for many years.
When discrepancies are checked using the standards and the offending
instrument or instruments are identified, the question of diagnosis of
the origins of the errors has to be tackled, and Ceramic Colour Standards are particularly useful here. Errors due to non-linearity of the
photoelectronic system are readily checked using the three grey tiles
in conjunction with the white reference standard, allowing six points
on the reflectance scale to be verified. Errors due to inappropriate
spectral responsivity are much more difficult to analyse so as to derive
the precise cause: here NPL can provide a unique service to users of
Ceramic Colour Standards involving the use of a special computer
program to process results measured on the nine spectrally selective
tiles. The algebraic basis of the problern of deriving spectral response
errors is discussed.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF
INSTRUMENTS USING THE CERAMIC
COLOUR STANDARDS
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE
COLOUR GROUP WORKING PARTY ON
COLOUR STANDARDS
F. MALKIN
British Ceramic Research Association

The first task of the Working Party• has been to survey the usefulness
of the Ceramic Colour Standards (CCS) which were designed to check
the performance of colour-measuring instruments. As there are now
30 calibrated and some 400 uncalibrated sets of these standards in use,
they offer the chance to obtain a comprehensive survey of instrument
performance on an international scale.
With the kind cooperation of the British Ceramic Tile Council, a
questionnaire has been sent to all users of the CCS. This asks for information on how the Standards are being used, the frequency of use
and invites suggestions for additions to the range where needed. The
questionnaire also asks the user of the standards to supply a typical set
of results obtained on each instrument checked with the Standards,
together with basic details of the instrument, method of data integration
and white reference standard used. These results are to be reported in
form of the 1931, 2°, CIE values, Y, x and y, for Illuminant C, for
each standard.
In addition to data received direct from the purchasers of sets of
standards, some instrument firms have offered to supply data obtained
on instruments which they service and repair.
From the data supplied, we hope to obtain reliable determinations
of the precision, reproducibility and accuracy of each type of instrument
surveyed. The effect of the nature and the source of calibration of the
white standard used will be investigated. This paper will contain a
preliminary report on the information received by early 1973.
• The members of this Working Party are: F. Malkin (Chairman), British
Ceramic Research Association; Dr F.}.}. Clarke, National Physics Laboratory;
M. Lloyd, Hunterlab UK; K. McLaren, ICI Organics Division; A.C. Perry,
Instrumental Colour Systems Ltd; and Prof. W.D. Wright (Consultant),
Imperial College.
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An illustration of the type of data being received is shown in Fig. 1.
This contains the chromaticity values for the Light Green Standard,
reported by October, 1972, for instruments which exclude the specular
component. As the chromaticity values of the NPL calibration for the
Y=30
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Measurements (excluding specular) reported October, 1972.

0°/45 ° and o 0 /diffuse geometries are very similar, the mean of the two
values is shown M surrounded by a box indicating the range of values
measured for 6o Standards. The symbols indicate different makes and
types of instrument. The spread of the values reported is much larger
than had been anticipated for this colour.
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DIAGNOSTIC REFLECTANCE
STANDARDS FüR COLORIMETRY
JOHN S. CHRISTIE
Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc., Fairjax, Virginia

The application of new instruments and computing systems to measurement of the spectral attributes of appearance (colour) have improved
the speed and precision of data gathering. However, these instruments
and systems will become truly more useful only with simultaneaus
improvement in the accuracy and, more important, the reproducibility
between instruments. Systematic sources of error can be conveniently
divided into five classes:
Spectral inaccuracy
Photometrie inaccuracy
3. o Scale offset
4· Errors due to specimen translucency, and
5· Geometrie light distribution errors.
I.

2.

A set of diagnostic Standards for surface colour measuring instruments has been assembled. They have been designed so that errors
in observations made with specific pairs are intended to identify one
of the sources of inaccuracy which may occur.
This paper first refers to R.S. Hunter's earlier work. It then describes
expanding the technique by selecting additional pairs of spectrally
different panels which will identify some of the more subtle inaccuracies
in spectral response of colorimeters, reflectometers and other instruments used for surface colour measurement. Many of these tiles are
metameric with respect to each other. Use of these panels to evaluate
performance of both old and new instruments is described.
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Bzu
A PROPOSED DUAL INDEX FüR
EXPRESSING THE COLOUR-RENDERING
PROPERTIES OF LAMPS
M. B. HALSTEAD and J. F. BULL
Thorn Lighting Ltd, Enfield, UK

and F. E. LARGE
Thorn Lighting Ltd, Leicester, UK

The assessment of the colour-rendering properties of lamps has become
increasingly important now that a wide range of high and low pressure
discharge lamps with widely different colour appearances aild spectral
power distributions is available. It is desirable to have the information
in as simple a form as possible so that it can easily be interpreted.
The CIE system1 determines the mean colour shift of a series of
Munsell samples which occurs when the test lamp is replaced by the
defined reference standard, and an index is derived which has the
value 100 when exact reproduction of the standard is achieved.
The use of a single number to express the colour-rendering properties
of a larnp has various drawbacks and this paper describes an investigation into the possibility of comparing the test lamp with two well known
reference standards of widely different colour appearance.
The method of assessrnent was by means of the CIE system using
the proposed von Kries correction for adaptation. 2 The two reference
sources chosen were natural daylight at a correlated colour temperature
of 6504 K and incandescent light at 2856 K, these being the chromatic
extremes of sources normally experienced.
The general dual index, RoLT:RINc• was investigated for a wide
range of ftuorescent and high intensity discharge lamps and the results
are given in Table I . These were compared with the general colourrendering indices, R., calculated according to the CIE method. The
results were exarnined to see whether or not a pattern emerged for the
357
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TABLE
Lamp

Artificial daylight
Northlight
Tropical daylight
Daylight
Natural
Kolor-rite
De luxe natural
White
Warm white
De luxe warm white

Correlated
colour
temperature

I

R..

RnLT:Rmo

(oK)
6soo
6soo
6soo
4300
4100
4000
3550
3500
3100
2950

93
93
76
6s
83
91
91
55
52
78

93:52
93:54
76:36
70:44
78:6s
68:79
s8:89
62:45
59:49
52:77

MBF

soW
8oW
125W
zsoW
4ooW
7ooW
xoooW

4200
4000
3800
3700
3700
3800
3600

so
so
49
47
43
39
36

48:41
49:42
48:42
47:41
44:36
42:30
40:29

MBFR
MB
MBTF

4ooW
4ooW
x6oW
zsoW

3800
5300
3800
3400

37
15
55
55

40:28
x8:-7
52=49
so:sx

MBI
MBIF
MBIL
CSI

4ooW
4ooW
x6ooW
4ooW

4600
4100
4500
3100

73
79
62
81

81:47
8s:s7
70:36
64:78

4ooW

2000

28

39:43

HPS

lamps tested. The general dual index ranked the lamps in a logical
order considering their colour appearances and known colour-rendering
properties and distinguished between the performances of lamps with
similar colour appearances, e.g. Kolor-rite, Natural and de luxe
Natural. It is also made the comparison between lamps of different
types, e.g. Naturaland CSI, easier than by just using the single number
of
The values of RnLT and Rmo gave some indication of the blueand red-rendering capabilities of the lamp respectively.
The general dual index was determined for a number of lamps of
each type in order to investigate the spread. For fluorescent lamps the
maximum spread for the lamps of one type was about 5 units for either
Ra, RnLT or Rmo· The spreads within any one type were in general
less than the differences between types. In general, for high intensity
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discharge lamps, the spread for any type was greater than that for
fluorescent lamps.
The investigation was extended to the special indices where dual
indices for each of the eight CIE Munsell samples were calculated.
These values were plotted against the general dual indices and reasonably good correlations were obtained.
The scaling of the special dual indices was investigated by correlating
the results for a series of experimental lamps used in some previous
subjective work3 with the mean visual assessments from those experiments. The just noticeable differences obtained for the special dual
indices were of a similar order to those obtained for the CIE special
colour-rendering indices.
The findings of this work indicate that there is merit in the use of a
dual index based on comparisons with two weil known light sources
where RnLT and RINc give some indication of the blue- and redrendering capabilities of a lamp.
REFERENCES
1. CIE Publication No. 13 (E-1.3.2.) (1965).
2. Draft second edition CIE Publication No. 13 (E-1.3.2.).
3· HALSTEAD, M.B ., MoRLEY, D.l., STAINSBY, A.G., and
Lighting Research and Technology, 3, 99 (1971).
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SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS OF
COLOUR-RENDERING INDICES
D. I. MORLEY
Meta[ Box Co. Acton, UK

M. B. HALSTEAD
Thorn Lighting Ltd, Enfield, UK

D. A. PALMER
Institute of Ophthalmology, London, UK

and A. G. STAINSBY
The City University, London, UK

The aim of the present work was to examine the application of colourrendering indices to lamps whose spectral power distributions deviate
markedly from a smooth curve, viz. high pressure mercury lamps,
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whereas in our previous papers1 •2 only fluorescent lamps were considered. The observational technique was similar in that a number of
observers were asked to judge the apparent differences in colour of the
eight CIE Munsell samples3 but in this experiment they were presented
to the observer one pair at a time. The two samples in adjacent cubicles
were illuminated at 700 Iux by either fluorescent or high pressure lamps.
A fully balanced block experiment was precluded because it was
impracticable to instaU the high pressure and fluorescent lamps in both
cubicles. This meant that the high pressure lamps could be compared
only with fluorescent lamps and not with each other. Only two types
of high pressure lamp were used since small controlled modifications
of the spectral power distributions of these lamps for a given chromaticity were difficult to achieve. One was a high pressure mercury
discharge lamp coated on the outer bulb with europium activated
yttrium vanadate phosphor which produced an emissionband at 620 nm.
The other was again a high pressure mercury discharge lamp but this
time modified by the addition of the iodides of certain other elements
which produced a multi-line spectral power distribution. These lamps
were compared with two different fluorescent lamps of similar colour
appearance, one a high efficacy lamp and the other a de luxe lamp.
The differences in the spectral power distributions between the lamps
were greater than previously and therefore a six-point scale for visual
assessment was used. The present lamps were of slightly different
colour appearance and this had to be allowed for in the objective
assessments.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Visual assessments
Because a comparison of similar lamps was not possible, the visual
data could not be analysed by the method used before. An alternative
treatment suggested by Torgerson 4 was investigated. This is based
on the postulate that published tables of normal deviates can relate the
six categories with a psychological continuum scale. To achieve this
the frequency with which each category was given to a particular
colour under one pair of lamps was calculated. The values of these
frequencies were then cumulated and then cumulative proportions for
each category were obtained. From tables it was then possible to transform them into normal deviates. The deviates for successive categories
were then subtracted from each other in pairs. These deviate differences
for each category were averaged either for all samples or for alllamps,
and these averages produced the category widths. The cumulation of
these gave the category boundaries on the psychological continuum.
The actual scale values on the psychological continuum applicable
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to any sample under any particular pair of lamps were obtained from
the category boundaries and the normal deviates.
In order to validate the methods, the results from the previous
experiment are being analysed by the new technique. Preliminary
values of the just noticeable difference of the objective measure used
previously show reasonable agreement with the earlier results.
Objective measure
The assessment of chromaticity shifts is made difficult by the nonuniformity of chromaticity diagrams and colour space. On the 1960
CIE UCS-diagram, reasonable uniformity is achieved near the full
radiator locus but not at the points where the Munsell sample chromaticities lie. Because of this, as was shown previously,l the just noticeable
difference of the objective measure varied in size according to the
sample, i.e. the objective scales are different for each sample. It is
therefore not justifiable to combine the results for different samples.
The choice of measure is therefore very important especially if the
colour shifts are large. Preliminary camparisans of the visual scores
with the objective measure1 we called ß showed little correlation.
This might indicate that this measure is not suitable for the present
chromaticity differences between the lamps. Camparisan of the measure
ß with the difference in the CIE special rendering indices showed that
good agreement was obtained for lamp pairs involving the phosphor
coated lamp (mercury lines at 404·7, 435·8, 546·1, 578·o nm and a band
at 6zo nm) but poor correlation was shown for pairs involving the
multi-line lamp. The reason for this is not clear and further lamps will
have to be examined to see whether or not this holds in general.
The problern of adaptation and the non-uniformity of the UCSdiagram are also being investigated and various colour difference
equations will be examined.
Because of the uncertainties described above, it has not been possible
to relate observations to a physical magnitude of colour shift with any
degree of certainty. It may therefore be necessary to undertake further
experiments before definite conclusions can be drawn with regard to
the application of special colour rendering indices to high pressure
mercury lamps.
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THE GENERAL COLOUR-RENDERING INDEX,
ITS MEANING AND ITS USE
J. L. OUWELTJES
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

The experience with the CIE method for assessing the colour-rendering
properties of light sources has not been entirely satisfactory so far.
This is largely due to a Iack of information about its background and
its proper use. In this paper we shall discuss two points: the reference
source and the discriminating power of the test colours.
THE REFERENCE SOURCE

In everyday life we say that the colour rendering of a light source is
good, poor, or, in some cases, flattering. Either consciously or unconsciously we are comparing the light source with another one, which is
considered to display the objects in their 'true colours'. This light
source should then be taken as a reference source in all cases.
Now the 'true colour of an object' is an imaginary concept. An object
colour is not a Ding an sich, colours exist only in the consciousness of an
observer, and depend on the light source and the state of adaptation of
the observer as much as on the object itself. Therefore the concept
'true colour' can only refer to viewing conditions that are so familiar
that they are taken for granted. This means natural daylight. Due to
the chromatic adaptation of the eye the object colours are practically
constant, even though natural daylight shows wide variations. The
choice of phases of natural daylight as reference sources has never
been criticized. Several authors have protested against the use ofPlanckian radiators as reference sources, however, since it is weil known
that the Law of Colour Constancy does not strictly apply when we
switch from natural daylight to, for instance, an incandescent light
source.
On the other hand, the question may be asked whether a light source
exists with a correlated colour temperature of 3000 K, or 4000 K,
that will display all objects exactly in their daylight appearance. Practical
experience with illuminants having widely varying spectral compositions
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has shown that the existence of such a light source is illusory. The next
question is, for which of these illuminants the Law of Colour Constancy
holds best. There is ample evidence from the fields of museum lighting,
hospital lighting and colour inspection booths that lamps coming
closest to the Planckian radiatiors are the most satisfactory ones. There
cannot be any doubt that the objective in all those cases is to show the
objects in their true colours. This justifies the choice of Planckian
radiators as reference sources in the non-daylight range. By doing so,
a very definite meaning is assigned to the General Colour-Rendering
Index, i.e. a measure for natural colour-rendering.
The correctness of taking a Planckian radiator instead of natural
daylight as a reference source for illuminants having correlated colour
temperature of 4000 K may be illustrated by means of an example
taken from everyday lamp practice. We shall compare the rendering
of the saturated red test sample specified in the CIE method as No. 9
by two lamps from our production programme, /25 and /37· The
lamp /37 has been shown by practical experience to have natural
colour-rendering properties, /25 is a lamp good enough for general
lighting jobs, but absolutely unsatisfactory for critical applications.
Both have a correlated colour temperature of 4000 K. One of the
shortcomings of /25 is the rendering of saturated red object colours.
lf we now compare the values of R 9 with reference sources 4000 K and
D 6soo we get the following data:
Lamp

/2s
/37

Ref. Source
4oooK
R 9 = 20
95

Ref. Source
D 65oo
Rg= 93
21

The result is obvious: whereas taking the Planckian radiator having
the same correlated colour temperature as the lamps confirms practical
experience, choosing natural daylight as a reference would suggest
that /25 gives the better red rendering. There can be no doubt as to
which of the two methods gives the correct information.

THE TEST COLOURS

With a broad range of fluorescent lamps and other gas-discharge
lamps available to the public there is an urgent need for a simple rating
method for the colour-rendering properties, preferably a single number
rating. In some cases a method with stronger discriminative power is
required, however.
Both aspects are covered by the recommended CIE method. The
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key to discriminating power is to be found in the Saturation of the test
colours. The General Colour-Rendering Index is based on the behaviour of eight test colours of medium saturation. This implies that their
spectral refiectance curves arerather smooth, so that the effect of differences in spectral power distribution of the light sources will be relativelysmall. Still, theeffect is large enough to distinguish clearly between
lamps that are known to be different on the basis of visual assessment.
Nevertheless, as mentioned before, in some cases one wants to have
more detailed information. For this purpose it has been recommended
to include saturated test colours in addition to the unsaturated ones.
Their refiectance curves are more pronounced, and consequentially
their discriminating power will in general be greater. This will be illustrated by an example also taken from commercial lamp practice. It
refers to the colour-rendering properties of a lamp, the spectral power
distribution of which is shown in Fig. I. The red content has been
increased by including a so-called rare-earth phosphor in the phosphor
mixture.

400

600

500
FIG.

I

R:

The General Colour-Rendering Index is high,
= 93, which
in most cases will suffice for critical lighting jobs, such as museum
lighting. The value R 91 the index for the saturated red test colour is 36,
however, and this makes the lamp unattractive even for store lighting.
Also in the selection of artificial daylight sources it is recommended
to include the saturated test colours in the lamp evaluation.
Summarizing it is concluded that the CIE method for assessing the
colour-rendering of a light source, when properly used, can satisfy
the needs of many lamp users. For standardization purposes, or in order
to describe the fiattering effect of light sources, it may be necessary
to specify other reference sources, but the principle may remain
unaltered.
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COMPUTATION OF
COLOUR-RENDERING INDICES
WOLFGANG WALTER
GTE Sylvania Lighting Center, Danvers, Massachusetts, USA

Colour-rendering indices for a light source are determined by comparison to a blackbody or reconstituted daylight reference illuminant.
In order to eliminate the effects of a difference in chromaticity between
test and reference illuminants, the CIE Color Rendition Committee
has recomrnended that the chromaticity Coordinates of the test source
be shifted by a von Kries transformation to coincide with those of the
reference source. This transformation is, however, only valid for
chromaticity differences corresponding to up to 15 mireds. The values
and
for several dozen reference illuminants appropriof
ately spaced have been listed. 1 It is rather cumbersome to deal with
such a large number of reference sources. Furthermore, the discrete
nature of the sources leads to some ambiguity for test source chromaticity points lying midway between those of two given reference illuminants. Münch has reported 2 on work in progress to reduce the number
of reference sources by applying different von Kries transformations
in different regions of the chromaticity diagram. However, this may
aggravate the ambiguity problern between sources. The problern can
be eliminated by computing the
data for the exact
correlated colour temperature of each test source from the reference
source spectral power distribution. This method, however, almost
doubles the computation time.
To simplify calculation of the indices and avoid discontinuity
problems, we have derived convenient formulas for computation of
reference illuminant data. The reference data needed are the
for the 14 CIE test colours. Also 1required are the uniform chromaticity coordinates of the reference source u., v. for use in the von Kries
shift. All of these values vary uniformly along the blackbody or reconstituted daylight curves. A given set of values is uniquely determined
by the colour temperature. W e, therefore, have searched for analytical
expressions for thc
and also u., v. as a function of
temperature. Unfortunately these quantities do not have the same
dependence on temperature for every test colour. Therefore a different

w

TABLEI

Function

Coefficients for finding reference illuminant data from the relationship f = a+bm+cm2 , where m = Io'/T

Test colour

u
V

u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•

I
I
I
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9

Blackbody 250Q-5000 °K
c
b
a
O"OOI70
0"02037
o·I 6368
-0"00449
0"04224
o·25673
-I "277
I0"200
I9"377
0"3I6
I6•0IO
-4"996
o·o
I"200
58·759
- o·897
5"298
9"490
1"429
-I5"485
45"I34
o ·o
o·65o
58·853
- 0"398
-4·765
- I "343
2"247
-22"998
67"177
o ·o
-o·o86
61·369
-6·118
0"412
-24"793
-13"126
1"424
36"027
o·o
-I·I64
62·051
0 "978
-9"554
o ·o61
-9·861
1"843
o·o
-I·168
63"138
I·639
-10"597
-6·279
-0"770
12"466
-47"506
o ·o
-1"053
6r875
0"466
6·o98
1"499
- I "321
-47"784
I4"954
o·o
0 "296
59"497
-o·546
11"843
11 "494
-1"091
I0"104
-29·760
o·o
1"142
59"890
26·670
-3"033
72"465

Daylight 500Q-IO 000 °K
c
b
a
0"00543
O"I768o
0"00532
-0"0045I
0"04454
0"25435
-o·I85
6·965
2I"75I
-o·6oi
-I·388
I2"034
o·o
I"I58
58·729
-0"902
6·o77
8·o29
0"229
-11"350
40"7I4
o·o
o·8o9
58·450
-r614
-10"218
3"786
1"143
-19"760
64"010
o·o
6o·5oo
0 "341
- 1"246
-0"094
-30"272
-12"258
1"043
35"034
o·o
-o·877
6r56o
- 0"382
-18"351
- 4"935
o·812
-1 "203
-6·613
o ·o
- 1"091
63"076
0"722
-8·466
-7"777
1"673
2"943
-37"315
o·o
- r288
62"474
1·6o1
-3"035
I0"848
o ·844
6·753
-38"941
o·o
- o ·o57
6o·251
1"914
2"544
20"453
o·o
6·314
-25"93I
o·o
6o·678
0"757
- 0 "212
19"233
77"119

0\
0\

g
C'

;::
"'I

;j

TABLE

z
Function

Test colour
a

v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•
u•
v•
w•

9
9
10
10
10
II
II
II

12
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
14

25'957
33'122
22'831
100'817
78·817
-31'810
30'527
53'827
-6·440
-51'097
32'985
18'147
34'556
77'732
-3'195
35'034
40'077

1-continued

Blackbody 250o-5ooo °K
b
-10'114
3·888
6•474
-35'614
1'135
-8'476
-11'357
-1·657
-14'329
6·597
- 2'528
9'694
-11'598
1'095
-1'700
-II'752
-0'121

c

o·675
o·o
-1'408
3'433
o·o
o·867
1'275
o ·o
1'840
0'322
o ·o
-1'369
0'981
o·o
-0' 123
1'135
o ·o

a
18'714
33'314
18·o26
96'245
77•861
-37'582
30·858
53'362
-13'613
-41·888
34'005
18·784
29'094
77'519
-6'393
32'651
39'509

Daylight 5ooo-1o ooo °K
b
- 3'708
3'729
9'809
-3 1'204
1'546
- 1'986
- 11'503
- 1'355
-6·466
-2·813
-2'921
8·123
-6·696
1'138
1'348
- 9'366
o ·163

c

- 0'920
o ·o
- 1·859
1·889
o·o
- 0'955
1'166
o·o
-0'312
2·666
o ·o
- o ·687
-0'337
o·o
-o·86o
0 '393
o ·o

b::l

I\;)

..

s::
:::.0

w

0\
-..J
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expression is needed for each one. By applying least squares methods,
we have found quadratic formulas that represent the dependence quite
well. They are of the type

where fj represents each of the 44 functions u., v., Ur";., Vr";., Wr";.,
i = I, ... 14; a i• bi and cj are constants (different for each function) and
m is the reciprocal temperature. w e found that the
are adequately
represented by linear equations (ci = o). Two sets of equations (x)
were generated, one for the blackbody curve in the region zoo-400
mireds (zsoo-sooo ° K) and the other set for the reconstituted daylight
curve 10o-2oo mireds (sooo- xo ooo °K). The coefficients are given
in Table I.
TABLE 2 Comparison of current method of CRI
computation with new method using analytical formulas to find reference source data

Test illuminant
P25oo
PJOOO
P3500
P4ooo
P4500
P5ooo
D55oo
D6ooo
D65oo
D7500
Incandescent/fluorescent
De Juxe warm white
Warm white
White
Natural
De Juxe cool white
Daylight

General CRI
Current
New
1oo·o
99"4
100·0
99"7
1oo·o
99"8
100·0
99"6
100"0
99"8
100·0
99"4
1oo·o
99"9
1oo·o
99"9
100"0
99"9
1oo·o
99"9
87•1
87"3
74"5
74"7
52·o
52"3
56·o
56 ·3
90·6
90"5
88·4
88·4
75"7
75"7

By using equation (I), one obtains the needed reference illuminant
data for the exact colour temperature of the test illuminant. The method
is easily programmed on a computer and is not as time-consuming as
computation of the reference data from the spectal power distribution
for each test source. Comparison of results are shown in Table 2 for the
General Color-Rendering Index. Maximum differences obtained for
the individual indices were about one percentage point. This we believe
is within reasonable tolerances.
I wish to thank Charles W. Jerome for many helpful discussions and
suggestions.

B2I5: Eugene Allen
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2. M ÜNCH, W., CIE Proceedings, Preprint No. P71.II, Barcelona (1971).

MAXIMAL COLOURS AND
COLOUR CONST ANCY
EUGENE ALLEN
Center for Surface and Coatings Research, L ehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.

The MacAdam limits for surface colours are a special case in three
dimensions of maximal colours. The six-dimensional maximal colours,
previously referred to as existing in M-space, 1 •2 represent theoretical
colours of maximum flare (minimum constancy) just as the threedimensional maximal colours represent theoretical colours of maximum
purity.
For any given point in the colour space of viewing conditions I, a set
of Iimits in the colour space of viewing condition 2 can be calculated.
These Iimits represent the extremes to which the colour at the given
point in condition I can flare when going to condition 2. When a
suitable transformation for the determination of constant colours has
been worked out, the point of minimum flare will be able to be placed
inside each of these Iimits of maximum flare.
Specific calculations can be marle to answer questions such as:
Given a colour of dominant wavelength A.1 , excitation purity p 1 , and
luminance Y1 in the colour space of condition I, and with a desired
flare of dominant wavelength A. 2 and luminance Y2 in the colour space
of condition 2, what is the maximum purity p 2 theoretically possible?
The linear programme algorithm used to make this calculation will
be explained.
Maximal colours of other dimensionality can be postulated. The most
useful dimensionalities are multiples of 3·
REFERENCES
I. ALLEN, EUGENE, J. Opt. Soc. Am., s6, 559 (1966).
2. ALLEN, Eu GENE, Color Engineering, 7, No. I, 35 (1967).
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DIAGNOSTIC COLOUR FROM NATURAL AND
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT IN DENTAL HOSPITALS
ALBERT GARRETT
Medical Architecture Research Unit, Polyteeknie of North London,
London, UK
I. COLOUR, SURFACE TEXTURE AND SHADOW

To aehieve the best results in dental hospital design serious eonsideration must be given to the study of the eolour a dentist is trained to read.
Dentists demands on light are eritical and colour identifieation, its
interpretation and close matehing set very close toleranees within whieh
aeeurate diagnosis must be made if eorreet treatment is to follow as a
eonsequenee.
It is the shadow element of fiesh tint that enables the trained observer
to read the texture, then colour and the translueenee information, made
available from those light sourees eapable of reprodueing it. The dentist
has the problern of matehing the texture as well as the eolour of natural
and false teeth.
Light refiected from the surfaee of human skin is infiueneed not only
by pigment particles, but also by the physieal strueture of the outer
layers of skin.
2.

COLOUR, SUBTERRANEAN TEXTURE AND SHADOW

Observing fiesh tint is virtually viewing a light strueture in depth,
whieh starts with the penetration of a light beam at least a minimum
depth of four layers of the epidermis. Minute shadows are east by the
ineident and refieeted beams below the surfaee. Given good light eonditions highly trained observers ean deteet a ehange from normal before a
hue, value or ehroma ehange beeomes evident. This arises from the
Iaminated strueture of the epidermis and seleetive absorption and
refieetion below the surfaee. The dentist has four eolour variables to
interpret Hue, Value, Chroma and Texture.
When eonsidering the surfaee and subterranean shadow elements,
viewed simultaneously, interpretation must take into aeeount the time
relationship (objeet ehange). Where disease is eoneerned the subterranean light strueture is most likely to be the first herald of ehange, for
instanee the deteetion of early jaundice. In the human being eolour
ean ehange quiekly, slowly and subtly.

B2I6: Albert Garrett
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COLOUR FROM VISIBLE LIGHT

With artificial teeth it should be possible and without difficulty, to
recognize two different hue types, one with a yellow and the other
with a red content, each being definitely 'warm'. In medical and dental
diagnosis the colour viewed is of prime importance and the decisions
are evaluated after the physical information has passed through the
psychophysical and psychological systems.
The visual identification of diseases and decaying teeth and tissues
commences in most cases by a colour change from the normal. The
normal being the colour as it is known under the prevailing natural
north light. A dentist must read a colour change against the optical
field surround of flesh tint colour.
A spectral distribution of light required to reproduce all the optical
information available extends from the ultra-violet region from 2850 A
through to the visible up to 7000 A.

4·

COLOUR FROM ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT

Some dentists have recently published that it has been shown that the
ultra-violet region is the most important of all the segments of the daylight spectrum. In building design natural ultra-violet radiation,
usually receives scant consideration. Ultra-violet radiation becomes a
self luminant element in natural and some artificial teeth, and in tissue
colour and skin layers. Ultra-violet radiation is entirely discounted in
the design of totally artificial environments. Fluorescence andfor the
lack of it in teeth and tissue is in many cases:critical for accurate diagnosis
and it contributes to the complexity of the colour observed, to the
surface quality and subterranean shadow modification of the colour.
The fluorescence of natural teeth is greatest when the wavelength of the
exciting radiation is about 3300 A, whilst the emission of light is most
pronounced at a wavelength of about 4000 A (purple).

5·

COLOUR DEVIATING FROM THE NORMAL

In diagnostic work the normal colour of healthy flesh tint is that by
which it is known under a natural north light. Disease discovery and
identification in the majority of cases is made by reading and interpreting colour deviating from the normal. The deviating colour is in
most cases viewed against a flesh tint field surround. Against the flesh
tint field surround the gamut of disease colours presents a complete
spectrum, including black, white and grey. The main pigments contributing a major role in the life and structure of flesh tint is haemoglobin
and melannin. Diagnosis continues from the clinic into pathology
laboratories, anaesthesia and operating theatres. This diagnostic sequence, which must be accurate if the correct treatment sequence is
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to follow is not always earried out in the same building.
For the dentist and doetor, the unknown and new disease is allimportant.

6.

COLOUR IN ORTHODONTICS AND PROSTHETIC MATERIALS

Orthodonties is eoneerned with the prevention and treatment of
dentofaeial abnormalities. The impaet of maloeclusion, and dentofacial disfigurement and handieap is severe and eoneerned direetly
with mental health. An orthodontist is eoneerned with soft tissue,
morphology and the posture of lips and tongue, beeause maloeclusion,
tooth stability and faeial aestheties are all inßueneed by the shape or
mass, position and general aetivity of the soft tissues.
The eorreetion of faeial defeets through faeial prostheses introduees
eolour matehing of prosthetie materials to ßesh tint. There is also a
wide variation in eolour in the gingival area. Dyes used in denture base
materials are liquid mineral dyes. Two different materials are involved
in the matehing proeess and introduees the eomplieations of the four
metamerie eombinations. In the medieal and dental fields metamerism
is highly dangerous and deteetion is not always easy.

7·

COLOUR CONTROL, DEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATIONS
AND TEACHING

To diagnose means to note the presenee of an abnormality, or to
identify a speeifie abnormality, or the ability to be able to give a name
to the disease proeess. It would be foolhardy to presume that any
information about a disease is unimportant or insignifieant. The eontrol
of eolour reproduetion by artifieiallight sourees has been made eritieal
through the proliferation of lamps with indifferent eolour-rendering
properties. In the BMA researeh on general hospital operating theatre
lighting1 the doetors and clinieal staff ealled for a unified standard to
obtain in all departments in all buildings throughout the eountry.
Metamerism eontrol in dental work is virtually unstudied.
Light and eolour is most eritieal to teaehing in anatomy (fresh
eadaver speeimens), andin physiology, pathology and biology. To meet
dental and medieal diagnostie requirements design eonsideration needs
to be given to buildings providing a eontinuous speetrum from 289o7ooo A units.
REFERENCE
1. MRC Memorandum No. 45, 1965.
2. WRIGHT, W.D., The rays arenot coloured, Hilger, 1967.
3· EnwARns, EnwARD, A., and QuiMBY, DuNTLEY S., Amer . .'J. Anatomy, 65,
1-33 (1939).
4· FRAUNHOFER, J.A. , and DAVIES, E.N., Apparent colour of dental restorations,
Pigment & Resin Techn., x, 27 (1972).
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RECHERCHE DES SEUILS DE
DIFFERENCIATION DES COULEURS*
C. WILHELM-LEROY
Museum N ational, France

and
G. DUPONT-HENIUS
Service des Etudes, ORTF, Issy-les-Molineaux, France

La determination des seuils de differenciation de chromaticite sur un
ecran de TVc est basee sur la perception, donc sur une appreciation
subjective. Elle necessite une etude statistique.
La realisation de cette experience demande, autor d'un moniteur
de UZevision de haute qualite, une installation assez complexe:
Generateur de couleur variable envoyant sur le moniteur des signaux
video de grande precision permettant de faire apparaitre sur I' ecran
les couleurs et les seuils chromatiques desires;
- Salle de <<Vote >> obeissant a certains criteres de confort physiologique et psychologique des observateurs;
- Complexe de traitement etectronique automatique des resultats.

-

L'interet de ces mesures est double. En effet, jusqu'a present, la
determination des seuils de chromaticite (en particulier les travaux
de MacAdam) a toujours ete effectuee, a cause de la precision et la
sensibilite exigees, sur des appareillages de laboratoire, offrant des
conditions d'observation se rapprochant plus ou moins de celles
rencontrees dans la vie courante. Notre technique d'affichage des
differences de chromaticite presente le double avantage de placer
l'observateur dans des conditions qui lui sont familieres, et d'etre
suffisamment sensible pour permettre des resultats chiffres objectifs de
• Cette etude est menee en collaboration par Je Service des Etudes de l'ORTF
et Je groupe couleur du Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle.
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precision acceptable. Aussi l'exploitation et l'incidence scientifique des
resultats peuvent etre envisagees de deux manieres:
(a) Technologie
La TV c est amenee a se developper dans les annees a venir. La
connaissance du seuil de chromaticite sur un ecran de TV est indispensable pour la normalisation internationale des primaires de restitution
des recepteurs de TVc, problerne que s'attache a resouder !'Union
Europeenne de Radiodiffusion (UER) et le Comite Consultatff International de Radio Communication (CCIR). Elle constitue egalement
un element de base pour les etudes de transmission par Modulation a
Impulsions Codees (MIC): Television numerique.
Ce type d'exploitation des mesures de seuils chromatiques necessite
une etude statistique sur un grand nombre d'observateurs, afin de
determiner un seuil moyen.
Il est prevu de presenter chaque serie d'images a 40 personnes
representatives de la population frans:aise, puis d'etablir statistiquement le vote moyen de ces observateurs. (Responsable de l'etude:
M.G. Dupont-Service des Etudes de l'ORTF.)

(b) Physiologique
La comparaison des resultats d'observations sur un appareil aussi
habituel qu'un televiseur avec les mesures anterieures de seuils differentiels effectuees avec un outillage purement experimental doit
apporter des renseignements interessants sur le domaine de validite
des differents types d' experience tant en ce qui concerne la grandeur
absolue des seuils que la forme de leurs courbes indicatrices autour
de chaque point d'un diagramme chromatique (x, y) ou (u, v) par
exemple.
MacAdam a choisi de tracerdes indicatrices elliptiques. Il ne s'agit
la en fait, que d'une approximation. De nombreuses autres experiences;
Priest et Brickwedde, Van den Akker, Parra, n'aboutissent pas a des
ellipses. Ce differend a une incidence importante sur le problemequi est loin d'etre resolu--des anomalies de la vision coloree.
Quelles sont les indicatrices des dichromates et trichromates anormaux?
Peut-on deceler, chez les trichromates normaux, des signes prefigurant les caracteristiques de celles-ci (ce serait vraisemblablement des
branches a allure hyperbolique dans les directions de confusion des
dichromates)? La question est posee a la suite des resultats de F. Parra.
Pour apporter une contribution a sa reponse, chaque courbe individuelle,
relative a chaque observateur et a chaque Couleur etudiee, Sera tracee
avec le maximum de precision. (Responsable de l'etude, Madame
Dr Claudine Wilhelm-Leroy-Museum.)

B22I:
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PRINCIPE DE LA METHODE UTILISEE

On presente a un certain nombre d'observateurs une image de television, constituee d'un fond uni sur lequel est decoupe un medaillon
rectangulaire, de meme luminance visuelle et de chromaticite sensiblement voisine.
La Couleur et la luminance du fond peuvent etre choisies al'interieur
du triangle que forment les primaires de restitution du tube couleurs
(Iuminophores rouge, vert, bleu).
La chromaticite du medaillon est variable autour de la Couleur du
fond .

blanc

FIG.

I
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Le medaillon peut occuper cinq positions de maniere aleatoire:
centre et quatre coins.
Au cours d'une serie de tests, la chromaticite du fond est maintenue
constante ainsi que la luminance visuelle, tandis que le medaillon
prend 200 a 300 valeurs (chromaticite variable, luminance constante
Lv fond = Lv medaillon).
Pour chaque image, chaque observateur indique, en appuyant sur
un bouton place sur son pupitre si, et dans le cas positif, ou il distingue
le medaillon du fond.
La couleur du fond est reperee par les trois tensions ER, Ev, EB de
signaux video appliques aux trois canons rouge, vert et bleu du tube
TV c, celle du medaillon par trois differences de tension ± e., ± ev, ± eb
telles que la luminance ne soit pas modifiee.
Toutes ces indications ainsi que la position du medaillon et les votes
des observateurs sont enregistres automatiquement sur cartes perforees.
DESCRIPTION DE L'INSTALLATION

Celle-ci comprend:
(a) La programmation des donnees.
(b) Les donnees sur ruban perfore.
(c) Le lecteur de ruban avec generateur de couleur.
(d) Un equipement du vote electronique (salle de vision).
Les votes ainsi que les donnees sont centralisees sur cartes perforees
dont l'exploitation par ordinateur donne les resultats.
PREMIERS RESULTATS

Les points de Couleurs etudies sont:
y
y

u

V

cd/m 2

Eclairement
retinien
(Troland)

o,so

0,30

0,36

0,32

I3

234

0,28

0,52

o,r3

0,36

36

252

o,r8

0,10

o,r9

o,r6

8

144

0,30

0,32

o,r9

0,30

so

350

X

Couleur I
(rouge)
Couleur 2
(vert)
Couleur 3
(bleu)
Couleur 4
(blanc)

Le nombre des observateurs etait de 8.
Leurs appreciations ont ete exploitees de maniere statlstlque,
aboutissant au trace d'indicatrices moyennes de seuils dans le diagramme 1960 CIE-UCS.
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Le seuil moyen est defini comme etant le point ou so% des observateurs ont vote positivement.
Les courbes statistiques obtenues se presentent sousforme de courbes
aux contours accidentes que l'on peut effectivement assimiler a des
ellipses (Fig. r ).
On retrouve les axes d'orientation des ellipses de MacAdam, et
l'excentricite.
Par contre !es grandeurs absolues des seuils presentent quelques
divergences par rapport aux mesures de MacAdam:
C1
C,
C3
C,

Rouge
Vert
Bleur
Blanc

Resultats
o,oo8
0,0024
o,oo87
o,0035

MacAdam
o,oo35
o,oo3
0,004
0,002

Ces quelques resultats ne constituent en fait qu'une mise en route
de l'experience.
Naturellement notre premiere approche offre encore matiere a
discussion mais des essais plus approfondis pourront repondre aux
differentes questions auxquelles cette etude se propose d'apporter sa
contribution.

Bzzz
COLOUR BORDER SHARPNESS
C. B. RUBINSTEIN and

J. 0. LIMB

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, USA

There is revived interest in the perception of boundary regions between
adjacent coloured areas in coloured displays. Specifically, the latest work
has involved the concept of rninimally distinct borders as exemplified
by the efforts of Boynton and Kaiser, 1 and other researchers. A different
aspect of border perception previously attracted the attention of workers
in the colour television field whose concern was either the choice of
chrominance axes or the specification of the bandwidth required for the
transmission of the chrominance signals. Our concern is related to the
latter case.
We have been interested in the coding of colour television pictures
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for digital transmission. The efficient representation of borders between
coloured areas is related to the visual system's performance in this
regard. Thus it is important to understand the relationship between
perceived sharpness of a boundary and other factors: the colour pair,
the luminance contrast ratio and the chromatic path in the boundary
region. Except for the work of Hacking, 2 the relationship between
these three factors has not received consideration in the literature.
We report on the results of our work in determining the threshold
sharpness of the boundary between two colours. Transitions between
a number of colour pairs have been studied; among them are red to cyan,
green to magenta and blue to yellow. The sharpness degradation at
the boundary was constrained such that the chromaticities lay on the
straight line on the 1960 CIE UCS-diagram between the two chromaticities representing the colours on either side of the boundary. However,
the form of the traversal of the straight line chromatic path was varied,
i.e. the movement along the line was not uniform.
In experiments, we presented two uniformly coloured areas side by
side on a television monitor. Each coloured area subtended approximately three degrees. The subject controlled the sharpness of the boundary
between the two colours. The luminance contrast ratios for a given
colour pair were randomly presented to the subject. The ambient
illumination in the room was daylight-fluorescent at
ft.-L. The
average luminance of the colour pair was maintained at a constant
value for one type of experiment, but it was allowed to vary in our
repeat of Hacking's type of experiment. The method of adjustment
was used to determine threshold sharpness. The subject could return to
the sharp position instantaneously by pushing a button. At least three
settings for sharpness were made at each luminance-contrast ratio with
the luminance being continually monitored. Four subjects were used
and each was colour normal as determined by testing with American
Optical Company Pseudoisochromatic Plates and their visual performance was normal as determined by a Bauschand Lomb ortho-rater.
Television type signals were used to generate the display on the
monitor. The equations governing the formation of the display are:

o·s

and

Y = ·236 R+·678 G + ·o86 B

(x)

Cx = R- Y

(z)

Cz = B- Y

(3)

The luminance signal is denoted by the equation (x). Equations
(2) and (3) are for the chrominance signals. Fora perfectly sharp transition between two colours of different luminance, all three signals would
contain a jump at the transition point. To vary the sharpness, the subject
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changes the slope of the chrominance signals at the transition. This
effectively places a ramp in the chrominance signals at the transition.
Control of the two ramps is ganged so that the width of the ramp region
is the same for CI and Cz. This signal generation process is representative of colour television systems that employ equal fittering in the
chrominance channels.
The equations for the signals which are fed to the monitor are obtained by the inverse transformation. To ensure that these signals represent
the tristimulus values, the television monitor was gamma-corrected to
have a linear transfer-function.
Three separate types of experiments were carried out. The distinguishing feature was the exact form of the chromatic path at the transition
between the two colours. Although the path was restricted to a straight
line in the UCS-diagram, the traversal of the path varied from a case
involving monotonic progression from one colour to the other to a case
involving chromatic jumps (see Fig. I).
The upper right quadrant of Fig. I contains curves for three of the
colour pairs studied with a I : I luminance contrast ratio. The ordinate

GREEN-MAGENTA

BLUE -YELLOW

FIG. 1. Chromatic paths across a transition between various colour
pairs. The ordinate is chromatic distance and the abcissa is spatial
distance.
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represents the straight line drawn from the first named colour to the
second named colour on the UCS-diagram. Distance along this line
is plotted in terms of the fractional distance from the first named colour.
The physical width of the transition region in the display is represented
by the full extent of the abcissa. If the path plots as a straight line at
45 ° on this graph then there isauniform change of chromaticity in the
transition region between the two colours.
The path for any luminance contrast ratio in the Hacking-type
experiment is identical to the I : I luminance contrast ratio case. In our
second experiment, in which the subject controls the width of the ramp
region in the CI and C2 signals, the path is dependent on the luminance
contrast ratio. The paths for the I : 2 and 2: I luminance contrast ratios
are shown in the other three quadrants of the figure illustrating the
chromatic jumps that occur for these ratios for this experiment in contrast to the experiment of Hacking. In our latest experiment the transition region between the two colours is made achromatic and the subject
again controls the width of this region.
Our results, which will be discussed in detail in the paper, can be
briefly summarized as follows. In general the threshold sharpness is
increased for high luminance contrast ratios. The amplitude of the
sharp luminance change affects chromatic perception in the region
near the boundary by increasing the threshold ramp-width by more
than a factor of two. These results can be applied to code colour
television signals more efficiently for digital transmission systems.
REFERENCES

1. BoYNTON, R.M., and KAISER, P.K., Science, x6x, 366 (1968).
2. HACKING, K., A cta Electronica, 2, 87 (1957).

STUDIES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A
SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF ELECTRONIC
MASKING IN COLOUR TELEVISIO N
H. G . WAGNER and H. LANG
Robert Bosch Fernsehanlagen GmbH

To achieve electronic masking in colour television one has to dispose of
signals which are proportional to the colour densities of the three layers
of a colour film. Such signals are generated if the scanner is operated
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like a densitometer, i.e. with rather small spectral response curves,
since in this case there exists a linear relationship between the log
signals of the scanner and the colour densities of the film. There remains,
however, the problern of transforming the electronically masked density
signals into the colorimetrically correct primary signals as there exists
no linear relationship between those and the corresponding colour
densities.
If, in renouncing electronic masking, a film is to be rendered exactly
as it would appear in optical projection, then the spectral response
curves of the scanner must be adapted to the appropriate colorimetric
spectral distribution coefficients. This condition Ieads to rather broad
curves with considerably negative Iobes. Such curves will provide
colorimetrically correct primary signals. These signals, however, cannot
be readily transformed into correct colour density signals, because of
the aforementioned nonlinear relationship.
The results obtained from a scanner with theoretically correct colour
matehing functions were compared with those from a modern ftying
spot scanner. Both systems appeared to be equivalent. The basically
perfect colour rendition of the scanner with the ideal response curves
is reduced by its inaccurate masking effect, whilc a modern ftying spot
scanner yields only a restricted colour rendition which is, however,
compensated by the superior accuracy of masking.
The full electronic masking process requires application of a matrix
between a logarithmic and an antilogarithmic amplifier in each of the
+

r
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Colour rendering by electronic masking.
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three channels. Because of the aforementioned difficulties to combine
good colour rendition with accurate masking-residual errors always
remain-the rather complicated and expensive method of full masking
was replaced by a somewhat less accurate but much simpler procedure:
the gamma-corrected primary signals are transformed by a subsequent
linear matrix. A numerical analysis shows that this procedure, too,
yields a colour rendition which can hardly be excelled by the more
complicated full masking method.
The results are shown in Fig. I, part of the 1960 CIE UCS-diagram.
The straight lines indicate the chromaticity shift of a set of test colours
displayed on a TV colour monitor, if in one case a reversal original film
is scanned and in the other case a reversal print taken from this original
is scanned. The circles and triangles symbolize the chromaticities of
the same print, corrected by-simplified-electronic masking.

OPTIMUM ABSORPTION BANDS OF
SUBTRACTIVE DYES FOR COLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
NOBORU OHTA
Fuji Photo Film Co. Ltd, Minami-Ashigara, Japan

Three dyes-cyan, magenta and yellow-are used in modern subtractive colour photography and many articles have been published
on the synthesis and photographic characteristics of couplers which
yield them. However, couplers (or dyes) have not yet been evaluated
fully with respect to their spectral characteristics.
The author, therefore, searched for optimum combinations of three
dyes by computer simulation methods, taking advantage of the power
of modern computer technology. The computer simulation has been
carried out by starting with three real dyes, known by experience to
give high quality colour photographs, and has evaluated possible
improvements of these three real dyes for changes in two parameters- ·
peak wavelengths and breadths of the absorption bands.
The evaluation has been carried out from the viewpoints of the
colour gamuts,1 - 3 the excitation purities of colours, 2 and the stability
of selective greys. 4 • 5 Some noteworthy results were obtained:
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(I) The optimum combination of peak wavelengths of cyan, magenta
and yellow are 64o---66o, 530-540 and 430 nm; the optimum
breadths are B. = J•o-J·I, B,;, = o·4-o·6, and B; = o·5-o·6
respectively.
(2) The peak wavelengths of cyan A.., magenta Am, and yellow Ay
which give the selective grey most stable to illumination metamerism may be related to one another thus:

(3) No optimum combination of peak wavelengths of cyan, magenta,
and yellow can be found given a selective grey most stable to the
changes of dye amounts.
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MODELLING OF A COLOUR
REPRODUCTION SYSTEM

L.A. CASS
Xerox Corporation, Roehester, New York, USA

This paper analyses the imaging properties of a single-exposure colour
reproduction system. The model could be applicable to three-colour
photography where the path from the initial exposure to the final
image involves intermediate process steps, or to photoelectrophoresis
when the photoreceptors are also the colour-formers.
The model consists of three colourant response curves, whose shapes
are similar to the S-shaped H - D curves for positive imaging photo-
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graphy, a definition of actinic exposure and Beer's law of colour
mtxmg. The colourant response curves specify the amount of each
colourant that appears in the final image, by whatever intermediate
process steps are necessary, as a result of the actinic exposure. In the
definition of actinic exposure, each colourant has its own spectral sensitivity which governs its response to incident spectral radiation which
in turn includes the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the illuminating light source and the spectral reflectance of the input colour. The
parameters in the colourant response curve and the Beer's law of
colour mixing can be combined to produce Equivalent Neutral Density
response curves which have, besides the usual Dmm Dmtn and y, a
wide range of toe and shoulder shapes that can be independently varied.
The model is arranged to give grey scale reproduction, i.e., an input
grey scale is reproduced as grey. Then the effect on colour reproduction
of the SED of the illuminating light source is investigated. The measure
of quality of the reproduction is taken to be the average colour fidelity
between the input colour set and its reproduction. Both the CIE
U*V*W* and Godlove colour metrics are used to calculate colour
difference. lt is found that, for a given y of the tone reproduction
curve, the exposure for the most faithful colour reproduction is very
nearly the same as the exposure for the most faithful grey scale reproduction.
A procedure is developed to optimize the twenty-four model parameters to achieve the most faithful reproduction of a given input
colour set. lt is found that, for a given set of colour mixing and normalized colourant sensitivity curves, the best colour fidelity results when the
SED of the light source is coordinated with three multipliers that
scale the (normalized) colourant sensitivity curves. For light sources
consisting of three bands of light, the best configuration is three very
narrow spikes suitably placed.
The effect on colour reproduction of metameric input colours is
examined. lt is found that better fidelity results when the input colours
are fabricated from the same three subtractive primaries rather than
using a multitude of different colourants.
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FARBMETRISCHE BEURTEILUNG VON
FARB- UMKEHRFILMEN IN DER PRAXIS DER
ENTWICKLUNGSANSTALTEN
D.GUNDLACH
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Berlin, Germany

Farb-Umkehrfilme, die nach dem subtraktiven Dreischichtenverfahren
arbeiten, bilden während der chromogenen Entwicklung Farbstoffe.
In der üblichen Schichtfolge von oben nach unten sind dies Gelb,
Purpur und Blaugrün. Es handelt sich um reelle Farbstoffe, die in den
Bereichen, in denen eine volle Durchlässigkeit erwünscht wäre, zum
Teil beträchtliche Nebenabsorptionen besitzen. Die Verwendung
derartiger nicht idealer Farbstoffe ist bei den bekannten subtraktiven
Dreischichtenverfahren mit chromogener Entwicklung aus prinzipiellen Gründen nicht zu umgehen.
Für die Beurteilung der Qualität der Farbwiedergabe eines FarbUmkehrfilms gilt allgemein die visuell neutrale Wiedergabe eines
Graukeils oder die der Graustufen einer Farbtafel bei der Durchstrahlung mit der vom Rohfilmhersteller vorgeschriebenen Projektionslichtart als Kriterium. Diese Methode kann jedoch bei bestimmten
Farbstichen im Material, z. B. bei einem Blaugrünstich zu Fehlurteilen
führen, wenn nicht gleichzeitig die Wiedergabe von bunten Flächen
beurteilt wird.
Leider ist noch immer die Ansicht weit verbreitet, daß die metameren, im Farbfilm unter Standardbedingungen visuell neutral grau
erscheinenden subtraktiven Mischungen der drei Farbstoffe bei der
Messung mit Densitometern im Rot-, Grün- und Blaukanal gleiche
Dichten ergeben müssen. Anders ausgedrückt erwartet man, daß
die hinter den entsprechenden Filtern gemessenen Dichtekurven sich
über den gesamten Dichtebereich decken. Da aber Densitometer
nicht die Luther-Bedingung erfüllen, handelt es sich um einen Grenzfall, wenn bei einem bestimmten Satz von subtraktiven Farbstoffen
und geeignet ausgewählten Meßfiltern gleiche Dichtewerte erhalten
werden.
Anhand von Sätzen reeller Farbstoffe von Farb-Umkehrfilmen wird
untersucht, inwieweit es zweckmäßig sein kann, neben der sensitometrischen Kontrolle die Farbmessung einzusetzen, was bereits vereinzelt
mit Erfolg geschieht.
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Es wird gezeigt, wie man mit Hilfe farbmetrischer Untersuchungen
die sensitometrischen Daten für ein bestimmtes Farb-U mkehrmaterial ermitteln und die zulässigen Toleranzen berechnen kann.
Diese dürfen jedoch weder vom Rohfilmhersteller noch von der
Entwicklungsanstalt voll für sich in Anspruch genommen werden.
Mit den so erhaltenen Daten ist es möglich, die für ein bestimmtes
Densitometer zu erwartenden Dichten und Dichtetoieranzen für ein
bestimmtes untersuchtes Farbmaterial festzulegen.
Die Kenntnis dieser Werte führt zu besseren Entwicklungsergebnissen und zu einer größeren Sicherheit in der Beurteilung von
verschiedenen Emulsionsnummern gleichen Filmtyps.
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A CORRELATION BETWEEN LINGUISTICS OF
COLOUR-NAMING AND COLOUR PERCEPTION
H. ZOLLINGER
Technisch-Chemisches Laboratorium, Eidgenössiche Technische Hochschule,
Zurich, Switzerland

Hering's opponent theory of colour vision1 was originally almost
wholly speculative. However, within the last twenty years, evidence
has been accumulated which lends support to his hypothesis. It has
been put on an experimental basis with the neurophysiological data of
Svaetichin, 2 Motokawa3 and de Valois, 4 and the psychophysical
investigations of Jameson and Hurvich, 5 and Wasserman. 6
Is the opponent colour theory refl.ected even in the psychology of
man's colour perception, i.e. on the other side of Hassenstein's 'psychophysical barrier'? 7 In order to provide further information on this
subject we conducted an investigation using colour-naming as a suitable
response function.
We chose two approaches, namely an evaluation of basic colour
names in European and non-European languages, and a colour-naming
test with fifty-six German-, English- and French-speaking students
of the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule in Zurich.
If Hering's theory is refl.ected in colour-naming, words for white,
black, red, green, yellow and blue should have a more basic significance than words for other colours. That this might be the case is
indicated by the fact that the words for the colours on a colour circle
are, in all romanic, germanic and slavic languages, 'basic' for yellow,
red, blue and green, in contrast to intermediate colours such as orange,
purple, violet, etc. ('Basic' is defined here as a word whose relation to an
object is unrecognizable to a person untrained in linguistics.)
This crude qualitative observation is supported by the results of a
study of ninety-eight languages from every continent by Berlin and
Kay. 8 They claim that there is a universality and an evolution of colour
terms in the sense that languages with a very simple vocabulary have
389
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only two colour words, namely for white (bright) and black (dark);
those with three words add an expression for red; next a word for green
or yeilow, and then colour terms for both these hues are added. The
next stage involves a term for blue. Other colour terms foilow only later.
In spite of serious criticisms which can and have been made against
Berlin and Kay's claims of universalism and evolution, their results
seem to fit astonishingly weil into Hering's theory. However, Berlin
and Kay did not realize that such a correlation could be made.
In our colour test students were asked first to write down a total
of not more than twelve colour terms in two groups, namely 'absolutely
necessary ones' and those of secondary importance. Afterwarcis they
had to name I 13 Munseil colour samples, presented in a random
sequence. The set of samples contained eighteen to twenty hues of
the Munseil system (5R, IOR, 5RY, IORY
to IORP) on three levels
of chroma (4, 6 and 8; value 5) and three levels of value (4, 5 and 7,
chroma 6), as weil as a group of fifteen samples with chroma 10,
value 6.
Each sample had to be named twice within 20 seconds by (a) using
only the names contained in the two groups mentioned above, and
(b) using colour descriptions on a completely free basis.
The results of the colour vocabulary test demonstrated clearly that
in ail three languages used (German, French and English) yeilow, red,
blue and green have a primary position. This is probably true also for
white and black, but some students do not regard white and black as
colours in a proper sense. Differences in basic character between these
languages become obvious on the second level: in German 'violett'
is the only significant term between 'rot' and 'blau'; 'purpur', 'rosa',
'lila' are hardly mentioned, whereas in French 'rose' and in English
'purple' and 'pink' seem tobe of equal or (as seen in the colour-naming
test) higher importance than 'violet'.
The colour-naming test of the II3 samples was evaluated in a
manner similar to the codability method of Brown and Lenneberg. 9
Concerning hue, it was found that codability on the highest chroma level
(10) has three maxima along the dominant wavelength dimension, i.e.
relatively sharp maxima in the blue (A.n = 480 nm) and green (A.n = 510
nm) regions and a weaker maximum in the yeilow region (A.n = 580
nm). This result coincides with those found by Jameson and Hurvich 5
who determined the sensory response in a colour discrimination test
and evaluated the results using a theoretical model based on a set of
one achromatic (white- black) and two chromatic (red-green and
blue- yeilow) neural opponent response pairs. Our codability maxima
coincide also with the data of Wasserman on brightness enhancement. 6
In the range of chroma and value which we investigated, a correlation
with codability is less evident. Codability increases slightly from value
0

0

0
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Ievel 4 to 7, but no significant correlation with low chroma Ievels
(4 to 8) was found.
The same colour sample testwas performed in February and March
1973 with people speaking Japanese (in Tokyo) and Hebrew (in
Rehovoth ). These results will be included in the oral presentation of this
paper in order to discuss cultural salience superimposed on, and therefore disguising, the correlation between the physiological basis of
opponent colour vision and the psychology of colour-naming. Details
of the results and correlations to modern linguistic theories will be
discussed elsewhere.lfl
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THE SUBJECTIVE SCALING OF
HUE AND SATURATION
STEPHEN C. H. ROWE
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK

The last hundred years has seen very rapid growth in the science of
psychophysics, to such an extent that some attempt has been made to
quantify nearly all aspects of subjective experience. The present
experiment aimed to relate hue and saturation with their two immediate
physical counterparts, dominant wavelength and excitation purity,
in two-dimensional colour space. (The third variable of perceived
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colour, subjective brightness, was not investigated, it being maintained
constant throughout the experiment.)
Apparatus was constructed so that 2 ° stimuli were viewed monocularly in Maxwellian view in a 20 ° circular surround. The luminances
and chromaticities of both surround and stimulus could be varied by
the use of apertures and Tintometer glass filters, and checked in situ
using telescopic measuring devices. For each of the three adaptation
conditions investigated (approximating to the CIE illuminants A, B
and C) a series of approximately seventy stimulus chromaticities were
selected, so as to adequately cover that part of the 1960 CIE u,vdiagram representing the gamut of colours available using photographic
dyes.
After a suitable period of adaptation, each of five observers made
estimates of the hues and saturations of the stimuli. Five replications
were made on different days. With regard to hue, estimates were made
using the four psychological primary hue names, red, yellow, green
and blue, as follows: the estimated dominant hue was given the value
of so points and any secondary hue was scaled as a ratio to this so, e.g.
a reddish-orange might be scaled as red so, yellow 2S· Saturation was
scaled directly as a percentage value.
All observers were given extensive training prior to any results being
taken. The results are presented in the form of mean loci of constant
hue and saturation within the framewerk of the u,v-diagram, for each
observer under each condition of adaptation. Fig. I shows a typical
set of results. The results for a single observer were found to be very
accurately reproducible on different days both for hue and saturation,

ADAPTATION Sc 5500'K
01:15-B.A.G.

0·10
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Loci of constant hue and saturation- 1960 CIE UCS diagram.
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but inter-observer differences, whilst small for hue, were often quite
!arge for saturation. The suggestion here is that a theory of individual
style of response is in order for saturation scaling.
The experiment described above was conducted using moderately
high luminance apperture colours, but in an attempt to solve an old
controversy the scaling techniques devised have been applied to the
realms of surface colours of low luminance factor. Two separate and
dissimilar experiments, the one of controlled nature in the laboratory,
and the other in the field, have shown that very often the colour 'brown'
cannot be adequately defined in terms of the six subjective variables
red, yellow, green, blue, black and white, and that many observers can
select 'pure brown' from a selection of colours. It is proposed that the
findings support an idea of G. Wyszecki put forward at the last AIC
meeting in Stockholm, that brown might be regarded as a fifth unique
psychological primary.

A MASS COLOUR SCALING EXPERIMENT
C. A. PADGHAM and S. C. H. ROWE
Department of Ophthalmie Optics and Visual Science,
The City University, London, UK

INTRODUCTION

This was an extension of the detailed experimental work with trained
observers (separately reported by S.C.H. Rowe), which was concerned
with the scaling of the hue and saturation of colours by direct magnitude
estimation (Torgerson, 1967). In this method the observer classifies
the hue in psychological colour space and gives a figure indicating the
percentage saturation. This is clone by simply observing the coloured
surface and stating the results in verbal terms or by recording them on
a diagram.
Since this laboratory work was clone by only five observers it was
feit necessary to complement and test it with a mass experiment on
naive subjects. Of necessity this test was more superficial and not
capable of stringent control. It was, however, intended to include the
estimation of lightness which was not clone in the more detailed study.
An opportunity presented itself when The Colour Group (Great

w
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Colour
sample no.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Colour

Luminance
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y
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Medium blue
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Blue-green
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Britain) took a stand at the Physics Exhibition at Alexandra Palace
(London) in April, 1971. The title of the exhibitwas 'Colour Measured
and Perceived' and we are grateful that we were able to use part of
this for the experiment.
DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT

Ten matt colour samples, each TO X 5·5 cm were mounted on a vertical
white background board measuring 40 X 36 cm. This was illuminated
by two concealed vertical fluorescent tubular lamps approximating
to CIE Illuminant D 65 • The exhibit had of necessity tobe eye-catching
and could, therefore, not be placed in a screened booth, thus some ambient light, mainly daylight, was incident on the samples.
The exhibitwas given the following caption: 'Colour is induced by
the action of light on the eyes, and being a sensation it can only be
"measured" subjectively. Experiment has shown that all colours can
be defined in terms of six psychological variables, red, yellow, green,
blue, black and white, and can therefore be depicted in two-dimensional
space using a hue circle and a grey scale (Boynton et al., 1964; Hurvich,
and Jameson, 1957; Ishak et al., 1970). (A diagram and some colour
samples were shown to illustrate this point.) Each colour appears once
in each diagram and is perceptually defined by the two positions.
Below are ten colour samples. Using the sheet provided (which included
a hue-saturation diagram similar to the figure, together with a straight
line 8 cm long for lightness recording with "black" at the top and
"white" at the bottom), try to estimate the position of each sample in
both diagrams. Use only the nurober to illustrate where each sample
should be placed. Nurober 1 is done for you. Should you find any special
difficulty with any of the samples please indicate this in the comment
space provided.'
The details of the colour samples are given in Table I.
RESULTS

In the four days of the exhibition a total of 323 forms were completed,
which was comprised of 251 males and 72 females, 20 ofwhom declared
a known colour vision defect. Those attending the exhibition were
obviously scientifically orientated, and although this response was very
encouraging, it was interesting to note that quite a nurober refused to
record their Observations on the grounds that they could not trust their
subjective judgements. This suggests that perhaps they are unaware as to
how often they have to make subjective judgements, e.g. when driving a
car. However, in spite of a certain small element of protest and lack of
conviction, it was something of a revelation that naive observers could
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TABLE

Colour
sample
2
Medium blue
3
Orange
4
Blue---green
5
Pale---blue
6
Dark brown
Pink

7

8
Maroon
9
Y ellow-green
IO
Purpie

2

(H

=

Mean
value
H

s

E
H

s

E
H

s

E
H

s

E
H
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E
H
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E
H
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E
H

s

E
H

s

E

20'1
75 '0
3'55
6·7
62'0
5· I6
27'3
55 ·o
5'53
2I'3
I6·o
9'02
I2 '2
56·o
I '26
8·I
25 '0
8·4I
I I '3
78·o
2'42
32'9
50'0
6·52
15'9
67·o
3'8I

Hue estimate; S = saturation estimate;
E = lightness estimate)

Minimum Maximum
value
value
18·o
25'0
0'3
2'0
20'0
o·8
o ·o
o ·o
o·8
o·o
o·o
2'7
o·o
o·o
o·o
o·o
2'0
I'2
8·o
20'0
0'3
3'0
IO'O
O'I
IO'O
22'0
0'3

30'0
100'0
8·3
35'0
IOO'O
9'3
36·o
95 '0
9'0
38·o
100'0
9'9
39'0
IOO'O
7'9
38·o
95'0
9'8
33'0
IOO 'O
7'7
38·o
IOO'O
9'3
25'0
100'0
9'0

Standard
deviation
1·o (2·5 % )
I3·6
1'45
2·2 (5·5 % )
13'4
1'35
2'9 (7"3 % )
I3 '9
I '20
3·6 (9·o % )
II 'O
0'93
9' 5(24% )
33 '9
o·88
4'9 (I2'0 % )
I I'7
I '04
I '9 (4·8 % )
I5'2
I ' 2I
2'7 (6·7 % )
I 5'I
I'27
1·8 (4·5% )
I5·6
1'43

No. o"
missing
estimates
3
24
3
2I
3
22
2
4
I9
77
78
24
5
7
25
7
8
24
3
4
26
7
8
26

record their observations with some preclSlon. From each record
sheet the estimates of hue were transformed to a scale of o-40 in units
of 9° reading clockwise. Thus, pure yellow was recorded as o (and 40),
pure red as 10, pure blue as 20 and pure green as 30. The saturations
were given as a percentage from o (neutral) to 100 (fully saturated).
The lightness estimates were transformed to a 10-point scale of o (black)
to 10 (white). The data were analysed statistically by a computer and
are presented in Table 2.
The mean positions of the colours tagether with the hue and saturation standard deviations are shown in Fig. 1.
CONCLUSIONS

The experiment shows that with completely naive observers under
poorly controlled conditions and with the minimum of instruction,
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a surprising degree of precision can be achieved in the direct estimation
of colour and lightness.
Detailed analysis shows that as the saturation of the samples rises,
the standard deviation for saturation increases whilst that for hue
decreases. It is significant that the mean standard deviation for hue
estimates is 6·5 per cent whilst that for saturation is 13·7 per cent,
thus the saturation scaling is considerably less precise than that of hue.
There seems only a vague relationship between saturation estimates
and purity, which undermines the value of the latter in subjective work.
The lightness estimates E appear to be related to the luminance L
by the following relation:
The logarithm of the mean lightness estimates correlate well with the
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Munsell value of the samples (a correlation coefficient of o·97), which
gives a remarkable validation of the Munsell value scale. There is some
evidence of a Helmholtz-Kohrausch brightness enhancement effect
for the saturated blue sample.
An inspection of the data will reveal serious anomalies in the case of
the brown sample (no. 6). The significance of this is discussed in detail
by S.C.H. Rowe in another paper. The data for this sample were not
used in computing the statistical data.
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DIFFERENCES AMONG RESPONSES OF
OBSERVERS IN SCALING BRIGHTNESS
C.

J. BARTLESON and E. J. BRENEMAN
Macbeth Color and Photometry Div , Kollmorgen Corp,
Newburgh, NY, USA

Experiments conducted on perceptual scaling of brightnesses over a
number of years have indicated significant differences among the
response characteristics of observers. These experiments were all
conducted with complex fields such as those of photographic prints
and transparencies. A number of experimental techniques were
employed, including direct magnitude estimation, magnitude production, haploscopic matching, interval scaling and interval matching.
Continued evaluation of such data has indicated rather clearly certain
systematic differences among observers with respect to the type and
reliability of their perceptual estimates. W e have identified and classified
four basic observer-types. The typical differences among these four
types for magnitude estimation is illustrated in Fig. I. T ype I (quadrant
A) yield data for log brightness versus log luminance that are concave
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downwards. Type II (quadrant B) provide data that are concave
upwards. Type III (quadrant C) exhibit cubic or 'S-curved' functions
and type IV (quadrant D) showlinear relations between log brightness
and log luminance.
Each of the various kinds of function shown in Fig. r have been
reported in the Iiterature for data pooled over observers. Our pooled
data most closely resemble that of the type IV observer. However,
the pooled variability is quite high and the pooled function does not
resemble those found for the majority of our observers, types I and II
predominating in our experiments. Only by examination of individual
data are we able to distinguish the differences illustrated in Fig. r.
Additional, systematic differences have also been found between
our type I and type II observers (types III and IV were not subjected
to additional investigation because of the relative paucity of such
observers in our experiments). The following is abrief summary of the
major differences which we have found:
r. Type I observers provide data which are more precise than
those of type II observers.
2. Type I observers repeat their data more exactly for the same
experiments repeated over periods up to five years than do type II
observers.
0
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3· Type I observers tend to produce the same results by magnitude
production as by magnitude estimation, whereas type II observers
do not do so.
4· Type I observers provide scales of brightness which are linearly
related (i.e. the same up to a constant) by interval and ratio methods
whereas the interval- and ratio-derived scales of Type II observers are
non-linearly, harmonically related.
5· At the 1969 AIC meeting, Colour '69\ one of the authors showed
that the data of type I observers for scaling of the conceptually complementary perceptions of lightness and darkness are, in fact, related as
complements by either ratio or interval methods while, although type II
observers provide a complementary relation for interval-scaling, their
ratio-scaled data for lightness and darkness tend to be reciprocally
related.
W e find, then, not only differences among observers with respect
to the brightness functions they generate, but also differences in what
we choose to call reliability of observer-estimates. W e have no basis
for assessing accuracy; for each observer may, in fact, respond accurately
to the criterion he has adopted in any one experiment (regardless of
the experimental instructions). However, since some observers show
distinct differences in precision, repeatability and consistency, we
submit that they differ in reliability.
C.J., Differences and ratios in colour scaling, Proc. First AIC
Congress, Göttingen, Muster-Schmidt (1970), pp. 386-90.

I. BARTLESON,

LIGHTNESS AND SATURATION FüR
SURFACE COLOURS
ARQ. MARiA L. F. DE MATTIELLO
and
DRA. MIGUELINA GUIRAO
Laboratorio de Investigaciones Sensoriales-Consejo
Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas,
Hospital Escuela, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

The lightness and saturation of a thousand samples were measured.
These samples were distributed into four groups of surface colours:
blue 470 nm; green 550 nm; yellow 576 nm; and red 622 nm.
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The method of magnitude estimation was used in twenty experiments
in all of which 10 observers participated.
In the first experimental session the luminance was kept constant
and the colorimetric purity was varied; in the second session the procedure was reversed; and in the third to sixth sessions both colorimetric
purity and luminance were varied.
The data obtained in the first session permitted functions of Saturation to be plotted whose exponents oscillated between I ·03 for blue,
and 3"99 for yellow.
With the results obtained in the second session, functions of lightness
were represented and the exponents oscillated between o·64 and 0·35.
The third to sixth series of experiments, in which both parameters
varied, allowed functions of both lightness and Saturation to be plotted.
The fact that colorimetric purity varied did not modify the functions of
lightness previously obtained. Instead, when luminance was present
in a variable form the functions of saturation within each colour were
modified. The bigger slopes corresponded to colours of low luminance,
and in this, they were similar to those already obtained. The smaller
slopes corresponded to colours of high luminance.
To summarize: with the same stimuli, the variation of saturation
does not seem to affect the functions of luminance, instead, when the
luminance is made to vary, the saturation behaves in different ways
for high or low Ievels of luminance.

A REVISED NEUTRAL AXIS FOR THE
ASSESSMENT OF COLOURED PAPERS
DAVID

J. McCONNELL

Bowaters United Kingdom Paper Company Limited, Engineering and
Scientific Services Division, Northfleet, UK

In a previous paper1 the author described a line in colour space along
which observers consider that the most neutral shades are situated.
That work found a definite relationship between the colour of the best
white paper at a given reftectance Ievel and the blue reftectance value.
The line was termed the Preferred White Line and has been used for
the assessment of near-white colours and the selection of 'best-whites'
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for papers. The definition of the line in Glasser Cube Root space is
a = o and b = o·36 (8o-B) where Bis the blue reßectance value and the
system applies for all values of B above 55·
Since 1969, work has been carried out to extend the observer preferred neutral axis to reßectance Ievels below per cent and has resulted
in a better colour description and colour spacing with the Glasser L,
a, b system.
Extrapolation of the Preferred White Line to lower reßectance Ievels
would create an anomalous situation where deep greys would be yellow.
This was corrected for, in an arbitrary manner, by limiting the Preferred
White Line to blue reßectance values above 50 when b = ro·8. The
line was then assumed to return to the achromatic axis at zero reßectance
according to the equations a = o and b = ro·8 L/75 where L is the
Glasser lightness function but dependent on blue reßectance. Although
the neutral axis appeared to be dependent on the blue reßectance value
the actual description of colours continues to make use of the traditional
L function based on green reßectance.
There is an anomaly in colour description with the cube root L, a, b
colour systems in that although yellow and blue lie on the 'b' axis,
true red and true green arenot on the 'a' axis but are in the yellow-red
and yellow-green portions of the colour space. When the arbitrarily
adjusted neutral axis was used to plot the position of nine sets of dyed
samples in L, a, b colour space it became obvious that a more meaningful description was obtained. Both the blue- red Direct Red Sr and the
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blue-green zG dyed papers were situated in their respective regions
of the diagram.
Equally interesting was the result of a second experiment in which
twelve observers were asked to judge the equivalent colour strengths
for the sets of dyed papers. Deeply dyed and lightly dyed papers were
judged and a conventional plot of these equal strength judgements
showed that the spacing of the yellow from the neutral point was twice
that of the blue. When replotted using the arbitrarily adjusted neutral
the difference in spacing was almost eliminated (see Fig. 1).
It was considered that these results were not merely coincidental
and further tests were carried out. When some Munsell colours were
plotted by the two methods the equal spacing with the Glasser system
was altered so that the redjyellowjgreen portionwas expanded and the
greenjbluejpurplejred region contracted. This result agrees very well
with that of Hawkes. 2 Hawkes carried out multi-dimensional scaling
experiments with Munsell colours and concluded that the spacing
should be altered by expanding the yellow-red through yellow to green
region of Munsell space.
In the previous paper1 the author suggested that there may be differences in the response of the eye to green and blue light at different
reflectance levels. This was suggested as a possible cause of the shift
of the neutral axis. Work is required in this field and may be reported
later.
In conclusion it is strongly recommended that any future colour
space system should consider the effect of a neutral axis such as that
described above and its inclusion in colour space systems.
REFERENCES
1.

2.

McCoNNELL, D.J., A revised neutral axis for the assessment of near-white
papers, Proceedings of AIC Colour 6g, 329-34.
HAWKES, R.J., Colour systems and colour scaling, Journal of Architectural
Research and Teaching, 2 (1971), r6-22.
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CHANGES IN APPEARANCE OF COLOURED
STIMULI WITH ADAPTATION TO
CHROMATIC LIGHT; A TEST OF THE
VON KRIES COEFFICIENT LA W
NAOTAKE KAMBE• and LEO MORI
Toshiba Research and Development Center, Tokyo Shibaura
Electric Co. Ltd, Kawasaki, Japan

Using a haploscopic colour matehing method, the von Kries coefficient
law may be tested experimentally with respect to the additive property
of colour shifts due to changes of chromatic adaptation. Walters1
and Wright2 tested the coefficient law in this way, and found that under
some conditions the coefficient law failed in a significant degree.
This report attempts some more detailed check on the coefficient
law under the following conditions. Three colour stimuli in the white
region, sl, s2 and Sa. were taken as test colour Stimuli. The test
stimulus S3 was composed of the additive mixture of the test colour
Stimuli sl and s2. A green monochromatic Stimulus (535 nm, approximately 250 trolands) was taken as an adapting colour stimulus. Three
types of temporal configuration, A, B and D, were employed. In the
adapting condition A, the green adapting stimulus was presented for
eight seconds to the left eye, and then the test and matehing colour
stimuli were presented simultaneously for one second to the left and
right eyes, respectively. In the adapting condition B, the adapting
stimulus was presented for five seconds to the left eye, and the test
and matehing colour stimuli of one second duration were presented to
the left and right eyes respectively on three seconds after the offset of
the adapting stimulus. These colour stimuli were presented repeatedly
every ten seconds in both conditions. During these presentation of
the stimuli, the subjects adjusted the mixture of the primary colours
in a visual colorimeter to obtain a satisfactory colour match between
• Present address: National Language Research Institute, 3-9-1 4 N ishigaoka,
Kita-ku, Tokyo 115, Japan.
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the test and matehing colour stimuli. In the adapting condition D,
the adapting stimulus was not presented, and colour matches were
obtained with both eyes adapted to dark.
The subjects were three males of normal colour vision. From each
set of more than forty matches, the discrimination ellipses (95 per cent
confidence ellipses) on the x, y chromaticity coordinates were computed.
An example of the results is shown in Fig. I. The significant and
systematic discrepancies between predictions from the coefficient law
and experimental results are observed for the adapting condition A
(S1(A), S2(A) and S 3(A) in Fig. I), and some systematic but insignificant discrepancies are observed even for the adapting condition B
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(S1(B), S2(B) and S3(B) in Fig. I). The discrepancies for dark adapted
condition are considered insignificant in comparison with the uncertainty of colour matches (S1(D), S2(D) and S3(D) in Fig. I).
These results show that the von Kries coefficient law does not
generally hold for the strong green adapting condition. We may
speculate the interaction among the receptor responses for reducing
the discrepancies between predictions from the coefficient law and
experimental results. In this speculation, the strong green adapting
stimulus inhibits the red and green responses, and these resultant red
and green responses enhance the blue response.
REFERENCES
1. WALTERS, H.V., Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), BIJI, 27 (1942).
2. WRIGHT, W.D., Researches on Normal and Dejective Colour Vision, H.
Kimpton, London, 1946, p. 263.

AGE EFFECT IN THE
BURNHAM-CLARK-MUNSELL
COLOR MEMORY TEST (BCMT)
R. LAKOWSKI and JOHN

DE

BECK

Visual Laboratory, Department of Psychology, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B .C., Canada

In I965 Burnham and Clark devised their short term memory test
because they claimed that colour comparisons, for the most part, involve
an element of memory. Though the test has been in use now for about
fifteen years, it has not been validated against age norms, specific
occupations or type of memory involved.
This paper provides information about the effect of age upon test
performance and attempts to examine the degree of memory andjor
discrimination ability involved. Data for subjects in the 2o-3o age
group appeared in the original Burnham and Clark publication. Data
on the Io-20 age group was accumulated by Lakowski (I969), who
stated this age effect shows itself by being an improvement in performance with age from I2 to 25 years (from error score of 4·5 and a I4"7
to error score of 2I"7 and a 6·o). It was also stated: ' . . . that a decline in
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performance which takes place with oncoming old age has yet to be
proven, but it remains a tenable hypothesis .. .'. This paper shows that
there is an increase in error scores with age, which indicated that there
is a trend but only the scores in the 70-plus age group are significantly
different from any other decade, though the association between age
and performance on the BCMT is fairly high in the total sample.
METHOD

About a hundred subjects, twenty per decade from 30 to So years
of age, half in each group of twenty, males, and half females. They
were tested monocularly on the BCMT, the Farnsworth-Munsell
roo-Hue-Test (10o-Hue) and the Dvorine pseudoisochromatic plates.
Only data from normal trichromats has been employed. Most of the
subjects were living in apartments in the so-called 'high rises' in
Vancouver and all were volunteers for this particular experiment.
The tests were administered under standarized illumination, using
CIE illuminant type C of 300 lux and administration techniques were as
quoted in the respective manuals. Testing on the PIC and the roo-Hue
tests preceded testing on the BCMT.
RESULTS

Table r gives the BCMT data in decades for the pooled male and
female populations. Results from age groups under 30 are from Lakowski
(1969) and include the Burnham-Clark data for the 2o-3o age group,
where (I) refers to primary school children, (2) secondary school
children, and (3) industrial workers with minimal training in colour
work.
TABLEI
Age groups
12-13 (1)
15-16 (2)
25 (3)
3o-39
4o-49
5o-59
6o-69
7o-79

Error scores on the BCMT by
age populations

N

X.

a

30
40
20
23
19
23
8
17

41"5
24•0
21 "7
21•7
23·8
27•3
30·2
43 .9

14•7
4·6
6·o
5·6
7•2
7·5
9·5
18·o

Both in terms of the means and standard deviation there is, at first,
a decrease in error scores and variance, whereas after 30 years error
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scores and variance increase slowly and are at their peak between
70 and 79 showing evidence of an age effect.
DISCUSSION

The two tests were deliberately administered in a specific sequence
to allow a more comprehensive analysis of the association between the
age effect, colour discrimination and colour memory.
Table 2 shows intercorrelations between BCMT and age, between
BCMT and Ioo-Hue, and finally between IOo-Hue and age (which can
be compared with results shown in Table I).
TABLE

BCMT
v. Age

Z

Product-moment correlations r

Sig.

Age
group

N

zo-49
3o-59
4o-69
So-'79

49
6s
so
48

0'34
0'33
0'59

NS
< o·ox
< o·ox
<; o·ox

Total

97

o·s6z

<o·ox

BCMT
100-Hue
o·z8

Sig.

V.

0'49
o·s8

o·os
< o·ox
<; o·ox
<; o·ox

o·639

< o·ox

o·sz

100-Hue
v. Age
0'46
0'48
0'49
0'540

Sig.
NS
<; o·ox
< o·ox
< o·ox
< o·ox

Results show that there are statistically significant associations between
the BCMT and Ioo-Hue test and the age variable and also between
BCMT test scores and those of the Ioo-Hue-note Iack of correlation
between age variable and the two tests for the 20-49 age group-similar
results (Iack of correlation between age and the two colour tests) have
been reported by Lakowski (I969) for his printers apprentices population (age I3-I6 years).
The other part of this discussion will include results from partial
and multiple correlations of the three variables: BCMT (I), I oo-Hue (2)
and Age (3).
Table 3 will consist of three partial correlations r I2·3, r I3·2, r 23·I
and three multiple correlations, RI·23, R2·I3, R3·I2 for each of four
overlapping age groups 30-59, 4o-69, 50-79 and 20-79·
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ACCURACY IN COLOUR MEMORY- A
STUDY OF COLOUR ASSESSMENT IN
FLOWERS
B. K.A. BATTERSBY
B attersby Colour Design Consultants, in association with C.D. Brickell,
Director of the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, Wisley , UK

INTRODUCTION

We are inclined to take for granted gifts with which we are born.
I knew two people possessed of unusual powers. Both were unconscious
of their particularity. One, a dowser, until the age of eight believed
everyone to have the power of water devination. The other, an osteopath
with a remarkable faculty for diagnosis, reached middle age before he
found out that bis perception of coloured aura was unique among bis
acquaintance.
The faculty for memorizing, storing and recalling with accuracy
a great variety of colours seems to be a more common gift. Certainly
I have always taken for granted my own capacity in this direction and
use it automatically. Aceurate colour memory serves as a guide in colour
research and saves time in colour matehing and communication.
Over a period of twenty years at the British Colour Council, I found,
by a series of exercises, that it was possible to develop this faculty in
colorists who already appeared to have this gift. Simple tests consisted
of matehing a random collection of colours to charted standards or
ranges familiar to the observer; the unerring decision with which the
selection and matehing of the patterns was clone suggested that the
observer carried a mental image of the colours checked.
More sophisticated exercises followed with variations in the textures
and light reflecting qualities of the patterns: matt and gloss paints,
leathers of suede finish or polished calf, cut-pile fabrics, velvet or
carpet; cotton, wool, silk and variously textured man-made fabrics.
When research was made in museums or at loan exhibitions, colour
descriptions were noted in a catalogue, matched with patterns in the
British Colour Council Dictionary of Colours for Interior Decoration
and 'colour bank' and subsequently checked physically with the original
specimens.
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COLOUR MEMORY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF FLOWER COLOURS

The matehing of colours in growing plants presents a special challenge
and I willingly gave my assistance to the Royal Horticultural Society
in the compilation of their secend Colour Chart.
Work began in 1964 with a committee of horticulturists and scientific
officers under the chairmanship of Sir George Taylor, then Director
of the Royal Betanie Gardens, Kew. Selection was made on the basis
of the first Horticultural Colour Charts and it was during this work
that I observed that several of the committee possessed, besides a
remarkable acuity of colour, the faculty for recalling distinct colours,
required in the new chart, for which no illustration was available.
I noted with interest that colour discrepancies were pointed out by
one of the older experts whose judgement seemed in no way to have
been affected by 'ageing'. All these remernbered colours were later
confirmed by the ftowers themselves, and by matehing these in paint
I was able to provide the colour printer with a sample more permanent
than was shown in frail petals, soon faded.
The RHS Colour Chart, published in 1966, is in regular use at the
Society's Garden at Wisley and also by the Plants Variety Rights
Office of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. It is used in
this enquiry, undertaken in 1972, to learn more of the part played by
memory in the assessment of ftower colours.
I prepared a questionnaire for discussion with: C.D. Brickell,
Director of the RHS Gardens, Wisley; Elspeth Napier, Editor of the
RHS Journal; and S.J. Orr, Trials Recorder.
The following points emerged
( 1) Colour is undoubtedly a critical factor in the assessment of plant
varieties.
(2) In growing trials, all ftowers recommended for awards are colour
referenced to the RHS Colour Charts.
(3) In certain ftowers, e.g. daffodils, colour, with corroborative
measurements, is a principal distinguishing factor.
C4) In other ftowers, such as dahlias, colour, with form, is a
distinguishing characteristic.
The following terminology was agreed with the observers
The expressions hue, tone, intensity, satisfactorily describe the main
qualities in ftower colours:
hue describes the characteristic colour,
tone, the quality of lightness or darkness,
intensity, the quality of brightness or dullness.
(These terms correspond with Munsell hue, value and chroma.)
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The principal hues are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple.

Colour memory, recognition and recall
Of the three qualities, hue, tone and intensity, hue was most easily
recognized and recalled; next, intensity; thirdly, tonal value.
As to whether there is a colour order in ease of recognition, Orr
suggested that this depended on the observer and the specimen viewed.
She found most ease with yellows, followed by reds, followed by purples.
Aceurate colour memory guides the assessor to the precise hue,
tone and intensity of colour pattern to which the particular ftower is
colour referenced. Continuous use of the charts enables the observer
to memorize the position occupied by each distinct colour pattern.
Aceurate colour memory seems to reject incorrect matches as speedily
as a computer and to accept and be satisfied only with a precise colour
match.
Orr confirmed my findings during two years' work with the RHS
Colour Chart Committee, that many horticulturists carry in their
memory very precise images of the plant colours they handle; that the
possession of colour memory seems to be subconscious and that it is
used almost automatically.
Viewing conditions at Wisley
Plants at Wisley are examined in daylight, the same aspect being
used for all assessments. The 'ground' is a wooden bench. There is no
intrusion of adjacent colour in the immediate field of view. The angle
at which the specimen is held varies with the direction of the light
prevailing at the time of day and on the form of the specimen being
assessed. Transparent ftowers are held over an opaque white ground
of paper.
Colour charting at the UK Plants Variety Rights Office
Discussing the progress of my enquiry with Michael Evans at the
Plants Variety Rights Office, I learned that the RHS Colour Charts
are used for all technical reports on plant descriptions and in connection
with applications for breeders' rights in new varieties.
In addition to the Colour Group names and numbers in the RHS
charts, such descriptions as 'light pink', 'mauve' and 'russet' are required
to identify plants with a very wide colour range. Roses are classified
in sixteen colour groups, with six or more examples given as illustrations of these listed groups. Admitting that he had no special gift for
colour memory, Evans accepted the 'phenomenon' in both official and
amateur observers and agreed that the faculty was an effective timesaver in colour checking and matching.
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CONCLUSIONS

I t seems that the trained eye can become so familiar with a single
colour, a scale, or harmonious range of colours that there is developed
an 'inward eye' or colour memory against which physical samples can
be compared with considerable accuracy, before physical and mechanical comparison takes place.
Continuous use of already familiar charts appears to intensify or
refresh the mental image, but there seems to be no time Iimit for recall
of the colours.
Description by name in addition to alphabetical and numerical
coding is necessary to some colourists.
Facility in memorizing does not appear to require that the colours
in charts used for comparison should be arranged in equally spaced
samples of hue, tonal value and intensity of chroma.
In some colourists, recognition and recall is closely associated with
the subject of study and becomes narrowed as it becomes specialized,
e.g. a rose grower might not recall or recognize the yellow of a variety
of a rose as being identical with the same yellow in a dahlia.
The faculty exists amongst colourists working in many professions
and trades. In commercial practice it is used in daily communication
between colourists by reference to agreed Standards and charts and
appears to develop with practice.
Continuation of the enquiry
It was agreed that photographic records should be made of colour
assessments during the year 1972-3 and that colour slides should be
available for illustration of this paper.
Plants chosen for the exercise are, in spectrum order:

Euphorbia : Daffodils : Hemerocallis :
Roses or Kniphofia : Dahlias :
Campanula or Delphinium
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PROBLEMES DE LA DEFINITION ET DE LA
MESURE DU BRILLANT
R. SEVE
Kadak-Pathe S.A., Vincennes, France

Ni Ia definition, ni le principe de Ia mesure du brillant des objets n'ont
fait l'objet de recommandations internationales suffisantes. Neanmoins
ce domaine est important, et il a ete qualifie de quatrieme dimension
de Ia couleur.
TERMINOLOGIE

Le vocabulaire de Ia CIE a defini le mot brillant, seulement comme
"proprietes d'une surface", mais Je mot est couramment utilise, aussi
bien pour representer une grandeur subjective, qu'une grandeur
objective. Il est donc particulierement important de completer Ia
terminologie, en definissant des termes relatifs au brillant envisage
comme grandeur psycho-sensorielle, et envisage comme grandeur
photometrique.
Si l'on examine dans le vocabulaire CIE les termes relatifs aIa colorimetrie, on en deduit qu'il faudrait definir non pas un terme dans
chaque domaine, mais deux series de termes. Il serait necessaire cependant de ne pas s'arreter devant Ia complexite du probleme. Il est possible
d'aborder Ia question en definissant une grandeur subjective representant l'aspect le plus general du probleme, et en definissant une grandeur
photometrique dont Ia precedente serait le correspondant approximatif.
Un choix raisonnable parait pouvoir se faire dans Ia ligne de Ia
definition CIE du mot brillant, c'est a dire en envisageant principalement !es phenomenes de reflexion directionnelle.
Par exemple on pourrait definir une grandeur psycho-sensorielle
comme: attribut de Ia perception visuelle, selon lequel un corps parait
reflechir de fas:on directionnelle une fraction plus ou moins grande de
Ia lumiere qu'il res:oit. Dans Ia Iangue frans:aise, le mot luisance pourrait
etre detache du sens qui lui est donne dans le vocabulaire CIE, comme
4'3
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synonyme de brillant, et devenir cette grandeur subjective dont une
tentative de definition vient d'etre donnee.
PRINCIPE DE MESURE

Les nombreux appareils de mesure de l'aspect brillant des objets
cherchent en general a evaluer Je facteur de n!flexion reguliere de ces
objets. Sur Je plan theorique Ia justification d'un tel principe est peut
etre a rechercher dans Ia possibilite de separer dans Je facteur de reflexion mixte Ia composante reguliere et Ia composante diffuse, principe
rappele dans Je vocabulaire CIE apropos de Ia definition de ces termes.
Mais ces grandeurs n'ont pas de signification physique precise.
D'ailleurs !es resultats d'evaluation du soi-disant facteur de reflexion
reguliere sont essentiellement dependants des caracteres geometriques
de l'appareil de mesure.
Quand on etudie !es objets brillants par goniophotometrie, on
exprime Je plus SOUVent Jes resuJtats SOUS forme du facteur de reflectance
qui est une valeur integree du facteur de luminance dans un angle
solide donne. II serait plus normal de conserver cette methode dans !es
appareils de mesure usuels plutöt que de consentir a evaluer une
grandeur technologique.
En approfondissant ce point de vue on aboutit a l'idee que Ia mesure
du facteur de reflectance dans la direction speculaire serait la methode
Ia plus rationneUe pour evaluer !es proprietes de brillant d'un objet,
et l'on trouve que cette methode presente beaucoup d'avantages.
Elle ne necessite pas l'introduction de notions photometriques qui
ne soient eprouvees, elle conduit a preciser l'idee du pouvoir resolvant
d'un appareil de mesure du brillant, et elle ne demande pas necessairement d'apporter des modifications aux appareils de mesure existants,
mais seulement de changer Je röle attribue au dioptre plan etalon.
De plus cette conception debouche sur une methode correcte pour
separer les composantes diffuse et speculaire du facteur de reflectance
et etablit une Iiaison claire entre !es variations des grandeurs mesurees
et celle des ouvertures des faisceaux de mesure de l'appareil utilise.
On peut alors donner une definition ayant une signification physique
eprouvee de Ia grandeur mesuree usuellement pour evaluer les objets
brillants: Composante speculaire du facteur de reflectance d'une surface
dans Ia direction de reflexion reguliere (dans un angle solide donne,
pour des conditions d'eclairage fixees). Cette grandeur pourrait, en
etre designee par Je nom de lustre.
CONCLUSION

En conclusion, il est possible et necessaire de faire progresser !es ques-
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tions de brillant en fixant une terminologie dans le sens d'une plus
grande rigueur, tout en maintenant une ouverture versdes notionsplus
elaborees.
Il parait aussi necessaire de n!viser les notions relatives au facteur
de refiexion reguliere comme mode d'evaluation photometrique des
proprietes de brillant. Au Contraire l'adoption du facteur de refiectance
speculaire pour cette meme mesure, permet de lever des difficultes
de principe et d'enrichir le domaine des applications pratiques.

MEASUREMENT OF COLOUR DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN PLASTIC SHEETS WITH
METALLIC GLOSS
R. THIELERT
Unilever Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg, Germany

Coloured plastic sheets, in which small metal particles are incorporated,
exhibit a distinct directional dependence of colour. This phenomenon,
known as geometric metamerism or goniochromatism, is due to the
combination of diffuse refiection of light by pigments of the dyestuff
and of specular refiection from the surfaces of the metal particles.
One observes a change of colour when the direction of observation is
changed with respect to the normal of the sample's surface. In some
cases there is also a change of colour when the sample is rotated about
the normal, i.e. when the sample's orientation with respect to the plane
of observation is changed.
A simple method was required by which the colour differences
between such samples and a standard could be measured independent
of the sample's orientation. Moreover, the maximum change of colour
caused by alteration of the sample's orientation was to be measured.
The solution of this problern will be demonstrated with nine samples
of olive-green coloured opaque PVC-sheets with metallic gloss. The
dimensions of the samples were 6·o cm X7·5 cm.
The relative radiance of the refiected light L was measured with a
goniophotometer GPz, manufactured by Zeiss, überkochen, Germany,
as a function of w, which is the angle between the normal.of the sample's
surface and the direction of observation. When the orientation of the
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sample was changed, goniophotometric curves L ( w) with different
half-widths were obtained. For all samples, an angle 4>1 was determined.
This is the angle between an arbitrarily defined straight line on the
sample's surface and the plane of incidence of the goniophotometer
when the half-width of the goniophotometric curve is a minimum.
The straight line was defined in such a manner that it was parallel to
the shorter edge of each sample. Then for all samples the angle 4>1
became 0°. Maximum half-widths were obtained, when the samples
were orientated at an angle 4> 2 = 4>1 +90°.
Colour measurements have been carried out with four instruments
using different illuminating and viewing geometries:
Spectrophotometer PMQII, manufactured by Zeiss, überkochen,
Germany, with reflectance attachment RA2, which has a 45 °
illuminatingfo viewing geometry.
2. Spectrophotometer PMQII with reflectance attachment RA3,
which has been used with a difiUse illuminatingfo viewing
geometry.
3· Spectrophotometer DMC25, manufactured by Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, with reflectance attachment ZR14, which has
been used with a 8° illuminatingfdiffuse viewing geometry.
I.

0

0

From the spectral reflectance curves, measured with these instruments,
the tristimulus values for illumination with standard illuminant C
have been calculated.
4· Colour difference meter D25M, manufactured by Hunter Associates Laboratory, Fairfex, USA, which has a 45 ° circumferential
illuminatingfo 0 viewing geometry. With this instrument the
tristimulus values for illumination with standard illuminant C
have been measured directly.
In order to determine the influence of the orientation of the samples
on the tristimulus values, the samples have been measured after
orientating at the angles 4> 1 = 0° and 4> 2 = 90°, with respect to the
plane of incidence of the measuring instrument. If no plane of incidence
could be defined, the samples were measured after orientating arbitrarily
at two angles which differed by 90°.
Colour differences I!.E between one sample arbitrarily chosen as
standard (sample no. 9) and the other eight samples have been calculated
in accordance to DIN6164 from the tristimulus values obtained with
4> 1 = 0°. Moreover, for each sample the colour difference !!.E• between
the tristimulus values obtained with 4> 1 = 0° and 4> 2 = 90° has been
calculated.
A visual assessment of the samples has been carried out by forty
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observers. Colour differences which can be observed between different
samples showing the same orientation have been determined by a
modified method of paired comparisons. Sampie no. 9 has been chosen
again as standard. Each of the other samples has been presented tagether
with sample no. 9 to all observers. The samples of each pair were arranged with the smaller edges parallel to the plane of observation and placed
adjacent to one another. The observers had to decide whether the samples
of each pair were identical or different in colour. The relative nurober
of decisions expressing a colour difference has been used as a measure
of the visually determined colour difference llF between sample no. 9
and each of the remaining samples.
In order to determine the influence of the sample's orientation on
the colour, two identical pieces of each sample were presented to the
observers. The two pieces, however, differed with respect to their
orientation by 90°. The observers had to decide again, whether the
pieces of each pair were identical or different in colour. The investigation was suspended after having questioned ten observers since all
observers decided that the samples were different in colour.
The results of the visual assessment confirmed the results of the
colour measurements. In case of identical orientation, the colour
differences between the samples were very small and only visually
detectable in part. On the other hand, colour alterations, which were
caused by changes of orientation of the samples, could be perceived
without difficulty. There is a good correlation between the visually
determined colour differences llF and the measured colour differences
l!.E. This is independent of the illuminating and viewing geometry
of the instrument used. The influence of the sample's orientation on the
tristimulus values was negligibly small when the D25M colorimeter
was used and it was the highest in case of the PMQII/RAz instrument.
Therefore, it could be concluded that the following two quantities
were sufficient to characterize the colour of the plastic sheets:

1.

2.

The colour difference llE between the sample and a standard,
measured with an instrument having 45 ° circumferential illuminatingjo0 viewing geometry.
The colour difference !!.E• between the tristimulus values of a
sample, measured with an instrument having 45 ° illuminatingfo 0
viewing geometry, obtained when the sample is orientated at
the angles c/> 1 and c/> 2 = c/> 1 + 9oo with respect to the plane of
incidence of the instrument. The angle c/> 1 is the angle between
an arbitrarily defined straight line on the sample's surface and
the plane of incidence of a goniophotometer when the half-width
of the goniophotometric curve is a minimum.
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MEASURING THE VISUAL APPEARANCE OF
COLOURED ALUMINIUM SURFACES
A.HADNAGY,G.BOZOKI
Enterprise for Cosmetics and Hausehold Chemicals, Budapest, Hungary

and

GY.LUKACS
Hungarian Optical Works, Budapest, Hungary

A considerable increase in the application of coloured aluminium as
architectural parts has taken place in the last few years. These different
structural components must give a convenient visual appearance too. 1
First the colour and surface finishing of the components of different
profile is to be specified. Further one must decide about the similarity
or dissimilarity in visual appearance of the components of different
profile intended to be built close to each other. The latter task is more
complicated than the determination of the colour. Our effort tends,
generally with success, to eliminate the specular refiectance of the sample
during the visual colour investigation or instrumental measuring of
colour. In the investigation of large metal surfaces, both the colour
and the gloss have an infiuence on the visual appearance. It is required
to determine if the colour characteristics of the sample obtained by
objective methods, or their gloss characteristics, or eventually the
combination of both, allow the instrumental measuring of visual
appearance at all. We obtained the following result concerning the
prob lern.
The samples of five different profiles (A-E) were submitted to three
surface treatments (1- 111) and were coated with six different layer
thicknesses (1-6), thus the visual observer had to decide from 18 groups
of various profiles the uniformity of visual appearance:

A-1-I,

B- 1-I,

C-1-I,

D-1-I,

E-1- I

A-111-6,

B-111-6,

C-111-6,

D-111-6,

E-111-6

The observation was done in daylight by seven warnen aged between
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20 and 50 years. They had to answer the question about the uniformity
of the samples being aranged in 18 groups, each group including 5
different profiles. Each observer found a dissimilarity in the visual
appearance in all groups. They then had to line up each group according
to the brightness of the samples. This was clone easily and unanimously
with some of the groups, but in the other groups there were differences

LIGHT
2
3

A

L

DARK

5
B

A

c

D

E

(a)

y
0·385

..........E

0·380

0·380

0·385

0·390

X

(b)

FIGs. 1(a) and 1(b). Discrimination of coloured metallic samples with
visual judgements and with tristimulus colorimeter.

in the lining-up by the observers. After taking the averages of the
lining up of each observer an agreed order was established. Fig. 1(a)
shows that the observers lined up the profiles according to the visual
appearance in the order A-E.
Further we determined all the x, y, Y data of the samples with the
tristimulus colorimeter Momcolor. 2 Momcolor has the geometry 0°/45 °,
has a CIE standard illuminant C, the sample diameter = 15 mm and
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the specular reflectance of the sample did not reach the detector. For
measuring the 6o o specular reflectance, a gloss measuring head made
especially for the tristimulus colorimeter Momcolor was used. 3 In
Fig. 1(b) the average of the chromaticity coordinates obtained with
different profiles are presented. By making a comparison between the
plots, i.e. one obtained by visual appearance and other by x-y-chromaticity coordinates system, the conformity of order may be verified. The
CIE luminous reflectance Y and the 6o specular reflectance index
of the samples did not show any orderliness. It can be stated that the
chromaticity coordinates are suitable to the objective determination
of visual appearance in this case. Another conclusion was that colour
of the sample played the decisive part in the subjective visual estimation
and neither their scattered and/or specular reflectance determines the
visual appearance.
Many scientists have already dealt with the determination and
measuring of surface gloss (e.g. Huey 4). Coloured surfaces have often
gloss in practice of which the measuring is more difficult than of diffuse
surfaces. Hasanuma and Baba 5 outlined one of the tasks to be solved
concerning the gloss measurement as follows: 'Study on relation between
colour and gloss, which is the effect of gloss on colorimetric results.'
Our results presented here add data to this subject.
0
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BASIC STUDIES

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT THEORETICAL
MODELS OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING FüR
PIGMENTED MEDIA
H. PAULI and D. EITLE
Ciba-Geigy Ltd, Basle, Switzerland

It has been shown that the optical properties of pigmented media
cannot be calculated with satisfactory accuracy if the two flux model
of Kubelka and Munk1 is used. Above all, considerable discrepancies
were found when the calculations were performed for translucent
layers. A remarkable improvement can be achieved if models with more
than two fluxes are used. It was the aim of our investigation to find a
model and a calculation procedure which is not too time-consurning
but on the other hand guarantees sufficient accuracy for the solution
of practical problems. Taking into account that in commercial spectrophotometers one has either directional illumination or viewing conditions a three flux model was chosen.
The basis of the three flux model is Chandrasekhar's radiativetransfer equation for stratified media :2

J

+I

f.J.

dl(-r, p.)

ro 0

= -1(-r, p.)+ 2

p(p., p.') 1(-r, p.') dp.'

- I

This equation relates the intensity I( -r, p.) to the angle of propagation,
specified by its cosine p. with respect totheinward normal to the illuminated surface and to the opticallength -r. The coefficient ro 0 is called
the albedo and gives the relation of the scattering coefficient to the
sum of scattering and absorption coefficients. The phase function
p(p., p.') is proportional to the probability that lightwill be scattered from
the direction p.' into the direction p.. For isotropic scattering p(p., p.') is
equal to one.
N ow we assume that we have a collimated beam J(p. 0 ) in the direction
p. 0 , which is attenuated upon passing through the medium and can
423
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contribute to a forward and backward diffuse flux. Using the Schwarzschild approximation:

I(/1, 1) =I+ = constant for 11>0
and

I(/1, r)

=L =

(2)

constant for 11<0

equation ( 1) can be separated into a part for the forward diffuse beam
I+ and one for the backward beam L. Integrating both sides of these
equations over the forward hemisphere (/l>o) and the backward
hemisphere (ll<o), respectively, we get:

dl+

+'d-t = -2I+ +w0(I +D)I+ +w 0(I -D)L +w 0(I + C)J(/1 0)
df_

-'d-t =

-2L+w 0(1 +D)L+w 0(I-D)I+ +w 0(I-C)J(/l 0),

(4)
{5)

and a third equation for the directed beam,

dJ(/lo) _

llo <f.r"-

<:tt .. )

- JV<o •

(6)

Thus this model Ieads to a set of coupled differential equations, corresponding to three fluxes. Therefore we call it the three flux model.
If the phase function is expressed as a series of Legendre polynomials:
00

P(/1, 11')

=

L a P (11)P (1l')
1

1

1

(7)

0)

(8)

1·0

we can write3
00

C=

L a IIPI(/l
1

1=1

and
(9)

where we have used
(10)

For isotropic scattering particles, experssions C and D vanish. Equations
(4)-(6) for this case, in which the particles are surrounded by vacuum,
are discussed by Kottier. 7
Usually the particles are embedded in media with refractive index n
of approximately I'5· In this case there results an outer surface reflection

TABLEI

A comparison of the values for the remission of an infinitely thick layer for isotropic scattering obtained by different approaches
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Rejractive index n = 1·5
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and an internal boundary reflection of the directed flux of about 4 per
cent. For the diffuse light I the situation is somewhat more complex.
From the Fresnel equation it follows that the internal diffuse light is
no langer diffuse but is partially directed. W e have thus found that it
will be a good approximation if we treat this reflected light as a
collimated beam J(Jt 1 ) in the direction JL1 , where JL 1 is the cosine of
the angle o of total reflection. From the energy balance there follows
the relation

(11)
where r", is the Fresnel coefficient for diffuse flux. Therefore the set of
coupled differential equations (4)-(6) must be solved twice with Jlo = I
and Jlo = JL1 , respectively. The further procedure is similar to that
discribed by Giovanelli. 6
To determine the accuracy of this three flux model we have also
calculated the many flux model (discrete-ordinate approach) which is
described by' several authors. 2 • 4 • 6 Wehave used the same method as
Richards 6 with the exception that the quadrature formula of Radau 2
was taken. As an example of our tests we represent in Table I the
results for an infinitely thick medium with refractive indices of the
surrounding medium of n = r and n = r·s, respectively, for isotropic
scattering. It can be seen that the results of the three flux model are
much better than those of the usual two flux model (Kubelka-Munk) _
and lie between those of the four and eight flux models. In this table
we have also given the results of Giovanelli 6 and of the 20 flux calculation of Richards 6 for n = r.
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PRACTICAL METHODS OF DETERMINING
K AND S CONSTANTS FOR PIGMENTS
E. L. CAIRNS
Pigments Technical Service Laboratory, E.l. Du Pont de Nemours and Co. lnc,
Wilmington, Delaware, USA

Kubelka-Munk absorption and scattering constants (K and S) are
pigment properties which, once established for individual pigments,
can be used to predict colour and hiding for any mixture of these
pigments in an opaque film. This is possible because the constants are
mathematically related to reflectance, and their combined effect is
proportional to concentration of the pigments in the mixture.
K and S are determined indirectly, that is, reflectance at small wavelength intervals in the visible spectrum is measured for pigmented films
of known composition, and K and S are calculated. However, theoretical assumptions made when defining K and S require very difficult
measurement techniques . .For example, it is practically impossible to
measure reflectance under conditions of diffuse illumination-diffuse
viewing, and to exclude from the measurement that reflectance which
occurs at the interface of the medium in which the pigments are dispersed. Because of the indirect determination, many possible methods
have been tried in obtaining K and S. The pros and cons of these are
discussed, especially as they relate to these theoretical restrictions.
One method of measurement is to compare reflectance of thin, less
than opaque pigmented films, to that of an opaque film. Several choices
are possible in the selection of substrates for the thin films, the thickness
of these films, and in concentrations of the pigment. A second method,
whereby relative K and S values are determined, is to mix the pigment
in various ratios with another reference pigment; measure reflectance
in opaque films of these mixtures; and, using the known ratios, calculate
K and S. In addition to the ratios, variations are possible in the number
of mixtures used, and the choice of reference pigment(s). A combination of the two methods was found to be most practical way of determining reasonably accurate constants.
Theoretical approaches to eliminating the undesirable interface
reflectances from measurements are proposed in the literature. Experimental techniques to determine the vehicle parameters needed for
these calculations are described and discussed in this paper.
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Finally, in spite of efforts to abide by the restrictions of the Ku belkaMunk theory, several anomalies eonsistently oeeur in the experimental
results. These are deseribed, and where possible eauses are hypothesized
in the hope of stimulating further experimentation.

COLOUR PROBLEMS IN THE
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
TONY BRIDGEMAN
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK

and
MOHAMMAD S. JAFRI
E.R. Squibb and Sons, International Development Laboratory, Moreton,
Wirral, UK

A majority of the produets produeed by the pharmaeeutieal industry
are in the form of eoated tablets, eapsules, granules, powders, ereams
and suspensions. Many of these items have a definite eoloured appearanee and it is frequently neeessary to ensure that subsequent produetion
batehes are of an aeeeptable eolour mateh.
The objeet of this paper is to diseuss the appearanee, eontrol and
eolour matehing of preparations whieh are produeed as a eoated tablet.
The tablets usually eonsist of a white base eovered by a eoloured veneer
or sugar eoating.
When a medieinal produet is in tablet form it is neeessary to impose
a close eontrol on the visual appearanee of different produetion batehes,
otherwise the 'plaeebo effeet' may result in the preparation having a
diminished effeet on the patient.
Before one ean engage in any eolour matehing proeedure it is first
neeessary to obtain an aeeurate and reliable means of speeifying the
eolour of an individual tablet. So the first problern is an instrumental
one of using a speetrophotometer to measure the tristimulus values of a
small lens-shaped tablet. The instrumental set of tristimulus values
obtained will clearly vary aeeording to the eurvature of the tablet surfaee,
and so it is neeessary to investigate the effeet of tablet shape on the
reliability of the measurements made. In partieular, it is neeessary to
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compare the tristimulus values of a normal lens-shaped tablet with
those of a 'ftat' tablet with the same coating, i.e. a tablet with the same
cross-section but with a ftat surface.
When there exists a significant difference between the instrumental
tristimulus values of a lens-shaped tablet and a ftat tablet the normal
theoretical procedures used in colour matehing will fail. This is because
the Kubelka-Munk analysis, and similar methods, are based on a
mathematical model of a material with plane-parallel surfaces. Consequently it is necessary to derive a theoretical colour matehing procedure
in which account is taken of the curved surfaces of the material.
The final stage in the preparation of a tablet is to spray the coloured
coating on to the white base, and it would be convenient if one could
measure the thickness of the coating at any time. One possible way of
doing this would be to monitor the colour changes and use a modified
Kubelka-Munk type analysis.
A final problern is to investigate the possibility of determining a
mathematical measurement of the stability of the colour of the surface
of the tablets and to be able to establish the kinetics of colour change
(fading, etc.).
Experiments are being conducted on all of the above problems and
progress will be reported in the paper.

COLOUR MATCHING OF
PRINTED INK FILMS
EUGENE ALLEN
and PAUL HOFFENBERG
National Printing lnk Research Institute and Center for Surface and
Coatings Research, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., USA

The three-layer model previously reported1 has been abandoned in
favour of a simpler model in which a mixture of ink and paper fibres is
backed by an infinitely thick paper background. The Kubelka-Munk
equation appropriate to incomplete hiding is applied to the ink-pluspaper layer, with the reftectivity of the paperstock at infinite thickness
as the background.
A calibrating print is still used, but the parameters which are deter-
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mined by the calibration have been changed. The new parameters are
the ink film thickness and the scattering power of the paper layer into
which the ink has penetrated. These parameters are adjusted by the
calibration programme until the calculated reftectance curve of the
calibration print gives the same tristimulus values underD 6soo as does
the measured reftectance curve. The resulting parameters are then used
in the colour match.
Matches are calculated for combinations of one, two, three, four and
five base inks. Since incomplete hiding is assumed, the necessary three
degrees of freedom are obtained with the use of three base inks plus
transparentextender to fill out the required film thickness. For combinations of less than three inks, less than three stimulus values are
matched. For combinations of more than three inks, stimulus values
under source A are also matched, to improve metamerism.
Varying pickup of the base inks is allowed for by the incorporation
of 'pickup factors', determined empirically. The pickup value of an
ink mixture is assumed to be a linear combination of the pickup factors
of the constituent inks.
The absorption and scattering coefficients of the base inks are determined by printing the inks from a wedge plate on to a Mylar film which
is weighed before and after printing. From the known area of the print
the ink film thickness can be calculated. After the print is dry, a black
and a white ink are applied on the back of the Mylar print, and the
reftectivity of the print is measured over both backgrounds. A bleach
with white is also printed and measured over a white background.
This procedure yields three reftectivity measurements at each wavelength, from which the computer automatically selects the best two
for calculating K and S.
The methods developed for printed ink films are also suited to the
matehing of paint films at incomplete hiding.
REFERENCE
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A COMPUTER COLOR MATCHING SYSTEM
FüR MULTICOMPONENT FABRICS
ROBERT ST JOHN
Ciba-Geigy Corp., Ardsley, N ew York, USA

Computers have become a powerful tool to assist in shade matehing
where only one substrate must be dyed with a single dass of dyes.
Increasingly, however, because of the requirements of fashion or end
use, fibres are present in blends which must be coloured with several
different types of dyes which colour all the fibres present in varying
degrees. This paper describes the steps that were taken to extend the
usefulness of computer colour matehing by compensating for interactions among several groups of colorants when dyeing multicomponent
fabrics.
A blend of commercial importance was selected for our investigations.
It consisted of Dacron 54, Dacron 64 and wool. Three groups of dyes
were involved: dispersed, modified cationic and acid. The dyes chosen
exhibited considerable cross-staining of the three fibres.
Calibration dyeings were made and measured to provide basic
information about the dyeing and staining behaviour of the selected
colorants. A model was developed allowing for sequential cumulative
staining of up to three fibres. The actual recipes were then computed
with an approximate tristimulus integration technique followed by
evaluation using a standard colour difference equation. Matches are
calculated for each fibre separately. The amount required of each dye
on a particular fibre tagether with appropriate calibration information
is then used by the computer to calculate the stain on the other fibres.
This process is continued until recipes have been produced for all
fibres in the blend with each formula corrected for the contribution of
the cross-staining of dyes primarily intended to colour the other fibres.
The computer program, written to predict matches, included provisions for union or cross dye effects, differential staining of multiple
fibres and variations in the colour of substrates.
The system has been used for a substantial number of predictions
at this time. Included in the presentation are selected predictions and
the dyeings associated with them.

p

B32 APPLICATIONS

THE KUBELKA-MUNK SCATTER
COEFFICIENT FOR FRESH MEAT
D. B. MACDOUGALL
Agricultural Research Council, Meat Research Institute, Bristol, UK

The Kubelka-Munk absorption (K) and scatter (S) coefficients have
been determined for bacon and, by means of correction factors based
on the relationship of with slice thickness, the 1964
w•,
uniform colour space for bacon at different values of S and K was
constructed.l
In the present work the Kubelka-Munk analysis has similarly been
applied to the colour of normal fresh beef (post-rigor mortis) and the
changes in the optical properties of the tissue during the progress of
rigor mortis have been related to post-mortem glycolysis and the pH
of the meat.

s

u•, v•,

REFERENCE

r. MAcDouGALL, D.B., Characteristics of the appearance of m eat. II Uniform
lightness and chromaticness spacing of the lean of sliced fresh bacon, J. S ei.
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INSTRUMENT AL COLOUR-MA TCH
PREDICTION IN CERAMICS
A. DINSDALE and F. MALKIN
British Ceramic R esearch A ssociation

The aim of this research was to assess the applicability of instrumental
prediction and batch control techniques in the ceramic industry. As
glazes for wall-tiles have to be matched to the tightest tolerances, most
432
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of the work to date has been concerned with this section of the industry.
The single constant, K fS, from Kubelka-Munk theory, has been
used for most of the trials, with the Saunderson correction for surface
reflections.
INITIAL TRIALS

Initial tests of the theory were restricted to the pastel colours which
comprise the bulk of tiles used for large self-coloured areas. Typical
leadless and low-solubility lead glazes, containing some 13 per cent
zircon opacifier, were used for these trials. Strength series of both
zircon and tin-based pigments were prepared in each glaze, together
with a number of two and three component mixtures of the pigments,
and fired under factory conditions. The trials were measured on a
model V Colormaster colorimeter, and on a G.E. recording spectrophotometer. K fS values were calculated for R, G, B and for r6 wavelengths, 400---'JOO nm.
.
Digital computer prediction programs were written to accept data on
the target colour either in the form of r6 spectral values or as Colormaster R, G, B values. Similarly, the basic pigment data were entered in
the computer in both forms. The first targets tested were the strength
series and the mixtures prepared with them. The predictions were
generally within 1-2 Adams units of the targets. Those for the lowsolubility glaze are shown in Fig. r, plotted on the Adams diagram.
Results for three prediction techniques are shown:
I. Spectral Target data, using spectral pigment data-tristimulus
solution.
II. RGB Target data, RGB and spectral pigment
scilution.
111. RGB Target data, solving for RGB pigment data only.
Similar accuracy was obtained when the low-solubility trial data were
tested using a COMIC I analogue computer, kindly loaned by
Kollmorgen, UK for evaluation.
The batch correction matrix derived by the digital Computer was
tested for a range of these targets, and found to give a satisfactory
match, within o·4 Adams units, with one or two stages of correction
to the initial prediction. Subsequent more accurate tests of the batch
correction technique, both in the laboratory and under factory conditions, have confirmed this performance; non-metameric matches to
within o·z Adams units being obtained with two corrections.
EM P IRICAL DETERMINATION OF CORRECTION MATRIX

Where predictions are not required, it is sometimes more efficient to
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determine the correction matrix from local trials around the (known)
target colour. This technique has been tested for some medium and
strong colours which did not involve metameric matches, down to
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colours containing only I per cent opacifier. In all cases it was perfectly
adequate, medium colours being matched to target with I or 2 corrections, darker stronger colours with 2 or 3 corrections, even from starting
points as far as Io-2o Adams units away from target.
SEPARATE DETERMINATION OF

K

AND

8

FOR GLAZES

The success of the single-constant correction matrix in controlling
glazes with low opacifier content suggested single-constant predictions
might also be satisfactory in the glazes. To check this, and to try to
predict the Iimitation of the single-constant theory, separate K and S
determinations have been made on glazes where the pigment and
opacifier contents have been varied systematically.
The value of K for a pigment was found to vary only slightly with
opacifier content, and the value of S for a coloured glaze was mainly
determined by the opacifier content and the underlying body. Thus,
single-constant predictions should be adaquate down to opacifier
contents of a few per cent. Below this Ievel of opacifier, the contribution
of the pigment to the S of the glaze will become increasingly important,
and so single-constant predictions will become less reliable.
Trials are in progress to test this hypothesis, and to determine the
opacifier content at which single-constant predictions are no Ionger
reliable.
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AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH TO
PRACTICAL PIGMENT BLENDING
C. THOMPSON and A. G. WALLER
Blythe Colours Limited, Stoke-on-Trent, UK

Most colour match prediction systems so far designed are unsuitable
for application in the production of pure pigments. Blythe Colours
Limited manufacture pigments for use in many different industries.
The customer may use these materials by themselves or mixed with
other pigments and the details may not be known to the supplier. In
the past we have found that matehing a batch of pigment to its standard
can be accomplished if the colour is correct in both full shade and
reduction with white. Wehave not found it possible to design an instrumental technique which can match these two colours simultaneously.
However, here we describe a method which can arrive at a suitable
compromise.
Wehave found that conventional tristimulus colour matehing systems
are unsuccessful when applied to the production of cadmium pigments.
These range in colour from yellow to maroon, they are very bright and
matchings are achieved by blending batches of similar shade. Up to
five batches may be necessary and metamerism may easily occur.
New batches of pigment are received from the production line and a
trial is made at 5:1 reduction with white in plastic. The reflectance is
measured at sixteen wavelengths and the values are fed into a computer
via a terminal. When a matehing is required the reflectance values of
the desired shade are presented to the computer which surveys alllikely
constituent batches and fits the required K fS curve by a least-squares
technique using as many batches as it deems necessary.
It has been found necessary to weight certain wavelenths more than
others in such a way that the formulation produced for the reduction
with white corresponds more nearly with the formulation for the fullshade colour. This weighting depends, in a fairly simple manner,
on hue.
The computer prints out the reflectance differences between the
desired shade and the matching, together with colour difference data.
As this is a curve fitting technique the matehing produced will be the
least metameric but not necessarily the best tristimulus match. The
facility is therefore provided for the operator to adjust the matehing in
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orcler to compromise between a goocl curve fit ancl a goocl tristimulus
match.
In orcler that the system is of maximum use in procluction it is
necessary for the computer to keep up to clate with pigment stocks.
This is clone by storing, in the computer, the weight of each batch as
it is proclucecl ancl subsequently clebiting from this total the weight
usecl in matchings.
As always the preclictecl matchings often neecl a final acljustment
when they are triecl, at full-shacle ancl recluction, in the polymer in which
they are to be usecl. Although these corrections coulcl be carriecl out on
the computer, experience has shown that they are most economically
clone by eye.

WOOL- COLOUR SIMULATION - TOOL FüR
DYE AND PROCESS SELECTION
I. SELTZER ancl E. JANES
International Wool Secretariat, Ilkley, UK

Shacle precliction systems basecl on feecling spectral reflectance clata
into suitably programmecl computers have been known ancl usecl by
textile colourists for some time. The IWS Technical Centre system,
originally basecl on a Pretema Spectromat FS3A ancl a computer timesharing terminal, has been improvecl by interfacing the spectrophotometer with a Digico Micro 16P computer. In the course of the software
clevelopment it became obvious from the information gainecl that the
potential use of the system extenclecl beyoncl the original target of achieving accurate clye recipe precliction on wool.
One of the most important features is the correlation between accuracy
of precliction of mixture shacles ancl clyeing performance. This is
relatecl to the compatibility of the clyes appliecl by a given process since
the precliction programme is basecl on optical measurement of the
constituent clyes appliecl as self shacles. Goocl 'preclictability' in mixtures
is usually associatecl with clyes having similar builcl-up, ancl level
clyeing properties.
This relationship between 'preclictability' of mixture shacles ancl
clyeing performance was usecl to effect in cleveloping the IWS 'Pacl-
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batch (cold)' process for wool piece dyeing. Mixture shades of fibre
reactive dyes based on the original pad Iiquor recipe could not be
accurately predicted and resultant dyeings were often skittery. The
addition of sodium busulphite to the cold pad Iiquor markedly improved
the levelness of the final shade and also led to a much higher degree
of accuracy in shade prediction.
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Relationship between dye concentration and spectral reftectance properties on wool.

It was assumed that the addition of sodium metabisulphite to the
system minimized the interaction between dyes in mixture. Similar
effects were noted within other classes of wool dyes. Typical results
are shown in Table I.
TABLE I

Dye
Fibre reactive yellow
Fibre reactive red
Fibre reactive blue

Percentage fixation of reactive dyes on wool

Original pad Liquor
Single dye
Mixture
9::!"5
9::!"6
84"3

8::!"3
73 "::!
74"4

Modified pad Liquor
containing sodiunz
metabisulphite
Mixture
Single dye
87·4
87•7
83"5

87•5
90·6
83·8
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Using the modified KJS data (normalized) obtained from the
programming operations it is also possible to carry out improved
selection of dyes for application to wool
KjS._

= [z-(R._-o·s)] 2/z(R;,-o·s)

Fig. I illustrates the behaviour of two typical wool dyes applied to
wool piece. Dye A shows poor build-up properties indicated by the
drop in Kj S values as depth of shade increases. Dye Bis preferred since
it shows linear build-up properties over the range of concentrations
studied. This is associated with higher colour yields at medium and
heavy depth shades and predictable behaviour.
From the practical colourists viewpoint the system may be used to
select the minimum dye stock holding necessary to cover each season's
shade range compromising between individual dye stock itinerary
costs, dye performance and metamerism.
Detailed examples of each of these features are given with particular
reference to the question of correlating the dyeing properties of wool
dyes with the accuracy of shade predictions.

COLOUR MEASUREMENT AND
MATCH PREDICTION IN THE EUROPEAN
WOOL DYEING INDUSTRY
K. POWELL, R. JESTY
International Wool Secretariat, London, UK

and

M.DELANEY
International Wool Secretariat, Ilkley, UK

A survey has been conducted to assess the attitudes of technicians in
the wool textile dyeing industry to the use of instrumental colour
measurement systems for the prediction of dyeing recipes to achieve
a required shade and for making 'pass-fail' quality control decisions
based on colour differences. Information has been obtained by means
of a questionnaire administered in are presentative selection of commission dyehouses and dyehouses which form part of a vertical organi-
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zation. Six European countries were chosen for the survey- Belgium,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy and the United Kingdom. It was
subsequently extended to include Scandinavia.
The principal aims of the survey were to establish:
The extent of knowledge of the average dyehouse supervisor of
colour measurement, colour difference measurement and match
prediction systems.
2. The Ievel of accuracy expected from a match prediction system.
3· The type of colour measuring equipment already in use or available
to people in the wool dyeing industry.
4· The relative degree of sophistication of various sectors of the wool
dyeing industry in the various countries.
r.

The questionnaire contained some thirty questions, some requiring
a simple 'yes' or 'no' answer (e.g. Q.24: Are any of your products sold
at a lower price because they are off-shade and cannot be successfully
re-dyed?), others requiring a choice from several alternatives (e.g.
Q.12: Whether you are currently using a match prediction service or
not, what would you regard as an acceptable number of hours between
requesting a match prediction and receiving the predicted recipe?
Up to 8 hours, 8 up to 16 hours, 16 up to 24 hours, 24 up to 48 hours,
or over 48 hours?), and others simply eliciting an opinion from the
person being questioned (e.g. Q.2: From your experience in the dyeing
field, how do you feel instrumental colour measurement systems
compare with visual inspection?). It was administered in the various
countries by International Wool Secretariat technical service personnel
who, in the course of their normal duties, were well acquainted with the
dyehouses visited and the people interviewed. This gave the advantage
that the replies received were more likely to be truthful and accurate
than if an unknown outsider had been administering the questionnaire.
A personal interview technique was used, whereby the International
Wool Secretariat representative put the questions verbally to the
interviewee and recorded the replies on a standard form.
The results of the survey are discussed in detail with particular
emphasis being placed on differences observed among the national
groups.
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DER EINFLUSS DER FASERFORM UND
DER DURCHFÄRBUNG AUF DIE
FARBE TEXTILER MATERIALIEN
F. GLÄSER
Farbwerke Hoechst AG, ATA Pigmente, Frankfurt, Germany

Der Einfluß von Titer, Form des Faserquerschnittes und der Farbstoffverteilung in der Faser auf die Farbausbeute wurde durch Verfolgen
des Verlaufs der Lichtstrahlen innerhalb einer Faser untersucht. Die
Absorption im Innern der Faser sowie die Brechung und die Reflektion
an den Grenzflächen wurden daraus ermittelt.
Die Titerabhängigkeit der Farbstoffausbeute wird begründet und
die Abhängigkeit von der Form des Faserquerschnitts diskutiert.
Ferner wird gezeigt, daß der hellere Ausfall von Ringfärbungen bei
kreisförmigen Faserquerschnitt dadurch verursacht wird, daß die
Randzonen der Faser nicht so intensiv vom Licht durchstrahlt werden
wie das Faserinnere.
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WHITES
B33I

WHITE SPACE AND THE TRISTIMULUS
WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
F. GRUM, R. F. WITZELand P. STENSBY
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, USA

Since 1931, the CIE 2 ° observer tristimulus weighting functions have
been applied, without much hesitation, to the colorimetric description
of white and near-white surfaces. These functions, however, were
derived from visual comparisons of high-purity colours, while 'white'
surfaces represent low-purity colours (from o to approximately 12
per cent) with relatively high reflectance ( Y) values. More recently,
W. Schramm and R. Hunter1 have reported that the use of the 10°
observer z function, with a maximum at a shorter wavelength than the
2 o z function, better correlates instrumental measurements with visual
ranking of whites. The 10° observer functions are, however, also derived
from a comparison of high-purity colours. For the evaluation of 'whites',
it is very possible that weighting functions derived from a comparison
of low-purity near-white colours would be far better suited than either
of the present 2° and 10° observer functions. F. Grum2 has previously
proposed the use of a single weighting function for relating spectral
measurements of white surfaces to human responses, and P. Stensby, 3
in a previous paper, discussed a !arge number of factors important for
the interrelationship of visual and instrumental whiteness evaluations.
No paper has, however, dealt with the question of tristimulus weighting
functions for low-purity white surfaces. Yet, this is very much needed,
especially for white surfaces treated with the ftuorescent whitening
agents.
Prior to the establishment of such general weighting functions,
however, a boundary between white and non-white colour space should
be described for a specific viewing condition. This paper describes an
approach to achieve this using a defined light source simulating D 65
illumination in a grey viewing room (Munsell no. 7).
Twenty-one observers having normal colour vision were presented
56 white, near-white and slightly coloured paper samples. Two tasks
were required of the observers:
( 1) given all the samples at once, the observers were asked to
'separate the white samples from the coloured samples', and
442
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(2) given one sample at a time, the observers were asked whether
'this sample was white or coloured'.
On this basis a subset of twenty samples was selected for further
psychophysical testing. These samples were defined as white by at least
6o per cent of the observers. A complete pair comparison was carried
out on these twenty samples with ten observers. Again the experiment
was performed in the same viewing room under D 65 simulating illumination. Each observer was asked 'which white do you prefer' and was
instructed to make a forced choice of greater whiteness between each
sample in the pair. The matrix of whiteness preferences of each observer was drawn up and the set of matrices used in a statistical
analysis.
For the twenty samples, plots of relative whiteness (based on the
statistical analysis of the visual data) were plotted in a thresholdsensitive colour space.
Having established the approximate boundaries between the 'white
space' and coloured space, a study aimed at establishment of tristimulus
weighting functions using low-purity colours was attempted.
This paper describes the results of both visual experiments, their
succeeding pair comparison and gives the boundary of 'white space'
derived under experimental conditions used.
REF E RENCE

r. H UNTER, R., and S CHRAMM, W. , J. opt. Soc. Am., 59, 88r (1969).
2 . GRuM, F ., and PATEK, J., TAPP! 48, 357 (r965).
3. STENSBY, P ., Color and App., 2, 39 (1973).
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THE MEASUREMENT OF UNDERTONE OF
WHITE PIGMENTS
R.R.BLAKEY
Tioxide International Limited, C entrat Laboratories, Stockton

<i'll

Tees

The optical properties of a pigment are determined by its ability to
scatter and absorb light. In white pigments, absorption is largely a
function of purity, and pigments with the best whiteness are those which
are free of discolouring elements. Thus, apart from ensuring purity,
there is little that a pigment manufacturer can do to improve the
whiteness of his product.
In addition to whiteness, a white pigment is expected to provide
opacity and here light scattering is of prime importance. Refractive
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index and particle size, of which only the latter can be altered, are the
factors that affect scattering and opacity, and the relationships between
these parameters are well established, at least theoretically. In pigmented
systems, e.g. paints and plastics, scattering efficiency is also affected
by pigment concentration so this too must be taken into consideration.
A nurober of papers have been published over the past few decades
on the subject of opacity, dealing with both the theoretical optics of
dispersed systems and the practical measurement of hiding power.
Similarly the colour imparted by white pigments has received a good
deal of publicity, but undertone, and particularly its measurement,
has been comparatively ignored.
Undertone is a term usually applied to coloured pigments and is
defined as the colour obtained when a pigment is greatly extended with
white. The undertone of a white pigment may be described as the colour
(brownish or bluish) of a grey paint containing the pigment. In general,
pigments with small particle sizes have blue undertones, while larger
particle materials have brown undertones. It follows that undertone is
affected by the state of dispersion of a pigment, becoming more blue
as dispersion improves.
In the titanium pigment industry, undertone has for many years been
determined on a scale developed from visual comparisons. In the
author's company a total of fifteen steps of undertone have been recognized, including five levels of brownness and nine levels of blueness.
The selection of a 'neutral' pigment was quite arbitrary and standard
pigments were chosen to fill gaps in the scale as the need arose. Recently
an attempt has been made to determine undertone instrumentally and
it has been found possible to relate the visual scale linearly with a
'cube-root' uniform chromaticity scale. Initially developed for lightening power pastes, the scale has now been extended for use with paints
(solvent-based and water-based) and plastics samples.
B333

THEORETISCHE UNTERSUCHU N GE N ÜBER
DEN FARBSTICH VON
WEISSPIGMENT-RUSS-PASTEN
HANS G. VÖLZ
Bay er, Krefeld- Uerdinger, W . Germany

Es ist schon länger bekannt, daß Weißpigmente Ruß oder Buntpigmente enthaltenden Farbpasten einen für das betreffende Weiß-
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pigment typischen Farbstich (undertone) verleihen können. Dieser
Farbstich ist abhängig von der Teilchengröße bzw. der Teilchengrössenverteilung des W eißpigments.
Auf der Internationalen Farbtagung Color 69 in Stockholm war
nachgewiesen worden, daß die Farborte, die durch Ti0 2-Pigmente
unterschiedlicher Teilchengrößenverteilung in Rußpasten erzeugt
werden, in guter Näherung auf einer Geraden im Farbdreieck liegen,
die vom Unbuntpunkt zum Rand des Spektralfarbenzuges läuft. Da
das Problem dadurch eindimensional ist, kann man den Effekt gut
durch die Differenz des blauen und des gelben Farbmeßfilters charakterisieren. Es zeigte sich weiter, daß der gemessene (R.-R.)-Wert vom

FIG. 1. Der Grauwert (R.-R.) in Abhängigkeit von der Teilchengrößenvertei lung des Ti0 2 -Pigments (Log.-Normalverteilung:
15,.1 = Zentralwert, a = Verteilungsbreite).

R, -Wert abhängt und ein Maximum durchläuft. 1 Mißt man den
Farbstich am Maximum, kann man die so gemessenen Werte verschiedener Pigmente miteinander vergleichen-ein Vorgehen, das den
Aufbau eines Testverfahrens zur Prüfung der Teilchengröße des
Pigments gestattet, wie in einer anderen Arbeit gezeigt wurde. 2
Die gemessenen 'Grauwerte' (R,-R.) sind ein quantitatives Maß
für einen Mittelwert aus der Pigmentverteilung, dessen Mittelwertbildung zwar nicht bekannt ist, der aber dennoch gut zur Charakterisierung
der Teilchengröße-z. B. zur Betriebsüberwachung-geeignet ist.
Andererseits ist es wünschenswert, den Einfluß der Teilchengrößen-
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verteilung auf den gemessenen Grauwert kennenzulernen. Es war
deshalb Ziel der vorliegenden Untersuchungen, einige allgemeine
Aussagen darüber zu erhalten, wie die Parameter der Teilchengrössenverteilung den Grauwert beeinflussen.
Eine diesem Ziele dienende Untersuchung muß zwangsläufig
systematisch angelegt sein, deswegen kann man ihr nicht tatsächlich
vorkommende Pigmentverteilung zugrundelegen, sondern muß sich
für eine Verteilungsfunktion entscheiden, deren Parameter man in
einem gewissen sinnvollen Bereich nach einem vorgeplanten System
variiert. Als Verteilungsfunktion wurde hier die Log.-Normalverteilung
gewählt; die Begründung ist dadurch gegeben, daß sich eine große
Anzahl experimentell gefundener Verteilungen aus Auszählungen
elektronenmikroskopischer Aufnahmen von Titandioxidpigmenten
in guter Näherung durch eine solche Verteilungsfunktion darstellen
läßt.
Als Streukurve kommen Funktionen in Betracht, die auf der Basis
der MIEsehen Theorie3 berechnet worden sind. Hier wurde eine von
Jaenicke 4 angegebene Kurve benutzt, die für die Rechnung durch
Polynome approximiert wurde.
Bei der Berechnung des Streuspektrums wird davon ausgegangen,
daß jede Teilchenfraktion für eine festgehaltene Wellenlänge einen
bestimmten berechenbaren Streubeitrag leistet. Durch Aufsummierung
erhält man ein Streuspektrum in Abhängigkeit von den Parametern
der Log.-Normalverteilung:

15•• 1 = Median- oder Zentralwert der Log.-Normalverteilung
a

= Parameter der Verteilungsbreite.

Aus dem Streuspektrum sind unter Annahme eines wellenlängenunabhägigen Absorptionskoeffizienten die Meßwerte mit den Farbmeßfiltern Rz,
R. berechenbar. Durch Differenzbildung (R.-Rz)
und Extrapolation des Wertes auf den Maximalwert erhält man daraus
den zu erwartenden Grauwert.
Die hierzu notwendigen Rechnungen wurden mit einem Tischrechner Hewlett-Packard 9100 Bund einem eigens hierfür geschriebenen
Programm ausgeführt. Die Ergebnisse sind in der Abb. in Form von
Höhenlinien dargestellt. Man entnimmt der Darstellung folgende
Aussagen:
(r) Im allgemeinen fällt der Grauwert mit zunehmendem Durchmesser
ab-in Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen Befunden.
(2) Zwischen o·4 und o·6J-Lm befindet sich eine Senke, jenseits derer
der Grauwert mit zunehmendem D••, langsam ansteigt.
(3) Für sehr kleine Teilchen ist der Grauwert von der Verteilungsbreite
nahezu unabhängig.
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(4) Für größere Teilchen (ab o·2511m) führt steigende Verteilungsbreite zu höheren Grauwerten.
(5) Für große Teilchen (ab o·411m) bestimmt die Verteilungsbreite
zunehmend den Grauwert.
Die gestrichelte Linie in der Abb. trägt dem Tatbestand Rechnung,
daß die meisten beobachteten Verteilungen von Ti0 2-Pigmenten
nahe bei einer Verteilungsbreite von ca. a = 1·3 liegen. Ein Schnitt
durch die Höhenliniendarstellung, wie ihn die Linie repräsentiert,
ergibt eine Kurve, welche in erster Näherung 'die' Grauwertkurve
technischer Titandioxidpigmente darstellt.
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THE WHITENESS OF WOOL
E. COATES, M. G. KING and B. RIGG
Undergraduate S chool of Studies in Colour Chemistry and Colour Technology,
University of Bradford, Bradford, UK

The colour of scoured wool varies from a pale cream shade to very deep
yellowforange. The highest prices for a given type are generally paid
for the whitest wools, with the price discount increasing as the Ievel
of discoloration increases.
The reason for ranking wools according to the Ievel of discoloration
is that the range of colours which can be obtained by dyeing without
bleaching is restricted by the degree of discoloration of the wool.
Bright colours and pastel shades are only obtainable on relatively light
neutral substrates.
Traditionally the degree of discoloration has been assessed visually.
Many functions of the tristimulus values X, Y,Z have been suggested
to allow instrumental measurement of wool discoloration. In the
literature1 •2 the calculated Whiteness Indices (WI) are compared with
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the results of visual assessments. but this is not the best method of
testing the usefulness of a WI since visual judgements need not correspond to the obtainable colour garout for a wool.
A selection of forty-four wools from different countries and of very
different degrees of discoloration was measured on a Coloreye sixteen
filter abridged spectrophotometer. The resulting reflectance spectra
were used in combination with the method described by MacAdam3
to calculate for each of several lightness planes, the locus of colours
of maximum purity obtainable on each wool sample. The areas of these
planes were used to calculate the maximum volume obtainable by
subtractive coloration (dyeing) for the wool. This Obtainable Volume
(OV) was calculated for three different colour spaces: the CIE x,y, Y
space based on the 1964 Supplementary Observer data, a Glasser 'cube
root' approximation to the Munsell space, and the Adams-Nickerson
LAB space.
The complexity of the calculation, and the need to measure the
reflectance spectrum of the wool make the OV unsuitable for commercial assessment of whiteness of wool.
Of the Wls based on functions of X, Y,Z (which are easily obtainable
from a tristimulus colorimeter), twelve were selected. For the forty-four
wools the calculated Wls were compared with the OV values. To
eliminate the effect of measurement error the X, Y,Z values and the
OV values were calculated from the same reflectance spectra. The
degree of correlation between WI and OV differed considerably from
one WI to another. Two functions which are highly correlated with
OV are (X+ Y + Z)/3 (correlation coefficient r = o·999), or simply
the Z value of the sample (r = o·987). An example of a less well
correlated WI is (X -Z)/ Y (r = o·885). The corresponding correlation
coefficients are very similar for OV values based on all three colour
spaces.
When using any particular colorimeter to measure X, Y,Z for loose
wools, there is some variation in the values obtained for repeat measurements. This results in variation in the Wls calculated from the readings.
Some WI functions augment the effect of this variation and this results
in large uncertainties in the Wls.
For ten of the loose wool samples chosen to cover the range of discoloration present in the original forty-four, it was found that of all the
Wls the CIE Z value was the least affected by the measurement error.
Considering both the correlation with OV and the effect of measurement error, the CIE Z value is the best measure of wool whiteness.
Among the worst of twelve WI functions and the three tristimulus
values judged by both these tests, is the function (X-Z)f Y.
Four different tristimulus colorimeters were used to measure X , Y,Z
values for a selection of the wools. The results from different instru-
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ments were very different. Therefore if different colorimeters calibrated
in the usual way are used, very different OV estimates might be obtained
for the same wool. The effects of this are discussed, and modified
calibration techniques are considered in an effort to minimize differences
between instruments.
With regard to mounting of loose wools, it is often assumed that the
sample should be of 'infinite thickness' in order to eliminate variability.
It is shown in this paper that for both visual and instrumental measurements, the degree to which the sample is compressed has an important
effect on the results obtained, with the variation continuing up to very
high pressures. Since all wools are not of equal loftiness, care should be
taken to ensure that a constant packing density is achieved for visual
and instrumental measurements. Many forms of visual assessment
will provide results which may be seriously in error if insufficient
attention is paid to this point.
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COLOUR CALCULATIONS

ARE INTERVALS OF zo NM SUFFJCIENT FüR
INDUSTRIAL COLOUR MEASUREMENT?
DIETRICH STROCKA
Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany

INTRODUCTION

Several abridged spectrophotometers are available employing only
16 or 18 spectral filters for intervals of 20 nm. Colorant formulation by
computer is mostly based on 16 reflectance values only. But there are
different opiniom; whether intervals of 20 nm are sufficient for other
industrial applications of colour measurement.
The accuracy of calculation of tristimulus values by use of different
wavelength intervals was investigated elsewhere.1 •2 •3 De Kerf 2 concludes
that even intervals of 10 nm may not be considered suitable in some
cases. However, his investigations also include the very critical curves
of three interference filters and of a didymium filter. Such curves are
not found with actual dyestuffs and pigments. Brockes3 regards 20 nm
intervals not sufficient for absolute accuracy but well suitable for
difference measurements. Since nearly all industrial applications are
based on difference measurements intervals of 20 nm should be sufficient in practice. But the curves investigated by Brackes do not show
very steep slopes. It is believed that samples with high chroma and
curves with steep slopes and sharp curvatures will be most critical.
Therefore, in the following paper such curves are investigated which
are based on actual colorants.

CALCULATIONS

Numerical integration of tristimulus values for intervals of 10 nm are
considered 'true' in this investigation. Deviations were calculated for
intervals of 20 nm using 16 wavelengths. The computations were based
453
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on illuminant D 65 and the I0°-observer. Two different sets of weighted
ordinates for sixteen wavelengths were used:
I. W 20 • These weights are based only on the values for 20 nm.
However, the normalization was carried out independently with
S;.ji(A.) and
resulting in exactly the sarne tristimulus values for
the perfect diffuser as with IO nm weights.
2. W 20 cun· These weights were calculated by taking into account
the I o nm weights by cubic interpolation as described by F oster et al. 4
(The values were recalculated because the weights published 4 contain
errors.)
Three kinds of deviations were calculated for both weights W 20 and
W 20 cus: absolute deviations on single samples, deviations of colour
differences of non-metameric pairs of samples, and deviations in the
assessment of metarneric pairs of samples.
For these three tasks the curves of the following samples were used:
I. Absolute deviations: Always one suitable concentration of
(a) IO of the most brilliant dyestuffs (including ftuorescent dyestuffs) we use for acrylic fibres (Textile).
(b) IO of the most brilliant pigments we use in opaque plastics
(Pigments).
(c) IO of the most brilliant colorants we use in transparent plastics
(Transparent).
2. Non-metamerie colour differences: The thirty samples stated above
were shaded by computation with another colorant of neighbouring
hue until the shaded samples with 10 nm weights showed a colour
difference of 2·0 units according to Adams-Nickerson-Stultz
3· Metamerie samples: Making use of colorant formulation by computer, metameric matches for 10 nm weights were calculated with
the colorants of I(a) and 1(b ). Sampies to be matched were those
of the Munsell Book of Color (1929) with the highest chroma of the
ten hues (sR, sYR, etc.).
The calculated deviations (20 nm against 10 nm) themselves do not
make it possible to assess the suitability of the 20 nm weights. lnstead,
these deviations have to be compared with other errors affecting colour
measurement. Such comparisons will make it possible to establish
whether the deviations caused by 20 nm intervals are significant. The
accuracy of current measuring instruments is essentially limited by the
accuracy of the wavelength scale. 3 For comparison purposes, therefore,
deviations caused by a 1 nm wavelength shift were calculated. In the
assessment of metameric pairs of samples the variation of actual observers has tobe considered too. Therefore, deviations were also calculated
with Allen 's standard deviate observer. 5
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TABLE I Caleulated deviations (.dEANs) between two sets of weights for
intervals of 20 nm (W20 , W 2ocuB) and those of IO nm as weil as deviations for a
I nm shift of the wavelength seale and for Allen's 6 standard deviate observer

(DEVOBS).
Kind of
deviation
Absolute

Non-metamerie
differenees
against
EANs = 2'0
Metamerie
pairs of
samples

Weights

W,o

w.OCUB

I nm shift
W,o
w,ocuB
I nm shift

DEVOBS

W,o

w,OCUB

I nm shift

DEVOBS

Textile

Pigments

Transparent

o·37 (o·65)
0'I9 (0'45)
I'39 (I'77)
o·o6 (o·12)
o·o7 (o·u)
o·o7 (o·Io)
0'09 (o·I4)
o·26 (o·68)
o·26 (o·58)
o·36 (o·68)
0'59 (I ' I7)

o·27 (o·n)
o·24 (o·66)
ro8 (I·8I)
o·o7 (o·I8)
o·o6 (o·I9)
o·o4 (o·o9)
o·o7 (o·2o)
o·3I (o·66)
o·27 (o·52)
0'27 (0'72)
o·45 (o·87)

o·36 (o·83)
o·35 (o·n)
I•67 (2'40)
o·o7 (o·I8)
o·o6 (o·I7)
o·o4 (o·o7)
O'I I (0'2I)
Not investigated

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Average values of all computed deviations are shown in Table I, the
respective maximum deviations in brackets. The first part of Table I
contains the absolute deviations in colour difference units according
to Adams-Nickerson-Stultz. The second part shows the deviations of
the non metameric colour differences against a colour difference of
!1E.ANs = 2·o. The vector difference of the two colour differences had
been calculated first for each individual sample pair. The third part
contains the deviations of metameric sample pairs which match exactly
for IO nm weights.
The calculated absolute deviations are not higher than the deviations
caused by the limited accuracy of current instruments regarding the
critical samples investigated. It can be seen from Table I that a o·25 nm
shift of the wavelength scale would result in similar errors as those
resulting from the use of 20 nm intervals. Colour differences of nonmetameric pairs are predicted sufficiently weil with 20 nm intervals even
using the critical curves which were investigated. The average deviation is only 3-4 per cent of the 'true' value (EANs = 2·0). Higher
deviations are calculated for metameric pairs. But the errors do not
exceed the inaccuracies which would arise in any case. These inaccuracies are represented by the I nm wavelength shift and Allen's
standard deviate observer.
Therefore, we have to note the astanishing fact that there are no
objections to numerical integration of tristimulus values with 20 nm
weights for industrial use. W e believe that the accuracy is sufficient
for nearly all applications in practice. Of course, there may be samples
yielding higher deviations than those investigated. However, samples
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of this kind would also show higher deviations with the criteria
used for comparison.
Finally, the weights w20CUB proposed by Foster et a/.4 did not
prove noticeably superior to the simpler weights W 20 in this
investigation.
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METAMERE THEORETISCHE TESTFARBEN
UND DIE GÜTEBEWERTUNG DES
STRAHLDICHTEANGLEICHS AN
VORGEGEBENE LICHTARTEN
K. RICHTER
Bundesanstaltfür Materialprüfung, Berlin, Germany

In einer früheren Arbeit1 wurden die CIE-Testfarben und die für
diese aus Optimalfarben berechneten zwei metameren Farben mit
rechteckiger Remissionskurve zur Gütebewertung des Strahldichteangleichs an die Normlichtart D65 benutzt. Die Remissionen der
beiden metameren Farben hatten normalerweise sehr verschiedene
Remissionskurven im Vergleich zur Remission der CIE-Testfarben.
Die Remission einer jetzt verwendeten dritten metameren Farbe,
welche durch die Parameter (..1.13 , A.23 , ß13 , ß23 ) gekennzeichnet ist, stellt
die beste Approximation an die Remission der CIE-Testfarbe mit
nur vier Parametern dar.
Die 12 Parameter
n = 1, 2, 3) der Remissionen der
drei metameren Farben werden in separaten Tabellen für alle wichtigen
Normlichtarten, Plancksche Verteilungen und Tageslichtphasen
mitgeteilt.
Zur Gütebewertung des Strahldichteangleichs an gegebene Lichtarten
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ABa. I Remission der CIE-Testfarbe Nr. 4 und drei berechnete
Remissionen von Rechteckgestalt für metamere Farben bei Normlichtart D6s

-+'A
FIG.

I

berechnet man die Farbdifferenzen zwischen den Original-Testfarben,
z. B. beleuchtet mit der Normlichtart D65, und den gleichen und
metameren Testfarben, beleuchtet mit der zu kennzeichnenden
Lichtquelle sowie die Farbdifferenzen der metameren Testfarben
bei Beleuchtung mit der zu kennzeichnenden Lichtquelle. In Anlehnung an die Methode zur Bewertung der Farbwiedergabe werden
zur Gütebewertung des Strahldichteangleichs Indizes definiert.
Untersucht man den Strahldichteangleich an die Normlichtart D65
für die vom CIE-Komitee TC-1·3 veröffentlichten Lichtquellen, 2
so zeigen die Indizes an, daß die Lichtquellen
T(3) und T(s)
die besten Annäherungen an D65 im sichtbaren Spektralbereich
darstellen. Die mit den verschiedenen metameren Farben errechneten
Indizes korrelieren gut. Daher wird zur Gütebewertung des Strahl-
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dichteangleichs allein die Verwendung der Remission bester Annäherung an die der CIE-Testfarben empfohlen.
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FEHLERBERECHNUNG FÜR FARBMESSUNGEN
NACH DEM DREIBEREICHSVERFAHREN
G. CAKIR, G. GEUTLER, J. KROCHMANN
and M. RICHTER
Institut für Lichttechnik, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

KURZFASSUNG

Für ein handelsübliches Farbmeßgerät, das nach dem Dreibereichsverfahren arbeitet, wurden die durch den unvollkommenen Spektralangleich der Empfängerempfindlichkeiten an die Normspektralwertfunktionen x(A.), j(A.), z(A.) bedingten Fehler berechnet.
Als theoretische Meßobjekte wurde eine große Anzahl von Optimalfarben vorgegeben und die Fehler, mit denen die Normfarbwertanteile
gemessen werden, über den gesamten Bereich der Farbtafel aufgetragen. Dabei wird vorausgesetzt, daß das Farbmeßgerät nur mit einer
einzigen Kalibrierung (z.B. Normlichtart A) in der Lage ist, alle Farben
zu messen.
Die Ergebnisse der Untersuchung zeigen, daß bei einem relativ gut
an die Normspektralwertkurven angeglichenen Farbmeßgerät über
große Teile der Normfarbtafel nur sehr kleine Meßfehler auftreten, die mit Fehlern bei der Farbmessung nach dem Spektralverfahren etwa gleichrangig sind. Lediglich bei stark gesättigten Farben,
deren Farbörter in der Nähe des Spektralfarbenzuges bzw. der Purpurgeraden liegen, können größere Abweichungen auftreten, die u. U.
eine spezielle Kalibrierung des Farbmeßgerätes erfordern.
Abschließend wird der Versuch unternommen, mit Hilfe von zwei
Maßzahlen eine Aussage über die Güte eines Farbmeßgerätes nach
dem Dreibereichsverfahren zu geben.
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE
TRISTIMULUS AND CHROMATICITY
VAL UES OF POLARIZING SAMPLES
ILLUMINATED BY POLARIZED LIGHT
DA VID L. SPOONER
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Pigments Department,
Wilmington, Delaware, USA.
Formerly with Lockheed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas, USA.

In the normal calculation of tristimulus values and chromaticity from
spectroreflectance data of a sample, the polarization characteristics
of the source, the sample and the spectrophotometer used to measure
the sample are not normally considered. If the sample as viewed by
the observer does polarize the light it reflects, the polarization characteristics of the sample will not normally affect the observed colour unless
the illuminating source is partially polarized.
Most of the contemporary artifical light sources and many available
naturallight sources are partially polarized. While it may not be possible
to prove the point rigidly, it may be deduced by a simple logical process
that today the average source, the average sample and the average
spectrophotometer, have more pronounced polarization characteristics
than was the case forty years ago when the CIE standards were adopted.
Recent measurements made at the NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, using a Cary model 14 spectrophotometer equipped
with a directional reflectance accessory, have shown that the direction
of the polarization of the illuminating source can shift the CIE values
by several MacAdam colour difference units. Preliminary results of
these measurements are to be reported in a state-of-the-art report
on polarization colour effects1 which was originally prepared as a working paper for the USTC 2.3 Committee of the CIE, and also in a paper
on methods of presenting directional spectral reflectance of photometric materials. 2
Generally, the effects of polarized illumination increase as the
incidence angle of the illumination is increased. This effect is not
unexpected since the major contributor to polarization characteristics
of most samples is dielectric interface (Fresnel) reflection.
To date, only the tristimulus and chromaticity values for perpendicular and parallel polarized illumination have been normally derived.
These values are obtained by first measuring the spectral reflectance
of the sample under perpendicular and parallel polarized illumination
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and then calculating the tristimulus and chromaticity values from each
curve with each of several standard illuminants. The results of the
chromaticity calculations are presented on a goniopolarchromaticity
diagram such as shown in Fig. 1. This figure allows the maximum
extent of the polarization colour effect to be readily determined for any
illumination incidence angle.
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Fig. I, which was prepared from data taken on a carpet sample, not
only illustrates the effects of polarization, but it also illustrates the
relatively large average chromaticity shifts and polarization effects
caused by changes in incidence angle. While Fresnel equations could
be used to determine these effects for specular reflectors, more complicated models are required for diffuse-glossy samples illuminated by
directional polarized light with hemispherical viewing (e.g. the illumination and viewing geometry of the directional reflectance accessory
used in measuring the sample of Fig. I).
Most contemporary spectroreflectometers used in colour work use
near-normal surface sample illumination and hemispherical collection
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or near-normal viewing and diffuse illumination. These geometries
produce results which are satisfactory for !arge classes of diffuse and
nearly-diffuse reflectors. With such materials the colour matches
obtained are generally not deteriorated by viewing and illumination geometries which depart widely from those used in the measuring
instrument. Generally, instrumental colour matehing results are not
as good when a !arge portion of the illumination is reflected by specular
reflecting elements on the sample surface. Materials with such specular
elements also show the greatest polarization colour effects.
Fig. 1 gives only a qualitative indication of the effects of polarization
and direction of viewing for the particular sample. It is quantitatively
applicable to viewing and illuminating geometries which are nonexistent outside of the interior of the measuring instrument or other
specially built enclosures.
The determination of the exact tristimulus and chromaticity values
of highly polarizing, highly directional samples illuminated by nonuniform partially polarized light requires the use of spectral bi-directional reflectance and polarization data plus a !arge amount of computational effort. The computational methods for determining the desired
values can be readily described; the availability of high-speed Computers places the repetitive multiplications and additions required for
deriving the end values within a reasonable time frame.
Two other problems connected with the determination of exact
values, the Iack of instrumentation for making spectral bi-directional
reflectance and polarization measurements, and the large volume of
data required to present the complete function of the sample, are not
so close to solution. To date, fewer than ten instruments have been
built which can adequately make the necessary bi-directional measurements. All of these instruments were developed for uses other than
colour work. Each of these instruments is a one-of-a-kind device; each
has a number of unique and highly useful design features. The design
of an instrument for colour work would desirably incorporate many
features of these experimental instruments.
Progress in the problern of reducing the volume of data required to
represent the complete function of the sample was recently made when
the author, using a !arge volume of data taken with a goniopolarimeter
which he bad designed, developed a technique for characterizing the
complete bi-directional reflectance function of a sample on one diagram.
This work will be reported in a paper in preparation. 3 It now appears
that it may be possible to characterize this function with a relatively
small body of digital data. When such a characterization method is
developed, it will be possible to compute the sample reflectance value
for any desired illumination and viweing geometry. It seems reasonable
that the development of a technique for characterizing the bi-directional
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polarization function of samples which have strong Fresnel reflectance
characteristics could be readily accomplished once the bi-directional
reflectance technique is fully implemented.
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INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF
TRISTIMULUS COLOUR MEASUREMENT
GY. LUK.ACS
Hungarian Optical Works, Budapest, Hungary

It has been known for some years that tristimulus colour measurement
meets the requirements in repeatability, although accuracy must be
increased. 1
As a general experience the accuracy of measurements is influenced
by the luminous reflectance and saturation of the sample. For example,
Billmeyer2 subdivided the fifty-three standards that had been measured
into four groups according to their luminous reflectance and saturation,
respectively. In our opinion it is enough to distinguish two groups of
colour samples to be measured:

Range I: including samples of CIE luminous reflectance Y higher
than 10 per cent andfor saturation lower than 10 Munsell
Chroma.
Range II: including samples of CIE luminous reflectance Y lower
than 10 per cent andfor saturation higher than 10 Munsell
Chroma.
Billmeyer3 and Richter 4 have already pointed out the higher accuracy
of individually calibrated tristimulus colorimeters agairrst the earlier
types. According to our investigations the individually calibrated
tristimulus colorimeter MOMCOLOR showed a satisfying nearly
uniform repeatability and long-term stability (over zt year period)
for all measured standards. Our instrument gave good results for the
standards of Range I according to accuracy, although for standards
of Range II, i.e. of dark andfor saturated samples, a higher accuracy
is required. The latter may be achieved by the following methods.
The tristimulus colorimeter MOMCOLOR 5 allows the continuous
adjustment of colour temperature of the illuminating lamp. Its adjustment yields-in general use-the minimum error of the accuracy for
Q
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all colour standards. To the different colour samples belong different
optirnum colour temperatures of the lamp. For example, the following
11x, 11y and 11 Y differences were observed at different colour temperatures of the lamp for the saturated blue standard No. 13 (x = o·166,
y = o·189, Y = 4·52):
Colour temperature
of the lamp
7'5 s.d.
8·o
8·5
9'0
9'5

109 X Llx

108 X Lly

LIY

-I

-II

- 14
- 3
+u
+12

- 8
-:z
- 4
- :z

+ o·o9
+ o·16
+ o·:z1
+ o·:z:z
+o·:z6

The examined instrumentwas adjusted in general use to the value 9·5.
As is shown, the accuracy of the sample No. 13 is best on I·o lower
s.d. (i.e. approximately o·5 V lower lamp voltage).
With tristimulus colorimeters the tristimulus values XM, Y !h ZM
of the sample are related to the tristimulus values X 8 , Y8 , Z s of a Standard, thus yielding to the following relations:
XM

=

C1 .Xs,

YM = c2 • Ys, ZM = c3 .Zs

For the measurements a white standard is usually used, although, in
the case of a dark sample, a grey standard is substituted for the white
one. Sometimes the use of a coloured standard, i.e. by measuring colour
differences, yields better results. W e analysed mathematically the above
relations to obtain the X 8 , Y8 , Z 8 values yielding to the minimum error
of accuracy:
The analysis showed that besides the condition of 11 Y
tion:

o, the condi-

must also be fulfilled. That means metameric samples give best results
by using two or three standards with approximately the same tristimulus values as that of the sample to be measured. The highest accuracy
can be obtained with, for example, a saturated green standard No. 10
(x = o·262, y = 0·472, Y = 9·03) by using three Standards. The
tristimulus value xl is tobe related to the dark yellow Standard No. 07,
the tristimulus value Y to the medium yellow No. o8 and that of Z
resp.
to the dark green Standard No. II.
Fig. I shows that the result obtained with three colour standards
is near to the nominal value and the CIE luminous reflectance Y
differs only a little from the nominal value. As can be seen, the variation

x2

y
0·470

.
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FIG. 1. No. 10 saturated green. Elevation of accuracy of colour
measurements, (1) with fine calibration of colour temperature and (2)
with application of three colour standards.

of the colour temperature of the illuminating lamp did not yield such
good results.
We want to assemble a collection of grey standards, in which two
or three can be found for every sample having tristimulus values which
approximate those of the sample to be measured.
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ON THE ELECTRONIC CORRECTION OF
ERRORS IN A TRISTIMULUS CO LORIMETER

J.

SCHANDA and G. LUX

Research Institute for Technical Physics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary

An electronic analogue correction to tristimulus value measurements
will be described. With the help of a double transformation technique,
using orthogonal spectral tristimulus values (STV) as an intermediate
stage, a technique for finding the optimal transformation parameters
could be developed.
The well-known tristimulus value transformation equations transforming an A, B, C system into the CIE I93 I standard colorimetric
system can be written in the form of a matrix equation as follows :

A
B

c

= IIAU,-1.

xyl

z,

It can be shown that the STVs obey the following matrix equation:

ä1(A.)
ä2(A.)
äs{A.)

=

II A II·

x(A.)
y(A.)
z(A.)

(z)

If, however, the ä(A.), o(A.), c(A.) STVs are given as the sensitivity
distribution of a tristimulus colorimeter, the 9 components of the
transforming matrix usually cannot be determined in such a way that
equation*
x(A.)
ä1(A.)
y(A.)
(3)
=
IIAII- 1 • ä2(A.)
z(A.)
äs(A.)
should hold for every A.. One can get a direct match at three wavelengths for every component equation
[e.g. x(A.i) =
ä1(A.i)
+
(i = I, 2, 3)],
or, for instance, for three arbitrarily chosen spectral power distributions
(Su, i = I, 2, 3). In this case
• IIAII- 1 is the inverse of matrix IIAII.(I].
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J

38 0

x(A.)
SuJ(A.) dA.
z(A.)

This gives 9 equations for the determination of the 9 unknown matrix
elements. In case of a colour television colorimeter, for example, where
the reproduction qualities of a television set have to be investigated,
this procedure is adequate. Fqr general colorimetric work, however,
a lessarbitrarilydetermined transformation matrix is required. The ä1 (A.),
ä 2(A.), ä3(A.) CIE STVs can be transformed into some klA.)
orthogonal STVs for which it holds that
780

J

{I,

k;(Ä) kk(A_) =

o,

380

if i

=

k

(i, k

=

I, 2,

3)

(S)

if i #- k

As this orthogonality criterium gives us 6 equations, three further
suppositions can be made:

(6)
Mter the constants of the transformation matrix have been chosen,
k;(A.), i = I, 2, 3 can be determined.
Using this set of orthogonal STVs a transformation, similar to that
shown in equation (2), can be written:

xl(A.)
.Y1(A.)
zl(A.)

(i

=

I, 2,

3)

(7)

where
expresses that for a given set of the CIE and a chosen
set of orthogonal functioas with a single transformation matrix IIMII
only an approximation and not a perfect match is possible.
If nothing is known about the colorimetric task to be performed,
it is a logical assumption to try to minimize the mean square error,
i.e. to minimize:
780

H; =

J

dA.

(i = I,2,3)

(8)

3 80

where the e;'s are given by

s;(A.)

=

3

a;(A.) -

L m;k kk(A.),

k=l

(i

=

I, 2,

3)

(9)

Substituting equation (9) into equation (8), carrying out the partial
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derivations,

umik

= o and by using the orthogonality of the klA.) func-

tions:

mik

=

7so

x(A.)
y(A.) kk(A.) dA.

aso

z(A.)

J

(i, k

=

I, 2,

3)

(Io)

is gained. Thus the 'best' transformation matrix JJMJJ coupling the
CIE STVs and the orthogonal functions has been found.
Applying these values and the previously determined IIPJJ matrix, it is
possible to construct the final transformation matrix coupling the
instrumental functions with the CIE STVs (see equations (2), (3), (6)
and (7)):

x(A.)

y(A.)
z(A.)

IIMII·IJPII·IIälA.)II·

(i = I, 2, 3)

(II)

where JJMII.JJPJJ stands for the JJA- 1 JJ of equation (3) and results
simply from matrix multiplication.
In recent years physical colorimeters have become increasingly
sophisticated. The best instruments now work on the spectrophotometric principle, and use built-in digital computers to transform the
spectrophotometric results into chromaticity coordinates, controlling
the measurements, performing intermediate calculations, selfcheckings
and error corrections. These instruments are, however, still rather
expensive, just like the best tristimulus colorimeters using partial
filtering to achieve good coincidence of the instrumental and CIE STVs.
Wehave tried to take another way and investigated what an amount
of correction can be applied by using the method outlined above of
finding the 'best' transformation between the instrumental and CIE
STVs.
It is obvious that if the instrumental functions deviate highly from
the CIE STVs the achieved optimization gives only poor results, not
only due to fact that the corrections fit only the average of many spectral
distributions, but also because in this case some of the matrix elements
will have high negative values decreasing the signal to noise ratio of the
instrument considerably. lf, however, the instrumental functions show
only slight deviations from the CIE STVs, the matrixing of the single
colour channels increases the measuring accuracy to a !arge extent.
A tristimulus colorimeter was built according to these requirements
using Si photovoltaic cells as detectors, followed by operational amplifiers used as current-voltage transducers. The output of these amplifiers
was fed into three analogue networks, where an independent setting
of the single matrix elements was possible. Addition (and subtraction)
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was performed at the inverting and noninverting inputs of operational
amplifiers. The output of the three channels delivered the corrected
X, Y, Z tristimulus values. Using a further additive network and a
ratio recording digital voltmeter the chromaticity coordinates could
be read directly.
Preliminary results show definite advantages of this set-up compared
to conventional tristimulus colorimeters. Further results will be shown
during the oral presentation of the paper.
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A SPECIAL-PURPOSE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
M. P. WASSALL and W. D. WRIGHT
Applied Optics Section, Imperial College, London, UK

Commercial spectrophotometers are usually designed to meet the needs
of the major colour industries and may not therefore be well-adapted
for measurements where unusual conditions of illumination and lightcollection have to be satisfied. This paper describes a spectrophotometer that is being specially developed, with the aid of a grant from the
Paul Instrument Fund, to measure the fading of the paintings in the
National Gallery, since no commercially available instrument was
suitable for this purpose.
The first and most important requirement to be met is that, in order
to avoid the risk of darnage to the painting, the instrument must not be
brought into contact with the surface of the painting. Secondly, since
the area at any given point to be measured will usually be quite small,
typically 5 mm in diameter, the axis of the instrument has tobe directed
accurately on to the point under test and the target area has to be
photographed so that measurements at the same location can be repeated from time to time in the future. A third requirement is a high
degree of instrumental stability, consistency and sensitivity, since the
colour changes to be measured are likely to be extremely small and will
only become significant over very long periods of time.
Monochromatic light is provided by a large double monochromator
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consisting of two identical optical systems mounted one above the other.
Each system comprises collimating and imaging lenses and two
nominally 6o prisms. The light is dispersed in the lower system and is
returned with compensating dispersion through the upper system via
two 45° mirrors which reflect the light from the lower to the upper
level. The wavelength of the monochromatic light to be selected is
varied by rotation of one of the dispersing prisms, causing the spectrum
to sweep across a slit located in the plane of the spectrum. Because
of the compensating dispersion, the direction of the ernerging beam is
independent of its wavelength and can be brought to a focus at the
exit-slit of the monochromator.
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The light from the exit-slit is then fed into a fibre optical transformer
with a slit configuration at one end and a circular configuration at the
other. The circular end is attached to a mount on the table of the
measuring head (Fig. 1) and serves as the source S which is imaged by
a well-corrected lens L 1 on to the area of the painting to be measured.
The table can be given vertical and lateral displacements to bring the
image to the required point on the painting and a forward movement
to bring the light to a focus. The small illuminated area of the painting
is imaged by a further lens L 2 , whose axis is at 45 ° to the plane of the
painting, on to a small aperture A located some distance in front of the
cathode of a photo-multiplier P. After passing through the aperture,
the light diverges to fill the area of the photo-cathode. This arrange-
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ment represents a major contrihution to the elimination of stray light,
since the only light that can reach the photo-multiplier must come
from the small illuminated area of the painting.
As a further precaution against stray light, a haffie B made of hlack
sponge ruhher ahout 4 cm thick and 30 X 30 cm in area is mounted in
the frontal plane of the measuring head. When the head is in the correct
position relative to the painting, there is a gap of ahout r cm hetween
the sponge ruhher and the surface of the painting. This further Iimits
the amount of unwanted light that can fall on the painting and also
ensures the safety of the painting.
The opticallay-out of the measuring head includes a heam-splitter D
located hetween S and L 1• This heam-splitter has a dual function.
It refiects some of the monochromatic light into a supplementary
optical system to illuminate a white comparison standard W when this
is introduced in place of the painting. Since W is not in the same plane
as the painting, it has to he calihrated against a reference white located
in that plane. The NPL Ceramic Tile Standards will also he used to
check the accuracy of the measurements and the stahility of the instrument. The second function of the heam-splitter is to locate the instrument relative to the painting and to ohtain a photographic record of the
target area under test. Four smalllamps Q can he used to illuminate a
limited area of the painting and this can he viewed through a small
door in the side of the measuring head. It is also imaged hy L 1 and hy
refiection in the heam-splitter on to a screen through a graticule G.
This image can he examined through a magnifier and the whole measuring head adjusted to focus the required point of the painting on to the
mid-point of the graticule. The graticule has previously heen adjusted
to he conjugate to the circular end of the fihre optical transformer S.
The screen can then he replaced hy a photographic plate to ohtain a
permanent record of the exact location of the point heing measured.
The output from the photo-multiplier is measured with a Keithley
auto-ranging digital picoammeter for a series of wavelengths through
the spectrum. The wavelength can he varied manually or with a stepping
motor and the readings of photo-current can either he tahulated,
recorded on an x-y plotter or on punched tape. Tests show that there
is ample light sensitivity and hy July 1973 it will he possihle to report
more extensively on the overall performance of the equipment.
A second novel spectrophotometer is also under construction, in
this case for skin refiectance measurements for the Institute of Dermatology. Forthisinstrument a rather different fiexihility is required since
the measuring head has to he designed so that measurements can he
made on any part of the hody. Testsare heing made with different types
of head, including special fihre optical units, and a report on these
experiments will also he given in York if time permits.
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EIN NEUER REMISSIONSANSATZ FÜR
EINEN VERBESSERTEN
BAUSCH UND LOMB 505
K. HOFFMANN
Farbwerke Hoechst, Frankfurt, Germany

Die rechnerischen Lichtleitwerte des B.u.L. 505 Zweigittermonochromators sind bei 5 nm Bandbreite um den Faktor 1.4 (bei 400 nm)
bis 9 (bei 700 nm) größer als beim Hardy-Prismenmonochromator
mit 10 nm Bandbreite Demzufolge sollte der B.u.L. 505 dem Hardy
an Leistungsfähigkeit vor allem im mittleren und langwelligen Spektralbereich erheblich überlegen sein, was, wie es die Praxis erwiesen hat,
aber in keiner Weise zutrifft.
Hierfür sind eine Reihe von Gründen verantwortlich, die nachfolgend im einzelnen zugleich mit technischen Alternativlösungen und
den resultierenden Leistungssteigerungen aufgeführt sind.
Die Beleuchtungsoptik beim 505 arbeitet mit einem konzentrischen
Spiegelsystem, bei dem die Ausleuchtung innerhalb des Monochromators sehr unvollkommen ist. Die Umstellung auf ein konventionelles Beleuchtungssystem mit einer 55 Watt Halogenlampe
erlaubt es, den Lichtdurchsatz um den Faktor 5 zu steigern.
2. Die Originalgitter mit einer Blazewellenlänge von 300 nm sind für
den sichtbaren Bereich schlecht angepaßt. Ein Austausch gegen
entsprechende Gitter des gleichen Herstellers mit einer Blazewellenlänge von 500 nm gibt im mittleren und langwelligen Spektralbereich eine Leistungssteigerung um den Faktor 3-5.
3· Eine weitere Quelle für Lichtverluste stellt der Original 505Strahlenteiler dar. Es wurde ein neuer Remissionsansatz mit einer
Kugel von 17,5 cm <P und einer in etwa dem Hardy nachgebildeten
Meßgeometrie erstellt. Die Strahlenteilung erfolgt mittels eines
synchron zum Netz mit zeitlich etwa trapezförmigen Amplitudenverlauf schwingenden Spiegels, der das auf ihn fallende Kollimatorbild abwechselnd auf zwei Abbildungslinsen wirft, die jeweils
Meß- und Vergleichsstrahlengang ausleuchten.
1.

Der neue Remissionsansatz hat einen etwa um den Faktor 10
höheren Wirkungsgrad als der Original 505 Ansatz.
Ein weiterer praktischer Vorteil liegt darin, daß wegen der iden-
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tischen Auslegung von Meß- und Vergleichsstrahlengang kein spektraler
Ausgleich der IOo% Linie mehr erforderlich ist.
Wie beim Hardy sind die Kugeleintrittsöffnungen frei zugänglich,
so daß bei transparenten Färbungen auch das Vorwärtsstreulicht mit
erfaßt werden kann.
ELECTRONIK UND ANZEIG E

Auch die Elektronik für den 505 ist völlig neu und im wesentlichen
auf Halbleiterbasis aufgebaut worden. Es soll hier nur auf 2 Einzelheiten
hingewiesen werden, in denen sich das System am meisten von den
konventionellen Anzeigeverfahren unterscheidet.
Da die Signalumschaltung netzsynchron erfolgt, kann die Signaltrennung ausschließlich vom Netz gesteuert werden, was die elektronische
Auslegung erheblich vereinfacht. Es wird des weiteren direkt der
Quotient aus Meß- und Vergleichssignal digitalisiert, und zwar mit
Hilfe eines Quotientenanalogfrequenzwandlers, bei dem der Meßstrom
mittels dem Vergleichssignal proportionaler Kondensatorenladungen
kompensiert wird (Baugruppe QAF). Im Anzeigeteil wird die
Anzahl der Impulse mit Hilfe einer Zählschaltung, die von den
Wellenlängenimpulsen-alle 10 nm-angestoßen wird für eine Zeit von
o·2 sec. eingezählt. Die Zähldauer wird wegen der höheren Genauigkeitsansprüche von einer Quarzuhr abgenommen. Einer Zeitbasis von
o·2 sec. entspricht bei einer Registriergeschwindigkeit von ca. 10 nm
pro sec. eine Wellenlängenverbreiterung von 2 nm. Da die effektive
Bandbreite 5 nm beträgt, liegt die spektrale Auflösung trotzdem noch
um einiges besser als beim Hardy, dessen 10 nm sich für die praktischen Bedürfnisse der Farbmessung als vollauf ausreichend erwiesen
haben.
REGISTRIERKURVEN- UND FORMAT

Die Registriereinrichtung beim Original 505 arbeitet für die Routine
viel zu langsam, außerdem ist das Registrierformat sehr unhandlich
und die Kurvenblätter passen in keinen Aktenordner.
Da sich das Hardy-Format als überaus praktisch erwiesen hat,
wurde unser 505 auf dieses umgestellt. Mittels eines besonders angefertigten Zahnradsatzes in der Übersetzung zwischen Wellenlängenvorschub und Monochromator ließ sich ein so guter Angleich erreichen,
daß unsere Hardyblätter für den neuen 505 gleich mitverwendet
werden können. Etwas mehr Mühe bereitete die Montage neuer Endschalter, die so verschaltet sind, daß der Rücklauf automatisch erfolgt.
Durch eine besondere Dauerlauftaste ließ sich schließlich ein ununterbrochener Registrierbetrieb einrichten, wobei während der Rücklaufzeit
die Proben gewechselt werden.
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Zur Beschleunigung des Registriervorganges wurde der langsame
505 Schreiberantrieb gegen einen Honeywellservo ausgetauscht, dessen
Motor direkt an die Achse des Antriebsrades für den Seilzug angesetzt
war. Das lineare Potentiometer konnte direkt hinter dem Schreibwagen,
an dem die Schleifkontakte befestigt waren, untergebracht werden.
Der Verstärker ist an die beiden Ausgänge des Signaltrennbauteiles
angeschlossen. Die neue Registriereinrichtung läuft in einer sec (ca.
10 nm) über die Skala und ist damit doppelt so schnell wie die des
Hardy.
Es ließen sich reproduzierbare Remissionskurven für den sichtbaren
Bereich innerhalb 15- 20 sec aufzeichnen, die sämtliche für die Farbmeßpraxis erforderlichen Details enthalten. Mit Rücksicht auf die
etwas langsamere Arbeitsweise der für den Ausdruck der Remissionswerte verwendeten elektrischen Schreibmaschinen mußte dann die
Geschwindigkeit etwas reduziert werden (auf ca. 35 sec für den Bereich
von 38o--'7oo nm), was aber für die Praxis völlig ausreichend ist.

ERGEBNISSE UND PRAXISERFAHRUNGEN

Die Erfahrungen mit dem umgebauten 505 haben in jeder Hinsicht
befriedigt, so daß die Umrüstung weiterer Geräte in Angriff genommen
wurde. Die gute Stabilität der Elektronik erleichtert die Routinepraxis erheblich und kommt dem Ziel einer Einknopfbedienung nahe.
Schwierigkeiten mit der Wellenlängenkonstanz und der Spaltbreitennachstellung, wie beim Hardy, entfallen. Zufolge der erheblich gesteigerten Lichtstärke bestehen auch unter erschwerten Bedingungen,
wie kleiner Probenfleck oder Fluoreszenzmessungen, keine Schwierigkeiten mit dem Rauschen, so daß mit den preiswerten Endonmultipliern RCA 6217 ausgelangt wird.
Zur Demonstration sei auf die Abb. 1 verweisen, bei der die Transmissionskurven eines Dydymfilters 13 mal übereinander geschrieben
wiedergegeben sind. Zur Erschwerung wlirde mit o· 5 nm Spaltbreite
gearbeitet, wobei wegen der um den Faktor 100 verminderten Lichtstärke das Rauschen zehnmal so groß ist. Der Rauschanteil wurde in
der Weise überschlägig erfaßt, daß aus den Spektrenausdrucken die
gemittelten Absolutabweichungen vom nächstgelegenen ganzzahligen
Mittelwert errechnet und an die Kurven in Promille vermerkt sind.
Diese nehmen nur an den steilsten Kanten Werte in der Gegend von
1-2%o an, liegen aber im allgemeinen wesentlich darunter, was auch
für die darüber registrierte Ioo % Linie gilt.
Der Grund für die größeren Streuungen in den Steilkanten liegt in
einer nicht ganz ausreichenden Konstanz des noch im Gerät belassenen
Originalantriebes für den Wellenlängenvorschub.
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FL UORES ZEN ZZUSAT Z

Da die Aufnahme von Fluoreszenzkurven zur Routine der täglichen
Farbmessung gehört, wurde eine Fluoreszenzausstattung entwickelt,
die mit wenigen Handgriffen gegen die normale ausgetauscht werden
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kann. Am Monochromator war ein hinten offener Halter für einen
passend montierten Seitenfenstermultiplier (Hamamadzu R-446 mit
S-20 Schicht) fest angebaut, wobei der Nultiplier bei Nichtgebrauch
in einem daneben befestigten Aufnehmer sitzt. Der Xenonlampenzusatz
zur Kugelausleuchtung ist gegen das auf der Kugel mittels Bajonettverschluß befestigte 6217-Multipliergehäuse austauschbar.
Da die spektrale Emission der Xenonlampen-im Unterschied zu
den Glühlampen-im wesentlichen konstant ist, ist es besonders
vorteilhaft, daß der R-446 eine verbesserte Rotempfindlichkeit aufweist. Die Genauigkeit der Fluoreszenzmessungen ist von Natur aus
nicht so hoch wie die bei normalem Strahlengang. Einmal ist die
zeitliche Konstanz von Glühlampen immer besser als die von Gasentladungslampen, zum anderen ist die Energieausbeute im Normalbetrieb
um <;twa den Faktor so größer als im umgekehrten Strahlengang.
Immerhin sind in diesem Fall auch die Genauigkeitsansprüche nicht
ganz so hoch, eine reproduzierbare dreisteilige Anzeige sollte auf alle
Fälle ausreichend sein.
Wegen der geringeren Energieausbeute sind die Fluoreszenzkurven
mit o· 5 nm Bandbreite ziemlich verrauscht; bei 5 nm Bandbreite ist
das Rauschen aber um mehr als den Faktor 2 kleiner als bei der in
Abb. I aufgezeigten Kurve für o·s nm Bandbreite und Normalbetrieb.
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NBS-MCCA COLLABORATIVE REFERENCE
PROGRAMME FüR COLOUR AND
APPEARANCE: A STUDY IN
INSTRUMENT AL PERFORMANCE
CHARLES G. LEETE
Manufacturers Council on Color and Appearance,
Vienna, Virginia, USA

Industry is becorning increasingly aware of the fact that often when
making colour and gloss measurements there is poor repeatability and
reproducibility for an instrument and between instruments. Since many
of the products evaluated are, or become, consumer end products, the
problern is of major econornical importance, particularly where it is
essential for different organizations and companies to communicate
confidently about colours and other aspects of appearance.
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To meet this need, a collaborative reference programme has been
established and is being administered by the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) under the sponsorship of the Manufacturers Council
on Colour and Appearance (MCCA).
The immediate objectives of this continuing programme are twofold:
(I) to provide a means whereby a participating Iabaratory may periodically check the Ievel and uniformity of its testing with those of other
laboratories and (2) to improve the reliability of test results both within
and among laboratories.
In the programme, each participating Iabaratory selects one or more
colour and appearance tests from those currently offered. In each test,
samples randonly selected from uniform production runs are distributed
quarterly to the participants. Mter carrying out the number of measurements specified for each of the tests, the Iabaratory returns the results
of its test determinations to NBS for an analysis of the data. Other
information relevant to an accurate analysis is also reported, such as
test conditions and the instruments used. The Bureau, having analysed
the test results, prepares a summary report for return to the participants.
The report includes test data, averages, and standard deviations for
individual laboratories and for the group as a whole. Information is
provided in such a manner that an individual Iabaratory may readily
determine the Ievel and variability of its results in comparison with
those of the other laboratories. In the test report each Iabaratory is
identified by a code number so that the information is maintained on
a confidential basis.
Currently the programme includes a colour and colour difference
test, and a 6o0 ASTM gloss test. It is anticipated that additional test
methods (e.g. 20° and 85° ASTM gloss, whiteness, fade) will be added
as needed, provided there is a sufficient number of participants to obtain
satisfactory statistical information. At the present time there are weil
over a hundred instruments representing twenty-three various makes
and models enrolled in the colour and colour difference test. Labarataries outside the continental US are also participating in the
programme.
Three complete sets of tests have been conducted and computer
analysis made. The initial colour tests consisted of pairs of colour
samples with small differences between them. Input data could be
made in any of the accepted color-metric systems. Computer analysis
was clone in both the CIE X, Y,Z and Hunter L,a,b spaces. Colour
difference was calculated by FMCII and Hunter delta E equations.
With CIE Y as criteria, a ranking table from low to high including
instrument identification on the base data was also generated. Performance of all instruments, as weil as a cross comparison (I) between
spectrophotometers and colorimeters, and (2) by geometry, was made.
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A summary of the performance of all instruments combined is shown
in the table for a light yellow pair and a dark green pair of paint samples.
The data show that all the instruments did surprisingly well on
colour difference, irrespective of the type of instrument and geometry
involved. On the other hand, the absolute data, not surprisingly, did
not show good correlation. For this analysis, data from ninety-eight
instruments were fed into the computer. By an iterative procedure the
computer rejected data that were beyond three (3) standard deviation
units. This was done first on the delta E column, and, if a laboratory
were rejected here, it was also rejected for the raw data analysis.
Therefore, the maximum number of included laboratories for each of
the means cannot exceed that of the included laboratories for the mean
of delta E. The above technique was then repeated when making the
analysis in Hunter space. Rejection of one laboratory on one pair of
samples in one colour space did not automatically cause rejection for
the other colour space or other sample analysis.
It is interesting to note that the laboratories rejected by the computer
during the delta E test had, for the most part, raw data values way
beyond the range of the data submitted by the majority of the instruments. More important, the difference was beyond what one might
normally expect to be attributed to geometrical or spectral response
differences between instruments.
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USES OF COLOUR

A DUALISTIC CONCEPT OF COLORIMETRY
ANGELA C. LITTLE
Department of Nutritional Sciences, University of California, Berkeley, USA

The impetus for the development of the CIE system of eolorimetrie
speeifieation lay in the realization of the desirability of deseribing the
eolour stimulus eharaeteristies of an objeet in terms of a matehing
eombination of additive light stimuli under designated eonditions of
illumination and viewing. The resulting numerieal speeifieation provides
an unambiguous deseription of the stimulus eharaeteristies required
to insure eolour matehes irrespeetive of the speetral eomposition of the
matehing stimuli, i.e. the metameric mateh.
To deseribe the CIE system (or transformations of it) as a system of
eolour measurement ean be justified only so long as it is reeognized
that the speeifieation is limited to a deseription of equivalent stimuli.
Where interest is foeused on the manufaeture of objeets to a speeifie
eolour requirement, the stimulus equivalent speeifieations do indeed
define the eolour requirement. However, when the tools and teehniques
of eolorimetry are extended to the evaluation of eolour of natural
objeets, this approaeh beeomes limited and limiting.
Arguments for the dualistie eoneept of eolorimetry as proposed here
are logieally developed onee the essential differenees are reeognized
between the manufaeture of an objeet to a eolour requirement and the
evaluation of the eolour of an objeet as it exists.
In the former ease, the major objeetive is to insure eolour matehes
under speeified eonditions of illumination and viewing within defined
toleranee limits, regardless of the speetral eomposition of the light
stimulus. In the latter ease, the question of the metameric mateh is
irrelevant; the important eonsideration has to do with the physieal and
ehemieal eomposition and properties of the objeet whieh manifest
themselves as pereeived eolour, and whieh yield information regarding state and eondition of the objeet as it exists at a given time.
Here, knowledge of the refleetanee andfor transmittanee eharaeteristies
483
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of the object are of primary importance, and colorimetric measurements should be viewed as providing analytical data rather than a
description of colour in terms of matehing stimuli.
A basic model for exploring the above relationships is proposed. The
components are: the object, the synthetic process, the analytical process,
and the analytical process as a predictor of the synthetic process.
x. The object (the sample) may be opaque, translucent or transparent
with properties of absorbing, reftecting, transmitting and scattering
incident light. Pigment distribution can range from a single homogeneously distributed pigment system to a randomly distributed multicomponent system. The degree of complexity is a major factor in
determining the conditions of sample preparation for presentation to
the instrument.
2. The synthetic process is effected by the observer who by virtue of
the retinal receptor system, optic nerve, cerebral cortex complex translates the qualitative and quantitative distribution of light activating the
receptor system to visual colour perception. Observer judgements are
evaluated by psychological scaling techniques, among which ranking,
rating and paired comparisons have provided useful information.
3· The analytical process involves the determination of spectral
reftectance andfor transmittance characteristics of the sample as
prepared for precise, reproducible analysis. A successful resolution of
the problern of defining the analytical procedure is facilitated by
independent knowledge of the chemical composition and physical
characteristics of the system, obtained through construction of model
systems. In turn, the determination of reftectance or transmittance
characteristics can be used to deduce certain chemical and physical
properties of the system. Model systems can be prepared by combining
materials of known properties in various combinations to simulate a
natural product; by the addition of controlled increments of pigment;
by blending two components thus systematically changing the composition of the mixture; by controlled oxidative degradation of a pigment
system; and by addition of light scattering particles to a non-turbid
medium, etc.
4· The analytical process as a predictor of the synthetic process is
defined through the determination of a highly significant relationship
between objectively determined quantities and visual evaluations, i.e.
the psychophysical relationship. The objectively determined quantities
can range from reftectance or transmittance measurements across the
visible spectrum, reduced to XYZ or RGB, to isolated portions of the
light
such as single or weighted combinations of broad- or
narrow-band measurements, to Ievels of non-visible components. The
latter is particularly useful in the instances where changes in the Ievels
of ultra-violet absorbing components can be shown to parallel exactly
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the development of colour through the non-enzymatic browning
reaction.
The application of the model will be illustrated by citing examples
studied in the laboratory.
While foods and other agricultural products have received major
attention in recent years, the proposed model can be adapted to biological systems in general.

THE PART OF COLOUR IN
REHABILITATION AFTER INJURIES
CAUSING MOTOR DYSFUNCTION
MICHAX. JERZY LEBIEDOWSKI
Konstancin, Stocer, Poland

The problems of clinical medicine in the context of colour-space
organization are, as yet, taken incidentally, compared with the questions
of industry and transport. This situation has probably been caused by
difficulties which the authors of previous publications have been faced
with in the creation of too expansive generalizations. The specific
character of rehabilitation, its close connection with the life of society
and industry through social and professional sections make the matter
one of priority. It makes it possible to prove the importance of the
colour factor in curative, social and economical bearings.
The paper will present the first effort of complex formulation, the
main purpose of which is to demonstrate practical possibilities of colour
utilization within the range of the present knowledge, and then-its
perspectives. The subject is the organized process of adaptation of the
patient through disease and injury back to normal life. The relation,
colour-rehabilitation, is proved and discussed in detail for the particular
fields of clinical medicine. In this comparison, rehabilitation after
injuries causing motor dysfunction occupies a special position. This
formulation is, in some measure, interpretation of cineestetical theory
of vision.
The analysis, besides giving specific conclusions, has led to the
following general conclusions.
r. The colours used at present, which are the result of fortuitous factors,
should be considered as disturbances of man's natural habitat.
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The importance of colour in the process of a disabled person's
adaptation to the habitat by means of rehabilitation, produces a real
chance of normalization of the practical colour problems, which
have been postulated, without result for many years.
2. Comparison in the field of colour problems for industry and medicine
is both possible and advisable. It Ieads to definite conclusions.
3· Colour applied to clinical medicine (including physics, physiology of
vision, and psychology) may play a positive part in the subject.

OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE
LÜSCHER COLOUR TEST
R. LAKOWSKI and P. MELHUISH
Visual Labaratory Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada

lnvestigations into the role of response to colour in personality tests
have been largely inconclusive. Thirty years of research with Rorschach
lnk Blot cards, for example, have yielded Contradietory information,
mainly because these studies were not specific. They have always
focused attention upon the presence of, or effect of, colour in general
and not on, say, the physical characteristics and stimulus differences
of the colours used. In particular the available colour measurement
techniques for defining psychophysical stimulus characteristics have
not been used by the research workers in this field.
Recently the Lüscher Colour Test (LCT) has reappeared and its
proponents claim that it can diagnose personality on the basis of colour
response alone, where the subject ranks eight colour cards in order of
preference. The resulting sequence being the key to the personality
diagnosis.
It is claimed that 'each of the 8 cards', in this test, 'has been carefully
chosen because of its particular psychological and physiological meaning
... the so-called colour-coding'. What is of particular interest is the
division of tht: eight colours into four basic or psychological primaries,
and four auxiliary colours. From inspection of the test cards it can be
suggested that this twofold division could be based on the Saturation
and perhaps brightness attributes of colour, or other cognitive aspects
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of visual perception. To test this hypothesis, colorimetric analysis of
the test cards was undertaken and spectrophotometric analysis is to
be made later.
METHODS

Colorimetric measurements were made on the Lovibond-Schofield
Tintometer, where the actual values represent the means of a number
of observers for a number of trials. Data is then transformed into the
CIE coordinate system and further information about saturation are
derived from the CIE diagram. Brightness or Y% values were obtained
in two ways: (a) from Tintemeter measurements and calculations and
(b) from independent photometric visual measurements using the SEI
photometer. This data includes Y% values for a number of colour
normal subjects and for deutan and protan colour deficient subjects.
RESULTS

Table I gives the chromaticity coordinates, dominant wavelength
notation (A. 4) and excitation purity for the eight colours of the abridged
English version of the test (Random Hause Edition). It can be seen that
the so-called psychological primaries are the more saturated colours,
while the four auxiliary colour with the exception of brown are desaturated colours. Thus in terms of saturation alone, the classification of
purple seems to be 'odd-man-out'. Our study of preference by students
seems to corroborate this inference, as many normal young people
seem to place the brown among the first four cards.
Fig. 1 shows the actual placing of the colours in the UCS 1960
colour space where the colours, which may be confused by protan and
deutan subjects, can be seen. However, this is unlikely to happen as
TABLE I

Colour

Chrornaticity
coordinates
y
X

Blue
Green
Red
Yellow

0'209
0'203
0'524
0'437

0'193
o·289
0'339
0'488

Purpie
Brown
Black
Grey

0'398
0'474
0'284
0'307

0'230
0'364
0'289
0'321

Dominant
wavelength
.\d (nm)

Excitation
purity
(%)

474
488
6o6
574
(complimentary)
503
596
477
499

48'4
66·3
65·6
85·5
42'3
57'5
I 1'0
3'0
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the brightness differences between the samples are large enough for
even protan subjects to avoid confusing them.
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1.

CIE chromaticity diagram.

Comparison of brightness data for the two editions of the test shows
!arge variations between actual colours (see Table 2). The colours used
in the Test Verlag Edition (TVE) are usually one-third brighter than
TABLE 2

Colour
Grey
Blue
Green
Red
Yellow
Purpie
Brown
Black

Brightness Y %
English
S wiss
RHE
TVE
21·88
7'24
17'18
20'42
66•07
11 '48
15'67
3'67

39'8
10'7
26'3
61 •6
83'1
19'9
23'9

s·s
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the Random House Edition (RHE). There are fewer variations in saturation between these two editions and differences are not systematic.
Surprisingly enough the dominant wavelength differences vary least,
having 5 nm at the most.
DISCUSSION

Let us consider whether the basic assumptions underlying the Lüscher
Colour Test that each colour has a structure-a constant objective
meaning, and a function-which is the variable subjective effect of that
colour on the individual, is tenable. On the whole the structure part of
the eight colours has recognizable attributes of hue, saturation and
brightness, but these are not precisely defined. As to the second assumption, it is probable that there are also symbolic and affective values
involved. Such values can be used in a personality test, but just how
much they affect the preferences for the eight colours cannot be assessed
at present, as such dimensions are not quantifiable.
REFERENCES

The Lüscher Color Test, Scorr, IAN, Ed, Random House, 1969.
Lüscher Test, Test Verlag, Basel, Switzerland, 1969.
3· PICKFORD, R.W ., Review Article: The Lüscher Colour Test, Occupational
Psychology, 45, 151-4, 1971.
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LES CORRESPONDANCES SENSORIELLES
LIEES A LA VISION COLOREE
MAURICE DERIBERE
Centre d'Information de la Couleur, Courbevoie, France

II existe des associations intuitives entre des perceptions et des interferences entre !es differentes Sensations. Celles-ci ont ete etudiees par
questionnaires oraux ou ecrits et analysees sur de grands nombres par
methodes statistiques.
Nous en avons tire des deductions sur !es bases !es mieux etablies.
II nous est apparu en premier lieu que !es phenomenes purement
physiologiques de synesthesies sont des cas individuels et n'inter-
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viennent que sur un petit nombre de sujets (2 a 3 %). Les plus fn!quents
sont ceux ou un stimuli visuel couleur s'associe, dans un sens ou dans
l'autre, avec un stimuli sonore (sonorite d'un instrument, not de
musique, prononciation d'une voyelle ).
Ces phenomenes sont parfois etablis en relation psychophysiologique Lumiere-Son.
Le plus generalement les associations sont d'ordre affectif. Elles
conduisent, memes si elles sont assez rapides pour paraitre intuitives,
ades associations raisonnees telles que le sale, correspondant au blanc
du sei ou au bleu de la mer. La demande d'une explication est fournie
alors qu'en synesthesies eile ne peut l'etre. Ces associations sont donc
plus selectivement d'ordre psychologique (parfois psycho-physiologique).
Les associations etudiees de cette maniere ont ete celles qui se font
d'une part entre les odeurs et les couleurs et d'autre part celles qui se
font entre les saveurs et les couleurs. Elles completent les observations
contrölees par des techniques ergonomiques entre les toucher (appreciation de poids, port de fardeaux), et la couleur.
Elles ont donne lieu ades resultats statistiques qui ont permis d'etablir
un spectre colore des odeurs et un spectre colore des saveurs (gouts).
Les etudes ont dans chaque cas porte, sans que cela marque des
differenciations notables, dans des milieux eduques ou non aux problemes techniques et scientifiques de la cosmetique d'une part, de Ia
gustation d'autre part.
Les differences entre niveaux sociaux, hommes ou femmes, groupes
d'äges, n'ont pu etre clairement definies.
Les resultats d'ensemble offrent des horizons nouveaux dans des
applications directes attachees ades recherches d'ambiance et d'environnement.

ILLUMINANTS AND COLOUR VISION
W.A.THORNTON
Fluorescent and Vapor Lamp Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Bloomfield, N .J ., USA

The ultimate illuminant spectral power distribution appears to be a
mixture of three spectral colours near 450, 540, 610 nm. White light
composed of only these three wavelengths1 shows the best combina-
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tion2 of colour-rendering index (CRI) and luminosity 11· Real fluorescent
lamps approximating this design provide illumination that is overwhelmingly preferred, by about 200 observers over a five-year period,
over that of any commercial lamp in illuminating complexions, fruits,
vegetables, foliage, meats and other identifiable objects. 3 Suchresponse
suggests that the performance of this illuminant is not being adequately
described by CRI and 11·
Two different measures of illuminant performance correlate better to
observer response. One is a measure of colour-discrimination, the gamut
area in the 1960 CIE u, v colaur-diagram of eight test colours of
medium saturation as rendered by the test illuminant. Garnut area G
shows excellent correlation to observer response, even in cases where
CRI does not, and suggests that these artificial, three spectral colour
illuminants render colours better, in some sense, than does daylight.
The other measure is a colour-preference index. Available data on
colour-preferences for important identifiable objects indicate 4 that
complexions and reds r.are preferred redder (less yellow) and more
saturated than under natural illuminants such as daylight and incandescence. Butter yellow is preferred as it is normally seen, green vegetables
and foliage are preferred somewhat more saturated. Illuminants composed predominantly of the three spectral colour ranges near 450, 540,
610 nm, e.g. the real fluorescent lamps of the new design, yield all of
these preferred colours to a marked degree relative to the colours as
rendered by daylight. 3
The three unique wavelength regions correlate to a huge variety of
experiments on human colour vision. It also appears that the chromaticity of an element in any visual scene is established with minimum
power input to the eye when light from the element, of whatever colour,
is composed of a mixture of spectral colours near 450, 540, 610 nm. 6
There is some evidence, and much implication, that these wavelengths
are the brightest, per watt, of the spectral colours, and that wavelengths
near 500 nm and 580 nm impair chromaticity-detection in human
vision. For best colour-rendering, colour-discrimination and colourpreference, it appears essential that wavelengths near 500 nm and 580
nm be removed 6 from spectral power distributions reaching the eye.
lt seems to follow that all illuminants and devices presenting a
coloured image to the human visual system should confine their passbands to regions near 450, 540, 610 nm and reject regions near 500,
580 nm. In colour television, camera responses and receiver primaries,
in colour photography, photo responses and dye transmissions, and in
paints, pigments and inks, spectral reflectance and spectral transmission
may well follow these criteria. The result should be striking improvement in colour-rendering, colour-discrimination, colour-preference,
brightness and colour gamut.
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Such an approachevades traditional colorimetry, yet produces colours
more acceptable appreciatively, as distinguished from true or accurate.
REFERENCES
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COLOUR AND COMMUNITY WEALTH A CRITICISM AND A SUGGESTION
N. C. WILDBLOOD
Blythe Colours Ltd, Stoke-on-Trent, UK

This symposium and previous ones have brought together workers
in the field of colour from all parts of the world; workers who use
professional skills spanning a wide range of arts and sciences.
Thus artists and advertisers try to create desired colour appearances
from the colorants which have been invented by chemists. Physicists
and mathematicians propose new colour difference formulae-each
one more 'true' but more difficult to explain. Engineers design new
instruments to follow these formulae with the computer, now essential
to perform the calculations. Finally, the psychologists and the physiologists work to understand and explain the links between what is seen,
what is feit and how it all happens.
During the last decades much progress has been made in all these
areas. There has been success in colour television, in colour films, in
colour printing and in the creation of several hundred stronger, better
colorants. These achievements have come from a better understanding
and a better control of so many aspects of colour technology.
Yet the view is put forward that in so many ways the participants
in this work (including the author) have failed. Failed because each
zone of work is too isolated and because each participant or industry
has been forced to pay too much attention to its own immediate needs,
rather than to the whole.
, To take an analogy : thousands of man hours of time and money are
spent by transport drivers waiting at busy railway Ievel crossings.
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The cost of bridges would be covered in months, but, the bridges are
not built, because their cost is to be met by some authority or ministry
which does not have to pay for the waiting drivers.
In the same way practical colour workers all over the world are
wasting time and money because of our failures.
After all the work and all the meetings and all the experts, we still
have no universally accepted colour shade book. Commerce is slowed
down in all trading fields by the need to interpret the Ostwald book,
the ICI book, the Munsell book, the Pantone book, the BSI card, etc.
We still have no overall concept of colour tolerances and no agreed
colour differences related to them-but this is not surprising! Colour
difference formulae abound and so do instruments-each is different,
better, worse, less or more complicated than its predecessor. Even
workers in different factories of the same company differ in their
results, so how can one expect a world-wide acceptance of instrumentation to control colour? With the growth of world communication and
trade, and particularly with the advent of EEC, components will be
increasingly bought from sub-contractors and they must match.
Unless one system can be universally introduced costs will be higher
and not lower. The example of the three systems of colour television is
relevant.
For many, many, years the CIE and various groups have done
sterling work. It is suggested that they are not enough and that what is
needed is an International Institute of Colour to take positive action
to meet our needs. Such an Institute, set up in a non-aligned country,
would need an annual income of perhaps {.250 ooo and might cost a
million pounds to set up. It is suggested that its staff would include all
the available Ieaders in colour technology and it would act as a training
centre for the colorist requirements of the world.
The Institute would operate very much as the British Research
Associations, with financial contributions being levied on members
according to their turnover, and with privately sponsored work an
additional source of income.
To summarize: it is suggested that the technology of colour is now
so important that an International Institute be set up. lt would act
as a focal centre of the theory and mechanisms of colour, would investigate and standardize techniques for measurement and control, and
at last give dignity to an essential specialization, which has frequently
up to now been regarded as a odd sideline to many disciplines. It would
also save the colour making, using and measuring industries a lot of
money.
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COLOUR TEACHING
A NEW COLOUR CIRCLE
FRANS GERRITSEN
De Reehorst, Zandbergenlaan 26, Amersfoort, The Netherlands

Blue-yellow-red are not 'the primaries'. The blue-yellow-red 'primary'
theory, as it is taught in our schools, is not correct. Research in recent
decades, in scientific visual perception, and the reproduction techniques
based on these developments, have demonstrated this.
If we study and analyse the behaviour of factors for visual information-light, matter and visual organ-we are shown that :
(a) The theory, blue-yellow- red 'primaries' (derived empirically), is
also a misconception for paint mixing colours and therefore confusing.
(b) Paint colour mixing properties are based on qualities of matter
(in this case paint or ink, hinder and pigment) and not on the perception
characteristics of the eye.
(c) Laws of mutual colour relationships (visual) are based on the
mutual colour perception properties of a normal visual organ.
BLUE-YELLOW-RED ARE NOT 'THE PRIMARIES'

The blue-yellow-red 'primary' theory has incorrectly been declared to
be the foundation for mutual visual colour relationships. From these
'primaries' the so-called 'complementary' colour pairs-blue-orange,
yellow-violet and red-green-are derived. These colour pairs are more
or less arbitrary for the eye. The principles of paint colour mixing have
been equated to the laws of visual perception, because man has been
working with coloured matter in decorating his surroundings-in
architecture, painting, crafts, decorative arts, etc.-for thousands of
years.
Seeing colour: We shall present an outline of the conceptions about
seeing colours, from ancient times to the present, and shall illustrate
this with slides.
494
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Light-matter-eye: Next, a schematic illustrated presentation of the
parts light, matter and the eye play in 'seeing colors'.
Light
Light energy is schematically symbolized as white at roo and black
at o in all wavelength areas.
Matter
The curves of the photospectrometer of the transmissionfreftection
of the chief colours-blue, cyan, green, yellow, red and magenta-are
'translated' into stylized transmission characteristics. The absorbed
energy is held back so that it does not reach the eye. Energy, which is
not absorbed, is Iet through in the direction of the eye. The transmissions, in the order of the above-mentioned colours, are primarily
in the following wavelength areas:
Short
Blue

I Cyan
Short + middle I Middle I Middle + Iong I Long I Short + Iong
Green
Y ellow
Red
Magenta

Eye
Colour perception of a normal visual organ. The colour sensitivity
of the eye in the three wavelength areas-short, middle and long, the
Z, Y, X stimuli values (as far as we are dealing with colour sensitivities,
Y as the brightness factor is thus not considered here)-is 'translated'
into colour sensitivity symbols of the eye in the short, middle and long
wave area. They are symbolized by discs in blue, green and red.
Schematic illustrations:
light energy
-light
ahsorption
-matter
colour perception-eye

These can be placed over each other so that the result of the colour
perception possibilities remains visible.
NEW COLOUR ARRANGEMENT

A new colour circle (see Fig. rb), constructed according to the laws of
colour perception, and which includes subtractive and additive colour
mixing, will be shown. The parts which light, matter and the eye play,
in each section of the new colour circle, will be schematically illustrated.
The infinite divisions of the pure colours of the circle will be presented in like manner.
A schematic illustration of the grey ladder (black to white).
A saturated colour in gradations brought to a neutral grey of the
same value as the pure colour will be shown.
R
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(a)

liiW

(b)

FIG. 1 (a) The outdated confusing colour circle. (b) The new colour
circle according to the laws of colour perception (copyright Cantecl ee r).

Construction of the new colour circle
Weshall now describe the construction of the new colour circle with
the three complementary basic mixing colour pairs, which tallies for
both additive and subtractive mixing.
W e shall divide a circle into six equal sectors, so that there is a
horizontal middle line. The surface is white.
W e shall place the three eye colour sensitivity symbols outside the
circle by each section-from right to left horizontally, the discs are blue,
green and red.
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Construction of colour circle subtractively

We shall use transparent filter material, three half circle forms. The
colours will be yellow, magenta and cyan. We shall place these half
discs systematically over each other.
Each half disc has a subtractive colour mask for each of its three
sectors, which covers one colour sensitivity symbol of the eye: with
yellow, blue is covered; with magenta, green; with cyan, red. When
the colour circle is complete, with its three half discs placed correctly
over each other, we will be able to see the transmission graphs for each
section of the circle just outside the circle. These graphs will tell us
which eye colour sensitivity for short, middle and long wave is primarily
subtracted.
Construction of colour circle additively

We project three half discs, on to a white screen, from three projectors
in the colours blue, green and red. The images must coincide into the
same six sections as described above. Each half disc will have its own
corresponding projected light spots, which shows its wavelength area
upon the eye sensitivity colour symbols for short, middle and long
waves.

THE RESULTS OF BOTH THESE CONSTRUCTED CIRCLES
ARE THE SAME

W e shall conclude by looking at the old colour arrangement-blueyellow-red- and compare this to the new colour circle-blue--greenred. W e have schematically illustrated the parts that blue--green-red
play within the visual organ. We will also show the corresponding
wavelengths (spectral), short, middle and long, in both colour circles.
W e can now ascertain the logical construction of the new circle: blue
over green to red : I - 2 - I - 2 - I - 2 . The old circle shows blue over
yellow to red: I - I - 2 - I i - I - I ! - I ! .
There must always be three eye colour sensitivities activated with
complementary colour pairs. The new colour circle presents:
I + 2 = 3; 2 +I = 3; I +2 = 3; 2 +I = 3, etc.
The traditional colour circle presents: I +I! = 2!-; I +I = 2;
2+I! = 3 ! ; I!+I = 2!, etc. No colour pair is herein fact complementary. By contrast the new colour circle presents colour pairs which
are by definition complementary because the laws of visual perception
are used as a starting point.
We must change our way of thinking, and feeling, about mutual
colour relationships from a wrong and confusing foundation to a clear
fundamental viewpoint.
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PRACTICAL USES AND EXAMPLES OF PHENOMENON

Blue-green-red colour sensitivities of the eye for: spectral short, middle
and long wave light.
Blue-green-red principle colours of additive colour mixing.
Blue-green-red spots of the colour television.
Blue-green-red principle colours in stage lighting (ballet, theatre).
Yellow-magenta-cyan colour sensitivities of the eye for: ( -short) =
middleflong; shortflong and shortfmiddle wavelengths.
Yellow-magenta-cyan principle colours of subtractive mixing.
Yellow-magenta-cyan basic colours for transparent inksfpaints.
Yellow-magenta-cyan spots of the three colour printing system side
by side.
Yellow-magenta-cyan colour layers of colour film.
Yellow-magenta-cyan the so-called 'false colours', a dove's collar, oil
on water, soap bubbles, etc.
Further consequences with: complementary contrast; simultaneaus
contrast; successive contrast; optimal effect can be demonstrated with
kinetic experiments.
LITERATURE
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COLOUR EDUCATION FOR SCHOOLS COLOUR EDUCATION FOR SECONDARY
SCHOOL LEVEL AND TEACHER TRAINERS
ENID VERITY
Verity Associates, London, UK

People sometimes ask, 'What is the point in learning about colour and
what is there to learn about colour anyway?' The answers are complex.
New scientific concepts, new technological applications and new
fashions are all contributing to an enormous demand for colour information. The production of a kaleidoscopic range of colours for a vast
output of natural and man-made textiles, the advent of colour photography and sophisticated colour printing processes, the development
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of colour measurement and colour television, all reftect an upsurge of
interest in colour in all its technical, aesthetic and psychological aspects
that is as various as it is vigorous. This is evident in the schoolboy's determination to get to grips with the physics of colour in order to grasp the
principles of colour television transmission, as much as in the present
wave of colour consciousness in fashion and the environment.
Colour consciousness is latent in all human personality: it is becoming recognized as a dominant creative force as well as an essential
scientific tool.
What do we mean by colour?
How do we sec it?
What is the connection beteeen light and colour?
What has texture to do with colour?
What makes the colour on the television screen?
What is colour fastness?
Where do hallucinatory colours come from?
These and many other queries concerning colour are covered in
depth by textbooks on individual aspects of colour. For the student
seeking information on a broad front it is difficult to gather and collate
such information. In no other field of study are the disciplines of the
arts and sciences so clearly interdependent and yet so divided in communication. The scientific and mathematical language of the sciences
as it relates to colour is scarcely comprehended by those engaged in the
arts, whose vocabulary and dialectics are equally baffiing to scientists.
This talk and its illustrations as listed below are designed to try to
bridge the gap between the two in colour education. The illustrations
are selected from a series of charts that have been designed to provide
some basic information in a visual form for those who are interested
in colour as students or teachers.
COLOUR STUDY: VISUAL CHARTS IN PREPARATION FOR
COLOUR EDUCATION

Visual Discrimination
The eye seeks visual order. Selection factors shapefsize/hue/value/saturation
an essential part of visual recognition
2. Order in Colour Arrangement and the Mixing of Pigments
Colour relationships based on the three-dimensions of colour: Hue/Value/
Saturation. Hue modified by systematic additions of white/black/and grey
3· The Dimensions of Colour
What exactly is: Hue . . . ? Value . .. ? Saturation .. .?
4· Current Colour Systems
Four colour systems in current use: Arnerican/German/Swedish/British,
Munse11/0stwald/SNCS/ICI, i11ustrated and explained on a comparative basis
5· The Commercial Applications of Colour Systems
FLOW OF DEMAND: Marketing/Consumer/Production Programme/Production/
1.
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Control/Distribution/Conswner ... Flow of colour information . .. Type of
colour information
6. Analysis of Three Dimensions of Colour in Art
Illustrated analysis of three dimensional structure of colour relationships in fine
and applied art
7· The Historical Development of Colour Systemsand Colour Theory
3D colour solids I67I-present time. Scientific colour theory Aristotle/Leonardo/
Goethe/Newton-present time
8. Colour and Light: the Electromagnetic Wave Spectrum
The visible solar spectrum embracing all the colours of visible light as shown on
spectrogram. Wavelength of each colour shown in scale; from mixtures of these
colours all other colours derive.
9· Colour and Light: Natural Phenomena

Rainbow/Bubbles/Oil on water: a combination of the physical and chemical
properties of colour. Light spectra caused by the refraction of surrlight at the
surface between air and water/soapfoil. Physical properties of light in response
to textural qualities of surface
IO. White Light Derivatives
Newton's experiment with light and prism. White light primaries. Additive and
ubtractive primaries. CIE chromaticity diagram 1
I I. Additive Light Primaries
Colour television theory and techniques

I2. Colour Measurement and Applications
Spectrometers and colorimeters: additive and subtractive colour measurement
techniques for industry/commerce/natural and applied sciences
I3. Subtractive Light Primaries
Colour printing techniques.
I4. Colour Chemistry
Historical survey of dyes and pigments, naturalandman made 23 chromophores
and molecular structure
IS. Perception: Physiological
THE EYE: optical system/lens/retina/visual cortex/cerebral interpretation retinal
image coding and decoding. THE CAMERA: colour photographyfcomputer
techniques. CoLOUR VISION: mechanical process supplemented by series of
chemical processes interpreted according to framewerk of reference of psychological experience

I6. Colour Perception and Visual Phenomena
Simultaneaus and successive contrast/optical adaptations/after imagesfoptical
mixtures/Goethe/Turner/lmpressionists/Riley/Land
I7. Colour Perception and Texture
Textura! variations of texture determine colour reflected to eye variously by
diffractionfrefraction/interferencefreflection/absorbtion/transmission or by combinations of these. Butterfly wingfpeacock feathersfcrystals
I8. Colour Texture and Scale
Microscopicfmacroscopic/close focus/landscapefsmooth/coarsefgranular/ribbed,
etc.
I9· Colour Camptementaries
Light mixturesfoptical effectsfdesigning with coloured lights
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Colour Complementaries in Nature
Red/green ... field/forest/flower ... blue/yellow ... rock/sea/sand/boats
21. Colour Coding and Communications
International colour coding in industry and commerce and social communications
20.

22.

Colour and Symholism
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COLOUR IN ART

'COLOUR HARMONY' IN SCIENCE AND ART
G.W.GRANGER
Reader in Psychology, University of Durham, Durham, UK

Since the Renaissance, writers on art and design have speculated about
the nature and causes of colour harmony. Contrary to what is sometimes
supposed, scientists have also devoted some attention to the problern
on and off for nearly three-hundred years. The physicists were first
in the field (Newton in 1704, Romford a century later), followed by a
ehernist (Chevreul) in 1835 and, in the second half of the nineteenth
century, by the physiologists (Helmholtz, Brücke and Bezold). Since
about 1876, when experimental asthetics was founded as a branch of
experimental psychology by Fechner (the 'father of psychophysics'),
colour harmony as an experimental problern has remained largely in
the hands of psychologists, assisted occasionally by a few incautious
physicists and chemists.
It was within the psychophysical framework of Fechnerian aesthetics
that my own experimental work on colour harmony was conceived in
the 195os. On recently returning to colour aesthetics after a long absence,
I decided to take a second look at this problem. But this time I thought
I would take a somewhat broader view, taking into account not only the
scientific Iiterature on the subject but also developments in modern
art, for rumours had reached my ears that 'colour harmony' was now
rejected by all progressive thinkers on matters of art as an obsolete,
subjective term, of interest only to third-rate interior decorators,
architects and experimental aestheticians. The results of this second,
broader look, I shall briefty outline in this paper.
Thesensein which the term 'colour harmony' is used in experimental
aesthetics and, quite generally, in the scientific Iiterature since Newton,
is an 'affective' one, in terms of judgements of pleasantnessfunpleasantness or, sometimes, preference. Typical of this kind of definitionisthat
offered by Judd : 'When two or more colours seen in neighbouring
areas produce a pleasing effect, they are said to produce a colour
502
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harmony.' Starting from an affective Standpoint of this kind, various
authors have then gone on to make suggestions as to possible underlying causes. Of the many hypotheses that have been proposed, the two
most influential are: (I) explanations in terms of hue-shift or instability
of the colour perception, resulting from simultaneous andfor successive
contrast; (2) explanations in terms of ambiguity of the discrimination
task in colour-space.
An early example of a 'contrast' explanation is that of Chevreul
(x835). While admitting that harmonious combinations can be formed
from adjacent hues in the colour circle, he favoured larger hue intervals:
'the more colours are opposed, the easier it is to assort them because
they do not experience by their mutual juxtaposition any modification
which renders them disagreeable, as generally happens to colours which
are very nearly alike.' More recently, Evans (1948) has suggested instability of apparent hue, arising from successive contrast and chromatic
adaptation, as a cause of 'diseord' and 'harmony' in colour combinations. On this view, the complementary relation (much favoured by
colour harmony theorists from the time of Romford (x8oz)) receives
high marks for stability and, hence, harmony. While there is asound
experimental basis for everything these authors say about the actual
perceptual effects of contrast, there is much less support for their views
on the affective aspects of colour harmony. Chevreul's, in particular,
now appear merely as a reflection of the taste of the period: 'red and
orange are very bad together.'
As an example of the 'discrimination' hypothesis, Moon and Spencer's
( 1944) 'geometric formulaton of classical color harmony' serves well
for it incorporates the ideas of several earlier workers, including those
Chosen
Cotour
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of Brücke (I887) and Bezold (I874). Appealing to a 'fundamental
principle of aesthetics that the observer should never be confused by
the stimuli: there should never be a feeling of uncertainty', Moon and
Sperrcer distinguish 'acceptable' regions of identity, similarity and
contrast in the hue circle, separated by two 'unacceptable' regions of
ambiguity (hatched areas in Fig. I). In the case of the first ambiguous
region, the subject is in doubt as to whether the colours are intended to
be identical (i.e. o to I j.n.d.) or only similar; in the second ambiguous
region, he is in doubt as to whether the colours are definitely similar
or contrasting. Whereas in the case of the 'contrast' hypothesis, the
perceptual effects themselves are weil established and only the affective
ones are insecure, Moon and Spencer's formulation is in both respects
insecure, though less so on the perceptual side. Not only does their
theory, formulated as it is in terms of an idealized metric colour-space,
fail to take into account colour interactions in the subject's own visual
space, but by formulating the problern ·purely in terms of discrimination, they ignore important qualitative distinctions between hues and
the evidence for four psychological 'primaries': red, yellow, green and
blue. Whereas on Moon and Spencer's view of the judgemental process,
it makes no difference whether one is combining a bluish-red from one
side of a primary (red) with a yellowish-red from the other side or a
yellowish-red with, say, a reddish-yellow from between the same two
primaries, from the perceiver's point of view, it would seem to matter
a great deal.
It was because, as the scientific evidence which I shall review now
suggests, colour harmony, defined in terms of judgements of pleasantness, is subject to the vagaries of taste, that artists have tried to remove
this term from the 'subjective realm' to the objective. A good example
is Itten, teacher at the Bauhaus, in the I920S. On the assumption that
harmony implies 'balance' and 'symmetry of forces', he tried to provide
the concept with a physiological basis by appealing to Hering's idea
that, for equilibrium, the 'eye demands medium grey' and becomes
'disquieted' in its absence. Here agairr we have the doctrine of complementaries-'two or more colours are mutually harmonious if their
mixture yields a neutral grey'-all other combinations Itten calls
'expressive' or 'discordant'. Thus he achieves objectivity (in a perceptual
sense) by removing the affective component from colour harmony-or,
if one takes him literally, relegating affect to the eyel Other writers on
modern art have gone further than this and consider that the term is
now obsolete: harmony and discord or consonance and dissonance have
become as pointless in modern painting as they have in modern music
since atonality. The dissonances of one age become transmuted into the
consonances of another. Instead of talking about consonances and
dissonances, it would be better to speak of 'static' and 'dynamic' colour
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combinations, considered as part of a total field of colour interaction.
I must confess that, as a non-Hedonist in matters of art, and as a
visual perceptionist aware of the spatial and configurational complexities
of colour interaction, I have much sumpathy with this point of view.
However, I am not yet prepared to reject the concept of colour harmony,
confused though it is, for I consider that it raises a nurober of important
and interesting problems (perceptual and affective) which are susceptible to experimental attack. While colour harmony, defined purely in
terms of pleasantnessfunpleasantness and preference, does seem to be
highly unstable over time, it does not follow that all affective responses
to colour combinations suffer from the same degree of instability.
What I would urge is that experimental aesthetics should free itself
from its Fechnerian shackles and broaden its outlook to include dimensions of colour experience other than pleasantnessfunpleasantness.
In illustration of the kind of approach I have in mind I shall present
examples of experiments in progress in which I am making use of some
of the earlier ideas on 'instability' and 'ambiguity' in colour perception,
though in a different context.
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COLOUR AND THE MODERN ARTIST
TERRY WALKER
American OptiCal Co., Buffalo, N . Y., USA

When we Iook at art works created after the Renaissance and up to the
middle of the nineteenth century, we see paintings where the colours
are noticably dull. Great painters, such as Constable, who although
recognizing the brilliance of colour in nature, were intimidated by
tradition and feit compelled to tone down the colours in their paintings.
Turner, a contemporary of Constable, reached out into the borderland between representation and the abstract, and defined tradition by
allowing hirnself to be beautifully expressive with colour. He was
considered a radical, and it was not until the 187os, when the French
Impressionists came to the fore in the art world, that a real breakthrough was made for colour in painting. Of this group Cezanne was
outstanding, being the first to recognize that form and colour were
interdependent.
Since then, the succession of styles that has occurred suggests that
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the twentieth century has been one of innovation and experiment,
of a restless search for new ways through the art of looking at the world
and ourselves.
We see paintings of this century depicting elements of our everyday
world in distorted form, as in Cubism and Expressionism, or without
apparent form at all, as in abstract painting---or then again, placed in
strange and sometimes terrifying juxtapositions, as in Surrealism.
However, there is a vitality and versatility about art today of which the
basic element is the uninhibited use of colour. Some artists elect to use
as broad a range of colour as is possible and yet others use a minimally
narrow range. Colour in paintings has been applied in the smallest
possible dots and also presented in large planes. It has been used to
create optical and plastic effects and it is also used for its psychological
appeal.
Colour, without doubt, is the basic means of expression of the modern
artist.
The Impressionists, in their day, tended to stress the scientific
nature of their concern for colour. They were aware of the researches
into the physics of colour by Chevreul, and the idea that an object
of a given colour casts a shadow tinged with its complementary was
one of the principal ways in which they animated the surfaces of their
canvases.
The flickering touch, with the paint applied in small brightly coloured
dabs, and the lack of firm outlines combined with brightness of colour,
even in the shadows, identified this group of great painters to which
the names of Monet, Renoir, Sisley, Pissarro and Degas are linked.
Broken colour and the optical theories of the Impressionists became
modified with the neo-lmpressionism of Seurat and Signac who broke
colour into small dots. They, themselves, however claimed they did not
'dot', but rather 'divided'.
The post-Impressionists-Van Gogh, Gauguin and Lautrecrejected the dot of colour and returned to the use of large areas of flat
colour, a tendency which had been pre-figured by the earlier work of
Manet. An interesting interplay between the dot and the plane may be
seen in the works of many of the early twentieth-century artists.
Matisse rejected the idea of breaking colour into dots or small particles,
but some of the works of the Futurist painters, Boccioni and Severini,
directly incorporate this broke-colour pattern initiated by Seurat.
Today we see the dot as a basic modular unit of colour in the Pop-art
of Roy Lichtenstein, who uses a Ben-day dot motif, and Sally Hazelet,
whose work does in fact resemble an enlarged section of a Seurat
painting. The dot itself sometimes lengthened into an elipse and laid
on a grid structure has also become the basic pictorial motif of Larry
Poons.
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Colour was the critical point of Fauvism during its short reign when,
with Matisse considered as its Ieader, works full of distortions and fiat
patterns were painted in violent colours. This approach to art, during
the early part of this century, created quite a furor and critics dubbed
these artists, collectively, Les Fauves-the wild beasts.
Some artists have claimed their use of colour is intuitive, but others,
particularly Kandinski, have attempted to formulate a logical, coherent
theoretical base to justify their personal use of colour.
Kandinski was one of the first, and remains one of the greatest, of
abstract painters. He used colours and forms to convey emotions and
moods without any representational elements. He saw analogies between
colour and music and believed that, through the medium of colour,
the artist could release 'inner necessities' and invoke 'vibrations of the
spirit'.
Today, art would seem to be moving in two somewhat disparate
directions and each direction makes an interesting and unique use of
colour. The first direction questions whether the evocations of spatial
relationships is requisite in art; it rejects the classical Renaissance
concept of perspective space and also the ambiguous and paradoxical
concept of space-a space which is at once two- or three-dimensionalwhich developed from Cezanne through Cubism and AbstractExpressionism. Virtually fiat planar space is created with minimal
colour contrast.
Op-art is the antithesis of this and it utilizes maximal contrast. It
substitutes the optical illusion for the spatial illusion and postulates
a mystique of the retinae for which the colour investigations of the
Impressionists provide a base.
Stain painting, too, as developed by Morris Louis and others, suggests
another alternative to the plane, dot or brush stroke. It investigates
the use of transparent and translucent colours, and also acrylic paints
which make it possible for the artist to create fiat planes of colour in
which no brush marks show.
The unchaining of colour from conventional restraint has proceeded
gradually, but surely, over the past hundred years in bothart and life.
To some extent, the development of freedom in the use of colour and
the degree of aesthetic freedom in art has paralleled the development
of a greater degree of emotional freedi>m in our own Jives.
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METHODIK DER FARBGESTALTUNG
LOTHAR GERICKE
Amt für industrielle, Formgestaltung, Berlin, D.D.R.

Um das Zusammenführen der vielseitigen Aspekte der Farbgestaltung
zu ermöglichen, ist eine Methode notwendig, mit der der Farbgestalter die Aufgabenstellung analysieren, die Teilergebnisse werten
und in die richtigen Relationen bringen kann. Die hier dargestellte
Methodik nimmt aus der Vielfalt der Probleme innerhalb der visuellen
Umweltgestaltung insbesnodere auf die Farbgestaltungfragen an
Arbeitsplätzen und Arbeitsräumen der Industrie bezug, wobei der
Schwerpunkt auf praktische Fragen der Planung, Projektierung,
Ausführung und Kontrolle gelegt wird. Ausgehend von den Voraussetzungen und Vorbereitungen über Fragen der Information und Kommunikation, der Phase der Ermittlungen und Auswertungen bis zum
Entwurfs- und Ausführungsprozeß, sind die wesentlichsten Schritte
für die Projektierung auf dem Gebiet der Farbgestaltung dargestellt.
Man erhält so anhand der Methodik eine Übersicht in chronologischer
Ordnung über die wesentlichsten Etappen, die für die Ausarbeitung
eines Farbgestaltungsprojektes notwendig sind. Durch entsprechend
beigefügtes tabellarisches Material und Erläuterungen über Gestaltungsfragen, Beleuchtung Sehanforderungen und technische Verfahren
wird der Prozeß der Farbgestaltung wesentlich erleichtert und konkretisiert.
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DIE ROLLE DER FARBE IM ZEICHENSYSTEM
DER VISUELLEN INFORMATION
JANUSZ N0WICKI
Kunstakademie, Anstaltfür Licht und Farbe, Warsaw, Poland

Das Übermass von ungeordneten farbigen Elementen, die die scheinbaren Kennzeichen der Informationsübertragung besitzen, führt zu
einer Fehlinformation. Die Anhäufung von fehlinformierenden
Elementen verursacht die Entstehung der visuellen Verschumtzung/
visual Pollution/.
In der visuellen Information, im breiten Sinne des Wortes, die
Anwendungsweisen der Farben lassen sich allgemein auf zwei Einwirkungsarten teilen, welche die Zeichenperzeption beeinflussen.
1.

2.

Psychologische Einwirkung-durch die Bildung der Assotiationen,
Physiologische Einwirkung-durch das Reizen von Photorezeptoren
was den psychische Aufmerksamkeitsprozess erregt.

In den semiotischen Erwägungen/welche die Zeichen von visuellen
Information betreffen/gibt es keine deutliche Grundlagen die Farben
bei Zeichenbildung für visuelle Information anzuwenden.
Für die Problemlösung um die Rolle der Farbe in Zeichen der
visuellen Information zu erklären wird eine Reihe von Forschungsarbeiten in zwei Problemegruppen durchgeführt.

I. Untersuchungen über die Rolle der Farbe bei Aufbau von Begriffsymbole.
Man sucht eine Antwort auf die Frage:
Wann das Begriffsymbol erfordert eine Farbe um das fehlerfreie Ablesen dieses Symbols zu erreichen?
Die Ergebnisse ziegten, daß die Bedeutungsstufe der Farbe von der
Klasse des Begriffes, für welche das Symbol gebildet wird, abhänging
ist.
- Die Farbe ist von grosser Bedeutung bei der Darstellung der
Einzel begriffe.
- Die Bedeutung der Farbe wird kleiner bei der Darstellung von
Gesamtbegriffe.
II. Untersuchungen über die Rolle der Farbe in den Zeichen der
visuellen Information.
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Man sucht eine Antwort auf die Frage:
Wann im Zeichen der visuellen Information die Farbe und wann
die graphische Elementen, spielen die entscheidende Rolle?
Wann beim Zeichenaufbau ist mehr vorteilhaft die psychologische
und wann die physiologische Einwirkung?
In der Erwägungen berücksichtigt man die verschiedenen
Zeichensysteme:
I/ Zeichensystem der Gesamtinformation
z/ Zeichensystem der Einzelinformation
3/ Zeichensystem der kontinuierliche Information d.h. erfasst
sie die Reihenfolge von Gesamt- bis Einzelzeichen.
Man berücksichtigt auch zwei Arten der Zeichensysteme:
a/ geschlossenes System-mit kleiner und beschränkter Zeichenzahl
bj offenes System-wo die Zeichenzahl nach Bedarf gebildet wird.
Die erhaltenen Ergebnisse, bei so grosser Parameteranzahl, weisen
die zusammengesetzten Beziehungen auf.
Sie beweisen, dass:
-die entscheidende Rolle der Farbe lediglich in manchen Zeichensysteme der visuellen Information auftritt,
- die psychologische Einwirkung der Farbe in allen Systemen von
Bedeutung ist. Einwirkingsstärke hängt von System ab.
-die physiologische Einwirkung hauptsächlich in geschlossenen
Systemen die Anwendung finden kann.
Diapositiven stellen behandelten Probleme dar.
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THE CPC TEST ON COLOUR SENSE
SACHIE MINATO
Chiba University, Japan

Colour is a sensation of human beings. The best way to know colours
is through direct experience. One cannot understand the delicate
functions of colour without experiencing them directly.
The Colour Planning Center (CPC) helps those who are interested
in colour, affering a useful assistance to Iet them have a deeper interest
and a real understanding of colour. For this purpose we planned and
completed the 'Color Planning Center Test on Color Sense'.
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We talk about colour sense which actually consists of the different
senses. One is the ability to see colours and to recognize them objectively. The other is the aesthetic sense of colour, i.e. the ability to perceive the beauty or ugliness of a colour scheme and to respond emotionally and adapt to colour. There are several methods to test the former
including the colour blindness test.
In many cases we can determine quantitatively the degree of this
perceptive ability. But the aesthetic ability is wholly sensationalso that
it is often impossible to set up a standard for its evaluation.
The 'Color Planning Center Test on Color Sense' consists of tests
which cover these two abilities. 'The colour discrirnination test', for
example, belongs to the former, while the 'choice of colaur-seherne test'
and the 'composition of colaur-seherne test' belang to the latter. The
tests taken up this time for 'The Color Planning Center Test on Color
Sense' include these:
1.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.
7·
8.

Farnsworth dichotomaus Test (Panel D 15)
Metamerism Test by D & H Colour Rule
Colour discrimination test
Colour memory test
Colour identification test
Choice of colour scheme
Formation of colour-scheme-house exterior
Formation of colour-scheme-manufactured goods

In addition, the 'Yatabe-Guilford personality test' was used as
a reference in analysing the results of the test.
In particular the 'colour memory test' demands the subject to
remernher certain colours for a short time (about 5-10 s). We can see
from this test how difficult it is to remernher colours correctly. The
stimuli used for this colour memory test consist of the colours to be
remernbered and as well as 5-8 colour chips of similar colours. The chip
of the colour to be remernbered is pasted on one of the three sheets of
paper. The subject has to watch it for 10 s. Then, after the white sheet
covers it for 5 s, the third sheet with the chip of the colour to be remembered as well as 5-8 colour chips of similar colours pasted at random
is shown, and the subject is required to pick up the chip of the original
colour. Twelve kinds of test of similar structure and method are carried
out, and they are divided into four groups. In the first case, the chip
of the colour to be remernbered and that of the colour to choose have
the same size and are put tagether on a white sheet. In the second case,
the size of the colour chips are the same but the chips are put on a
coloured sheet, i.e. the choice is to be made under circumstances
causing a contrasting phenomenon. In the third case, the chips and the
backgrounds are the same, but some information saying for example,
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'this is the colour of a blue telephone', is provided when showing the
colour to remember. And in the fourth case the backgrounds are the
same but the sizes of the chip of the colour to be remernbered and the
chips to be selected are different.
In the 'colour identifying test' a chip of 4 X4 cm of a standard colour
is placed in the centre, and chips of similar colours are placed araund it
at the distance of 6 cm. Then the subject is required to identify. The
purpose of this test is to find out the effects of colours at various distances and locations. A considerable number of persans make mistakes
in this test, although the colour difference is so large that no one can
make a mistake when they are juxtaposed to each other.
In one 'test of the choice of colour-scheme' the subject is shown eight
examples of colour schemes of three colours on a given pattern as sample
packages and is required to think of the use each in association with the
possible contents- butter, milk, cosmetics, etc. In another test the
subject is required to select from several examples the one he considers as most suitable for the purpose of its use. It is shown that the
result of each person is different in proportion to the degree of concentration.
In the 'composition of colour-scheme' the theme of house-exterior
finishing is selected. When the shape of the house and the colour of the
walls are already decided, the subject is required to choose the colours
of the roof and doors, from given colours. In the 'test on colour-scheme
composition of manufactured goods', the subject is required to compose,
in the fashion of children's play of colouring drawings, a colour scheme
for a bicycle, according to the purpose explained in advance. Altogether
approximately one hour and a half is necessary to perform these tests.
Many factors are involved in the process of perceiving colour. The
kind of stimulus, the physiological function of the eye, past experiences
and the relations with the surroundings, all these are judged and appreciated systematically, before we get the perception of a particular colour.
The contents of the test introduced here are very limited in range,
covering on a small area relating to colour sensation.
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COLOUR AS USED IN A PSYCHIA TRIC
HOSPITAL
A SURVEY OF INTERIOR DESIGN AT THE
ROYAL EDINBURG H HOSPITAL, 1966-72
MARGARET CAMPBELL
Edinburgh College of Art, Edinburgh, UK

The Royal Edinburgh Hospital comprises a group of psychiatric
hospitals within the city and in its immediate environs. It also includes
the Professorial U nit and the Department of Psychiatry of the U niversity
of Edinburgh.
The policy of the hospital in its relationship to building work and the
general interior environment is progressive, and because of its close
ties with the University and its location in Edinburgh as an important
medical centre, makes the hospital a medical 'show-place'. This factor
may account partially for the support given to interior design work,
though most of the credit must be given to the senior administrators
of the group, because without their initial interest and support little
would have been achieved. The first awareness of this is the siting
of an impressive collection of paintings, watercolours and lithographs
by well-known present-day, Scottish artists and others, throughout
the main public areas, day-rooms and corridors.
This initial reassurance that the administration would be receptive to
new design ideas and use of colour has proved tobe correct, and, despite
the previous conventional methods in selecting colours (for surfaces and
materials ranging from floor covering to curtain fabrics, or paint colours
to bedspreads) by the nursing staffs' personal preferences being set
against the building and supplies officers economic fait accomplis, the
changeover to an outside interior design consultant was reasonably
painless. This is achieved mainly by the regular consultation made in
departmental and ward unit meetings between medical and administrative staff, and by also taking into careful consideration any special
medical requirement.
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The paper will show, using coloured slides, the various types of
units in the hospital and the use of colour in the interior design work,
tagether with the accompanying aspects of medical recommendations,
cost Iimits and (most recently) new fire regulations. Charts with typical
DOE ranges of materials, furniture, etc. and other materials, etc. used
that come within the DOE cost Iimits, will also be used.
Areas will include:
I.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

Several upgradings
Unit for the treatment of alcholism
Young people's unit
Professorial unit
Rehabilitative wardjhostel areas
•
Staff areas, showing change in 'atmosphere' from main patient/
staff areas

Other aspects discussed will be:
The effects of desaturated colours in geriatric wards and
The effects of saturated colours in bed areas.
3· The use of colour in areas for disturbed patients and attempts
in achieving 'quiet' and 'stimulating' areas.
1.

2.

ZUR METHODIK DER FARBGESTALTUNG IN
DER ARCHITEKTUR
EDGAR KNOOP
Akademie der bildenden, Künste, München, Germany

Grundidee ist aus den Möglichkeiten des vorgegebenen Architekturmaterials (Baumasse und ihre Gliederung nach Einzel- und Gruppenobjekt, sowie nach Höhe, Tiefe und Breite der Baukörper selbst) die
Farbgestaltung zu entwickeln mit dem Ziel, aus der Interdependenz
von Licht, Form Farbe und Funktion des Raumes (oder Körpers)
Farbgestalt zu gewinnen.
Doch nicht allein unter ästhetischem Aspekt ist dieses Problem zu
lösen, da Farbgestaltung zuvorderst ein sozialdienendes Moment jenen
Menschen gegenüber beinhaltet, deren Lebensraum, hier Farb-
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raum zugleich, es zu gestalten gilt. Architektur als Tragfläche nur
für individual-künstlerische Selbstdarstellung im tradierten Sinne
von Wandgestaltung (Mosaik, Fresko, Sgrafitto sowie die aktuellen
Tendenzen der Flächenbehandlung mit Farbakzenten) wäre somit
fatales Missverständnis in dem Bemühen um farbige, bunte Architektur. Leider häufen sich die Beispiele bedenklicher Fehlentwicklungen. Die Frage nach spezifischen Ausbildungsstätten für Farbegestalter bzw. Farbberater ist damit unmittelbar angesprochen und
macht die Dringlichkeit der Einrichtung entsprechender Studiengänge
an unseren Hochschulen (Kunstakademien und Technischen Universitäten) besonders deutlich.
Höhen-, Tiefen- und Breitenentwicklung der Baukörper als Gestaltungsprinzip für Farbentwicklung in der Architektur setzt Elementarkenntnisse im Umgang mit Farbsystemen und den entsprechenden
Farbstandards voraus, deren Vermittlung aber den Rahmen dieses
Vortrags zeitlich und thematisch überschreiten würde. Höhenentwicklung betrifft vornehmlich das Problem der Farbenstatik und der
Farbgewichte (leichte' und 'schwere' Farben), Tiefenentwicklung das
Problem der Farbdynamik und Farbdistanz ('nahe' und 'ferne' Farben),
während Breitenentwicklung als Progression auf dem Farbtonkreis
farbgestalterisch übersetzt wird, also Farbtonänderung bedeutet.
Dieses Gestaltungsprinzip ist nicht als 'Richtlinie' für Farbgestaltung
schlechthin aufzufassen, kann nicht 'Rezept' sein, sondern ist stets
gernäss der Besonderheit der gestellten Aufgabe vor dem Hintergrund
spezifischer Einflussfaktoren (Umfeld) auf seine Anwendbarkeit hin
zu überprüfen.
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COLOUR OF INDUSTRIAL INTERIORSPOSSIBILITIES FüR MAKING IT UNIFORM
WITOLD CHROSCICKI
Light and Colour Department, Fine Arts Academy, Warsaw, Poland

A uniform set of colours for industrial interiors is discussed. The
desired '>bjective is to Iimit the assortment of paints and lacquers used,
without limiting the designer's ability in applying the colour of interior
and workplace to meet psychophysiological, functional, aesthetic and
other requirements. The conclusions from studies of the relation
between the man and the surrounding colour indicate that such a set
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of colours need not be unrestricted. With the development of knowledge about the proper use of colours we observe a tendency to determine, by the way of detailed analyses, each colour variable separately,
i.e. the needed range of hues, range of luminosity and range of saturation. W e shall try to discuss briefly each one of them. In our basic
analyses we take into account many factors, but in this summary we
can quote selected ones only.

RANGE OF HUES

Determination of this colour variable is the most important and we
have to take into account mainly the psychological and physiological
factors. In good lighting conditions the human eye is able to detect
wavelength differences of 1-2 nm, in the spectrum from 460 nm (blue
radiation) to 6oo nm (orange-red radiation). At the ends ofthe spectrum,
perception of wavelength differences declines, and from 655 nm in the
direction of Ionger waves and from 430 nm in the direction of shorter
waves the eye does not detect any hues. If we also take into account
the perception of interior and workplace colours in poor lighting
conditions, we have to use colours from the middle part of the spectrum
which have rather great 'natural' luminosity.
The psychological sturlies show that if we use the range of hues
from the blue to orange-red, it will satisfy the preferential demands
of men and women independent of their age, profession, etc. Also a
preference for 'broken' colours rather than pure colours is observed.
The analyses of psychological and physiological factors indicate that
in industrial interiors the extension of the above-mentioned range of
hues is inexpedient. Naturally, this range of colours does not contain
colours for safety and colours of visual information used in the industrial
interiors.
RANGE OF LUMINOSITY

This colour variable is directly connected with the problems of lighting
and we can find many data concerning it. Taking into consideration
large and various studies, it is possible to propose for industrial interiors
the following range of colour luminosities (expressed in terms of
reflectances): ceiling 75±10 per cent; walls 50±10 per cent; equipment 37± 10 per cent; and floors 25± 10 per cent. The proposed range
of luminosity changes 'from- to' ± 10 per cent is conditioned, among
others, by unequal 'natural' luminosity of particular colours. This is
why different colours with the same saturation have various luminosities
after we add to them some white or grey.
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RANGE OF SATURATION

W e can find some objective and subjective indications concerning this
colour variable. The main problern is 'colour rendering' under artificial
lighting, since all artificiallight sources generate 'coloured' light which
distort the colours of illuminated surfaces. This distortion is the
greatest for the pure colours, and declines when these colours are
'broken' by white and grey. This is one reason why in industrial interiors the pure and intense colours should only be used for needs of
safety and visual information and should be limited to small areas.
On the other hand, for painting of the main interior surfaces the ceiling,
walls and floor and for technological equipment, the principle is that
'broken' colours should be used.
Such 'broken' colours of the walls and equipment create a good
background which increases the visibility and readability of signs of
safety and visual information, as well as simplifying aesthetic harmony
of the colour composition. To make harmony of colours of the main
interior surfaces and equipment, in most cases the following principles
are used:
for the ceiling-pure white or 'broken' white,
for the walls-'white' colours,
for the floor and equipment-'greyish' colours.
The harmony of this colour composition is obtained by adding some
white or grey to all colours of the set, as well as by differentiation of
luminosity and dimension of particular surfaces.
SURFACE FINISH

Colours of objects often appear to change with the surface finish.
Specular or mirror reflection from glossy surfaces may, in extreme
cases, increase the Saturation and darkness of the sample at one angle
and wipe out all colour at other angles, as well as cause distracting glare.
A matt finish reflects light diffusely, and thus gives an object the appearance of its 'natural' colour. For the needs of coordination with the
lighting, the ideal surface finish is matt (sometimes semi-matt may be
admitted).
It ought to be emphasized that the above-mentioned considerations
do not use up all the available scientific data but only illustrate the
suggested direction of thinking when the colours for industrial interiors
are chosen.
On the basis of !arge and various analyses the proposal of the uniform
set of colours for industrial interiors was elaborated. Of course, when
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we take into account the demands dealing with the range of luminosity
and saturation, the number of hues for the particular interior surface
and equipment is considerably reduced. The complete set of colours
(Fig. 1) contains nineteen colour samples, five grey samples and one white
sample. As mentioned above, this set does not contain the safety
colours and the needs of visual information.
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The proposed set of colours for industrial interiors.

Employing the proposed set should permit (among other things):
Specifying the requirements to the paints and lacquers manufacturers;
2. The diversity and differentiation of colours of the interior and
workplace, with maintenance of the colours standard;
3· Securing proper exploitation and preservation of painted surfaces;
4· Organization of the proper colour of interior and equipment during
their repair;
5· Elaborating, by the designers, of exemplary projects and colour
schemes showing the way of using the proposed set of colours in
practice.
1.

The suggested set of colours should be treated as minimal, which is
accepted by producers of paints and lacquers and intended mainly
for these industrial interiors for which the colour project is not elaborated by specialists.
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COLOUR SYSTEM FOR COLOUR SPACES
ANTAL NEMCSICS
Technical University, Budapest, Hungary

I. INTRODUCTION

Architecture of this age discarded the views considering colour as a
secondary, accessory factor of building. The active space-creating force
of colour has been recognized so that now, architectural designs are
integrated by colour designs.
The most important tool of colour design is a colour system supplied
with a colour sample collection meeting requirements of practical
colour dynamics, and with corresponding tables. These tables are to
express numerically or graphically the man-colour relation for any
colour value. They have to be able to Iimit the colours of the coloured
building surfaces, to select harmony complexes between limited colours.
They also have to point out the abilities of the system colours to modify
space effects, to their psychophysical properties helping the building
function, their associative relations. Again, discolorations in hues of the
system due to light sources in current use have to be indicated.
In the following discussion, an architectural colour-dynamic colour
system called Coloroid,l meeting these requirements, will be presented,
elaborated by a research team at the Technical University, Budapest,
under the guidance of the author. This colour system is based on colour
preference tests made by the university research team, affecting fifty
thousand persons. 2
Coloroid designates 364 hues for the colour design practice; 210 of
them have been incorporated into the colour sample collection. Coordinates for 35 520 colour points of the colour preference value surfaces
depending on age and sex have been calculated; among them 1776
have been supplied with colour preference index values.
2. THE COLOROID SYSTEM

Coloroid has been attached to a three-dimensional model reminiscent
of a geoid. To present various relationships, the geometry of Coloroid
has only been traced for one relationship each.
2 . 1. For general relationships, allaxial sections of Coloroid have been
considered as a regular circle. Hues are on the surface or within the
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Coloroid, with white and black points on the north and south poles
respectively, connected by the polar axis containing the luminance
values. Normally to the polar axis, diametral axes carry saturation
values. The greatest horizontal principal circle of Coloroid, and with it,
all parallel spherical circles are closed colour variation curves. Spherical
parallel circles have been divided into 48 parts to accommodate eight
colour varieties each within the colour domains-yellow, orange, red,
purple-violet, blue and green. 3
2.2. Nevertheless, to visualize the relation between Saturation and
luminance, the shape of Coloroid has been settled as a body with
different axial sections. The shape of axial sections depends on the
specific luminance of the colour pertaining to the axial section, and
on the size of saturation degrees felt to be equal. These saturation degrees
have been established in statistical tests for each colour domain. Hue
domains, established again in statistical tests, have also been settled
in the chromaticity diagram. 1 • 4
2.3. For the sake ofvisualizing colour mixing and harmony relations
between the hues of Coloroid, this latter has been considered to be a
sphere. Two perpendicular curve families pass on its surface. The
curves are logarithmic helices and approach the poles tangentially.
All intersection points between the curves and the greatest horizontal
spherical principal circle denote a maximally saturated hue each. 5 The
system of hues in the intersection points of the mesh of logarithmic
helices on the Coloroid surface points out relationships between various
hues and to formulate them mathematically.
2+ To each point of the colour preference values expressing man
to colour relations belong numerical expressions of the liking, or not,
of an individual to a given colour, i.e. whether the colour raises feelings,
is impressive or not and, if so, in what sense and to what degree. 6 In
each point of a plane section of Coloroid, corresponding to Saturation
and luminance values, measured normally to this plane, preference
values corresponding to hue, Saturation and luminance are obtained,
constituting the so-called preference surfaces. 1 •8
To write the preference surface equation, four preference values are
needed in all, including three, W, S and F, for white, black and planesection colour points, respectively, these being peaks of a triangle
(simplified plane sections of Coloroid corresponding to a given colour),
and one being a value belonging to a given inner point. The assumed
surface shape has been approximated by a simple function, easy to
treat. This surface has been obtained by superposing a plane and a
paraboloid of revolution:
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where z is the preference value sought for, belonging to the point with
chromaticity Coordinates x,y; zw, z 8 and Zp are preferences for points
W, S and F, respectively; c is a constant for the surface shape, obtained
by replacing, as the first step, x, y and z in the formula, by the COordinates of the fourth point and the pertaining preference values.
x,y,z values in the formula must not be mistaken for chromaticity
coordinates. 7 • 8
For all plane-sections corresponding to a given hue, twenty preference surfaces have been determined and tabulated. Men and women
have been classified into ten age groups each, and for all of them,
preference surfaces for all hues have been written separately.
The range of preference to rejection is divided into 100 degrees
from +so to -so. Colour-dynamic use of a colour value ± o was held
inadvisable for the age group referred to. Most colour values obtained
preference indices from +1o to -10, higher or lower indices were
exceptional. Values have been calculated to four decimals and determined for ten age groups of both men and women. Since colour preferences change more rapidly in younger ages, age groups are shorter for
young, and Ionger for older people. 8

3.

COLOROID CODE SYSTEM

In the Coloroid system, colours are coded by numbers of three parts, 1 • 8
e.g. 6s-4-S denotes a hue number 6s, hence its characteristic wavelength ranges-according to tabulated values-from SSI'9 to s64·4 nm ;
a Saturation number 4, hence its Saturation ranges from IS ' O to 7·0;
and a luminance number hence its luminance degree is 12·o to 17·o. 8

s,

4• CHARACTERI ZATION IN THE COLOROID SYSTEM

All colour values of Coloroid, complete with colour cards, are described
by the following features. 1 • 8
1.

2.
3·
4·

S·
6.
7.

Name of the given colour in English, French, German, Russian
and Hungarian.
Ranges of hue, Saturation and luminance.
CIE x,y, Y values.
Helmholtz trichromatic values.
Specific values of Coloroid relating to hue, saturation and luminance. To demonstrate colour mixing and harmony correlations,
they can help to spatially locate the colour inside the Coloroid. 8
Codes of the complementary colour.
Percentages to additively mix the colour from three components.
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8. Colour preference indices for ten age groups of men and women
each.
9· Data expressing the direction and extent of the colour effect as a
space-forming agent if the colour is applied on the side walls, the
ceiling, the ftoor, etc. of the room.
10. Characteristics of the offsetting effect of the colour related to the
function of the given space.
1 I. Ideal associations to the given colour.
12. Distortion of colour characteristics upon different artificial light
sources (incandescent bulb, mercury vapour lamp, ftuorescent
light).
13 . Harmony relations of Coloroid colours. Scalar, group, complementary, triadic, tetradie and colour harmonies.

5.

COLOROID COLOUR SAMPLES

Coloroid contains 354 colour values for colour-dynamic uses; 210 of
them have been elaborated. The samples are made with synthetic
resin hinder, dull finish, 5 by 8 cm size. 8
Colour characteristics of the samples for standard CIE illuminant C
have been determined in a Momcolor tristimulus colorimeter made in
Hungary. 9
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THEORETICAL BASES OF A UNIVERSAL
COLOUR DESIGN SYSTEM
CSABA KLAUSZ
Planning Bureau for the Light Industry, Budapest, Hungary

The science of colour dynamics, on its way to independence, has
reached a development stage where it is absolutely necessary to clear
theoretically its inner structure and structural relation to other disciplines. Colour dynamics is an interdisciplinary science, with knowledge
gathered from various disciplines and specialities, and solution of its
problems needs contribution from several special fields.
A number of methodological and theoretical problems arise; in
connection with them two Statements can be made. Results of research
disciplines and specialities concerned with man-environment relations,
if clone for other than colour dynamical purposes, are of no direct
use for theoretical and practical colour dynamics, except after an
interpretation against colour dynamical background.
Within the domain of colour dynamics, there is a theoretical possibility for uniting the work of different disciplines and specialities, i.e.
within this domain some specialities remain relatively self-contained.
Both problems are essentially methodological ones. These considerations suffice to state that colour design, the main scope of colour dynamics, can only be realized according to theoretically elaborated methods,
the colour design systems. In this statement, colour design system is
meant in the most general way as the colour dynamical method of
designing a coloured environment.
In the examination of further theoretical problems, methods and
concepts of general systems theory, operational research and systems

An offset printing room (dimensions 24m X 48m X 6m). Ten
basic surfaces (n = 10) were taken into consideration when calcu lat ing
th e viewing index. (See page 531 )

PLATE 3·
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engineering can be relied on. But it must be remernbered that the
inherent difficulties of this procedure, counteracting to transfer, adapt
anything but certain notions, theoretical methods.
In common with the notions of general systems theory, the entity
of men and their complex coloured environment can be considered
as a system operating according to the defined functional relationship
between its elements. This system theoretically fits either of two scientific methods. Either the operating system of man-environment is
detected and results applied to modify and optimize the system operation. This method has affinity to the most general method of operational
research. Or an optimum system is planned on the basis of available
knowledge on the operating man-colour environment system, ever
better simulating the real system by way of continuous analyses and
refinements.
In fact, however, these two systems cannot be separated. Several
identities can be demonstrated, even, for colour dynamics, and both
depend on parallelity. In this case the two methods aretobe analysed
separately to decide which one may provide a right solution for the
actual problems, conditions of correct development, in the actual state
of development of the science of colour dynamics.
With the available knowledge on the man-colour environment
system it can be stated that nothing but a uniform system can give an
interpretation from colour dynamic aspects of all involved marginal
sciences, to encourage various specialists to cooperation. The same
system is likely to create conditions enabling colour dynamics to react
on marginal sciences, defining new fields and aims of research.
It can be concluded that in the actual stage of development, with the
available knowledge matter and results, the science of colour dynamics
is bound to attempt optimum design of man-colour environment
systems. This essentially deductive method provides the conditions
of applying the inductive method to be brought about gradually by the
system model resulting from the former. These considerations imply
that colour dynamics has to make the first step towards simulating the
man-colour environment system. One of these steps is meant as the
universal colour design system, model of the man-colour environment
system, and at the same time a practical method of colour design related
to the applied science of colour dynamics.
The universal colour design system is essentially an indirect model
of the man-colour environment system and includes all criteria for
considering man and his colour environment system. Universality
refers to its intended suitability to a total design of the colour environment of man. Anyhow, the requirements referred to can only be met
in this form.
Theoretical and practical development of the universal colour design
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system was a lengthy process involving-beside theoretical work to
clear and define inner and outer structure of colour dynamicsextended experiments, to construct and apply experimental colour
design systems, leading to the development of a colour system helping
to design colour environments (Coloroid by Nemcsics).
The universal colour design system is based partly on the results of
these preliminary tests, and partly on indirectly applied notions and
methods of systems engineering. Frankling recapitulated the most
general method of systems engineering in five steps, namely:
Specification (definition of demands and resources, solution criteria)
Identification, simulation (selection of variables, establishing relations between them)
3· Analysis (of relations)
4· Synthesis (simulating the entire system according to specifications)
5· Design (decomposing the synthethized model into components).
I.

2.

By interpreting these notions from colour dynamic aspects consecutive
steps of colour design in general are outlined. Analysis of these colour
dynamic notions results in decomposing each design step into a set of
operations that can be interpreted separately, depending on their
character, in scientific media united by colour dynamics in its proper
complex medium.
Graphical and numerical representation of these operations and
steps set out in plane provides a table system of direct use for the design
practice. It is based partly on existing knowledge and partly delimits
unknown fields, at the same time offering a complex view of the otherwise hidden man-colour environment system and its operation mechantsm.
Because of Iack of space, no particulars of the universal colour design
system based upon these principles and methods will be given here.
This system has been developed and now experimental applications
are under way. Available experience permits to state it tobe about up to
requirements and has already detected several relations of the mancolour environment system escaping experimental or theoretical explanation.
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COLOUR IN THE PRINTING
MACHINE ROOM

J.

W. WOZNIAKOWSKI

University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland

Colour schemes of the printing machine room and of printing machirres
themselves is currently one of the most important problems of the
printing industry throughout the world. An increase in safety, visibility,
efficiency and cleanliness in the printing industry is an essential factor
which is important when designing colaur-sehernes of interiors. Very
selective interior colaur-sehernes werein fashion recently. Additionally,
colouring helps to create a pleasant working atmosphere. The introduction of a colour code in typography to signal danger considerably
decreased the number of accidents. While printing large editions a
printer, within the whole shift, sees in front of him only the prints
changing monotonously. The high coefficient of paper reflection, in
addition to the quick colour change of prints, tires the sight and
decreases efficiency. To arrange work conditions in printing machirre
rooms which are better for vision one should, first of all, conform the
colouring of all the elements with the quantity and quality of lighting.
Scientifically chosen colouring of machines, appliances and interiors
helps in obtaining standard illumination and the most convenient
spacing of light fluxes in the room. Light-colaured paint, covering the
room's surface, heightens the grade of illumination and requires uniform
lighting. Moreover, light colours decrease sharp cantrast between lamp
fittings, other sources of light, and the surfaces they are placed on, and
therefore improves lighting comfort. Excessive brightness of large
surfaces can also cause rapid visual fatigue. Dazzling by point light is
approximately inversely proportional to the angle of their reception.
Dazzling by large surfaces, even if they are visible, is a circular vision.
That is why it is most advisable to apply colours of medium brightness
when painting well-lit surfaces which are in the field of vision. Discomfort conditions arise also when the surface in the field of vision is
insufficiently bright. From Cruithof's draft ('Technische Rundschau'
Philips 1941) one can designate an upper Iimit of comfort for a surface's
illumination in the field of vision at the same reflection coefficient. The
intensity of light on the surface with coefficient of reflection 70 per cent
should be not less than 3oo-soo Iux.
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The lighting greatly affects colour perception. A correct choice of
spectral lighting composition and of surface colour in the field of
vision guarantees persistence of colour differentiation, perception of
blackening degree as weil as optical print-density. Printing of the whole
edition should be identical. The printer keeps on comparing new prints
with the samples and watches possible machine troubles. Therefore,
lighting and colour of surrounding surfaces should guarantee correct
colour reception and conditions for maintaining speed in distinguishing
colours and contrast sensitivity. The colour is best perceived in natural
daylight. Natural daylight has, unfortunately, oscillation in intensity
and spectral composition depending on time of day, weather and
spacing of light sources, i.e. windows. The speed of colour discernment
and stability of contrast sensitivity depend also on conditions of eye
adaptation to colours. Eye adaptation to the strength of previous colour
stimulus in consequence is a lowering of light sensitivity.
Scientific research has proved that achromatic white, yellow and green
colours undergo influences least of all. These colours can form the basis
for colour schemes of the newly designed printing machine rooms.
However, their strict application would Iead to monotony of the
surroundings, and this is to be avoided even in such rooms where work
is not monotonous. In the printing machine room the absence of variety
is one of the properties of work. It puts yet additional requirement for
arranging the colouring; the colour climate should be varified in known
limits. Painting of the printing room affects conditions of eye adaptation
to colours. Some surfaces occupy, in the workers' field of vision, larger
angular dimensions, others smaller. On some surfaces the sight stops
for a Ionger period than on others. The part of these surfaces colour in
creating adaptation conditions is directly proportional to relative
angular dimension in the field of vision and to this part of work-time,
when the colour is in the field of vision. The placing of colour in the
field of vision is also of great importance, i.e. whether it is visible by
the centre of the retina or by its outer part (i.e. limitary).
For an approximate estimate of the importance of each colour in the
dynamics of adaptation to colours, it is sufficient to tak.e into account
two factors only: viewing index, calculated as follows, is introduced for
the aforenamed estimation :

K".,; =

IOO.W;.t./

W;.l;

4.1

-angular surface dimension or general angular dimension of the
field of vision, in per cent.
t, -the time during which the workers Iook at the given surface (i)
or the whole time of sight being fixed on all surfaces in per cent.
-number of surface from 1 to n.

W;
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K.,. -abbreviation for viewing index.
-designation of angular dimension.

w

Having tested and calculated we conclude that colours of prints and
original predominate in the field of vision. In fact they maintain Ionger
than other surfaces in the field of vision giving way to painted surfaces
of printing machines only. These basic distinguishing elements have
the highest viewing index. As in a room of colourful prints, these
elements are multicoloured and the remaining surfaces should be, in
general, in neutral colour.
The colour of windows can be considered medium neutral. Out of
the remaining surfaces those of printing machines, walls, pillars, ßoor
and ceilings, are important. The total of coefficients of colour intensity
of walls, pillars, ceiling, windows and the printing machine room's
ßoor is approximately equal to the coefficient of colour intensity of the
printing machines' surface itself. As colours of these surfaces should
protect colour variety in machine rooms, it has been decided that the
mutual connections between them should be arranged on the basis of
contrast harmonics of colours. Special machine colours-green,
bluish-green-give pleasure to the eye, not fixing attention to themselves.
To eliminate the monotony of machines in the whole room painted
with the same colour, the painting of the same machine elements in
darker and brighter shades of the same basic colour is a creative colour
solution. A more varied view which does not distract and tire will then
be obtained. By the same token, the changes in the sight analyser,
arising in the process of its adaptation to the machine colour, compensate with the colours of surrounding surfaces and vice versa. This
climate promises to give good results in protecting persistence of colour
differentiation as weil as in contrast sensitivity and corresponds with
the psychological requirements of the lack of compensation of production process.
Physical and physiological sides of this question, correlation of colour
and lighting is relatively clear. However, the psychological side of the
problern is far from being solved. Undoubtedly, there is a complete
dependence between all the aspects. Application of the estimation
method of the viewing index in drafting the printing machine room
allows one to find practical ways for solving colour problems of interiors,
for the whole typography.
In the drafting process, the method of viewing index setdes in
practice the problern of interior colouring at increased requirements of
colour differentiation.
An example in which the viewing index has been calculated (see
Plate 3) is given in the table.
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Eiement
No.

Prillt and original
Print and original's
background/table is
working surface
Meta! parts of printing
machin es
Painted parts of printing
machin es
Ceilings of machirre
rooms
Constructional pillars
in machirre rooms
Walls of machirre rooms
D omed round skylights
of machirre rooms/
windows
Floor of machirre rooms
Auxiliary appliances in
machirre rooms

I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
1

E

Name of element

Relative
Relative
angular adaptation
dimension
time
(w,)
(t,)

w1 ·t1

Viewing
index
(K,n in%

s6·o

19'0

1083'0

63·0

5'0
6·5

10"0
2"2

50'0
14'3

2"9
o·8

10'5

23·6

247'8

14'4

r6

s·o

8·o

o·s

3'4
5'3

8·6
10'7

29'2
s6·7

1·8
3'3

8·s
1'4

14'4
2' 5

122"+
35 '0

7'1
2'1

1'8

4'0

72'0

4'1

10

=

w1 • t1 = 1718·4. E K ,. = roo·o %.

An example in which the viewing index has been colculated (see
Plate 3) is given in the table.

COLOUR DISTORTIONS OF
ARCHITECTURAL SURFACES
PETER GABORJANI
Architectural Faculty, Technical University, Budapest

At the time of the international conference 'Interfarbe', held in Dresden
in 1966 (where I submitted a report 'Untersuchungen bezüglich der
Anwendungsmöglichkeiten .der Farbdynamik im Städtebau'), an
analytic test series was started by decomposing architectural surfaces
according to different theories. The essentials of our method consisted
of making life-size or reduced models of a building surface element
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and exposing them to light effects corresponding to those in the real
architectural environments. Measurements were completed by physiological and psychological tests. The results have been plotted in diagrams.
This can be a means of improving the building products, to overcome
the inherent monotony of standardization, and finally help to solve
townscape problems.
Two, strictly related, topics of this paper are:
r. Ways of using natural colour effects of architectural surfacing
2.

materials;
The visual effect of the surfacing material as a function of hue.

An important problern of architecture today is monotony because of
standardization. Modern building technologies and industrial products
are overwhelmingly agairrst handicraft or site prefabrication. This
technology still cannot produce surfaces equivalent to those of other
industrial or craft products. Besides economy, this fact also has conceptual causes. Building industrialization has operred up two ways for
design, depending on the production features, i.e. those of mechanization and those of automation, and those are also decisive för trends
of surfacing.
Mechanization in the building industry is featured by integration,
coherence of design and production. Essentials of design are related to
industrial production, the design process ending where the production
begins, i.e. the production apparatus has created essential preconditions
of standard designing-adaptation. Three consecutive phases in the
building industry based on mechanization are: design-productionassembly.
Where the building industry is based on automation, it is featured by
disintegration between design and production. Essential requirements
of design are related to industrial production, i.e. directly to technology,
and the design process starts with the production, since the production
apparatus creates essentially the preconditions of design for variation.
Thus, in a building industry based on automation, the order of the three
phases changes into: production-design-assembly. Building automation raises the design freedom to the qualitatively higher Ievel of industry
by translating it to computer language, corresponding in fact to the
recognized necessity of this era.
Also as concerns architecture, the industrial revolution brought
about changes in the relation between the building-materials industry
and the building industry. Automation of the building industry (in
particular, for mass construction) has much affected surfacings, in
particular repeated building parts have to make aesthetic effects, to
express architectural ideas, though conditions are different. Units for
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mass production are to be designed with the care and scientific thought
needed to meet changed but stressed aesthetic Standards. Texture and
colour varieties of surfacings may contribute to enforce the principle
of 'low nurober of units :high-grade variability'.
Our experiments have supported the following assumptions:
1. The architect is creating the building by means of space and mass
shaping true to its final purpose. He selects the most convenient material
for this work (production, design), the entity of which produces the
architectural effect. Viewed at a certain proximity, architectural surfacings are decisive because of certain physiological effects on man.
Essentials of the building are space, mass and the structure (material)
forming them, but in a certain phase of perception, surface texture and
colour are decisive; this phenomenon becoming prevalent at close
view, even inside.
2. The visual effect of the surface referred to is related to the texture
of the given surfacing material.
By means of the surface texture, 'natural' materials give hints
concerning the internal structure of the material; for instance tools,
machines used in processing leave imprints depending on the resistance
or softness of the material, characteristics resulting from inherent
properties depending, in turn, on molecular or atomic structure.
Hence, surface textures, carriers of natural hues, result from the natural
features of the material.
These features are decisive because of the return of the fashion to
leave natural materials unaltered; but even for coloured materials,
the texture carrying the colour is of importance. Coloured ceramics,
fire-clay, plastics or aluminium, have different visual effects. Textura!
effects are those combined of the natural texture of the material, its
processing, and its natural or coloured hue.
Light-shadow effects result from pattern and surface processing.
Surface effects are also affected by the order of magnitude relations
between the textural pattern and the size of the given surface. Texture
lends peculiar dynamics to colour and, vice versa, colour may enhance
textural effects.
3· The final object of our experiments is to create a standard, an aid
to designers and producers, likely to designate optima for various
materials and surface textures as a function of illumination quality
(monochromatic or mixed light, spotlight or diffused light), illumination intensity and illumination direction (for outer surface depending
on the time of day).

Our experiments included the visual verification of the inßuence of
colour to enhance or reduce plasticity values, and texture effects
(grain, unevenness, etc. ).
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CONCLUSION

Any surfacing can be reduced to a few fundamental texture elements.
Making them into models using different materials offers a visual means
of testing the character of a given texture on a product of a given colour,
or the right hue to be given to a surface in view of illumination alternatives.
Illuminations were attempted to reproduce daylight; for given
materials and incidences, surfacings were observed to have dynamic or
static effects depending on illumination or colouring with either highfrequency or long-wave light. For surfaces of a heterogeneaus material
composition, determination solely by wavelength is insufficient, i.e.
spectral energy distribution results in a great many alien reflections,
in these cases the texture has tobe re-determined (superposition).
Results have been illustrated graphically, presenting at the sametime
the given surface texture.

T
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ZUM PROBLEM DER F AREUMSTIMMUNG
IN DER F AREMETRIK
A. NICOLAISEN, und K. RICHTER,
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Berlin, West Germany

Zur Bestimmung der Farbumstimmung in der Gestalt des Simultankontrastes wird im allgemeinen nach der Änderung des Aussehens
eines Farbfeldes gefragt, wenn dieses mit verschiedenen benachbarten
Farbfeldern wechselwirkt.
Wir haben eine Situation untersucht, in der ein halbkreisförmiges,
kleines Testinfeld (cjJ 2°) von einem großen Umfeld (10° Quadrat)
beeinflußt wird, unter der Annahme, daß die Rückwirkung vom
Infeld auf das Umfeld vernachlässigbar ist. Besonders haben wir
folgende Fragen gestellt:
I. Wie ändert sich das Aussehen des Testinfeldes im Vergleich zum
Aussehen unseres Referenzsystems, objektiviert durch die Darbietung eines Referenzinfeldes in einem weißen Referenzumfeld, wenn
die farbmetrischen Parameter des Testinfeldes variiert werden?
2 . Wie ändert sich das Aussehen des Testinfeldes unter Variation der
farbmetrischen Parameter des Testumfeldes?
Den Vergleich zwischen Test- und Referenzfarbe haben wir mit der
binokularen Meßtechnik durchgeführt. Dem linken Auge werden nur
Testinfeld und Umfeld und dem rechten Auge nur die entsprechenden
Referenzfelder dargeboten. Durch eine Spiegelanordnung erscheinen
die beiden Infelder aneinander grenzend.
Die Infeld- und Umfeldfarben konnten weitgehend in farbtongleicher Wellenlänge, spektralem Farbanteil und Helligkeit variiert
werden. Die Umfeldfarben werden durch rückseitige Beleuchtung von
Mattscheiben mit unhunten und bunten Leuchtstofflampen erzeugt,
die in ihrer Helligkeit durch Phasen anschnittsteuerung geregelt
werden.
Die Infeldfarben entstehen durch vorderseitige Projektion einer
additiven 3-Filter-Farbmischung auf eine halbkreisförmige unbunte
Fläche. Durch kontinuierliche Wahl von drei Farbfiltern aus einer
Anzahl von sieben Filtern (6 bunte, 1 unbuntes) lassen sich in den
Infeldem alle Farben innerhalb des durch die sechs Farbvalenzen
aufgespannten Farbenraumes ermischen. Die Farbörter aller FilterFarben sind in Bild r(a) dargestellt.
539
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BILD 1 (a): Farbörter der 7 bunten und unhunten Primärfarben ( •)
sowie binokulare Nachstellungen ( 0 ) von 12 vorgegebenen Infelclfarben (X). Infeldleuchtdichte zwischen 70 und 420 cd/m 2 , Umfeldleuchtdichte 300 cd/m 2 •

Die prOJIZierten Irrfeldfarben wurden spektralphotometrisch mit
dem Farbmeßgerät DMC 25 gemessen. Die Umfeldfarben wurden
für jeden Beobachter durch visuelle Gleichheitseinstellung von Inund Umfeld und die Umfeldhelligkeit mit einem Beleuchtungsmesser
gemessen. Die Ergebnisse wurden mit einem Dreibereichsfarbmeßgerät überprüft.
Die Reproduzierbarkeit der Einstellungen wurde bei gleichen unhunten Umfeldern von 300 cd/m2 bei verschiedenen Infeldem durchgeführt. Bild x(a) zeigt die Streuung der Gleichheitseinstellungen bei
jeweils vier Nachstellungen für einen Beobachter. Es wurden sieben
gesättigte und fünf ungesättigte Irrfeldfarben mit Leuchtdichten zwischen 70 und 420 cd/m2 in mehreren Meßreihen nachgestellt. Diese
Meßreihen dienten zur Einübung in die binokulare Meßtechnik. Sie
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BILD r (b):
Farbörter von vorgegebenen Irrfeldfarben (Pfeilanfang)
in rotem Umfeld ( 0 ), nachgestellte Farben (Pfeilspitze) in weißem
Umfeld ( +) und FArbörter ( 0 ) nach linearer homogener Transformation berechnet.

stellten außerdem sicher, daß keiner der fünf Beobachter signifikant
unterschiedliche Pigmentierung in beiden Augen aufwies.
Farbumstimmungsversuche wurden mit einem bunten Umfeld links
und einem unhunten Umfeld rechts durchgeführt. Die Infelder wurden
in dem linken bunten Umfeld vorgegeben und rechts nachgestellt.
Vor einer Versuchsreihe mußte sich der Beobachter vier Minuten lang
auf die Umfelder einstimmen und durfte den Kopf nicht mehr von
der Kopfstütze wegbewegen. Der Versuchsleiter stellte nacheinander
fünf Farben unterschiedlichen Farbtons im linken Infeld ein. Die
für weitere Nachstellungen erforderlichen linken lnfeldfarben konnte
der Beobachter bei Änderung der Sättigung selbst aussuchen. Für
jede vorgegebene Farbe links wurden zwei visuelle Gleichheitseinstellungen rechts durchgeführt. Die Meßwerte beider lnfeldfarben
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wurden unmittelbar auf Lochstreifen gestanzt. Um eine Ermüdung
der Beobachter zu vermeiden, wurde eine Meßreihe nicht über eine
Stunde ausgedehnt. In dieser Zeit konnten etwa 15 Farben (ca. 5
Farbton- und 3 Sättigungsstufen) nachgestellt werden. Experimente
mit folgenden 4 bunten Umfeldern liegen vor:
Normfarbwertanteile und Leuchtdichten der
linken bunten und rechten unhunten Umfeldfarbe
(Beobachter: A.N.)
Umfeldfarbe
X
y
Leuchtdichte
L/cd/m 2
links
rot
o·s15
o·319
172
gelb
0 •448
o·532
295
grün
o·287
210
o ·487
blau
o·186
o·194
194
rechts
weiß
o·339
o•354
223
TABELLE I

Die Ergebnisse für ein rotes Umfeld sind in Bild r(b) für eine Meßreihe dargestellt. Jeder Beobachter stellte für jedes bunte Umfeld
40 bis 6o Farben nach, die über 4 bis 6 Farbtöne, 2 bis 5 Sättigungen
und 3 Helligkeiten verteilt waren.
Es wird nicht selten angenommen, daß es mit guter Annäherung
eine lineare Transformation gibt, die die Normfarbwerte der gleichaussehenden Farben unter den zwei Umstimmungen verknüpft. Mittels
Ausgleichsrechnung im X, Y, Z-Farbenraum wurde nach solchen
Transformationen gesucht. Die Fehlerquadratsumme zwischen
berechneten und gemessenen Farbwerten sind signifikant größer als
sie die Reproduzierbarkeit erwarten läßt, und die Hypothese der
linearen Transformation kann darum nur als eine erste grobe Annäherung angesehen werden. In Bild r(b) sind die Daten für eine Auswahl
heller Farben, nach der homogenen linearen Transformation berechnet,
aufgetragen. Es fällt die verhältnismäßig gute Übereinstimmung im
Unbuntbereich auf, aber auch das anomale Verhalten des gesättigten
roten Infeldes, das systematisch bei allen fünf Beobachtern auftrat.
Eine systematische Änderung der Richtung und Größe der Farbortwandlung mit der Helligkeit der farbortgleichen Farben wurde besonders bei buntem gelben Umfeld deutlich.
Die Möglichkeit binokularer Mischungen zwischen linken und
rechten Farbfeldern hat oft Anlaß zur Kritik gegen die binokulare
Technik geführt. Bei unseren Experimenten scheint anhand qualitativer Versuche der Einfluß binokularer Wechselwirkungen auf Farbton
und Sättigung nur Korrekturen 2. Ordnung hervorzurufen. Eine zufriedenstellende Deutung der binokularen Mischungen wird erst
erreicht, wenn diese Mischungen in jedem Fall abgeschätzt werden
können. Entsprechende Versuche in dieser Richtung sind begonnen
worden.

COLOUR RENDERING INDICES AND
CORRECTIONS FüR CHROMATIC
ADAPTATION
M. B. HALSTEAD, S. T. HENDERSON,
F. E. LARGE
Thorn Lighting Ltd, Enfield and Leicester, UK

and
W. N. SPROSON
British Broadcasting Corporation, Tadworth, UK

Further to the work reported in paper Bzu, calculations have been
made to discover the differences, if any, between the general index R.
found by the original method, and that given by the revised method
tobe published shortly. Papers at this Conference have used the latter,
which differs from the original method chiefiy in the correction made
for chromatic adaptation. Formerly this was a somewhat arbitrary
chromaticity shift, now to be replaced by an application of the von
Kries theory of chromatic adaptation. Our calculations reveal systematic differences, sometimes quite !arge, and therefore important to
those having extensive records based on the earlier method.
To calculate the index the test source is compared with a specified
reference illuminant. We find that the index is usually increased if the
test source is more purple in colour than the reference, whereas a lamp
more green than its reference always has a lower index by the revised
method. Plotting the change of R. against t.(uv), the shortest distance
on the CIE 1960 UCS diagram between the test source chromaticity
and the locus of reference illuminants (reconstituted daylight or Planckian radiator as appropriate), we see a nearly proportional increase of
R. with t.(uv) for sources on the purple side of the locus. One commercial fiuorescent lamp will have an index of 90 instead of the previous
74, a change which is in agreement with the subjective rating of the
lamp in some applications requiring good colour rendering. These
results, for fiuorescent and discharge lamps, were confirmed in general
trend for a !arge number of theoretical spectral distributions.
Considering several possible reasons for these differences in R.,
we were inclined to attribute them to the transformations required in
the von Kries method, namely through the so-called fundamental
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primaries P, D and T. Accepted chromaticities are specified for P and
T in the CIE method, and x = r·o, y = o·o for D . The favourable
effect of the adaptation correction on the index for purplish white
sources might appear to depend on the location of P, D and T, which
are all on that side of the reference locus. However, since the position
of D is very doubtful, we tried the effect of moving it to x = o·o,
y = I ·o, with little change in the results.
P, D and T may have some relation to our results, for they represent
the fundamental eye responses. In normal lighting situations many
observers seem to show a subjective preference for purplish white light
sources rather than greenish white ones.
In practice the increases in Ra are large enough to be of commercial
interest, and use of the revised method may stimulate the search for
efficient purplish white light sources in the future.
This short account is based on a publication in Lighting Research
and Technology, 1973, 5, 84-94.

ON THE CHOICE OF ILLUMINATION FüR
INCREASING THE CONTRAST OF COLOURS
IN THE GRADING OF TOBACCO LEAVES
T. KEHLIBAROV
Institute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of S ciences, Sofia, Bulgaria

and
B.ATANASOV
State Economic Corporation Bulgartabac, Plovdiv , Bulgaria

The most important visible feature characterizing tobacco is its colour.
Different colours, colour shades, and chemical content indicate its
smoking qualities. Colours from yellow to bright red show good quality
in tobacco leaves. The source and type of tobacco can be determined
by its colour. When grading by conveyor belt, colour is of great importance.
Fluorescent lamps (daylight type) have been used recently for
grading and do not affect the natural colour of tobacco leaves.
Spectral reflection curves of Virginian, Oriental, and Harmanliy
tobacco have been obtained and examined with a spectrophotometer-
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the Unicam type P 8oo. A combination of two lamps, a 40- W Osram
32 Warmton de Luxe, and a Bulgarian lamp, has been chosen for
analysing the reflection curves. The contrast between different colours
in the tobacco leaf is at a maximum with this illumination, and there
is a minimal change in the natural colours of the leaf.
Werking productivity increases by ro per cent and inaccuracy tn
grading decreases considerably by utilizing this illumination.
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P. CouRTEVILLE, E.D.F.-Sodel, 336 rue St. Honore, 7500I Paris.
MAURICE DERIBERE, I bis, avenue Severrine, 92499 Courbevoie.
GEORGES DuPONT-HENIUS, Ingenieur splt., Service des Etudes O.R.T.F.,
3 bis rue Jeanne d'Arc, 92I30 lssy-les-Moulineaux.
}EAN FRANCOIS GAUDINEAU, I.P.A., 47 rue de la Chapelle, Paris 750I8.
DR A. GoTH, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire, F-Besancon-2503o-Cedex.
ANDRE HELYNCK, Societe I.P.A., 2 Rue Jean-Jaures, 90300 Valdoie.
MME. }EANNINE }ONCKHEERE, Chef de Service Colorimetrie, Ste Fran,.aise
DUCO, 45 rue Victor Renelle, 93 Stains.
DR ÜDILE L. KEINLIN, Laboratoire de Physique, Appliquee Musewn, 43 rue
Cuvier, 75005 Paris.
DR PAUL KowALISKI, Kodak-Pathe, 30 Rue des Vignerons, 94300 Vincennes.
}EAN-HENRI LAMSERT, Chef du Centre d'Eclairagisme a la Compagnie des
Lampes MAZDA, 29 rue de Lisbonne, Paris 8°.
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PROF. YVES LE GRAND, President of AIC, 57 Rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris.
G . LE MoYEc, I.P.A., 47 Rue de Ia Chapelle, 75 Paris {18°).
CLAUDE NEVEU, so rue des Moines, Paris 17e.
DR FRANCOIS PARRA, Laboratoire du Physique du Museum, 43 Rue Cuvier,
75231 Paris Cedex 05.
}ACQUES RAYNAL, La Roseraie, 49 Av. du general de Clerc, 64 Pau.
J .P . REYFTMANN, Laboratoire du Physique du Museum, 43 Rue Cuvier,
75005 Paris.
}EAN-Luc RICHARD, Cie des Lampes MAZDA, 11 Quai National, 92 Puteaux.
RoBERT SEVE, Centre de Recherches, Kodak-Pathe, 94300 Vincennes.
BERNARD VALLAT, I.P.A., 2 Rue Jean-Jaures, 90300 Valdoie.
MME FRANCOISE VIENOT, Laboratoire de Physique Appliquee, 43 Rue Cuvier,
75005 Paris.

German Democratic Republic
DIPL.-FoRMGESTALTER LOTHAR GERICKE, Ministerrat der DDR, Amt für
industrielle Formgestaltung DDR 108, Berlin, Clara-Zetkin-Str. 28.
Doz. DR. Sc. MED. MARION MARRE, Medizinische Akademie 'Carl Gustav
Carus', Klinik und Poliklinik für Augenkerankheiten 8019, Dresden, Fetscherstr. 74·
PROF. DR. CARL VELHAGEN, DDR 1172 Berlin-Köpenick, Dornröschenstr. 19.
Federal Republic of Germany
PROF. DR W. AoRIAN, Lichttechnisches Institut der Universität Karlsruhe,
D 7500 Karlsruhe, Kaiserstr. 12.
FR. RosEMARIE VON .ÄKERMAN, Gaugrafenstr. 4-8, Druckfarbenfabrik Gehr.
Schmidt, D 6 Frankfurt/Main.
DR N. ALAMOUTI, c/o Cibe-Geigy Aktiengesellschaft, GZ Pigmente/KA 3.44,
D 7867 Wehr/Bd.
SIEGFRIED ARNOLDT, Kaufhof AG, 5 Köln, Leonhard-Tietz-Str. 1.
DR TASSo BÄURIE, Spies, Hecker & Co., 5 Köln 51 (Raderthal), Postfach 510780.
DR WERNER BEHR, Deutsche Speigelglas AG, 3224 Grünenplan.
DR GERHARDT BENZING, BASF Farben-Fasern AG, Bereich Siegle, ATA/IKS,
D-7 Stuttgart 30, Sieglestrasse 25.
DR ANNI BERGER, Bayer AG, IN-AP-CPs, 509 Leverkusen.
DR HANs BREMER, Druckfarbenfabrik Gehr. Schmidt GmbH, D-6ooo Frankfurt a.M.-Rödelheim, Gaugrafenstrasse 4-8.
DR ANoREAS BROCKES, Bayer AG, IN-AP-CPs, 509 Leverkusen.
DIETER }. BuTz, Ciba-Geigy AG, D-7889 Grenzach, Zentrallaber, Farbmessung.
DR WALTER DoTZEL, 6ooo Frankfurt/Main, Borsigallee 13.
K. EBERBACH, Lichttechnisches Institut der Universität Karlsruhe, D 7500
Karlsruhe, Kaiserstr. 12.
DR FERDINAND FrNus, Fa. Siegle u. Co, 7000 Stuttgart, Siegle Str. 25.
DR FRIEDRICH FISTER, BASF Farben & Fasern AG, Bereich Glasurit, D 4403
Hiltrup.
DR LuowJG GALL, BASF, COE/SF, 67 Ludwigshafen.
GEORG GEUTLER, Technische Universität Berlin, 1 Berlin 10, Einsteinufer 19.
DR FRIEDRICH GLASER, Farbwerke Hoechst AG, 623 Frankfurt (M)-8o.
DR Orro GoTT, Deutsche Spiegelglas AG, 3244 Grünenplan.
DR DIETRICH GUNDLACH, Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Fachgruppe
5.4: Farbmetrik, D-1000 Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen 87.
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HANs HANSEN-SCHMIDT, BRD 34 Göttingen, Hospitalstr. 3b/Turmstr. 7·
HEINZ HAUPTMANN, Leiter der Abteilung Krefeld. der Fachhochschule Niederrhein, D 415 Krefeld, Immenhofweg 49,
DR FRITZ HEINRICH, Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik AG, 67 Ludwigshafen
am Rhein.
ROLF HEROLD, Druckfarbenfabrik Gehr. Schmidt GmbH, D-6ooo Frankfurt
a.M.-Rödelheim, Gaugrafenstrasse 4-S.
DR RUDOLF HILZ, D S München 40, lnst. med Optik, Barbarastr. I6.
DR KoNRAD HoFFMANN, cfo Farbwerke Hoechst AG, 623 Frankfurt (M)-So.
DR BRIGITTE ]AKEL-HARTENSTEIN, D 740I Jettenburg, Weingartshalden I I.
GISELA ]ONATHAL, Zwirnerei und Nahfadenfabrik Göggingen, Werk der Ackermann-Göggingen AG, S9 Augsburg 22, Fabrikstr. I I.
BRIGITTE KNOLL, Laborleiterin, Gehr. Kömmerlimg GmbH, Kunststoffwerk,
67S Pirmasens, Postfach sSo.
DozENT EDGAR KNOOP, D-Sooo München 40, Akademie der bildenden Künste,
Akademiestrasse 2.
DR WERNER KUNz, BURDA GmbH Forschungsleitung, 76 Offenburg, Brucknerstr. 69.
HANs-JoACH!M LENZ, Farbwerke Hoechstag/ATA Pigmente, D - 623 FrankfurtHöchst, Postfach So 03 20.
HEINZ LooF, D 70So Aalen, Jahnstrasse 49·
KLAUS MÄDER, D-I Berlin 2I, Dortmunder Str. 7·
DR V.K. MAITREYA, Institut für Lichttechnik, Technische Universität Berlin,
I Berlin IO, Einsteinufer I9.
DR BURKHARD MENZEL, Chemische Werke Hüls AG, D-437 Mari Postfach
!lSo.
WoLFRAM MüNCH, cfo OSRAM GmbH, S München 90, Hellabrunner Str. I.
DR THOMAS NEUHANN, D-69 Heidelberg I, Universitats-Augenklinik.
ARNE NICOLAISEN, Cand. Real., Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Iooo
Berling 45, Unter den Eichen S7.
DR JüRGEN PLAMPER, Agfa-Gevaert AG, D-509 Leverkusen-Bayerwerk.
DR KLAUS PRETZER, 67I Frankenthal/Pfalz, An der Adamslust 1.
DR FRIEDRICH QUACK, Dipl. Chemiker, 34 Göttingen, Hospitalstr. 4a.
DR INGO RENTSCHLER, Laboratorio di Neurofisiologia del CNR, Via S. Zeno SI,
I s6Ioo Pisa, Italy.
DR KLAUS RICHTER, Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Fachgruppe Farbmetrik, D-Iooo Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen S7.
PRoF. DR MANFRED RICHTER, I Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen S7.
DR H ERMANN RIEGEL, Augenarzt, D 66oo Saarbrücken 3, Bahnhofstraße 3S.
H.H. SANDER, Kast & Ehinger, 7 Stuttgart, Siemensstr. 76.
KLAUS VON SMLFELD, Farbdesigner, 422 Dinslaken NR, Duisburgerstr. 57
H. ScHEIBNER, D-635 Bad Nauheim, W.6.Kerckhoff-lnstitut, Parkstr. I,
Licbigsh. I2.
DR HELMUT ScHMID, Bayer AG, Physikalische Abteilung, 4IS Krefeld l l ,
Postfach I66.
DR WoLFGANC ' ScHMIDT, Michael Huber München, Farbenfabriken, S
München So, Postfach So oS oS.
PRoF. DR HERBERT ScHOBER, D S München so, Mangstr. 2S.
DR DIETRICH STROCKA, Bayer AG, IN-AP-CPs, 509 Leverkusen.
FRL. HILDEGARD SuDHOLTZ, D 76 Offenburg/Bd., W. Blumenstock Str. I6a.
DR H. TERSTIEGE, Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Fachgruppe Farbmetrik, D-Iooo Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen S7.
DR ROLF THIELERT, c/o Unilever Forschungsgesellschaft, 2 Harnburg so,
Behringstr. I54;
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DR KAru. THURNER, BASF, AWETA F/Textil, D-67 Ludwigshafen am
Rhein.
KLAus UNTERFORSTHUBER, BASF, 67 Ludwigshafen, Bau C7.
Gumo VoGT, I Berlin 30, Ansbacherstr. 30.
FR. URSULA VOGT, I Berlin 30.
DR HANs G. VoLZ, Bayer AG, 4I5 Krefeld-Uerdingen.
DR HANs GuNTHER WAGNER, RB Fernsehanlagen GmbH, Postfach 429,
62 Darmstadt.
DR WILLING, I Berlin-37, Goerzallee 27I, Sendlinger Optische Glaswerke.
DR KLAUS WITT, Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Fachgruppe 5.4: Farbmetrik, D-1000 Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen 87.

Hungary
PETER GABORJANI, Budapesti Müszaki Egyetem, Rajzi es Formaismereti
Tanszek, Budapest XI, Müegyetem rkp. 3·
ANnRJ\s HADNAGY, III6 Budapest, XI Hunyadi Janos, ut 9 KHV.
RoBERT HIRSCHLER, I034 Budapest, Timar u.28.
CsABA KLAusz, 1021 Budapest II, Tarogat6 ut 19.
ANDOR LÖRINC, Colouristical Review, POB 182, Budapest 62.
GYULA LuK.\cs, Hungarian Optical Works, I425 Budapest, POB 52.
PROF. DR GARA MIKLOS, Technical College for the Light Industry, 1034
Budapest, Doberdö u. 6.
DR TEcHN. ANTAL NEMCSICS, Chairman of the Hungarian Colour Committee,
I 185 Budapest, Ungvar u. 42.
MRS. MARIA RoHALY, Central Measurement Research Laboratory, I368
Budapest 5, POB 205.
DR J. ScHANDA, Research Institute for Technical Physics of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, 1325 Budapest, PO Box 76.
lraq
PROF. I.G.H. lsHAK,t Physics Dept, Al-Mustansiryah University, Baghdad.
DR F.S. SAID, Physics Dept, Al-Mustansiryah University, Baghdad.
Italy
ING. SIEGFRIED BARBIER!, Durst AG, 1-39042 Brixen, Köstlandstrasse I2.
DoTT. ALDO CoLLI, A.C .N .A.- RICO, 2003I Cesano Maderno, Milano.
Japan
GoROW BABA, Optical Instrument Division, Naka Works, Hitachi Ltd, 882
!ehige, Katsuta, Ibaraki.
TAKASHI HASEGAWA, NHK Broadcasting Science Research Laboratories,
I-Io-II Kinuta, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo I57·
Assoc. PROF. MITsuo IKEDA, Imaging Science and Engineering Lab., Tokyo
Institute of Technology, 0-0kayama, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo.
PROF. TAROW INDOW, Department of Psychology, Keio University, Mita,
Minato-ku, Tokyo Io8.
NORIO INOUE, Benisan Dyeing Co. Ltd, 2-17-12 Shinohashi, Koto-ku, Tokyo.
SHIGENOBU KoBAYASHI,t Nippen Color & Design Research Institute, Inc.,
Kudan Familio 2B, 2-3-25, Kudan-kita, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.
PROF. TsUNEO KoNno, Osaka University of Arts, Higashiyama, Minami
Kawachi-gun, Osaka 585.
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SACHIE MINATO, Chiba University, Director of Color Planning Center, Color
Planning Center, I-']--6 Bakurocho, Chuoku, Tokyo.
YosHINORI MoRI, Kanazawa Municiple College of Fine and Industry Arts,
Kodatsuno 5 chome, I 1-1, Kanazawa City, Ishikawa pref.
YASuo 0HTA, Tokiwadai 4-32, Itabashi-Ku, Tokyo.
TosHITUGU SuzuKI, Benisan Dyeing Co. Ltd., 2-I7-I2 Shinohashi, Koto-ku,
Tokyo.
MASAo YAMAGISHI, Kanazawa Municiple College of Fine and Industry
Arts, Kodatsuno 5 chome, I I-I Kanazawa City, Ishikawa pref.

The Netherlands
B. Bos, I van der Laakenstraat, Hilversum.
I.H. Bos ]R, Du Pont (Nederland) B.V., PO Box I45, Dordrecht.
DR A. BRIL, Philips Research Labs., W .D., Eindhoven.
DRS. CHARIES M.M. DE WEERT, Psychologisch Laboratorium, Erasmuslaan 16,
Nymegen.
IR. F.L. ENGEL, Institut voor Perceptieonderzoek, Insulinde Laan 2, Eindhoven.
DRS. 0. EsrnVEz-UscANGA, Herengracht 196, Laboratorium voor Medische
Fysica, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Amsterdam.
DRS. L.F.C. FRIELE, Vezelinstituut TNO, PO Box IIO, Delft.
F.J. GERRITSEN, Zandbergenlaan 26, Amersfoort.
DR CHEM. C.H. KLEEMANS, c/o Sikkens B.V., PO Box 3, Sassenheim.
R. KRoESE, Marbon Europe, Cyprusweg 2, Amsterdam.
KüTTERINK MAAS, Sigma Coatings BV, Pauwenven r6, Zaandam.
H.C. NEEDs, NV Philips SLs, Eindhoven.
DR J.L. OUWELTJES, Hoge Duinlaan 20, Aalst-Waalre.
DR J.H.A. SARIS, Central Lab., Sikkens Groep N.V., Sassenheim.
S.L. SPEYER, Sikkens BV (Publicity Dept), Rijksstraatweg 31, Sassenheim.
H.L. SWALUW, 17 Ger. Bromlaan, Eindhoven.
J.P. VAN EIJK, Sikkens BV (Publicity Dept), Rijksstraatweg 31, Sassenheim.
W.M. VERDUIN, T. Brandsma str. 27, Brenkelen.
DRS. ]. WALRAVEN, Instituut voor Zintuigfysiologie, Kampweg 5, Soesterberg.
DR PIETER L. WALRAVEN, Institute for Perception TNO, Kampweg 5, Soesterberg.
G. WELLWOOD, Marbon Europe, Cyprusweg 2, Amsterdam.

Norway
SmsEL DoKKEN, A/S Jotungruppen, Postboks. 6,
Oslo 5·
BJARNE HISDAL,t Central Institute for Industrial Research, POB 350, Oslo 3·
0LE EINAR MATHISEN, A/S Jotungruppen, 320I Sandefjord.
THORSTEIN SEIM, Physics Institute, University of Oslo, Oslo 3·
ARNE VALBERG, Physics Institute, University of Oslo, Oslo 3·
URBAN WILLUMSEN, Norsk Farveforum, A/S Jotengruppen, 3200 Sandefjord.
Republic of Panama
GmLLERMO MARCONI, PO Box 2038, Colon's Free Zone.
Poland
DR EMILIA CHOMICZEWSKA, Lodz, ul. Piotrkowska 56.
AssT. PROF. WITOLD CHROSCICKI, The Light and Colour Dept, Fine Arts
Academy in Warsaw, ASP, oo o68 Warszawa, ul. Krakowskie Przedm. 5·
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DR }AKUBIK, Lodz, Rewolucsi I90S, No. 76.
Ass. PRoF. }ANUsz NowiCKI, Anstalt fur Licht und Farbe Kunstakademie,
oo-oS6 Warszawa, Bielanska Sm 9·
DR W. STANIOCH, Warszawa 90, Petunii IJ.
PROF. NEJMAN TADEUSZ, Palitechnika Warszawaka, oo 661 Warsaw, Rector
Room 106, Plac Jednosci Robotniczej r.
DR D. ThusiEWICZ, ooS49 Warszawa, ul. Pereca 13 m. 1206.

Portugal
DR EvA }ACOBSOHN RAPoso, Rua Vale Formoso de Baixo, No. 1-Lisboa.

Spain
JosE ME Acusn, Fibracolor S.A., Tordera (Barcelona).
MIGUEL CALATRAVA, Fibracolor S.A., Tordera (Barcelona).
DR ANTONIO CRUZ, Serrano 121, Madrid 6.
DR LoRENZO PLAZA, Institute de Optica, Serrano 121, Madrid 6.
DR E . SAuRAS, Institute de Optica, Serrano 121, Madrid 6.

Sweden
BERTIL ALLANDER, Sveriges Radio, 8-1os 10 Stockholm.
STAFFAN ATTERHALL, Sveriges Radio, S-xos 10 Stockholm.
MRS ANITA KAJASTE BENNWIK, Sveriges Radio, S-1os 10 Stockholm,
DR BIRGITTA BERGLUND, Royal University of Stockholm, Psychological Laboratory, Box 67o6, S-113 Ss Stockholm.
DR ULF BERGLUND, S-113 Ss Stockholm.
DR STENs. BERGSTRÖM, Dept of Psychology, S :T Larsgatan 2, S-7s220 Uppsala.
LARS BJÖRKMAN, AB Alfort & Cronholm, Box 4soo6, 10430 Stockholm.
MRS BIRGITTA BRENSEN, Sveriges Radio, S-1os 10 Stockholm.
MR RoLF BRUNO, Hansinggatan 44, so2 40 Boras.
HJÖRDIS CELANDER, Research Institute of National Defence, Dpt. 2, S-104so
Stockholm So.
MRS CHRIS CoLLINS-PETERS, Sveriges Radio TV1, S-1os 10 Stockholm.
MRS ANN ERIKSSON, Sveriges Radio TV1, S-1os 10 Stockholm.
RoBERT FELEDY, AB Alfort & Cronholm, Box 4soo6, 104 30 Stockholm.
CHRISTER FREY, Head of Research, Sveriges Radio A I s6, 10S 10 Stockholm.
UNO HXKANsSON, Sveriges Radio, S-IOS 10 Stockholm.
ANDERS HMm, Swedish Color Center, Box 4S020, Stockholm 4S·
CIVILING, LENNART }OHNSSON, Telefon AB LM Ericsson, Materiallaboratoriet,
126 2S Stockholm.
LENNART LJUNGSTEDT, The Research Institute of National Defence, Dep. 2,
104 so Stockholm So.
MRS ULLA MALMER-LAGERKVIST, Svedges Radio, S-1os 10 Stockholm.
K.G. NILSON, Fil. Kand, Persborg, Kllrsta, xS6 oo Vallentuna.
BJÖRN NORDENHAGEN, Sveriges Radio, S-IOS 10 Stockholm.
:t'ER-\ZILAV SIVERTZEN, Sveriges Radio, S-1os 10 Stockholm.
AKE S :SON STENIUS, Swedish Forest Products Research Laboratory, PO Box
5604, S-1 14 S6 Stockholm.
GUNNAR ToNNQUIST, Research Institute of National Defence, S-104 so
Stockholm So.
DR ADAM ZAUSZNICA, AB Liljeholmens Kabelfabrik, Box 42 1oS, 126 12
Stockholm.
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Switzerland
G. ANDERS, Kerngartenstr. I9, CH 4I04 Oberwil (BL).
DR PAUL BAGNOUD, SICPA S.A., Florissant 4I, CH-Ioo8 Prilly.
DR P. BucHNER, Sandoz AG, CH 4002, Basel.
DR KLAUS-DIETER EITLE, Ettingerstrasse 43, CH 4I53 Reinach (BL).
DR XAVER FINK, Ciba-Geigy AG, Rosental Lok. 1039-4-6, CH-4000 Basel.
DR E. GANz, Ciba-Geigy Ltd, FO 3.2, CH-4002, Basel.
RoLF GRIESSER, Ciba-Geigy AG, FC 6.22, CH-4002 Basel.
GERHARD HoRSTMANN, Ciba-Geigy AG, FC 5·543, CH-4000 Basel.
DR KuRT JELTSCH, Ciba-Geigy AG, Rosental Lok, I039·4·I, CH-4000 Basel.
ALFONS KAPPELER, Carl Zeiss Zurich AG, Seestr. r6o, 8oo2 Zurich.
DR H. PAULI, Ciba-Geigy Ltd., CH-4002 Basel, Bau 147 P.II.
DR ERNST RoHNER, Datacolor AG, Brandbachstr. IO, CH-8405 Dietlikon.
MARKUS W. ScHWEIZER, Dip!. Architekt ETH, Gibliz, CH-3I38 Uetendorf.
PROF. WERNER SPILLMANN, Technikum, Dept of Architecture, 8400 Winterthur.
A. VERBAY, Pretemaag, Abt. Farbmesstechnik, CH-8903 Birmensdorf.
PROF. HEINRICH ZoLLINGER, Technisch-Chemisches Laboratorium, Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH), 8oo6 Zürich.
United Kingdom
PROF. G.V. BALL, Dept of Ophthalmie Optics, University of Aston in Birmingham, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7ET.
S.J. BARKER, Technical Service Coordination Dept, ICI Plastics Division,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
Miss B.K.A. BATTERSBY, 54 Mortimer Court, St. John's Wood, London NW8
9AD.
B.G. BENDER, Applied Optics Section, Imperial College, London SW7.
R.P. BEST, Instrumental Colour Systems, I3 Bone Lane, Newbury, Berks.
R.R. BLAKEY, Tioxide International Ltd, Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees,
Teesside.
RoGER W. BooTH, 34 Victoria Close, Horsforth, Leeds.
DR ToNY BRIDGEMAN, Dept of Applied Mathematics, The University of
Liverpool, PO Box I47, Liverpool L69 3BX.
R.W. BROCKLEBANK, Orland, Clent, Stourbridge, Worcs. DY9 9QS.
G.J. BURTON, Student, Applied Optics Section, Imperial College, London SW7.
MARGARET CAMPBELL, 4 Dovecot Loan, Edinburgh EHr4 2LT.
DR P. CAUNT, Kodak Ltd, Colour Group W95, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex
HAI 4TY.
DR C.R. CAVONIUS, University of Cambridge, The Psychological Laboratory,
Cambridge CB2 3EB.
K.P. CHAING, School of Colour Chemistry and Colour Technology, University
of Bradford, Bradford 7, Yorkshire.
DAVID G. CHAMBERLIN, Tintemeter Ltd, Waterloo Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire.
GoRDON J. CHAMBERLIN, Tintometer Ltd, Salisbury, Wiltshire.
DR F.J.J. CLARKE, D.M.O.M., National Physical Laboratory, Teddington,
Middlesex.
GEOFFREY CLARKE, E.R. Squibb & Sons, Reeds Lane, Moreton, Wirral,
Cheshire.
ADRIAN ABEL, Hoechst Cassella Dyestuffs Ltd, 48 Seymour Grove, Manchester,
MI6 oLN.
S.L. ALLEN, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough Sl2 sDS.
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MISS L.A. BLACK, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough SI2 sDS.
DAVID BROOKER, The De La Rue Research Centre, 68 Lower Cookham Road,
Maidenhead SL6 8LA, Berkshire.
MRS }OAN BRONTE-STEWART, Tennent Institute of Ophthalmology, University
of Glasgow, Glasgow.
S.R. COBB, Dept of Psychology Adam Smith Building, Glasgow University,
Glasgow.
O.N. COLLIER, Johnson, Matthey & Co. Ltd, Research Laboratories, Exhibition
Grounds, Wembley, Middlesex.
A.C. CooPER, A.R.T.S. Dept, ICI, Organics Division, Hexagon House, Blackley, Manchester M9 3DA.
DR H.R. CooPER, Shirley Institute, Didsbury, Manchester M2o 8RX.
W.D.G . Cox, Teesside College of Art, Green Lane, Middlesbrough, Teesside,
DR B.H. CRAWFORD, 3 Avenue Gardens, Teddington, Middlesex.
DR C .G. CRAWFORTH, Ciba-Geigy (UK) Ltd, Pigments Division, Roundthorn Estate, W ythenshawe,. Manchester 23 .
ALAN CUTHBERT, Wimbledon School of Art, Merton Hall Road, London
SWI9 3QA.
DR MICHAEL DELANEY, International Wool Secretariat, Technical Centre,
Valley Drive, Ilkley, Yorkshire.
DR DAVID EASTWOOD, Kodak Ltd, Colour Group W95, Wealdstone, Harrow,
Middlesex HAI 4TY.
S.J. EDWARDS, School of Physics, City of Leicester Polytechnic, Leicester.
PROF. R. FLETCHER, Dept of Opthalmic Optics & Visual Science, The City
University, Cranwood St, London ECr.
DR G.L. FucHs, Sun Printers Ltd, Whippendell Road, Watford, Herts.
ALBERT GARRETT, IO Sunningdale Avenue, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middlesex.
G.R. GEARY, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough 812 sDS.
F.N. GooDE, Watford College of Technology, Hempstead Road, Watford,
Herts WDI 3EZ.
DR G .W. GRANGER, Dept of Psychology, University of Durham, Science
Laboratories, South Road, Durharn DH1 3LE.
Miss M.B. HALSTEAD, 9 Lowther Drive, Enfield, Middlesex.
PROF. O.S. HEAVENS, University of York, Dept of Physics, Heslington, York
YOI sDD.
W .V. HEDGES, Blythe Colours Ltd, Cresswell, Stoke-on-Trent STu 9RD.
DR S.T. HENDERSON, 35 Syke Cluan, !ver, Bucks.
J.L. HIRST, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough 8I2 sDS.
J. HOLLINGWORTH, Dyestuff & Chemieals Division, Ciba-Geigy (UK) Ltd,
Clayton, Manchester.
A.G. HULL, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough SI2 sDS.
DR R.W.G . HUNT, Research Division, Kodak Ltd, Harrow, Middlesex.
J .B. HUTCHINGS, Unilever Research Laboratory, Colworth House, Sharnbrook,
Bedford .
!.I.M. IDRIS, Student, Applied Optics Section, Imperial College, London SW7.
D . IRISH, Paint Research Association, Waldegrave Road, Teddington,
Middlesex.
S.M. }AECKEL, The Hosiery and Allied Trades Research Association, 7 Gregory
Boulevard, Nottingham NG7 6LD.
N.B. }ACKSON, Rank Xerox Development Lab., Bessemer Road, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.
MoHAMMAD S . }AFRI, E .R. Squibb & Sons, Reeds Lane, Moreton, Wirral,
Cheshire.
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MRS EVE }ANES, International Wool Secretariat, Technical Centre, Valley
Drive, Ilkley, Yorkshire.
J.R. }ARVIS, Dept of Opthalmic Optics and Visual Science, The City University,
Cranwood St. London ECrV 9HH.
L.V. }oNES, ICI Ltd, Paints Division, Wexham Road, Slough SI2 sDS.
D.W. KAHAN, 313 Nether Street, Finchley, London N3 rJJ.
}OHN A. KEITCH, sS Butterfield Road, Wheathampstead, Herts.
MICHAEL G. KING, Student, School of Colour Chemistry, University of
Bradford, Bradford, Y orkshire.
PAUL R. KINNEAR, Dept of Psychology, Kings College, Old Aberdeen AB9 2UB.
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